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Summary
Understanding underlying mechanisms of common diseases is one of the major goals of current research inmedicine. As most of these disorders are linked to genetic factors, identification of the associated variantsforms an excellent strategy towards the elucidation of molecular and cellular dysfunctions, and in fine couldlead to better personalised diagnostics and treatments.Genome-Wide Association Studies (gwas) aim to discover variants spread over the genome that couldlead, in isolation or in combination, to a particular trait or an unfortunate phenotype such as a disease.The basic idea behind these studies is to statistically analyse the genetic differences between groups ofhealthy (controls) and diseased (cases) individuals. Advances in genetic marker technology indeed allow fordense genotyping of hundreds of thousands of Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (snps) per individual. Thisallows to characterise representative samples composed of several hundreds to several thousands of casesand controls, each one characterised by up to a million of genetic markers sampling the genomic variationsamong these individuals.The standard approach to genome wide association studies is based on univariate hypothesis tests. Inthis approach each genetic marker is analysed in isolation from the others, in order to assess its potentialassociation with the studied phenotype, in practice by the computation of so-called p-values based on somestatistical assumptions about the data-generation mechanism. Because of the very high ratio between thelarge number of snps genotyped and the limited number of individuals, multiple-testing corrections need tobe applied when carrying out these analyses, leading to reduced statistical power.While this standard approach has been at the basis of many novel loci unravelled in the last yearsfor several complex diseases, it has several intrinsic limitations. A first limitation is that this approachdoes not directly account for correlations among the explanatory variables. A second intrinsic limitationof gwas is that they can’t account for genetic interactions, i.e. causal effects that are only observed whenspecific combinations of mutations and/or non-mutations are present at the same time. The third limitationof univariate approaches is that they do not directly allow to assess the genetic risk, since many of theidentified markers (with similarly small p-values) actually account for the same underlying causal factor:exploiting their information to predict the genetic risk is hence far from straightforward.Within bioinformatics, machine learning has actually become one of the major potential sources ofprogress. As a matter of fact, biology has become nowadays one of the main drivers of research in ma-chine learning, and is by itself already a very competitive research field.Among the subfields of machine learning, supervised learning and its extensions such as semi-supervisedlearning, stand out as the most mature and at the same time most rapidly evolving area of research. Withinthis context, the purpose of this thesis was to study the application of random forest types of methods togenome wide association studies, with the twofold goal of (i) inferring predictive models able to asses diseaserisk and (ii) to identify causal mutations explaining the phenotype. The choice of this family of methods wasoriginally motivated by the fact that these methods are a priori well suited for that kind of analysis due tosome of their interesting properties. They are indeed able to deal efficiently with very large amounts of datawithout relying on strong assumptions about the underlying mechanisms linking genetic and environmentalfactors to phenotypes, and they can also provide interpretable information, in the form of scorings and/or
rankings of snps so as to help in the identification of causal genetic loci.In the first part of this manuscript, we analyse the state-of-the art in the application field of genomewide association studies and in supervised machine learning, and subsequently describe in details the threetree-based ensemble methods that we have implemented and applied in our research; in Part II, we reportour empirical investigations, in three successive steps, namely i.) a preliminary study on simulated datasetsyielding controlled conditions with known ground-truth and allowing for a first sanity check of the T-Treesmethods, in ideal conditions; ii.) a detailed study on a given real-life dataset concerning Crohn’s disease,where we try to understand the main features of the three different algorithms in terms of predictive accuracyand capability of identification of relevant genetic information, and their sensitivity with respect to variouskinds of quality control procedures and algorithmic parameters; iii.) a systematic replication study, wherewe confirm, on 7 different datasets from the Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium, the main outcomes ofour study on the Crohn’s disease, while using default parameter settings.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter we successively discuss the motivations of our research, present the overall approach usedto work, and then outline the structure of the rest of this manuscript and conclude by stating our personalcontributions and by providing an annotated list of our publications.
1.1 Motivations
Understanding underlying mechanisms of common diseases, such as cancer, cardiovascular diseases, inflam-matory and allergy disorders, is one of the major goals of current research in medicine. As most of thesedisorders are linked to genetic factors, identification of the associated variants forms an excellent strategytowards the elucidation of molecular and cellular dysfunctions, and in fine could lead to better personalizeddiagnostics and treatments.Genome-Wide Association Studies (gwas) aim to discover variants spread over the genome that couldlead, in isolation or in combination, to a particular trait or an unfortunate phenotype such as a disease[Man10, TKTJ11, LCVK11, Wel07]. The basic idea behind these studies is to statistically analyze thegenetic differences between two populations: a group of healthy individuals (the controls) versus a group ofsick ones (the cases). Advances in genetic marker technology indeed allow for dense genotyping of hundredof thousands of Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (snps) per individual. This allows to characterize, at anacceptable cost, representative samples composed of several hundreds to several thousands of cases andcontrols, each one characterized by up to a million of genetic markers sampling the genomic variationsamong these individuals.In addition to the genetic measurements and the binary case/control classification, the individuals mayalso be characterized by additional information, such as for example, additional phenotypes refining theirbiological condition, and a multitude of environmental factors that may interact with genetic ones and oftensignificantly impact disease status. Furthermore, meta-datasets may be constructed by merging informationfrom several independent studies about the same or related diseases [B+08, T+12b, S+12].The very high practical importance of all theses studies, and the rapidly growing amount and complexityof the data generated by all these experiments raise many interesting questions for their analysis, and hencefoster intensive research on the development of novel bioinformatics and statistical methodologies to helpextracting in a more effective way the relevant information from these datasets.The standard approach to genome wide association studies is based on univariate hypothesis tests. Inthis approach each genetic marker is analyzed in isolation from the others, in order to assess its potentialassociation with the studied phenotype, in practice by the computation of so-called p-values based onsome statistical assumptions about the data-generation mechanism [Bal06, M+08, BCB04]. Because ofthe very high p/n ratio in gwas (here p denotes the number of explanatory variables, i.e. the numberof snps genotyped, while n denotes the sample size, i.e. the number of individuals used as cases and
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controls), multiple-testing corrections need to be applied when carrying out these analyses, leading toreduced statistical power.While this standard approach has been at the basis of many novel loci unravelled in the last years forseveral complex diseases, it has several intrinsic limitations.A first limitation is that this approach does not directly account for correlations among the explanatoryvariables, while in the context of gwas this correlation is often very strong, in particular due to the fact thatgenetic mutations are transmitted from parents to children through a combination of chromosome replicationand cross-over, which leads to a high probability that mutations that are closely located on a dna strand areinherited in combination, hence leading to strong correlations among closely located genetic markers. Apartfrom this unavoidable physical correlation, correlations among different markers may also appear as artefactsinduced by the experiment design (sample selection, experimental batches, imputations of missing variables)routinely found in the datasets used for gwas. The net result is that p-value based marker rankings need tobe carefully analyzed by hand and subsequently experimentally replicated and validated before they can beconfirmed as pin-pointing to genuine causal effects. This situation led to a recurring difficulty in reproducingfindings published in the literature and made the scientific community become extremely cautious [INTCI01]and demanding on the soundness of the statistical approaches used in gwas.A second intrinsic limitation with the univariate approaches to gwas is that they can’t account for geneticinteractions, i.e. causal effects that are only observed when specific combinations of mutations and/or non-mutations are present at the same time. Even though opinions are divided [HGV08, ZHSL12], such potentialepistatic effects should however be taken into account in order to increase the power of the statistical analyses.Furthermore, it is not unlikely that many genetic factors are in some way coupled with environmental factors,and taking these couplings systematically into account is as well beyond the capabilities of simple univariateapproaches.The third limitation of univariate approaches is that they do not directly allow to assess the genetic risk,since many of the identified markers (with similarly small p-values) actually account for the same underlyingcausal factor: exploiting their information to predict the genetic risk is hence far from straightforward, evenmore so if we want to take into account potential gene-gene or gene-environment interactions.Since the mid-eighties, the field of machine learning has emerged at the intersection of algorithmics andstatistics. The overall goal of the field is to design and theoretically characterize algorithms to extract ina reproducible way relevant information from observational data. The field is driven by a large diversity ofapplications, such as text mining [FS06], image analysis [MGW09, MGW07], extraction of knowledge from theinternet [CMFF10], analyzing data from experimental sciences such as astronomy [B+09], earth monitoring[K+11], high energy physics [P+12b], and - last but not least - biology and medicine [MAW10]. Withinbioinformatics, machine learning has actually become one of the major potential sources of progress, asone can contemplate from the growing number of conferences and journals that focus on the application ofmachine learning to biology. As a matter of fact, biology has become nowadays one of the main drivers ofresearch in machine learning, and is by itself already a very competitive research field.Among the subfields of machine learning, supervised learning and its extensions such as semi-supervisedlearning, stand out as the most mature and at the same time most rapidly evolving area of research: thegeneral statistical theory underlying the analysis of supervised learning algorithms has been establishedat the end of the last century [PRMN04, Vap98a], and in the meantime several powerful paradigms havebeen developed allowing to leverage supervised learning to a very broad class of problems. Among thesesupervised learning methods, both kernel-based models [lS02] and tree-based models stand out. In particular,random forest types of methods [Bre01, GEW06], have been shown to provide state-of-the-art results inmany applications (e.g., image analysis, bioinformatics, reinforcement learning, etc.), specially in terms oftheir excellent accuracy vs computational complexity compromise.Within the above context, the subject of this thesis was defined a few years ago, in the establishmentof a collaboration between the research unit in Systems and Modeling of the Department of Electrical
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Engineering and Computer Science, on the one hand, and the research unit in Animal Genomics of theFaculty of Veterinarian Medicine, on the other hand. These groups were and still are respectively activein machine learning, and specifically in tree-based supervised learning, and in genome wide associationstudies, and specifically the study of complex genetic diseases.The purpose of our work was to study the application of random forest types of methods to genome wideassociation studies, with the twofold goal of (i) inferring predictive models able to asses disease risk and (ii)to identify causal mutations explaining the phenotype. The choice of this family of methods was originallymotivated by the fact that these methods are a priori well suited for that kind of analysis due to some oftheir interesting properties. They are indeed able to deal efficiently with very large amounts of data withoutrelying on strong assumptions about the underlying mechanisms linking genetic and environmental factorsto phenotypes, and they can also provide interpretable information, in the form of scorings and/or rankingsof snps so as to help in the identification of causal genetic loci.
1.2 Approach to research
Given the limitations of the standard approach discussed in the preceding section, and the acknowledgedcapability of tree-based methods to handle complex problems in a very flexible way, it is of interest toinvestigate whether and how these methods could be used in order to improve on univariate approaches inthe context of gwas.To carry out this investigation, we have worked during our thesis along the following work plan:
• We have started our work by implementing our own software for supervised learning with ensembles oftrees; to do so we have been inspired by the experience in the Systems and Modeling team, but we havedeveloped our own software from scratch in order to facilitate later adaptations and benchmarkings.
• At the onset of our thesis, we have participated in some GWAS carried out in the companion groupof animal genetics, to become familiar with the nature of the datasets, and most importantly with thequality control and other preprocessings needed prior to statistical analysis.
• We then have applied standard random forest types of algorithms to some synthetic and real-lifedatasets, in order to gain some first hands-on experience. This also led to some improvements in oursoftware implementation, so as to make it sufficiently efficient (memory, cpu time, adaptation to gridenvironment) to handle very big datasets.
• In order to cope with the correlation structure implied by linkage disequilibrium, we have designeda novel tree-based ensemble method called T-Trees and tested it on synthetic data. The method isbased on the segmentation of the vector of snps into blocks of fixed size along the genome, and thenuses the snps inside each block in a homogenous way by first selecting at each tree node a blockand then jointly exploiting the snps inside this block to create a split. We found that it yields bothimproved predictive accuracy and a better precision in the detection of causal loci.
• Finally, we have carried out a systematic large-scale empirical investigation based on state-of-the-art and publicly available gwas datasets about several human diseases. This study allowed us tobetter understand the features of tree-based ensemble methods in real-life conditions, in particular byidentifying the role played by the interaction of rare variants with some pathological behaviors of thescore measures used for tree induction. We also assess in this study the effect of quality control on theapparent predictive power of the induced classifiers, by comparing results according to different qualitycontrol procedures. The results found in this study should help other machine learning researchersto more effectively analyze their results when using complex black-box procedures such as tree-basedensemble methods, and at the same time help biologists to gain confidence in these results.
4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION1.3 Organization of the manuscript
The main body of the manuscript is divided in two parts.In part 1, we start by describing the state-of-the-art in genome wide association studies (Chapter 2),and then provide in Chapter 3 the required background in supervised machine learning. Chapter 4 gives aprecise description of the algorithms that we have developed and applied in this work.In part 2, we present our experimental results. We start, in Chapter 5 by analyzing the behavior ofstandard random-forest types of methods and our proposed method called T-Trees on synthetic datasets,where the ground truth is known, and where we can easily vary experimental conditions (noise level, numberof samples etc.) In chapter 6, we then provide detailed results on the real-life Crohn’s disease (cd) datasetfrom the wtccc [Wel07], and link our results with the scientific literature. Chapter 7 complements our empiricalstudy by investigating the six remaining datasets related to other diseases provided by the wtccc. Somecomplementary simulations results are collected in the appendices.Finally, we conclude by discussing in a retrospective way our findings and by suggesting future directionsof research.
1.4 List of publications
In [BGHW08a, BGHW08b], we started to tackle the problem of correlated descriptors in gwas by consideringtwo different representations of the input data: the raw genotypes described by a few thousand to a fewhundred thousand discrete variables each one describing a single nucleotide polymorphism and, on theother hand, haplotype block contents represented by the combination of 10 to 100 adjacent genotypes. Theblocks were defined by the HapMap hotspot lists. We adapted the Random Forests to exploit those blocksand compared the results with the use of raw genotypes in terms of predictive power and localization ofcausal loci. The adaptation consisted in modifying the splitting rule based on estimation of the conditionalprobability that the observed haplotype is drawn from the population of cases (reps. controls) reachingthe current node (assuming class conditional independence of the snps in the block). That methodologywas applied on simulated datasets with one or two interacting causal mutations. We obtained marginallysuperior results with our adaptation of the state-of-the-art tree-based method than their direct applicationto the raw genotype data. That first contribution opened the path we followed in the present thesis.Also, at the beginning of my PhD, I had the opportunity to develop a graphical interface allowing biologiststo annotate images and perform different measurements while extracting subimages used as inputs for tree-based automatic image classification. That work lead to a publication [G+08b] related to the effectivenessof inhaled doxycycline to prevent allergen-induced inflammation in a mouse model of asthma.An article [BLGW13] presenting the core results of this thesis, namely the T-Trees algorithms, and itsapplication to seven real gwas datasets is under preparation and will be submitted to a journal. In thispaper, the capabilities of various tree-based ensemble methods to assess disease risk and to localize causalmutations are evaluated. We are also preparing a short technical note to be submitted to a bioinformaticsjournal, where we present our findings about the impact of the normalisation of the splitting-criterion used inrandom forests methods and their bias towards markers with small minor allele frequencies (appendix A.1).
Part I
Background and Methods
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Chapter 2
Genome-Wide Association Studies
Contents2.1 dna : 3 letters for 3 billions bases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82.2 snp : 3 letters (again) for 3 values . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82.3 Genome-wide associations studies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92.3.1 Thanks to linkage disequilibrium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112.4 GWAS : how ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132.4.1 Quality controls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142.4.2 Single-locus test of association . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 162.4.3 A bit further . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
Humans are unique but genetically 99% equal. The remaining 1% of genetic differences participate intheir rich diversity. Deoxyribonucleic acid (dna) depicts the essential information needed for building up ahuman living from the biological point of view. This genetic material can be seen as a linear code underlyingthe development, the functioning and the reproduction of organisms. Nevertheless, some coding errors mayoccur which, unfortunately, could cause dysfunction at many levels and eventually lead to diseases. The aimof genome-wide association studies is to locate genetic differences between two sub-populations that areresponsible of the differences of one or several phenotypes observed between these sub-populations, and inparticular that are related to complex genetic diseases.This chapter first aims at providing a gentle introduction to the field of genome-wide association studiesto non specialists. On the way, we will also present and discuss the current state-of-the-art in terms ofstatistical analysis techniques commonly used in this context.
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2.1. DNA : 3 LETTERS FOR 3 BILLIONS BASES 72.1 dna : 3 letters for 3 billions bases
All humans have a sequence of roughly 3 billion dna bases spread over their 23 pairs of chromosomes. dnasequences can be viewed as a code containing genetic instructions.From the informatics viewpoint, dna is essentially a very long linear string built over an alphabet of fourdifferent letters defined by chemical bases (or nucleotides) : A, C, T, G. Almost every cell of an organismcontains two copies of this dna string and this information is transmitted in a quite reliable way from onecell to its daughters, and from one individual to its off-springs (actually exactly one half from both parents).Indeed, the genetic machinery responsible of dna replication is quite robust, and thanks to coding redundancyand error-correction mechanisms, the genetic information encoded by dna strands is normally reproducedwith great fidelity.However, during the replication process, errors may occur over time and survive in the offspring (celllines and/or sub-populations), for example by changing one base to another at some positions in the code,or by yielding multiple copies of some dna subsequence. If we screen the genetic material of a sample ofindividuals of a population, at a position where such a mutation phenomenon occurred in the past, we willtherefore observe that some individuals (typically a large majority of them) are holding the original geneticmaterial, the so-called wild type, while others (typically a small minority) hold the mutant variant.Among the various types of mutations that may occur, we focus in this thesis on point-wise mutationscharacterized by the change of a single letter (a replacement, a deletion, or an insertion) in the dna string.The resulting genetic variability is called Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (snp) and its alternate formsobserved in the population are called alleles; in most of the cases, an snp is characterized by only twoalleles which translate into three different combinations for diploid organisms.snps are the most abundant source of genetic variation (aside from structural variations) within thehuman genome, notably because many of these appear in non-coding regions. (this is the redundant codedefining the mapping between dna strings and protein sequences). From recent genetic surveys, it is knownthat these snps occur approximately once every 100 to 300 base-pairs on the average. The InternationalHapMap Project [The03] has studied these variations and has identified about ten million snps (where therarer snp allele has a frequency of at least 1%) in three sub-populations of humans (Europeans, Africansand East Asians). In the continuity, the 1000 Genomes Project [G+10] sequenced the genomes of more than1000 people to obtain a more detailed and comprehensive catalogue of human genetic variation. The 1000Genomes data are available to the scientific community. They can be used, for example, to impute genotypesnot directly typed thus avoiding important genotyping costs.Since genetic material is transmitted in a way such that nearby bases are transmitted together witha high probability, because of the mechanics of dna replication and re-combination, when two individualsshare the same alleles at a snp locus, it is likely that they also share the same material in the nearby areasof the dna string. Therefore, even if snps only describe a very small part of the dna of an individual, they areexpected to provide a significant amount of information about their genetic differences. Hence, studying thecorrelations between snps and phenotypes may help to identify genetic regions where mutations occurredthat are functionally related to the phenotype variability. For the same reason snps may potentially be usedto predict phenotypes and in particular genetic disease risks.
2.2 snp : 3 letters (again) for 3 values
Polymorphisms are what make every one of us unique from the genetic point of view. Most of these haveno known effect and may be of little or no importance while some of them influence physical appearance,disease risk or drug response. snps are involved in the early steps of development. Depending of their natureand location in the genome, they can change the encoded amino acids (non synonymous) or can be silent
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(synonymous) or just occur in noncoding regions [Sha09]. Thus they can influence more or less one trait,e.g., they may impact the encoding of mrnas responsible for proteins synthesis (figure 2.1). At the surface,they influence together with environmental factors our general phenotype : the way we look, the hair andeyes color, our weight, size etc. Below the surface, they also may impact how our individual cells will grow,replicate and interact with the others (which may be less obvious to directly observe). Nevertheless, smallvariations in the dna sequence can also lead to undesirable effects such as diseases. Mutations can indeedbe the starting point of cascades leading to an unexpected and possibly counter-productive trait.
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Figure 2.1 One way for a mutation to influence phenotype.
Most of the snps are biallelic, giving rise, in diploid organisms such as humans, to 3 types of observedgenotypes describing how many mutant variants are collected by this individual at a given position. Thus,a genotype can take 3 values : 0, 1 or 2. A value of 0 means that no mutation has been observed, the twoalleles are of the wild type. In that case we say that the SNP is homozygous wild. A value of 1 means thatone mutation is observed at that position, one wild allele on one of the chromosomes and one mutant alleleon the other chromosome, also called the heterozygous. Finally, 2 represents the case where the two allelesare mutants and is called a homozygous mutant genotype.Figure 2.2 illustrates these ideas: the right-most part shows part of the dna inherited by a child fromits two parents, by depicting a chromosome pair around five nucleotides; the two central parts show thecorresponding dna of the corresponding chromosomes of its two parents; finally the left-most part showsthe content of the corresponding wild-type chromosome of the reference population. In green, mutations arehighlighted, yielding eventually the genotype of the child and its encoding in orange.Note that sometimes that representation is not the exact one being used; one can indeed decide to codethese values by using any specific allele as a reference (most of the time, the mutant allele is the one thatis less frequent in a reference population).
2.3 Genome-wide associations studies
Snps have the potential to help identify the multiple genes associated with many phenotypes. Of course,snps generally do not directly cause an illness but they can help us to identify genomic regions potentiallycontaining mutations causally affecting the biology of the studied phenotype and they could hence help us toevaluate the risk that someone will develop a disease. Identification of causal mutations will provide betterdiagnostic information that will allow for early diagnosis, prevention and better treatment of human diseases.In the following, we will indifferently use the word ”phenotype” to refer to the trait under study which can bea disease or any observable characteristic also called a trait (such as morphology, development, biochemicalor physiological properties, behavior...). The phenotype can be qualitative (e.g., disease status) or quantitative(e.g., treatment response status). Analyzing dna can help to understand what is happening beyond the geneticcode, in other words, what are the underlying molecular mechanisms leading to a given phenotype. Genome-wide association studies are designed for that purpose. However, as those genetic variations are transmittedthrough generations, they also are directly related to ancestry and family relations among individuals.
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Figure 2.2 Mother and father chromosomes dna differ from reference dna at one locus (a/g mutation, in green); themother in addition differs at a second locus (g/a mutation in green). The child’s genotype is obtained bycombining these variations resulting from the inherited chromosome pair (in orange).
Unlike monogenic Mendelian diseases, a disease is said to be complex when multiple interacting genesand environmental factors are responsible for the phenotype. These complex diseases are not caused in adeterministic way by a single genetic mutation; rather they must have an intricate molecular architectureand may therefore be influenced by a potentially large number of genetic and environmental factors whichmay act in additive, complementary and/or more complex ways. Most of the time, in that case, it has beenobserved that each individual genetic variant only makes a very small contribution to the overall heritabilityof the disease. Since complex diseases are intrinsically related to the perturbation of a complex biologicalsub-system, this may explain the dispersed association among individual genetic variations and diseasephenotype, as well as a rather high sensitivity to environmental factors. In addition to this dispersive effect,it may be the case that part of the heritability of genetic risks towards complex diseases can only be explainedby conditional effects, i.e. effects which imply a conjunction of genetic and environmental factors. It mightbe the case that a multitude of such dispersed and/or conjunctive effects in the end is responsible of the factthat most of these complex diseases are not rare in the population.When performing a genome-wide association study, the main questions we are trying to answer are thefollowing:
• How many genetic variants are involved ?
• Where are these genetic variations located on the genome ? Do they appear in exons or introns ?Which genes do these changes affect ?
• What is the type and biological consequence of each alteration ? Which allele is protective and whichone is causative ?
• What are the functional consequences of these changes ?
• how often such mutations occur (allele frequency, mutation rate) ?
• Are these variants more important than environmental factors ?
• Are there any interactions between the genetic and environmental effects ?
• Can we infer the disease risk, or more generally predict a phenotype, based on genetic factors aloneor in combination with environmental ones ?
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Typically, to carry out such a study one disposes of a cohort of a few hundred to several thousandindividuals, a fraction of them (typically about 50%) having a certain phenotype which are called cases,and the rest of them being individuals representative of the genetic variation in the studied population andwho do not present the studied phenotype which are called controls. This is schematically represented atFigure 2.3.
FREQUENCY
COMPARISONS 
CASES CONTROLS
Figure 2.3 Overall principle of a genome-wide association study: step 1 (top) consists in collecting a cohort of casesand controls (experiment design); step 2 (middle) consists in extracting DNA from the individuals andcarrying out measurements to characterize their genetic variations (e.g. genotyping at snp loci); step 3(bottom) consists in analyzing the resulting dataset so as to identify significant associations among groupsof snps and phenotype and to determine risk prediction models (statistical inference).
2.3.1 Thanks to linkage disequilibrium
Advances in genotyping technologies allow for genome-wide association studies. In a short time, hundreds ofthousands (and even more) snps spread over the whole genome can be genotyped for large sets of individualsat low cost. Denser genotyped variations over the whole genome should allow to detect causative dna regionseven if the biologically causative mutation is not directly observed, indeed, those variants are known to bestrongly correlated. Thus, the chances of finding an snp ”linked” with the causal one are highly increased(indirect association vs. direct association. See Figure 2.4).
Causal
mutation
Linkage
disequilibrium
(a) (b)
Figure 2.4 We talk about direct association (a) when the causal mutation is directly genotyped. On the other hand, ifonly variations in ld with the causal mutation are genotyped then we talk about indirect association (b).
That “link” is also called the linkage disequilibrium (ld). It denotes the nonrandom association of allelesat two or more loci. One way of measuring ld between two variants is to compute a simple statistic for a
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pair of snps. Doing so for each pair of snps will generate a matrix of values from which ld patterns can bededuced.The International HapMap Project [The03] investigated ld patterns across the entire human genome. Theystarted by gathering anonymized samples from four different populations: 90 Yoruba (30 parent-offspringtrios) from Ibadan (Nigeria); 90 individuals (30 parent-offspring trios) of European ancestry from Utah, 45unrelated Han Chinese from Beijing and 45 unrelated Japanese from Tokyo. Their findings pointed out thatthere exist hotspots of recombination in the genome which drive the observed ld patterns. They observedblocks of high ld separated by sharp breakdown of ld corresponding to hotspots.Those blocks of high ld are also referred to as haplotype blocks. The term haplotype is a contraction ofhaploid genotype. Haplotypes are the combinations of alleles at different positions along the same chromo-some that are transmitted together. It may be much more informative to analyze them simultaneously insteadof independently. These haplotypes have a particular structure which provides information on evolutionhistory. According to the International HapMap Project, we now know that chromosomes are structuredin many blocks, i.e., haplotype blocks within which there is a limited haplotype diversity (where little tono recombination events occured) separated by small regions of high haplotype diversity. This structure ispopulation dependent.Technically, the main benefit of those low haplotype diversity regions is that only a few markers needto be genotyped to capture the whole haplotype information. Selecting the minimal number of snps thatuniquely identify common haplotypes is called haplotype tagging. That property has driven the current gwasin selecting the right amount of markers along the genome in order to capture a maximum of the variationspresent in the population under study. However, being focused on common variations, a direct (and maybenot so desirable) consequence is that the possible presence of rarer mutations may be missed and theirpotential implications underestimated.To explain the notion of linkage disequilibrium, let us consider two snps, the first has alleles A and
B, and the second has alleles C and D. In a given population, let us suppose that the marginal allelefrequencies are fA, fB = 1 − fA, fC and fD = 1 − fC , respectively. We define a haplotype as being aparticular combination of the alleles of these two snps on one chromosome at variant sites and denote thehaplotype (joint) frequencies as fAC , fBC , fAD and fBD .
A B Total
C fAC = fAfC+D fBC = fBfC−D fC
D fAD = fAfD−D fBD = fBfD+D fDTotal fA fB
Table 2.1 In this table, D represents the departure from the uncorrelated state in which the joint frequencies is equalto the product of the marginal frequencies. When D is equal to 0 the two snps are said to be in linkageequilibrium (le).
The situation can be summarized in Table 2.1 where the standard coefficient D of LD between the twoloci is defined by:
DAC = fAC − fAfC . (2.1)
Equation 2.1 expresses that the expected haplotype frequency in the absence of LD is the product ofthe marginal frequencies. DAC represents the departure from the uncorrelated state. Simple algebraicrearrangement shows that:
DAC = −DBC = −DAD = DBD. (2.2)
DAC = 0 would suggest independence of the two snps but could also simply reflect a low marginal frequency
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of one of the alleles. Also, the sign of D is sensitive to the allele code which can be chosen arbitrarily. Tocircumvent those two drawbacks, two derived LD statistics which both are frequency normalized and alwayspositive are more commonly used:
|D′| =
 −DACmin(fAfC ,fBfD) if DAC < 0,DAC
min(fAfD,fBfC)
if DAC > 0, (2.3)
|D′| ranges from 0 to 1, 0 means linkage equilibrium, a value of 1 corresponds to complete ld (the twoloci are not separated by recombination, i.e. at most three of the four possible haplotypes are present in thepopulation) but does not necessary indicates that one locus can predict the other with high accuracy.
r2 =
D2AC
fAfBfCfD
. (2.4)
The r2 is the squared Pearson correlation coefficient, a value of one corresponds to perfect ld for whichat most two haplotypes are possibly present. In other words, knowing the allele at one locus allows topredict the allele at the other one.From these metrics, it is possible to compute a matrix of ld. Figure 2.5 shows an example of observablepatterns in a small chromosome 1 region in the Hapmap ceu population. It allows to visually detect blocksof snps in high ld clearly separated by ld breakdown.
Figure 2.5 An example of ld pattern in the Hapmap ceu population, on chromosome 1 (67.68..68.18Mb) region. Thedifferent pairwise values of D′ are represented by different intensity of red. We clearly see “triangles” ofhigher ld depicting the haplotype block structure in that region.
2.4 GWAS : how ?
A genome-wide association study is driven by the following steps (see also Figure 2.3):
1. Choosing and collecting samples: maybe the most difficult part of a GWAS, collecting samples isn’teasy at all. Cases may sometimes be rare and for some diseases, getting dna samples is delicate. Anaccurate definition of the trait under study is required to minimize the heterogeneity of the underlyingcausal factors and increase the power of the study. Another major difficulty arises from matching caseand control populations in order to avoid (or at least minimize) sample stratification.
2. Genotyping: using recent technologies allows now for genotyping massive amounts of markers at lowcost. Genotyping arrays now provide up to one million common snps which currently approximatelycosts 400$ (and that cost will continue to decrease over time, while the number of variants assayedwill increase). For that task, two main manufacturers (Affymetrix and Illumina) respectively providehybridization-based and enzyme-based genotyping technology. In the end, these genotyping arraysallow to measure allele intensities at several locations in the genome from which genotypes can be
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deduced. For further information concerning genotyping arrays, we refer the reader to [K+03] and[S+06].
3. Quality controls: due to the previous steps, it is necessary to check the quality of the resulting data.Those quality control methods (qc) will be further discussed in Section 2.4.1.
4. Statistical analysis: there are two main approaches, the single-locus analysis where each variant istested in turn and the multi-locus approaches where haplotypes, gene-gene (and possibly higher-order)interactions can be considered. Basically, this step consists in frequency or similarity comparisonsbetween the cases and the controls. These tests are presented in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3.
5. Replication: once some loci have been identified as being statistically associated to the studiedphenotype, replication allows to validate or invalidate those results. The replication study is oftencarried by the use of a different genotyping platform, which may help to remove spurious associationsdue to technical artefacts.
2.4.1 Quality controls
Once the data have been collected and the genotypes assayed, we want to avoid confounding of signal withsomething that is not linked to the trait under study. Many quality control (qc) procedures exist to reduce therisk of false-positive and false-negative findings. Basically, those qc procedures can be based on samplesor markers. In the following, the main qc procedures used in practice are discussed. For further reading wesuggest the recently published tutorial from the genomics group of the eMERGE [T+11].
Sample-based QC
• Sample mix-ups and plating errors: it is possible that during the preparation, some samples are mixedup on the plate. It can be messy and sometimes two or more samples are inverted on the array (usuallycomposed of 96 wells). One way of detecting such errors is to check the sex recorded when collectinginformation about the samples and the one that can be estimated using the X chromosome. E.g., afemale with a low heterozygosity rate across the X chromosome markers is probably a good indicationof sample mix-up. Also, by mistake, if two samples are placed in the same well it will produce anexcess of heterozygosity (on the other hand, low heterozygosity indicates inbreeding).
• Low-quality dna samples: quality and concentration of the collected dna may vary from one sampleto another, especially when the cases and the controls are not collected and extracted in the sameplace which can introduce spurious association. Even on the same plate, it is inevitable to observevariations in the quality and concentration, bad quality and/or low concentration samples often lead tofailure of signal amplification causing genotypes to be uncallable which results in missing genotypes.In that case, individuals with an insufficient overall call rate should be removed from the study.
• Plate effects: it is also required to check if there are no differences in genotyping frequency betweenplates. Especially in the situation where cases and controls are typed on different plates, suchdifferences will cause confounding. A common practice is to evenly distribute cases and controlsacross plates. When it is not possible, a comparison of allele and/or genotype frequencies betweenone plate against the others will help identify significant differences and allow to discard samplesfrom a study.
• Population stratification: one source of spurious associations is the presence of individuals comingfrom different ancestral and demographic history. Especially when cases and controls strongly differregarding these features. It has been clearly observed that many markers carry such an informationand demographic information can thus be confounded with disease status. In order to avoid associating
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that kind of markers to the disease, the first thing that can be done is to remove the outliers fromthe population under study. Most of the time, using principal component analysis and the additionof known and various ancestry (such as HapMap) genotypes allow for the identification of populationstructure and permit to confront the collected samples provenance informations to known populations.It has been observed that only two principal components are sufficient to separate clusters of differentancestry individuals. Another approach consists in calculating a genetic distance between pairs ofindividuals and using the resulting distance matrix to cluster the individuals. Similarly, duplicateand related samples can be identified using the same genetic distance; an abnormally small distancebetween a pair of individuals would indicate sample duplication and/or relatedness.
Marker-based QC
• Call-rate and Allele Frequency: unfortunately, genotyping platforms are not 100% reliable and couldcause some uncertainty for many reasons. When the genotype calling1 algorithm is not able todetermine the genotype at a given position for a given sample, this measurement is normally consideredas missing. If a few genotypes are missing, it is not so problematic, since snps with missing valuescan be removed without loosing too much information and if the genotyping is dense enough we couldhope that another snp in ld with the missing one has been correctly genotyped.At each locus, for each sample, the genotyping technique measures the intensity of allele a and b.For all the individuals, each genotype can be summarized by a genotype cluster plot (Figure 2.6)which are used for the determination of genotypes. In other words, the analysis of allele intensitiesis used to determine the genotype at that given locus. Poor quality genotype cluster plots lead topoor confidence in genotype calling, which can lead to a missing genotype or calling errors. Manyalgorithms are used to this end, we refer the interested reader to [VSKZ09] for a detailed comparison ofgenotype calling algorithms, to [M+10] which highlights the potential inconsistencies between callingalgorithms that can impact downstream analyses and to [L+10] for a proposal of a statistic to evaluatethe imputation reliability. Most of these calling algorithms outputs a confidence score for each snp,when that score is too low, the corresponding genotype is considered as missing.Depending on the study, marker with an overall high missing rate should be removed from the study.Otherwise, they can be imputed by predicted values that are based on the observed genotypes atneighboring snps. To this end, softwares such as IMPUTE2 [HDM09] exists. Basically, the imputationprocess exploits the missing genotype surrounding ld structure and the associated known haplotypesto “guess” what would be the genotype. These algorithms relies on a reference haplotype panel (suchas the HapMap samples).Another common practice is to remove snps with a low minor allele frequency (maf). Such variablesare difficult to study as they require large sample size to gain sufficient statistical power. However,[M+09] suggests that part of the missing heritability could be explained by such rare and recentvariations.• Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium: the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) principle states that genotypefrequencies at any locus are a simple function of allele frequencies (in the absence of migration,mutation, natural selection and assortative mating). In other words, at a given locus, where the alleles
A and B are observed, respectively, at frequencies fA = p and fB = q = 1−p, the following genotypefrequencies are expected:
fAA = p
2, (2.5)
fBB = q
2, (2.6)
fAB = 2pq. (2.7)
1The genotype calling is the transformation of the allele intensities outputted by the genotyping platform into genotypes.
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Figure 2.6 Genotype cluster plot: the green dots are clearly pointing out bb genotyped samples, the blue ones theother homozygous and the orange ones the heterozygous. The remaining dark gray dots correspond tosamples for which the genotype is difficult to determine.
Where fAA, fAB and fBB are the expected genotype frequencies for the homozygous wild, heterozy-gous and homozygous mutant respectively. It has been observed that these expectations hold for mosthuman populations and in practice, deviations from HWE can indicate inbreeding, population stratifi-cation and genotyping problems. A χ2 test between the expected frequencies and observed ones maydetect such deviations. But these deviations can also pinpoint association [NEW98], since deviationsfrom HWE can be due to a deletion polymorphism or a segmental duplication that could be responsiblefor a phenotype. Thus, one must be careful before discarding loci based on that test.
2.4.2 Single-locus test of association
Suppose that we look at a particular SNP in two sub-groups of a population: cases (individuals affected bythe disease under study) and controls (individuals not affected). We denote the number of individuals in thetwo sub-groups by ncase and ncont respectively. At that loci, let us say that we observe the 2 alleles: A,
B. Genotype counts can be summarized in a two-way contingency table, as illustrated in Table 2.2. Such atable can be analyzed using an observed-expected test statistic which has a χ2 distribution with two degreesof freedom in order to detect whether there is any relationship, or association, between the genotype andthe disease status.
AA AB BB Total
Cases a b c ncase
Controls d e f ncontTotal nAA = a+ d nAB = b+ e nBB = c+ f n
Table 2.2 Full genotype table for a general genetic model : 2× 3 table
Based on Table 2.2, the idea is to spot genotype significant differences between cases and controls. Themain question is to find whether or not there is an association between the genotype (columns) and thephenotype (rows). In Table 2.2, there is no association when the proportion of each genotype remains thesame regardless the disease status. These counts are said to be expected under the null hypothesis thatthere is no association.The genotype frequencies, assuming independence from the disease status, can thus be calculated as
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follows:
fAA =
(a+ d)
n
, (2.8)
fAB =
(b+ e)
n
, (2.9)
fBB =
(c+ f)
n
, (2.10)
and from these frequencies, expected counts are derived, as shown in Table 2.3. It has to be noted that thetotal counts remain the same as in Table 2.2.
AA AB BB Total
Cases ncasefAA ncasefAB ncasefBB ncase
Controls ncontfAA ncontfAB ncontfBB ncontTotal a+ d b+ e c+ f n
Table 2.3 Expected genotype counts
The idea is now to detect if there is a significant difference between the observed values (Table 2.2) andthe expected ones under the independence hypothesis (Table 2.3). This can be achieved using the standardPearson’s χ2 statistical test for independence of the rows and columns:
r∑
i=1
c∑
j=1
(Oij − Eij)2
Eij
(2.11)
where Oij is the observed count and Eij is the expected count in the cell in row i and column j . If the nullhypothesis of no association is true, then the calculated test statistic approximately follows a χ2 distributionwith (r − 1) × (c − 1) degrees of freedom (where r is the number of row variants and c is the number ofcolumn variants) i.e. in our case (r− 1)× (c− 1) = 2. This approximation can be used to obtain a p-value.A small p-value will suggest that there is association between the variables (genotype-phenotype) but thetest will not indicate which are the cells (genotypes) in the contingency table that are the most associated.The χ2 p-value of an observation corresponds to its probability plus all the more extreme ones under thenull hypothesis (represented in green at Figure 2.7).From those univariate tests, a p-value is assigned to each SNP, and thus a ranking of variables may beperformed and a Manhattan plot (see Figure 2.8) is usually used to visualize the results. Spotting regionsof interest is then a question of correct thresholding over the resulting p-values. Depending of the size ofthe spotted regions and on the genotyping density, it is often expected to see several variants for which the
p-values are way under the significance level α.One of the major issues at a genome-wide level is the multiple testing problem. Indeed, the largerthe number of hypothesis tests, the larger is the probability of getting significant results due to chance.One way to correct for multiple testing is to adjust α (using methods like the Bonferroni, the Sˇida´k or theBenjamini-Hochberg correction) in order to “control” the Type I error rate. Other methods exist such aspermutation based adjustments. Resampling can be performed exhaustively, leading to so-called exact tests(if the set of observations is small enough) or approximate test (otherwise), such as Monte Carlo simulations.These tests allow for an estimation of how often a random observation can be as extreme as the observedone.As a recommendation for the χ2 test, the sample size should be such that no cells in the table have anexpected count of less than one and no more then 20% of the cells should have an expected count of lessthan five. If samples are small, then Fisher’s exact test can be used at the price of a higher computationalcost. The exact p-value can be calculated by considering all the tables with the same row and column totals
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Figure 2.7 The curve represents the probability of every observed outcome under the null hypothesis. The p-value isthe probability of the observation plus all the more extreme ones, represented by the green area.
Figure 2.8 A Manhattan plot is used to identify regions where p-values are under the significance level. Each pointrepresent a snp (at its chromosomal position, chromosome by chromosome) and its associated χ2 p-value.The red dotted line represents a significance level of 10−5 = 0.00001, p-values under that thresholdmay pinpoint causal regions. On the CD1 Crohn’s disease related dataset (see Chapter 6), among others,noticeable regions are found on chromosomes 1, 5 and 16 (which have been confirmed as being involvedin the disease).
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as the original one but which are as or more extreme in their departure from the null hypothesis. One wayof evaluating the probability to find such a table at random under the independence hypothesis is to useMonte-Carlo simulations of random permutations of the dataset.
2.4.3 A bit further
So far, single locus tests of association allowed for the identification of responsible genetic variations andthe elucidation of many mechanisms underlying several diseases and traits. Despite many gwas successes,only a moderate part of the heritability appears to be explained by those successful findings. Thus, posteriorto the identification of a genomic region using a single point analysis, which does not directly indicate atrue association, neither describe the exact cause and the real impacts of the causative biological mutation,many downstream approaches may be useful to further confirm and contribute to the deep understanding ofthe role of these candidate broken pieces of dna. The following is a non exhaustive overview of possibilities(which can be combined):
• One approach would be to identify the model of the genetic disease, little modifications of the Ta-ble 2.2 allow to investigate different hypotheses using statistical tests of association such as describedin Section 2.4.2. For example, if we suspect an allele at a given position to increase the diseasesusceptibility, Table 2.4 can be easily derived from Table 2.2 to which a test of association can beapplied. Similarly, the recessive model (Table 2.5) can be investigated as well as other models ofgenetic diseases. This may help to detect which is the mutant allele and how it is associated to thetrait of interest.
AA AB+BB Total
Cases a b+ c ncase
Controls d e+ f ncontTotal a+ d b+ c+ e+ f n
Table 2.4 Dominant model: under that hypothesis, allele B increases the disease susceptibility
AA+AB BB Total
Cases a+ b c ncase
Controls d+ e f ncontTotal a+ b+ d+ e c+ f n
Table 2.5 Recessive model: two copies of allele B are required to increase the disease susceptibility
• Replication studies allow to validate or invalidate the findings of an association study. In that case,the use of a different genotyping platform may help to discard spurious associations due to batcheffects. In order to reduce the cost, a common practice for those replications is to target candidategenes previously identified at a genome-wide level. Denser sequencing around these regions may beuseful to confirm the presence of a true association between the suspected loci and the phenotypeunder study.
• Alleles at different loci on the same chromosome within a gene may create a “super allele” (or hap-lotype) that has a larger effect than any of its alleles separately. Similarly to the single locus test,haplotype-based analysis compares haplotype frequencies/similarities between cases and controls.This type of test requires the genotype to be phased (phasing allows to identify the provenance ofeach allele, either it is on the maternal strand or the paternal one), unfortunately, most of the time, the
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output of genotyping platforms is not phased and it may be computationally intensive to reconstructthe haplotype structure at the genome-wide level.
• Part of the missing pieces [M+09] might be hidden in potential gene-gene interactions. In [Ste12], theauthor reviews current trends in the field of gene-gene interaction analysis. In particular, the extensionof the multifactor dimensionality reduction (mdr) called Model-based mdr (or mb-mdr) [CUV+08] is anotable example for the investigation of gene-gene interactions in which the multi-locus genotypes aremerged (in three categories: high risk, low risk and ’no evidence’) in order to reduce the dimensionality(hence the name mdr) and increase the power to detect gene-gene interactions.
• Testing the potential interaction of snps with environmental factors (such as smoking habits, diet habitsor stress exposure), the investigation of copy number variants (cnv) or the link between expressiondata and the corresponding genotypes at a given candidate gene, etc.
Actually, most of these approaches are, at the time of the writing of this manuscript, practically infeasibleat a genome-wide level due to the growing amount of genetic variants typed and the resulting combinatorial“explosion”. The majority of these methods tends to be applied after a first stage of filtering, on a (much)smaller amount of variables spotted by single locus analysis, implying that this subset of candidate snpsharbors a significant marginal effect (which may not be a good assumption for fully epistatic interactions).
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During the two last decades, the amount of data being collected in multiple domains (medicine, genetics,social networks, ...) has been massively increasing. As that volume of data increases, the part of it thatpeople understand drops and the task of analyzing huge datasets has now become infeasible by standardapproaches. Those facts render obvious the need to develop algorithms and statistical methods capable ofextracting knowledge from an important volume of data, in other words, capable of discovering the underlyinghidden but potentially useful information contained in large databases.Fortunately computational power has increased in parallel with the amount of gathered data. In a givencontext, that computational power can be used to extract some relevant information from a set of observations.In this thesis, we focus on so-called supervised learning. In this case, the extracted information concernsrelations/patterns between variables that could explain a studied outcome. Succinctly, the goal is to predictoutput labels for new objects given their inputs and a dataset of observed input-output pairs.This chapter provides a general introduction to the field of supervised machine learning. The differentstages of a supervised learning algorithm will be described as well as the associated vocabulary, notationsand standard procedures used to evaluate the results of applying supervised learning methods to a dataset.
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As stated by Moore’s law, processor speed, storage capacity and sensor capabilities improve at expo-nential rates. They double approximatively every two years. Such advances in acquisition and storagetechnologies now allow for collecting a massively increasing volume of data at low-cost (time and money)investments. In many domains such as web mining, automatic image classification, diagnosis, medicine andmarketing, it is now common to gather gigabytes, even terabytes, of data in very short periods of time.The goal of supervised machine learning is to learn from labelled data. Such data can be viewed as aset of labelled entities of the same type described by a number of features, i.e., each entity is a point in amultidimensional feature space. The purpose of supervised learning is to find the optimal function of featuresthat allows to predict as well as possible the labels.
3.1 Datasets and notations
Typically, in supervised learning, the data are composed by a collection of n objects described by p features(one also uses the terms input-variables, attributes, or simply inputs) which, basically, correspond to ele-mentary measurements. These features may have some influence or provide some information on the labelof each object (one also uses the terms output-variable, target, or simply output). When the output is a realnumber, the task of machine learning is also referred to as regression while if the output is discrete (binaryor categorical) one talks about classification. In this thesis, the output will be binary, denoting the diseasestatus of a patient, i.e. healthy (controls) or sick (cases), and will be represented by 0 or 1 respectively.We will denote by X the space of input vectors of dimension p. Similarly, Y will denote the outputspace. Observed values are written in lowercase; hence the ith observed value in X for object j is written xji .Likewise, the jth output object label is denoted by yj . Thus, a dataset can be represented by a n× (p+1)matrix: x
1
1 · · · x1p y1... . . . ... ...
xn1 · · · xnp yn

Along this manuscript, we will denote such a dataset by DB. Generally, such a DB is a subset of allpossible objects. Indeed, in most of the domains, it is impossible to collect all the existing objects from thestudied population, even if the latter is in principle finite. In addition, depending of the field under study,gathering data can be a difficult task. For some reasons, features may be incorrect, missing or not easyto access or measure. For these reasons, most of the time, a DB is submitted to many quality checks andpre-processing steps prior to the application of machine learning techniques. In the sequel, when we referto a DB, we refer to the data matrix resulting from this pre-processing.Finally, for genome-wide association studies, the features xji (with 1 ≤ i ≤ p and 1 ≤ j ≤ n) representgenetic variants measured all along the dna of an individual (e.g. snps). The output represents the phenotype,indicating whether or not the individuals are suffering from the disease of interest. Typically, for such ananalysis, the value of n ranges from a few hundreds to a several thousand while p can reach several hundredsof thousand (and even more). In later chapters, we will discuss and analyze the pre-processing steps typicallyapplied to these latter problems.
3.1.1 Curse of Dimensionality
Nowadays, whether in biotechnology, finance, multi-media or social networking, we observe and face agrowing amount of features for a limited number of objects. The curse of dimensionality refers to the fact thatit is more and more common to deal with datasets containing n samples described by a very large number
p of variables, leading to a really small n/p ratio. We will see that some machine learning methods are
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more appropriate for dealing with such a scenario than others. This is typically the case for genome-wideassociation studies where an individual can be described by a huge number of genetic variants.
3.2 The learning step
Once the data have been collected, checked and cleaned they can be used as learning samples for supervisedlearning. The basic goal of supervised machine learning is to infer from a learning sample composed of anumber of objects described by their input variables and their output labels (figure 3.1), a statistical modelable to predict the label of new objects (figure 3.2) based on their input values.
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Figure 3.1 The learning step is the process of inferring a statistical model from a learning set.
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Figure 3.2 The common usage of a model is to predict the labels of new samples.
More formally, given a learning set ls of n objects (typically a subset of the available DB):
ls = {samplej}nj=1 = {((xj1, . . . , xjp), yj)}nj=1, (3.1)
drawn from some population of objects, the goal of machine learning is to find a function h : X → Y that onthe average predicts as well as possible the value of y for any new object drawn from the population fromwhich the DB was gathered.Various additional assumptions have to be made in order to characterize this problem from the mathe-matical point of view:
• Specification of the hypothesis-space of candidate functions H ⊂ Y X , within which the goal is tofind the most accurate predictor. For example, if inputs are encoded as numerical values, one can useeither linear or non-linear, parametric or non-parametric hypothesis spaces (see also Section 3.4 andChapter 4 for some examples).• Definition of a numerical criterion to measure prediction errors, typically via the choice of a lossfunction ` : Y × Y → R+, and by defining the error of a function h as its expected loss over a so-called generative probability distribution P (X,Y ), i.e. EP (X,Y ){`(h(x), y))}. For example, when theoutputs are binary or categorical, one often uses the so-called 0-1 loss function, defined by `(y, y′) = 0if y = y′ and `(y, y′) = 1 if y 6= y′ ; its expected value is equal to the probability of making a wrongprediction.
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• Assumptions about the sample generation mechanism: often it is assumed that the ls is drawn i.i.d.(independently and identically distributed) from the same generative probability distribution P (X,Y )used to define the average loss. This assumption is in particular useful in order to characterize thetheoretical properties of supervised learning algorithms, such as large sample behavior (asymptoticanalyses), and finite sample bias and variance, as a function of the complexity of the hypothesis space
H .
One of the main expected qualities of a learning algorithm is its consistency: roughly, consistent behaviormeans that as the size of the learning sample increases the expected loss decreases, and eventually convergesto the lowest possible average loss within the hypothesis spaceH . Statistical learning theory has establishednecessary and sufficient conditions for consistent behavior of learning algorithms, and also provides upperbounds on their asymptotic rate of convergence. However, in practice one is interested in the behavior ofthe used algorithm in finite sample conditions of realistic size. In this context, the theory unfortunately onlyhelps us to understand qualitative behavior and is of little use to make quantitative a priori predictions asconcerns the relative performances of different algorithms on a given problem. We will therefore not furtherelaborate on the theoretical aspects of supervised learning. We refer the interested reader to general text-books [HTF09, Vap98b]. In section 3.3, we discuss techniques for the sound empirical evaluation of modelsinduced by machine learning, which may be used in practice.Notice that from an algorithmic point of view, different training regimes exist and depend on how thelearning samples are used to infer the hypothesized function h. The most common case corresponds to thebatch mode, when the entire ls is available, all the training objects are used at once to infer h. Anotherpossibility is the incremental mode where objects are added (randomly or not) one by one to modify thecurrent hypothesis. A particular case of the incremental mode is the online method, as the objects arrive,they are incorporated to the current trained function h. Some methods will use the incremental (and online)mode while some will use the batch mode; some of them can be used in both modes with minor adaptations.In this thesis, we will only consider batch-mode supervised learning algorithms.
3.3 The model evaluation step
The resulting function h can be used as a predictor for new entities. But, prior to that, the accuracy of thecorresponding model has to be evaluated. In particular, the following questions are relevant:
• How well the machine has learned ? Does h classify correctly the learning set itself ? Applying hto each training object and comparing the results with the known labels (Figure 3.3) will tell us howwell (or how badly) h fits the learning set. This is called the resubstitution error.
• How well does h approximate the output variable y over the rest of the population of possible objects ?In other words, how well does the computed model classify objects that are not represented in thelearning set. This is also called the generalization error.
A common practice is to find a compromise between these two types of errors. Indeed, while one canto some extent expect that the more accurate the model is on the learning sample the more accurate itshould also be on the rest of the population, this is not always true. Indeed, if the goal is to minimizethe generalization error, it is often counterproductive to target a minimal resubstitution error. In fact, thisscenario is a common issue in machine learning, hereafter referred to as the overfitting problem. Indeed, mostoften a model will not be interesting if it perfectly classifies the training objects while poorly generalizingits classification performances to previously unseen objects.
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Figure 3.3 The evaluation of the generalization error of a model is achieved by a comparison between the predictedlabels and the real ones.
3.3.1 Prediction versus Interpretation
Every supervised machine learning algorithm produces models. Those models are potentially useful for:
1. Making predictions for previously unobserved objects.
In the context of GWAS, this predictive feature would allow one to assess the genetic risk of diseasefor a new patient, given his genotype.
2. Making interpretations of the underlying relations between the input and output variables that holdin the studied domain. The goal is to improve our knowledge of the studied field. One of the mostrelevant questions is to see what are the input variables that are the most linked with the studiedoutput variable ? Are there irrelevant variables, what are the relevant ones ? Is there a particularthreshold over a particular descriptor that is explaining the output or are there particular combinationsamong some variables that lead to a particular outcome ? All those questions are possibly of interestand answering them may help towards a better understanding of the situation/domain from which thedataset has been gathered.
In the context of GWAS, this interpretability feature would help biologists to gain insight about thebiological mechanisms involved in the disease.
The interpretability of a model refers to the possibility to explicitly confront the model with existing knowl-edge about the problem, to see whether it is coherent or not with this knowledge, and to infer from it newhypotheses that may be validated or invalidated experimentally or from first principles assumed to holdwithin the considered domain.Some models have graphical representations which are easily readable. For those, a quick look directlygives a explanation on how the variables are connected to the outcome. Of course when dealing with largenumbers of descriptors, graphical representations can become fuzzy and difficult to read. When no such viewis available, numbers can still speak by ranking variables according their importances inside the predictivemodel. We will further elaborate on this aspect in Chapter 4.
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3.3.2 Evaluation of the accuracy of binary classification models
In this section we describe several measures of accuracy that are used in practice for supervised learningproblems when the target output is a binary variable, as these are relevant for our empirical evaluations inlater chapters. In this context, we use the term classifier to denote the model inferred by supervised learning,and replace the target variable y by the term class ∈ {0, 1}.Once a classifier C is built, evaluating its predictive capability can be achieved using an independenttest set T of size n′ (this test set is typically the part of the DB that was not used to create the learningsample):
T = {samplej} = {(inputj , classj)} j = 1, ..., n′ (3.2)
The most standard and obvious way to proceed is to compute the accuracy which corresponds to the ratiobetween the number of objects correctly classified over the test set size:
Accuracy =
#{samplej : C(xj) = classj , j = 1, ..., n′}
n′
(3.3)
which is generally expressed as a percentage. That quality measure is the easiest to understand, but it hastwo drawbacks. Indeed, it relies on:
• the number of objects of each class represented in the test set: in some cases, it could be difficult to getwell balanced datasets. One class may for example be strongly over-represented, and this situationwould then lead to an average error rate mainly reflecting the rate of correctly classifying objects fromthis latter class.
• the decision threshold: most of the time, a learned model actually outputs a class-probability ∈ [0, 1]for each input vector of features. In order to transform this into a class prediction, a threshold hasto be chosen. For example, in the case of a binary classification task the common choice is to use athreshold of 0.5, but sometimes this choice might not be the optimal one.
3.3.3 roc curves
To circumvent those two previous disadvantages, it is possible to characterize the type of each predictiongiven their real classes. In particular, for binary classification tasks, if we associate the positive class to 1and the negative class to −1, when the classifier is predicting the good class, that class can be positivefor positive samples or negative for negative samples. On the other hand, when the classifier is wrong, theprediction can be negative for positive samples or positive for negative ones. Those two types of errors arealso known as the Type I (false alarm), Type II (miss) errors respectively.Given these prediction characteristics, it is then possible to derive a contingency table (Figure 3.4), alsocalled a confusion matrix, that will allow to compute metrics such as:
1. the true positive rate, equivalent with sensitivity or recall : TPR = TPP ,2. the false positive rate : FPR = FPN ,3. the accuracy : TP+TNP+N or the error rate : 1− TP+TNP+N .
Of course, those metrics are still relying on a chosen decision threshold. For one decision threshold,we can compute the true positive rate and the corresponding false positive rate which gives a point in thereceiver operating characteristic (roc) space. Doing this for every possible decision cutoff produces a roccurve. Figure 3.5 represents the roc space where:
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Figure 3.4 The confusion matrix: characterization of predictions given the real classes.
• point a at (0, 0) represents the cutoff 1, in other words all the predictions are negative,• point b at (1, 0) represents the ideal situation where the true positive rate is maximal and the falsepositive rate is minimal,• point c at (1, 1) represents the cutoff 0, all the predictions are positive,• the dashed line represents a roc curve for random predictions, the area under that curve is equal to
0.5,• the orange line represents an example of roc curve,• the green shaded area represents the area under the roc curve (auc)
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Figure 3.5 The important points in the roc space and an example of roc curve (in orange) and the corresponding auc(in green).
The area under the resulting curve is called the auc and gives a new quality measurement that isindependent of the decision threshold and the class distribution. Given the scenario, it is possible to choosethe right decision cutoff that would be an acceptable tradeoff between type I and type II errors. For example,in medicine, sometimes it will be preferable to tell a patient he is sick while he is not rather than theopposite. In other word, it will be better to minimize the type II errors. In practice the auc varies between0.5, for a model that classifies objects at random, to 1, for a model that is able to classify them perfectly. The
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Figure 3.6 An example of a 5-fold cross-validation: the initial dataset is divided (randomly) into 5 subsamples. Inturn, each fold is used as a test set (ts) to evaluate the learning algorithm applied to the full dataset minusthe given ts.
auc can also be interpreted as the probability that the classifier will assign a higher score to a randomlychosen positive sample than to a randomly chosen negative one. In our empirical investigations on syntheticand real-world gwas datasets, we will mostly use the auc as a criterion to evaluate the relative accuraciesof models obtained in different conditions.
3.3.4 Cross-validation
In order to assess the predictive accuracy of a model inferred by supervised learning, the ideal situationwould be to dispose of a very large test sample, independent from the learning sample used to infer themodel, and then to assess its accuracy according to any one (or all) of the preceding criteria (from errorrates to aucs).Given a dataset of classified objects, we would thus have to split this dataset into two parts, one used forlearning and the other used for testing. When the number of available observations is limited, this will leadto even smaller learning and test samples, leading both to suboptimal models and inaccurate evaluations ofits accuracy.To circumvent this dilemma, machine learning researchers commonly use the so-called ’v-fold cross-validation’ approach, which works as follows:
• First the overall available sample is divided (randomly) into v subsamples of (approximately) the samesize (typical values of v are 5 or 10, depending on the conditions).
• Then, for each one of the v subsamples the following procedure is applied:
– The supervised learning algorithm is applied to the full dataset minus the given subsample.– The accuracy (error rate, auc, etc.) is evaluated on the subsample.
• The so obtained v values of the accuracy measure are averaged and used as an approximation for theaccuracy of the model trained on the whole dataset.
One can show that the larger v (it is upper bounded by the size of the available dataset), the closer theexpected value of the ’v-fold cross-validation’ approach to the expected error rate of the model built on the
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whole sample, while small values of v lead in practice to pessimistic estimates. Since the computationalcomplexity of this procedure is directly proportional to v, a value of v = 10 typically leads to a goodcompromise between accuracy and computing times. Figure 3.6 illustrate a 5-fold cross-validation approach.Notice that since the resulting statistics depend on the random division of the sample into v subsamples,it is important to control this random effect, by using the same folds to assess different models built indifferent settings (e.g. different algorithms, or different subsets of input features).
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced the concept of supervised machine learning, the idea of statistical modelinference from a dataset and the possible measures of evaluation of such model. It constitutes the basisof our research and we strongly believe that the overall methodology “package” is well suited to the fieldof genome-wide association studies. Indeed, there is a strong overlap between the two fields in the tasksthey try to achieve. The first one is the identification of variables/snps of interest and the second oneis the ability to exploit those descriptors to estimate the probability of an object/individual to be of agiven class/phenotype. Also, the commonly achieved tasks in a gwas are easily transposable to the field ofsupervised machine learning.In the next chapter, we discuss the details of the tree-based supervised-learning methods and motivatewhy they constitute a good choice for gwas.
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Tree-based methods for GWAS
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In the present chapter we focus on the sub-class of supervised learning algorithms based on decisiontrees that we want to study and improve in the context of genome-wide association studies. We start bydescribing single trees, random forests, and extremely randomized trees which are state-of-the-art methods,and then we explain our own proposal called T-Trees. All along this presentation we try to provide atthe same time intuitions about the methods and their algorithmic choices and precise descriptions of thealgorithms that we have implemented and applied in GWAS studies.
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The nature of genome-wide association studies puts several constraints on candidate supervised learningmethods. First of all, the method should help to identify the genomic regions which contain causal mutationswhich in isolation or in combination are associated with the studied phenotype. In the machine learninglanguage, this implies that the method should be able to identify relevant variables (i.e. snps) among avery large number of irrelevant ones, and thus incorporate some feature selection mechanism. Also, giventhe possible epistatic effects, and the emerging hypothesis [CG10] that rare mutations could affect thephenotype of complex diseases as well as common variants, and given the various sources of correlations(physical linkage, and sampling artefacts), the method should not make any strong a priori assumption aboutthe underlying relationship among genotype and phenotype and rather let the data speak for themselves toreveal this information. Specifically, when considering common complex diseases, we do not know in advancehow many causal loci will eventually be revealed by our analysis, and we can’t exclude that some mutationsthat are marginally benign could lead to increased risks when they appear together with others. Similarlywe can’t exclude that a significant part of the heritability is carried by a relatively large number of variantsto rare to be detected by current gwas univariate approaches.From the computational point of view, given the very large number of candidate input variables consideredin gwas, and a growing number of cases and controls available, the method should as well be efficient enough,so as to allow its application in realistic scenarios, with millions of variables and thousands of individuals. Inaddition, in order to avoid cumbersome trial and error iterations, and to ensure reproducibility of results, themachine learning algorithms should be as far as possible ’off-the-shelf’, in other words as much as possiblefree of meta-parameters that need to be tuned in a dataset dependent way.Moreover, as we will see in our experimental studies, we want to be able to apply the supervised learningmethod in different settings corresponding to different subsets of input variables, e.g. by using subsets ofsnps based on their allele frequencies, and also with different scenarios corresponding to different ways ofpre-processing the datasets. These kind of studies can indeed reveal sampling and preprocessing artefacts,and help to assess the relative importances of different subgroups of variables corresponding to differentbiological hypotheses about the genetic nature of a disease. The used methods must therefore be flexibleand almost fully automatic.Because of their intrinsic features that fit very well a priori with the above requirements, our researchfocuses on the application of tree-based classifiers to gwas, and more specifically on variations aroundthe random forest method. In the subsequent chapters, we will study their behaviour in simulated andreal-life conditions. In the present chapter we describe the used algorithms in detail, so as to allow thereader to understand their mechanics, weaknesses and strengths, and so as to ensure reproducibility of ourinvestigations.The rest of the present chapter is organized as follows. We start, in section 4.2 by describing state-of-the-art methods from the literature, namely standard classification trees, random forests and extremelyrandomized trees. We customize the description of these methods to our practical context, namely discretesnp-based input variables and a binary phenotype of type case/control. We then propose an adaptationof these ensemble methods which aims at taking into account the correlation structure of the genotypicinformation, that we called T-Trees, because it is based on a two-level combination of tree-based methods,the outer layer screening snp blocks, and the inner layer exploiting the information inside a given block. Weproceed by briefly discussing extensions of these algorithms to a broader class of gwas, where phenotypesmay be quantitative or multi-class, and input variables could comprise other than genotypic information,such as environmental factors, although we did not implement these extensions yet. Finally, we provide adiscussion of related works from the literature on machine learning applications to gwas, mostly focusing onthe use of tree-based methods.
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In this section we describe the state-of-the-art in ensembles of tree-based methods used in our investigations.While, for reasons that will become clear from our explanations, we do not use single trees in our study,we nevertheless start with a detailed discussion of this method, since it is at the core of these ensemblemethods and also of our own proposal described in the subsequent sections.
4.2.1 Single Decision Trees
Basically, a (binary) decision tree is a series of (binary) questions which can be programmatically schematisedas nested if-then-else statements and represented as an acyclic graph directed outwards from a root-node, and having the following properties:
• each node can have zero (a leaf) or two descendants (a test node)
• each node has one parent, except for a single node called the root which has no parent.
Root node
Test node
Leaf
Figure 4.1 A directed tree is an acyclic graph directed outwards from a root-node
Figure 4.1 generically illustrates those different types of nodes of a binary directed tree. The directededges refer to the link from a parent to one of its children. Such a structure is called a full binary tree as eachtest node has exactly two children. Notice that the total number of nodes of a binary decision tree is equalto the sum of its number of test (or internal) nodes and of its number of leaves (or terminal nodes); since thenumber of leaves is always equal to the number of test nodes plus one, the total number of nodes is an oddnumber equal to 2c+1, where c is the number of test nodes also called tree complexity, which is also equalto half the number of edges of the tree. In addition to the number of test nodes, sometimes one also usesanother parameter to measure the size of a tree, namely its maximal (respectively average) depth, which refersto the maximal (respectively average) length of a path from the root to a leaf of the tree. In our example ofFigure 4.1, we have c = 4, a maximal depth of 3, and an average depth of (2+2+3+3+2)/5 = 12/5. Notethat a tree is said to be (almost) balanced if its average and maximal depths are (almost) equal. Notice that,while one can also use non-binary decisions trees, in supervised machine learning one generally restrictsto binary ones, for reasons that will be explained later on.Figure 4.2 provides an example of a decision tree for a prediction task. In this case the test nodes aredecorated with questions comparing an input feature to a threshold, while the leaves are associated withinformation about the output target variable (here a simple “yes/no” label). This graphical representation isoften easy to understand and interpret by human experts.A decision tree can be translated into a nested set of ’if-then-else’ statements defining an algorithmfor carrying out predictions based on the tree. For our example, this is illustrated in Algorithm 1, and weobserve that these rules are easy to interpret: reading them allows us to immediately grasp how predictionsare linked to input variables. From a practical point of view, the more complex a decision tree is, and the
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income > 1250
age > 18no
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Figure 4.2 An example of a simple binary decision for a hypothetical credit card allocation problem.
more complex the set of ’if-then-else’ rules and the predictor h it implements are, and the more difficult it isto interpret this function.
if (income > 1250) thenif (age > 18) thenyeselsenoelseno
Algorithm 1: Translation of the decision tree of Figure 4.2 in a cascade of if-then-else statements.
From a statistical point of view, as we will see, the complexity of a tree is directly related to the numberof degrees of freedom of the corresponding model. We can thus anticipate that the more complex a tree, thelarger the number of samples necessary to validate its overall significance.
The stakes of supervised learning of (binary) decision trees
Supervised learning aims at automatically inferring a decision tree based on a learning sample. To explainthe rationale behind this algorithm, we will discuss a simple supervised learning problem.Let us consider a bank client listing as the one given at Table 4.1, which we chose very small for thesake of legibility, and let us consider these data as a learning set.
client number age monthly income credit card
001 17 550$ no
002 19 900$ no
003 21 1500$ yes
004 16 1200$ no
005 28 1550$ yes
006 32 2000$ yes
007 25 1150$ no
008 34 2900$ yesTable 4.1 Example of data for a credit card marketing problem
The last column of Table 4.1 is the output we want to learn. Our goal is to answer the following question:“Should we spend budget and time to propose a credit card to a client?” The clues that our decision treeshould use to answer this question are the two descriptors of the person corresponding to the second andthird columns: its age and its monthly income. Indeed, at this stage we can a priori exclude the first columnas irrelevant, since we don’t normally want to infer a decision strategy based on client number. Note however,
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that in another context we might be interested in assessing whether or not the client number is correlatedto the decisions recorded in the dataset, which could raise interesting questions about the quality of ourdataset and/or about our past decisions.By examining the learning set, we can check that the decision tree shown in Figure 4.2 actually is aconsistent explanation of the record of past situations, since its predictions are perfectly fitting the targetoutput over the learning sample. We will say that the tree perfectly fits this dataset, and if we consider thatthe dataset is also representative of future conditions of usage of the tree, we may be tempted to accept itas a potential decision strategy, and if we consider that the dataset indeed reflects our past experience, wecan infer that so does also the decision tree. In this particular case, we might also be attracted by the factthat the interpretation of the rule is conform with our intuition, namely that consumers with small income orthat are very young are unlikely to purchase a credit card.To get further insight, let us depict a geometric interpretation of our problem. To this end, we observethat each object of the table 4.1 may be viewed as a point in a two dimensional space spanned by thevariables “age” and “monthly income”. These points are plotted on figure 4.3, where the dashed line is thedecision boundary that separates the clients asking for a credit card (in green) from those who do not (inorange), as expressed by the decision tree of Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.3 The decision rule in a two dimensional space
Notice that from this graphic, we may also infer that actually the two subsamples labelled respectively“yes” and “no”, could as well be perfectly separated by a simple threshold of say 1250$ on the “income”feature, and almost perfectly by a simple threshold of say 18 on the “age” feature. So, we now end up withthree different explanations of our past observations, and the question is which one is the best. Intuitively,it is difficult to compare the first explanation (involving the two features but yielding a perfect fit to thelearning sample) and the third one (which involves only one feature but is not perfect anymore on thesample). However, the second rule dominates these two rules, both in terms of data fit and complexity, sothat it looks at this stage as being the best explanation among the three alternatives, and maybe the mosteffective decision rule to use for our future marketing campaigns.From our discussion, we may infer that good decision trees are those that are both simple and fit well tothe dataset, but that it is not so easy to a priori define the correct compromise between these two criteria.We have also seen that for a given level of fit on the training set, it is in general possible to formulatea number of alternative explanations that are possibly of different complexity. For a given level of fit, wewould certainly prefer the simplest tree, but it turns out that from a computational point of view solving thisproblem is so-called NP-hard [HR76], and hence out of reach in any practical setting (as soon as the number
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of features and observations are larger than a few tens). Conversely, for a given complexity, we would preferthe tree that fits best to the learning sample, but solving this problem is again NP-hard.So even if we could a priori guess the right level of fit or of tree complexity for a given problem, finding agood tree in these conditions has to be based on heuristics and possibly suboptimal algorithmic approaches.Furthermore, the optimal level of complexity of a decision tree turns out to be highly problem specific, forexample if the features are effectively unrelated to the target output we would like a supervised learningalgorithm to tell us this by producing a “trivial” tree composed only of its root, while for a problem wheresome of the inputs are indeed correlated to the output we would like a tree to tell us this information, but ifthe correlation structure is intricate we do not expect to be able to achieve this goal unless the dataset isof rather large size.To summarize our discussion, supervised learning of decision trees leads inevitably to solving a datasetspecific compromise between complexity and learning set fit, and can’t be solved in a computational efficientway without resorting to heuristic algorithmic approaches. Research in single decision tree induction hasstarted in the early 1960’s [MS63, Hun66, HJF69], and was addressed by researchers with very differentperspectives (survey analysis in sociology, questionnaire design, artificial intelligence, and last but not leastcomputational statistics [Fri77, Qui83, KBR84]). This work has explored many different alternatives buteventually culminated with the publication of the book on Classification and Regression Trees [Bre84] inthe mid 1980’s. In the next subsection we describe the resulting algorithm. We will see that it is not onlyinterpretable from the viewpoint of the results that it computes but also from the viewpoint of its algorithmicbehavior. Later on we will see that this latter kind of interpretability is quite important to help researchersto produce novel algorithms overcoming the basic limitations of this method.
Overall principle of top-down induction of decision trees
The standard strategy for supervised learning of decision trees uses the available dataset in order to buildthe tree in two steps, i.e. by first growing an overly complex tree and then pruning it to the right levelof complexity [Bre84]. Tree growing uses a top-down divide and conquer strategy in order to build a treeof small complexity fitting very well the learning sample. Tree-pruning typically uses an independent testsample, in order to simplify the tree in a bottom-up fashion as much as possible and so as to maximize itsaccuracy on this independent test-sample.The goal of tree growing is to divide the attribute space (in our example the plane spanned by ’income’and ’age’) into an as small as possible number of regions (in our case rectangles) which contain essentiallyonly samples of a single class. In a nutshell, the method starts with a trivial tree composed only of itsroot and the complete learning sample: it then tries to split the learning sample by finding a test (or aquestion) based on one of the input features, in such a way that objects of different classes correspond asmuch as possible to different outcomes of the test. Once this test has been found, the method splits thelearning sample in two subsamples corresponding to the two possible outcomes of the test and proceeds byrecursively building the corresponding subtrees based on these subsamples. Notice that before deciding toexpand any node the algorithm verifies whether or not the current node should or not become a leaf of thefinal tree.Thus, the three key ingredients for growing a decision tree are the following.
1. Definition of a set of candidate splits: based on observations, we need to find a ”question” that willpartition the learning set in two subgroups. In the standard method, a split is defined by choosingan input feature and a question about its values that will divide the current learning set in two parts.Depending on the nature of the feature (discrete or continuous) different types of splits can be defined.For numerical features with k different values there are k − 1 possible splits and for categoricalvariables with i categories there are 2i−1 − 1 possible splits.
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2. Evaluation of the splits: a score measure has to be used in order to decide which is the best questionto ask, what is the best feature to use at the current node and with which threshold. Since the idea isto generate the purest learning subsets in terms of the output labels, the basic principle is to measurethe purity improvement made by any candidate split, yielding score measures based on the classpurity improvement between the sub-sample reaching the current node and those of its resulting twosub-sub-samples.
3. Deciding under which conditions should a node become a leaf: the stopping rules will ensure that thetree has a finite number of nodes. Different rules exists, some of them are data driven while the othersare user defined:
• data driven :
– a node is pure: if all the objects in a node are of the same class, the fit is locally perfect sothat no additional split should be made.– identical value for each variable: sometimes, objects may have identical descriptors whilebeing of different classes. In that particular case, it is not possible to find a split that willimprove the fit.
• user defined: these are essentially pre-pruning variants to limit the size of a tree and avoidoverfitting problems. Several criteria have been proposed in the litterature:
– limit the maximum depth of a tree– limit the number of test nodes– limit the minimum number of objects at a node required to split– do not split a node when, at least, one of the resulting subsample sizes is below a giventhreshold– stop developing a node if it does not sufficiently improve the fit.
The above framework captures the large majority of tree growing algorithms which have been proposedin the literature. A simplified version of the resulting recursive procedure is depicted in Algorithm 2, where
Acand denotes a subset of the input attributes used in the particular application context of the method. Thetree induction algorithm is recursive, starting from the root node, the left and right child nodes are createdand then expanded by calling the algorithm on their corresponding subsamples. At some point, if the locallearning set becomes pure or all the attributes constant, the algorithm stops creating children and the nodebecomes a leaf. Those leaves are typically labelled with the majority class present in the sub-sample of thelearning set reaching the leaf, or if several classes are present in the corresponding subsample by a vectorof relative class-frequencies, as suggested in our pseudo-code.Notice that this simplified procedure continues splitting until no sensible additional split can be found,i.e. produces what we will call in the sequel a fully developed tree. In practice this leads to overly complextrees, typically overfitting the learning sample. Therefore, the tree growing procedure is in practice completedby a so-called tree-pruning method: roughly this consists in generating from the grown tree a sequenceof shrinking trees obtained by successively replacing test nodes by leaves, by assessing the accuracy ofeach one of these trees on an independent test set (or by using a cross-validation technique), and byeventually selecting among the pruned trees one that yields an appropriate compromise between complexityand accuracy. Since in this work we will not use these tree pruning methods, we refer the interested readerto the literature for more information about these methods [Bre84, Min89, WA93].
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BuildDecisionTreeinput : LS , Acandoutput: A tree : T // Its root node
if const(attributes) or const(output) thenreturn a leaf labeled by class frequencies in LSelseSelect all attributes ∈ Acand : {a1, ..., ap}
{s1, ..., sp} : si = pickOptimalSplit(LS, ai)
s∗ = maxi=1,...,pScore(si,LS)Split LS into LSleft and LSright according to s∗
Tright ← BuildDecisionTree(LSright,Acand)
Tleft ← BuildDecisionTree(LSleft,Acand)return createNode(s∗,Tleft,Tright)
Algorithm 2: The recursive algorithm for growing fully developed decision trees from a dataset.
Implementation details used in this thesis
In order to be precise, in this section we describe the specific choices we have made in our implementationof single trees, used within the methods described in the sequel.
• Evaluation of the splits – The score measures we will use in our experiments are based on the well-known logarithmic or Shannon entropy. Let t denote a test outcome at a node of a decision tree and
c the class which we are trying to predict, t and c are two discrete random variables of respectivedistribution (p(t1), ..., p(tk)) and (p(c1), ..., p(cm)) (in our case, as from a machine learning point ofview a gwas is a binary classification problem and the decision trees are binary trees, m = k = 2).Basically, the class entropy allows to measure the impurity at a given node:
HC(node) , −
m∑
i=1
p(ci) log2 p(ci) (4.1)
, −pcase log2 pcase − pcontrol log2 pcontrol (4.2)
where pcase (where pcontrol) correspond to the proportion of cases (controls) reaching the current node.Similarly the test entropy is defined as follows:
HT (node) , −
k∑
j=1
p(tj) log2 p(tj) (4.3)
, −pleft log2 pleft − pright log2 pright (4.4)
where pleft (prigth) denotes the proportion of objects propagated to the left (right) at the current testnode. Also we can define the average conditional entropy of the class given the test:
HC|T (node) , −
m∑
i=1
k∑
j=1
p(ci, tj) log2 p(ci|tj) (4.5)
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Thus, a score measure can be defined as follow:
score(node) , HC(node)− pleftHC(nodeleft)− prightHC(noderight) (4.6)
, HC(node)−HC|T (node) (4.7)
, ITC(node) (4.8)
and corresponds to the difference of the current node impurity and the weighted impurity of the tworesulting child nodes. It reflects the goal of the tree induction which aims to reduce the impurity ateach test node. The split that maximizes such score is the one that reduces the more the class entropyfrom one node to its descendants. It is also called the mutual information ITC and it quantifies thereduction of the uncertainty of c given t. As this information quantity is upper bounded by the priorentropy HC(node), that measure is sensitive to the number and prior distribution of classes renderingit difficult to interpret. Also in the context of decision tree induction, it has been observed to favortests at a node with a larger number of outcomes. For these reasons, various normalizations have beenintroduced and are discussed in details in [Weh96]. Two of these normalizations will be investigatedin our work. Equation 4.9 defines the “gain ratio” introduced by Quinlan which aims to reduce thebias towards tests with many successors:
QTC ,
ITC
HT
(4.9)
However, low HT could lead to an overestimate of the value of a split. In the literature [Tor01], thisissue is called the “end-cut” preference of the “gain ratio” criterion as, for ordered attributes, it tendsto be maximized at extreme cutoff values.Second, Equation 4.10 defines a symmetrical (in C and T ) score measure:
STC ,
2ITC
(HC +HT )
(4.10)
In our experiments, we will investigate three variants of score measure (ITC ,QTC and STC ) and discusstheir impact on the results. In practice, as for the χ2 test of association, scores are computed from acontingency table. For example, if e samples reach a given node, where we test snp345 against thethreshold 0.5 (in other words, if we separate the homozygous wild samples (0) from the heterozygous(1) and homozygous mutant ones (2), which corresponds to the dominant model), it is possible tosummarise this test in Table 4.2, where a (c) represents the numbers of homozygous wild controls(cases), b (d) represents the number of heterozygous and homozygous mutant controls (cases). Theproportions pleft, pright, pcase and pcontrol are then used in combination with the rest of the table tocompute our different score measures.
snp345 > 0.5 snp345 ≤ 0.5
Controls a b pcontrol =
a+b
e
Cases c d pcase =
c+d
e
pleft =
a+c
e pright =
b+d
e e
Table 4.2 Similarly to the χ2 test of association, the different score measures are based on a contingency table. Inthis example, e samples are reaching a node at which snp345 is tested against the dominant model.
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• Complexity control – In some situations, it may be useful to prevent a node from being further splitted.In the following, we mainly use two types of complexity control parameters:
– Nmin: this (user defined) number corresponds to the required minimum number of objects (i.e.local sub-sample size) reaching a node for it to continue splitting. For example, setting Nmin to
n− 1 will produce a one-level decision tree with its root node directly connected to two leaves(this type of tree is also called a decision stump). Practically, a simple condition is added tocheck whether or not the learning set is big enough to create a new split. The typical defaultvalue for Nmin is 2; meaning that the tree is fully developed.
– Nnode: this limit corresponds to the maximum number of test nodes allowed in a tree. Similarly,setting Nnode to 1 will produce a decision stump. In order to obtain a fully developed tree, Nnodeis set to +∞. At this point, from an algorithmic point of view it is important to notice that thenodes are developed in a given order which is implementation dependent. For example, in theAlgorithm 2, we see that the right node is always the first one being expanded (and recursively,its right child is also being developed first). Now, imagine that we know our tree will be balanced(maximum and average depth equal 3) and that we use a Nnode = 3 to limit the number of nodesin the induction of such a tree, we end up with a highly unbalanced tree looking like a linked listalso called a degenerate tree (see Figure 4.4). That is why we must control the order in whichthe nodes are developed when we use a limit over the maximum number of nodes allowed in atree. In that case, in our implementation we choose to randomise the order in which nodes areexpanded. In our method proposal, we will see that this configuration will be particularly usefulto produce weak learners.
• Labeling the leaves – In a fully developed tree, (most of the time) the objects reaching one leaf are allof the same class, in that case, we say that the terminal node is pure. One approach would be to labelthe leaves with their corresponding class, but, as explained before, if we stop earlier the induction ofthe tree, more than one class may be represented in a leaf. Thus, another approach would be to labelthe leave with the majority class. The propagation of an object through the tree will lead to labeling itwith the majority class. Yet another approach would be to keep in the leaves the proportion of objectsof each class that reached that terminal node. That proportion would somehow reflect the confidenceof the corresponding prediction. For example, an object reaching a terminal node with 98 cases andonly 2 controls is more susceptible to be classified as a case than another object that arrives in a leafwith 32 cases and 25 controls.
Figure 4.4 A degenerate tree is a highly unbalanced tree looking like a linear graph. Each test node has only onetest node as child node.
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Feature selection ability and input feature importance measures
In tree-based approaches, the feature selection mechanism, i.e. the ability to identify from a large set ofcandidate attributes the maximal subset of relevant ones, is said to be embedded into the methods. Indeed,in the particular case of single decision trees, at each node, a full scan of the feature space is performedin order to select the optimal split (the one that locally maximizes the reduction of entropy), thus, irrelevantfeatures will naturally be discarded.Also, single decision trees with a small number of nodes are easily interpretable due to the graphicalrepresentation. Now that we know how the tree is inferred, it is easy to understand that the tests that areappearing closer to the root are the ones carrying the most valuable part of the information regarding theoutput. Indeed, at each node we maximize the score and near the root we do that on bigger parts of thelearning set. On the other hand, tests at the bottom of the tree are less informative as they concern a smallerpart of the dataset from which the tree was learned.However, in many applications, the tree complexity increases rapidly rendering its graphical represen-tation difficult to read and understand. Still, numbers can speak and should allow to rank the variablesaccording to their respective “contributions” or importances in a tree. Such numbers should reflect howwell that variable helped to reduce the impurity of a node during the learning stage. Intuitively, such a“variable importance” measure should give more credit or weight to a variable that is used near the rootwhile according less importance to the ones used at the bottom of the tree.It is then possible to use the mutual information for that purpose. For each variable xi used (maybemore than once) in a decision tree, we compute its importance as follow:
Vimp(xi) =
∑
n∈Nodes(xi)
pnI
T
C(n) (4.11)
where Nodes(xi) is the set of tree nodes where the variable xi is used to split, pn denotes the relativesample size of node n, and ITC(n) is the local reduction of entropy resulting from the selected split at thisnode.Doing so, variables appearing in many and “bigger” nodes (i.e. closer to the root) should be moreimportant than the other ones.
Discussion
Single decision tree induction is the core of our research which aims to apply machine learning tree-basedmethods for gwas. The main advantages of this method are as follows:
• simplicity: the method is essentially a parameter free “plug-and-play” method. It can be applied withno prior knowledge on the nature of the supervised learning problem, the combination of tree-growingand tree-pruning techniques ensures the asymptotic consistency;
• algorithmic efficiency: the learning stage is linear in the number p of input features and between
O(n log n) and O(n2) in the sample size, and in practice typically O(n log n). While the testing stepcomplexity ranges from O(0) to O(n) and typically is O(log n)1;
• interpretability: the method incorporates mechanisms of feature selection, an easily interpretablegraphical representation and variable ranking capabilities which are all natural by-products obtainedwithout significant computational overhead;
Nevertheless, single decision trees as such do not meet the requirements for a genome-wide associationstudy because of their limitations:
1The big O notation is used in Computer Science to describe the complexity of an algorithm.
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• the number of features used by the model is limited to the size of the learning sample, especially forthe gwas where the ratio n/p is really small and the number of relevant variables is expected to belarge, a single decision tree may not be able to exploit all the features that are associated with adisease and may lead to a suboptimal statistical model;
• some score measures (such as QTC and its “end-cut” preference), used in the context of single decisiontrees, are suffering from a pathological behavior when dealing with almost constant features or, in thegwas context, rare variants;
• high variance, leading to low accuracy in generalization and jeopardizing to some extent the inter-pretability;
• for a given implementation, the induction of a tree is deterministic meaning that, for a given learningset, the corresponding inferred tree will always be the same. In consequence, in the presence of largenumbers of strongly correlated variables (i.e. variables carrying the same information), only a few ofthem will be effectively used, potentially hiding its surrogates in the variable importance ranking.
4.2.2 Random Forests
In this section we explain the rationale behind the random forest method, and then describe the algorithmimplementation used in our practical studies carried out in the subsequent chapters, and discuss its threemain meta-parameters.
Historical notes and motivation
Single decision trees are subject to several limitations, and in particular a (very) high variance which makesthem often suboptimal in practical applications. Driven by this fact, a standard technique for reducing thevariance of a machine learning algorithm was proposed in the early nineties by Leo Breiman [Bre96], sincethen called Bagging. The term bagging stands for bootstrapping and aggregating: instead of building asingle predictor (in our case a single decision tree) the method generates an ensemble of predictors bybootstrapping over the learning sample and then aggregates their predictions, in the following way:
1. Generate T randomized versions of the learning sample, by sampling randomly with replacement nobjects from the initial learning set. For each one of these T so-called bootstrap copies of the learningset, use a supervised learning algorithm (in our case a classification tree growing method).
2. In order to predict the output of a new case, use in turn all the T built models to get as manypredictions (in our case each tree provides an estimate of the conditional probability of the outputclasses, given the input feature values of the new case), and then aggregate these predictions. Inpractice there are two different ways, one that we call ’soft’ voting where the prediction becomes theaverage class-probability, and one called ’majority’ voting where the prediction becomes the relativenumber of times, among the T predictions, where a given class was of majority probability, i.e. higherthan 0.5 if we have only two classes.
Breiman showed that the resulting ensemble model has a smaller variance than the original supervisedlearning method (called base learner in this context), and that the variance reduction effect is proportionalto the number T of ensemble terms. When the base learner consists of growing fully developed trees, themethod leads hence to a very strong reduction of variance, and typically at a price of only a very moderateincrease in bias [Geu02], so that in the end, the resulting model is typically much more accurate than a singletree built on the original learning sample. Bagging does not improve or fundamentally change the asymptoticproperties with respect to those of the used base learner, but it leads in practice to much better small sample
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behavior in terms of accuracy, essentially at the price of an increased computational budget, since insteadof a single run on the full dataset, the supervised base learner is used T times (in practice T ∈ [10, 10000]).The nice feature of this algorithm is that it is fully generic and any-time: it can be applied to any baselearner, yields monotonic improvement with the number of terms T and can be interrupted at any-time toproduce a classifier with a ensemble generated at this stage. Moreover the algorithm may benefit fromstraightforward parallelization, since each individual model of an ensemble may be learnt independently ofthe others.During the same period of the early 1990’s other researchers investigated the idea of building ensemblesof tree-based models by transforming explicitly the deterministic tree-growing algorithm into a stochasticmethod, e.g. by locally or globally randomizing the choices of the algorithm, and in particular the subsetof input features exploited [Ho98, Die00]. Leo Breiman realized the interest of connecting the theoreticalanalysis of these methods with bagging of tree-based models, and proposed the random forest as a synthesisof the two ideas [Bre01]. Since then this method has been considered as one of the most effective supervisedlearning methods on the shelf [HTF09]. As we will see, not only it is generically more effective than baggingfrom the accuracy point of view, but it also has strong advantages in terms of computational complexity,specially in the context of very high dimensional input spaces covered by many correlated features.
Our implementation of the random forest algorithm
In order to randomize the tree induction algorithm, Breiman proposes two levels of randomization:
1. tree level: to build each tree of the ensemble, a bootstrap copy of size n is drawn randomly withreplacement from the learning set.
2. node level: at each node, instead of a search for the optimal split among all the features, only arandom subset of K features is investigated (K ∈ {1, . . . , p} where p = #Acand).
That method introduces two meta-parameters :
1. T the total number of desired trees in the forest: the choice of T is essentially driven by time/computationlimitation. Indeed, theory and empirical results show that the larger T the better. Of course, giventhe data, after a certain number of trees in the ensemble, the results are expected to converge. Thus,when it is possible, one recommendation to follow is to build trees until the error rate measured onan independent test set (or via any other unbiased estimation procedure such as cross-validation, orout-of-bag estimates [Bre01]) no longer changes.
2. K the number of tested variables at each node: the choice here is dependent on the nature of theproblem. If we know that many variables are relevant, a small value of K would be a good choice, onthe other hand, when only a few descriptors are informative, a large value of K would be well suited.Still, in most of the cases, it has been observed that K = √p is often a good choice and will producenear-optimal results (in the context of classification trees).
The top-level iteration of the random forest method is stated in Algorithm 3, where we introduce onemore parameter: Nmin. This parameter is used to limit the complexity of the individual trees composing theensemble model. The sub-routine used within the random forest method to grow individual tress is describedin Algorithm 4. It is quite similar to the algorithm 2 except that K random attributes are selected at eachnode instead of all of them and in that it uses the “pre-pruning” parameter Nmin representing the minimumnumber of samples at a tree node to allow splitting of that node. Fully grown trees correspond to Nmin = 2;higher values of Nmin allow to reduce the complexity of the method (and the resulting trees) and may beeither favorable or detrimental in terms of accuracy (in practice , in problems where the features are providingcomplete information about the output smaller values are better, and vice-versa, if residual uncertainty ispresent, higher values are better).
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BuildRFEnsembleinput : LS ,Acand,T ,K ,Nminoutput: A tree ensemble T = {t1, ..., tT }
for i← 1 to T do
LSi ← Bootstrap(LS)
ti ← BuildRFTree(LSi,Acand, K , Nmin)
Append(T ,ti)return T
Algorithm 3: Random Forest algorithm: building an ensemble of trees over bootstrapped versions of thelearning set. Randomization at the tree level in red; meta-parameters in blue
BuildRFTreeinput : LS ,Acand,K ,Nminoutput: A tree : t // Its root node
if const(attributes) or const(output) or #LS ≤ Nmin thenreturn a leaf labeled by class frequencies in LSelseSelect K random attributes ∈ Acand : {a1, ..., aK}
{s1, ..., sK} : si = pickOptimalSplit(LS, ai)
s∗ = maxi=1,...,KScore(si,LS)Split LS into LSleft and LSright according to s∗
Tright ← BuildRFTree(LSright,K ,Acand,Nmin)
Tleft ← BuildRFTree(LSleft,K ,Acand,Nmin)return createNode(s∗,Tleft,Tright)
Algorithm 4: Random Forests: sub-routine for building one tree by randomizing the choice of features ateach node. Randomization in red and meta-parameters in blue.
Once the ensemble of trees has been learned, predictions are made by combining those of each treeof the forest. As suggested by Figure 4.5, an object is propagated into each tree, leading that object to Tdifferent leaves. The probability vectors vi associated to these T leaves are averaged as follows:
v =
1
T
T∑
i=1
vi (4.12)
and the prediction for the propagated object becomes the average class-probability v. This aggregationmethod is also referred to as the ’soft’ class probability aggregation. In the binary classification case, theresulting predictions v = (c0, c1) where c0 (reps. c1) corresponds to the probability of being classified asan object of class 0 (resp. class 1) and c1 = 1− c0.
Extension of variable importances to ensembles
While the direct interpretation of the ensemble of trees is lost, it is still possible to rank the variablesaccording to the importance in the forest (their occurrence and proximity to the root of a tree). Similarly tothe case of single decision trees, variables importances are computed for tree ensembles by using the mutual
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Figure 4.5 Ensemble of trees used in prediction mode.
information. In Equation 4.11, instead of looking at nodes from a single tree, the set Nodes(xi) becomesnow the set of all nodes in the forest of T trees where variable xi is used.As such, this measure is however dependent on the number of trees T of the ensemble, and on the initialimpurity of the dataset and the impurity reduction yielded by the trees, and is thus difficult to interpret.Hence the two possible following normalizations may be used:
V1imp(xi) =
Vimp(xi)∑p
i=1Vimp(xi)
, (4.13)
or
V2imp(xi) =
Vimp(xi)
maxi∈{1,...,p} Vimp(xi)
. (4.14)
In Equation 4.14, the variable importances are normalized such that the maximum is equal to 1, whereasin equation 4.13 they are normalized so as to sum up to 1.
Discussion of intrinsic features of this algorithm
In the Random Forest algorithm (Algorithm 3), we introduced 3 meta-parameters: T , K andNmin. Dependingon the nature of the problem, these parameters influence the induced model, the computation time requiredfor the learning stage and the quality of the results. Here is a small discussion about each of thesemeta-parameters and some recommendations:
• T , the number of trees: the larger the number of trees in such a forest of decision trees and the betterwill be the variance reduction of the resulting aggregation. It is then recommended to build as manytrees as possible in order to obtain better models and smaller generalization errors. Essentially, thechoice of this parameter is driven by the available time, computational power and the learning setsize. As in our gwas problem, we face the small n/p ratio, in conjunction with the limited number oftest nodes in a single tree, growing a larger forest and randomising the subset of candidate attributesat each node increases the chances of investigating each snp at least once;
• K , the number of randomly selected variables at each node: the possible value for this meta-parameterranges from 1 to p (where p denotes the total number of attributes). Of course, as K increases, therequired computation time to construct a single node increases too. From an accuracy point of viewthe optimal value of K is problem dependent, and we will thus investigate its impact on our differentdatasets.;
• Nmin, the minimum sample size for splitting a node: also called the smoothing strength, it reduces
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the depth of the trees by limiting their complexity. A larger value of Nmin tends to produce resultswith higher bias and smaller variance. Its optimal value is related to the noise level in the dataset asit prevents “small” nodes from splitting (thereby avoiding the resulting trees to fit the noise). Largervalues of Nmin lead to earlier stopping of the tree induction process, and hence smaller computationtimes.
4.2.3 Extremely Randomized Trees
Motivation
The Extra-Tree method (standing for extremely randomized trees) was proposed in [GEW06], with the mainobjective of further randomizing tree building in the context of numerical input features, where the choice ofthe optimal cut-point is responsible for a large proportion of the variance of the induced tree.With respect to random forests, the method drops the idea of using bootstrap copies of the learningsample, and instead of trying to find an optimal cut-point for each one of the K randomly chosen featuresat each node, it selects a cut-point at random.This idea is rather productive in the context of many problems characterized by a large number ofnumerical features varying more or less continuously: it leads often to increased accuracy thanks to itssmoothing and at the same time significantly reduces computational burdens linked to the determination ofoptimal cut-points in standard trees and in random forests.From a statistical point of view, dropping the bootstrapping idea leads to an advantage in terms ofbias, whereas the cut-point randomization has often an excellent variance reduction effect. This method hasyielded state-of-the-art results in several high-dimensional complex problems [MWG13, LG12, G+05a].From a functional point of view, the Extra-Tree method produces piece-wise multilinear approximations,rather than the piece-wise constant ones of random forests [GEW06].
Our implementation of the Extra-Tree algorithm
The pseudo-code is given in Algorithms 5 and 6. Essentially the method iterates T times by using the initiallearning sample to grow a tree, in the following way:
1. at each node of each tree a random subset of K features is investigated, as in the random forestmethod,
2. for each of the K features, instead of searching for the optimal split, a random question is picked (in thecase of numerical features, this is done by selecting a threshold from a uniform sampling distributionspanning the values of the considered feature in the sub-sample of the current tree node). The Kcouples (feature, threshold) are evaluated by computing their score and the best one is selected tosplit the node.
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BuildETEnsembleinput : LS , Acand,T ,K ,Nminoutput: A tree ensemble T = {t1, ..., tT }
for i← 1 to T do
ti ← BuildExtraTree(LS ,Acand,K ,Nmin)
Append(T ,ti)return T
Algorithm 5: Extra-Trees: the top-level iteration of the algorithm (there is no randomization; meta-parameters are exposed in blue).
BuildExtraTreeinput : LS ,Acand,K ,Nminoutput: A tree : t // Its root node
if const(attributes) or const(output) or LS ≤ Nmin thenreturn a leaf labeled by class frequencies in LSelseSelect K random attributes ∈ Acand : {a1, ..., aK}
{s1, ..., sK} : si = pickRandomSplit(LS, ai)
s∗ = maxi=1,...,KScore(si,LS)Split LS into LSleft and LSright according to s∗
Tright ← BuildExtraTree(LSright,K ,Acand,Nnode)
Tleft ← BuildExtraTree(LSleft,K ,Acand,Nnode)return createNode(s∗,Tleft,Tright)
Algorithm 6: Extra-Trees: algorithm for building one extremely randomize tree. Meta-parameters exposedin blue, and randomization in red.
Discussion of interest w.r.t. random forests
In the Extra-Trees, the different inputs needed are the same as for the random forests but K = 1 has nowa particular meaning. Indeed, setting K to 1 makes the resulting trees totally randomized. Indeed, giventhe fact that the cut-point is randomized and that there is only one random attribute being checked, thegenerated splits are totally independent from the output variable information provided in the learning sample.This means that this version (Extra-Trees with K = 1 are called Totally Randomized Trees) is producingmodels that are very close to the k-nearest neighbour method [GEW06].In the particular case of snp attributes, there are at most two possible cut-points (0.5 and 1.5). In therandom forests, the search for the optimal split at each node is straightforward while in the Extra-Trees therandomization of the cut-point is not so random anymore. This reduces the difference between the choicesthat are made at each nodes in the two types of methods. Also, the expected speed-up due to the absenceof optimal split search in the Extra-Trees is way less significant in such configuration of the feature space.Finally, variable importances are computed exactly as for the random forest, using the mutual information.
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In this section we describe our method called T-Trees (which stands for Trees inside Trees). It is based onthe two preceding ones: the random forests and the Extra-Trees. This novel approach aims at addressingsome specific features of gwas.
4.3.1 Motivation
In all the previous algorithms, test-nodes are exploiting only one variable at a time. The basic idea underour extension proposition of decision tree algorithms is to treat more than one variables inside the splittingnodes. One of the main reasons to modify the splits is because of the particular structure of the featurespace. In the gwas context, due to linkage disequilibrium, we expect at a given position a limited haplotypediversity. Thus based on the physically ordered nature of the snps, the idea behind the T-Trees algorithmis to partition the feature space into blocks of contiguous and (potentially highly) correlated variables. Thesplits will be made on a block of snps instead of a single one, taking advantage of the local informationpotentially carried by the region covered by the corresponding block. Figure 4.6 illustrates the structure ofa T-Tree.
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Figure 4.6 Overview of a T-Tree. Instead of single variable test-nodes, a T-Tree allow to split on blocks of variables.
This constraint allows to reduce the size of the feature space. By doing so, we expect to increase thechances of:
• capturing the interactions between (blocks of) variables: as the size of the feature space is divided bythe size of the blocks, we increase the chance of finding interactions in consecutive splits (or at leastalong one branch of a tree),• discovering a particular snp combination (i.e. a haplotype) that is linked to the disease. Indeed, inthe classical tree-based methods, the chances of testing consecutively two snps falling into the samehaplotype block are relatively small (it will depend on the total number of snps, the parameter K andthe presence of other informative variables),• exploiting a group of surrogate variables: if two or more variables are in perfect ld, they share theexact same information about the output variable, due to the randomisation in the previously presentedalgorithms, each of these variables will be asymptotically equally selected in a forests of decision trees(random forests or Extra-Trees), their respective importances will drop as the number of surrogatesincreases. The ability to rank a block instead of a single variable will help to identify a group ofhighly correlated variables.
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4.3.2 Algorithm
Our method is based on the two previously presented tree-based methods : the random forest and theExtra-Trees algorithms (respectively abbreviated rf and et in the following).As a reminder, those two methods are quite similar, but differences occurs during the learning stage, rfgrows T trees by recursively partitioning a bootstrap sample (n samples extracted with replacement fromthe learning set of size n). At each node, a search for the optimal split among a random subset (of size
k ≤ p ) of all the p variables is performed. On the other hand, et grows T trees by recursively partitioningthe initial learning set. At each node, K random splits on a random subset of K variables are picked, thebest one is kept.Basically, the node splitting rule in rf is modified to test a group of variables using a weak learner2developed on a small subset of the feature space (e.g. a small number of consecutive snps). The predictions ofthis small learner will produce a vector of probability for each learning samples reaching the correspondingnode. That vector is used as a new numerical attribute corresponding to the group over which the split wasmade. A cut point is then optimally chosen between 0 and 1 as in the standard rf algorithm. In our proposal,we choose to use a single Extra-Tree with a limited number of nodes as a weak learner.These small trees are used inside the splitting nodes, they are developed on a subset of variables. TheAlgorithms 9 and 10 uses the Extra-Trees ensemble method where the number of tested attributes at eachnode (Kint) is set to the total number of variables contained inside the groups/blocks and T is fixed to 1.Two important modifications are added :
1. the maximal number of nodes is limited by the internal complexity parameter: IC . The choice ofthis value will depend on the nature of the variable groups. IC = 1 will be an interesting choicefor strongly correlated attributes as they all carry the same information, higher values will be wellsuited when a combination of several attributes is required to explain the outcome. Note that when theinternal complexity is set to 1, the method does not reduce to standard random forests as in T-Trees the
K variables will be selected each in a different bloc, thus widening the scan coverage of the featurespace while searching for an optimal split.
2. in most of the decision tree induction algorithms a fixed order is used to expand the nodes (left toright or vice versa). As we choose to limit the number of nodes, we want to avoid the resulting treeto degenerate (i.e. to become a branch). For that reason we expand the nodes in a randomised order(to break the depth-first order). For the sake of clarity, that randomisation step has been intentionallyomitted in the Algorithm 10.
In the following, as we use trees inside trees, what we call external nodes are the group test nodescontaining the weak learners. These nodes correspond to rf nodes. Internal nodes are the ones being partof the weak learner (the node limited Extra-Tree), testing a single variable (Figure 4.7).
2In the machine learning context, a weak learner is a model that performs at least better than random guessing.
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Figure 4.7 T-Trees terminology: difference between internal and external nodes.
As input, instead of a pool of candidate attributes, this method needs a block map defining how variablesare grouped. In the gwas context, the block map partitions the initial feature space into sets of contiguoussnps. For this novel method, instead of selecting K random attributes (Algorithm 4), we select K randomgroups of variables. Algorithms 7 and 8 respectively detail the T-Trees forest induction and one T-Treeinduction.Figure 4.8 shows an example of a T-Tree splitting node. Three external nodes are represented, theypartition the learning set using group 8, 27 and 1. In this example, the IC = 3. Out of the Group1 3 snpsare tested: snp13, snp16 and snp12.
Group8
Group27 Group1
YesNo
YesNo
YesNo
YesNo YesNo
SNP3>0.5
SNP6>1.5 SNP2>0.5
1
1 1
Probability > Threshold
Probability > Threshold
Probability > Threshold
Figure 4.8 A closer look into a T-Tree test-node shows how the weak learner is used to split on more than onevariable.
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At each external node, attribute groups are tested and the prediction obtained with the internal treecorresponding to this node is thresholded to propagate the object to a successor.
T-Treesinput : LS ,B,T ,K ,Kint,IC ,Nminoutput: T
for i← 1 to T do
LSi ← Bootstrap(LS)
Ti ← BuildTTree(LSi,B,K ,Kint,IC ,Nmin)
Append(T ,Ti)return T
Algorithm 7: The T-Trees algorithm is quite similar to the random forest algorithm. It adds two metapa-rameters: Kint and IC ; and needs a block map B.
BuildTTreeinput : LS ,B,K ,Kint,IC ,Nminoutput: A TTree T // Its root node
if const(attributes) or const(output) or #LS ≤ Nmin thenreturn a leaf labeled by class frequencies in LSelseSelect K random blocks ∈ B : {g1, ..., gK}
{s1, ..., sK} : si = pickGroupSplit(LS, gi,Kint, IC)
s∗ = maxi=1,...,KScore(si,LS)Split LS into LSleft and LSright according to s∗
Tright ← BuildTTree(LSright,B,K ,Kint,IC)
Tleft ← BuildTTree(LSleft,B,K ,Kint,IC)return createNode(s∗,Tleft,Tright)
Algorithm 8: The T-Tree building algorithm
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pickGroupSplitinput : LS, g,Kint, ICoutput: [p < th]
T = BuildExtraTTree(LS ,g,Kint,IC)Propagate LS in T , p = vector of resulting probabilitiesSearch optimal threshold th over preturn [p < th]
Algorithm 9: The pickGroupSplit function is based on the Extra-Trees algorithm. A single Extra-Treeis built and its predictions allow to transform a group of attributes into a new numerical value.
BuildExtraTTreeinput : LS ,g,Kint,ICoutput: A tree : t // Its root node
if const(attributes) or const(output) or #nodes ≤ IC thenreturn a leaf labeled by class frequencies in LSelseSelect Kint random attributes ∈ g : {a1, ..., aKint}
{s1, ..., sKint} : si = pickRandomSplit(LS, ai)
s∗ = maxi=1,...,KintScore(si,LS)Split LS into LSleft and LSright according to s∗
Tright ← BuildExtraTTree(LSright,g,Kint,IC)
Tleft ← BuildExtraTTree(LSleft,g,Kint,IC)return createNode(s∗,Tleft,Tright)
Algorithm 10: Inside the external nodes, the weak learner that is used is a single Extra-Tree with an
IC-limited number of (internal) test nodes.
4.3.3 Evaluation of variable and group importances
The variable ranking ability of tree-based methods is conserved. The T-Trees uses two types of features:variables (in the internal nodes) and groups of variables (in the external nodes). This leads to two importancemeasures:
• variable importances: instead of considering all the nodes, we only take into account the internal ones.For each variable, we can sum over all the internal nodes where a variable appears (regardless of itsgroup) the local reduction of entropy weighted by the local sample size.
• group importances: to rank the groups of variables, we consider the external nodes only. As they alsoproduce a split over a learning set, it is also possible for each group to sum the local reduction ofentropy at nodes where a group is used (regardless they exploit all variables of a group or not).
Given the features we want to rank, Equation 4.11 is used but the nj are internal nodes for the variableimportances or external nodes for group importances.
4.4. EXTENSION TO MORE QUANTITATIVE OR MULTIPLE PHENOTYPES AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 514.4 Extension to more quantitative or multiple phenotypes and environ-mental effects
In this chapter we presented various tree-based methods and focused on binary classification problems. Ithas to be noted that these methods can easily handle more than two phenotypes, the same score measurecan be used on larger contingency tables (instead of a 2× 2 table we consider a 2×#outcome table).Also, regression trees are well suited in case of quantitative traits. Instead of measuring the reductionof entropy, variance reduction is used as a score measure.Finally, the incorporation of environmental factors could be easily achieved as splitting rules could easilyhandle categorical variables as well.
4.5 Related works
During the last decade, many researchers investigated machine learning approaches in the field of genome-wide association studies. Many of these researches focused their effort on the ability to localise lociassociated with a phenotype while a few concentrated their attention on the prediction power of suchmachine learning techniques. Beside direct/“black-boxed” application of the method, a few proposed smalladaptations in order to circumvent some of the method flaws, but none of these investigations proposed anintrinsic modification of the tree-based methodology. Among these, many promising results opened the pathand motivated our current research. More precisely, these researches investigated:
• The general power of machine learning and tree-based approaches on real gwas datasetsIn [BDH+03], random forests were applied to the Genetic Analysis Workshop 13 small simulateddataset. Using the IBD (identity by descent) score of sibling pairs as variables in a candidate geneand a genome scan approach, they predicted several quantitative phenotypes (hdl, triglycerides andglucose). The true model being known, they showed the ability of the random forests to detect bothsusceptibility genes and markers.In [H+06], the authors evaluate strengths and weaknesses of several machine learning analysis ap-proaches on large numbers of SNPs (logistic regression, neural network, combinatorial partitioning,multifactor dimensionality reduction and Random Forests). Among the criteria, the following importantones have been considered: the ability to handle large scale datasets, interactions, correlations andheterogeneity. Especially for Random Forests, they highlight the need to deal with correlated SNPswhich motivated our T-Trees proposal.More recently, in [GHCB10], a random forest based GWAS (with more than 300K snps as inputvariables describing 3000 individuals) on a multiple sclerosis dataset has proven successful, identifyingfour new candidate ms genes in addition to a few more already reported as associated. They studiedthe impact of the number of tested attribute at each node (k) and the number of trees on the out-of-bagerror rate and variable importances stability. They proposed to remove strong associations in order tofind weaker ones (in this case the mhc region on chromosome 6 that is well known to be associatedwith ms). To address variable correlations, they used an LD-pruning approach using Plink, mostlysimilar to the one proposed in [MYC+09], removing redundant SNPs. Not surprisingly, they foundthat, as we expect a small proportion of the variables to be relevant, larger values of k are better.In [GRF11], the authors compared two types of Bayesian methods with two types of tree based methods(random forests and boosting). They compared the predictive capability of these methods in simulatedand real genetic data analysis. On simulated and purely additive scenarios, they found out that thetree-based methods, and in particular random forests, were slightly superior in terms of precision whendealing with a small number of associated loci. When that number increased, they noticed that the
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Bayesian approaches were a bit superior in terms of their Pearson correlation evaluation criteria butstill the random forests produced the best auc results. Similar observations were drawn on the realdata sets: random forests produced the best auc results in every experiments, in particular, they notedthat the method perfectly classified the most extreme animals in the different test sets.Also, in [T+12c], the authors proposed an overview of the random forests in the life sciences andthe gwas context. Discussing the common rf usages and pitfalls, they also briefly tackled someinteresting research directions and less known direct by-products of tree-based methods. Amongthese, they propose to determine similarity between individuals using proximity scores, to computevariable importance locally instead of globally (e.g. by considering only a subpopulation in thevariable importance calculation) or to analyse the forest structure in order to detect recurring cascadesof interacting snps along the tree branches.
• The ability of tree based methods to detect snp interactionsIn [LHSVE04], the authors studied the capabilities of random forest importance measure to correctlyrank interacting SNPs. They compared standardised RF importance scores (so called ZT in thepublication) to Fisher p-values on simulated datasets with 100 and 1000 variables under differentheterogeneous interaction models. Their finding were the following: ZT ranking outperforms Fishertest in presence of interacting SNPs, ZT increases as the number of interacting SNPs does too andif there is no interactions ZT performs similarly to the univariate Fisher Exact test.In [JTWF09], the authors use random forest algorithms and the Gini importance measure as a selectiontool to search for epistatic interactions in a framework called epiForest. They propose a sliding windowsequential forward feature selection procedure to select a subset, significantly smaller than the initialset of variables, of candidate SNPs that minimise the classification error and than test up to three-wayinteractions using the B-statistic from [ZL07]. They compared their method with BEAM, the stepwiselogistic regression and the X 2 test on three simulated disease models and on a genome-wide case-control dataset for age-related macular degeneration (100k snps, 96 cases versus 50 controls). Theyfound that Gini variable importances were negatively correlated with the p-values and identified twosnps that were already reported as being linked to the disease. Nevertheless, due to the small samplesize, they found no significant interactions after the Bonferroni correction.Finally, in [W+12], the authors studied the ability of random forests to identify snp interaction in high-dimensional space such as in gwas. Using different simulation with a fixed number of interacting andnon-interacting variables, they noticed that as the total number of variables increased, the probabilityof detecting interacting snps drops more rapidly than for the non-interacting ones. Their experimentswere conducted using standard/recommended rf parameters, notably they suggest a limitation on thenumber of terminal nodes (i.e. limit the depth of the trees) which certainly could limit the declinethey observed. This suggests that a dimension reduction would limit the decrease in the probabilityof detecting interacting loci as we propose in our tree-based adaptation.
• The behaviour of variable importances in presence of linkage disequilibriumIn [BGHW08b], we started to treat haplotype blocks instead of single SNP inside test nodes using amaximum likelihood based estimation of the conditional probability that the observed haplotype blockis drawn from the population of cases (resp. controls) assuming class conditional independence of theSNPs in the block. The results obtained on simulated data representing five different disease modelsprovided marginally superior results than the direct application to the SNP representation.In order to limit the information dilution among variables in ld, [MYC+09] proposes to prevent twoSNPs in linkage disequilibrium to appear in the same tree in a forest so they can not act as surrogatefor each other. They change the tree building procedure by growing each tree only with SNPs inlinkage equilibrium using a threshold over the pair-wise genotypic correlation (r2). They modified
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the permutation variable importances calculation in consequence, for a particular variable v, variableimportance is based only on the trees in the forest were v appears. They compared their adaptationof the original random forest method under various synthetic genetic models. Their results suggestthat when a risk snp appears in a tree, snp in ld might also appear in the same tree which causesthe corresponding variable importances to decrease as the number of markers in ld increases. Theyrecommend using the original random forest with their revised importance measure when the geneticmodel and the number of snps in ld are unknown (which is a common situation in a real gwas). Theyalso applied their methodology on a realistic gwas dataset and successfully identified a reported riskgene and four new candidate loci missed by the single snp approach.In [NM09, NMSZ10, Nic11], the authors investigated the behaviour of the Gini importances in presenceof high ld bloc of snps. Under the null hypothesis, their experiments show that the higher theredundancy, the lower the variables importances. They noted that pruning the trees diminished thatbias. This expected result confirms previous hypotheses about the possible information dilution thatcould be observed when dealing with redundant variables. Especially in presence of signal, once oneof the correlated variables appears in a tree, its surrogates have way less chance to be selected andthe bottom of the tree is more inclined to exploit the other non correlated variables. Although theirsimulations might be considered as extreme cases (almost perfect ld and a low number of variables),they point out some flaws in the Gini variable importances. In addition, they also noticed a biastowards continuous variables (as noticed by [SBZH07, BBLBS12]).
• Pathological issue and bias related to the Gini variable importancesThe authors of [SBZH07] suggests that the original variable importances of Brieman in random forestare not reliable when attributes vary in their scale of measurement or their number of categories.They evaluated three different variable importance measures (the “selection frequency” or the numberof times a variable appears in a forest, the Gini importance and the permutation accuracy importance)on synthetic data while subsampling with and without replacement at each trees (bootstrap and nobootstrap). In the null case scenario, they demonstrate the preference toward variables with morecategories of the frequency and Gini importances. On the other hand, the permutation importanceseems less sensitive to the scale of measurement but requires much more computations.In the continuity, using only non-informative snps with varying minor allele frequencies, [BBLBS12]found out that Gini importance tends to favour larger minor allele frequency variables (in particular atthe bottom of the trees). Meaning that non informative snp with large maf might hide the presence of,maybe, interesting variables with smaller maf. That bias is similar to the one that is expected whendealing with variables of different types. As previously observed in [SBZH07], discrete variables withhigh number of categories are preferred by the Gini importance measures. Also, in presence of causalmarkers, if two variables are causative but differ in their respective maf, the one with the larger minorallele frequency is also the one that is about to affect a bigger part of the learning set. Thus, it mightnot be surprising to observe a similar “bias”. They noted that permutation variable importances wereless sensitive to minor allele frequencies.
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In this chapter, we described 3 types of decision trees algorithms and proposed an extension able to handlemore than one descriptor inside the test-nodes.Single decision trees are really easy to understand and interpret due to their graphical representation:descriptors appearing near the root node are clearly more important than those appearing into the leaves.Beside that simplicity, a single tree is clearly not enough to test all the variables as the number of nodes islimited by the sample size. This is especially problematic for the study of complex diseases where a largenumber of variables is expected to be causative and the intrinsically small n/p ratio.Ensemble methods proposes to circumvent that previous problem by growing a forest of trees which isachieved by introducing some randomization during the learning stage and multiplying the number of trees.In that case, the direct interpretation of the ensemble of trees is lost but it is still possible to rank thevariables according to their importance in the forest (their occurrence and their proximity to the root of atree).Despite all these important improvements, there are still cases where the previous algorithms are notas good as we expect them to be. In the particular case where the descriptors are structured, the chancesof using the correct cascade of attributes drastically decreases as the total number of attributes increases.Also, in presence of correlated attributes, classical methods are victims of the information dillution amongthe variables. That is why we propose to extend the random forests by allowing splitting over a group ofdescriptors.With the success of genome-wide studies and technologic advances, it is clear that denser genotypesare becoming usual. As the density increases, the number of descriptors increases as well and, obviously,stronger correlations appear between the variables splitting the genome into logical pieces. In the followingchapter, we will show that the T-Trees method outperforms random forests and Extra-Trees on such data.Beside their particularities, each of these algorithms can be summarised by Figure 4.9. Some of thesteps may be optional, less or more important depending on the algorithm. When a forest is required, thisflowchart is repeated a certain amount of time (Figure 4.10).In these methods, as all terms of an ensemble are independent, it is easily feasible to parallelise theconstruction of a forest using several CPU.
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Chapter 5
Comparison of Random Forests andT-Trees on synthetic datasets
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In this chapter, the T-Trees (which stands for trees inside trees) method is evaluated on different syn-thetically generated datasets aiming at mimicking the structure of GWAS datasets. Its predictive accuracyand its ability to identify relevant input variables are compared with those of the Random Forest method,and its capability to identify causal loci is also compared with that of univariate p-values derived from theexact Fisher test. This study, carried out under controlled conditions, should be considered as a first sanitycheck and also aims at evaluating the effect of the meta-parameters of the method, so as to evaluate itsrobustness and to identify appropriate default values of these meta-parameters, before the method is appliedin the upcoming chapters to real-life GWAS datasets.
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58 CHAPTER 5. COMPARISON OF RF AND T-TREES ON SYNTHETIC DATASETS5.1 Synthetic ‘GWAS’ dataset generation
Our goal is to generate datasets which reproduce the structure of GWAS under controlled conditions, namelywith known block structure and a known model of genotype-to-phenotype mapping. To this end, we proceedin two steps:
• first, we generate a sample of input (genotype) vectors reproducing in a way the linkage-disequilibriumstructure among genetic markers, based on a segmentation of the set of input variables into a numberof blocks of linked variables;
• next, we choose a subset of causal blocks among those genotype blocks together with a genotype tophenotype relation (including a choice of background noise level) and then use this model to associatea binary output (phenotype) value to each input vector, in such as way that the two classes are balancedover our dataset.
5.1.1 Principle of the synthetic ‘genotype’ generation
We suppose that the input variables are grouped into g consecutive blocks denoted by bi, i = 0, . . . , g − 1,where each block has a given size si ∈ N0 in terms of the number of ‘snps’ it contains. To each ‘snp’corresponds a ternary input variable. Let us denote by xij the jth input variable (snp) belonging to the ithblock. Thus
xij ∈ {0, 1, 2},∀i = 0, . . . , g − 1,∀j = 1, . . . si,and hence any block bi may in principle take 3si different ‘haplotypes’ of length si.In order to mimic ‘linkage disequilibrium’ inside these blocks, we fix once and for all for each one ofthem a number mi  3si of possible block-wise configurations {b1i , . . . , bmii } and then restrict the observedvalues of the block configurations to these latter. To choose one of the possible mi configurations for a givenblock, we select its individual SNP values independently while using uniform probabilities over the threepossible values {0, 1, 2}.On the other hand, we assume that the haplotypes of two different blocks are statistically independent.Thus, the selection of the genome-wide genotype of an individual is carried out by choosing at random foreach block bi a configuration out of the fixed set {b1i , . . . , bmii }.To yield a complete dataset of ‘genome-wide’ genotypes, we then select independently according to theabove principle a number n of genome-wide genotypes.
5.1.2 Principle of the synthetic ‘phenotype’ generation
Given a set of possible block-wise genotypes and a dataset of n genome-wide genotypes of n individuals,
{(bjk00 , . . . , b
jkg−1
g−1 )}nk=1, both built according to the methods described in the previous section, we proceed inthe following way to compute the corresponding output class yk ∈ {0, 1} for each individual.First, we choose a number c ∈ N of distinct ‘causal’ blocks; let us denote by c1, . . . , cc the correspondingblock identifiers (c = 0 means that actually no causal locus at all is present). Next, we associate to each oneof the mci haplotypes of each one of these c blocks a random number chosen uniformly (and independently)in the interval [0, 1[. Let us denote by z(bjci),∀i = 1, . . . , c, ∀j = 1, . . . ,mci the corresponding numbers.
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We then compute a numerical value for each individual k according to the following ‘additive over blocks’model
zk = βk +
c∑
i=1
αiz(b
jkci
ci ), (5.1)
where k is a random number uniformly distributed in [0, 1[, and where the positive parameters, β and
αi, i = 1, . . . , c, define respectively the level of noise, and the strength of the different genetic effects thatare associated to the different causal blocks.Finally, in order to associate a discrete class to each individual of our dataset, and to ensure at thesame time that the two classes are balanced in terms of the number of individuals, we compute for eachobservation k its class yk by
yk = 1(zk ≥ θ),
where θ is adjusted to the median of the zk values of the dataset.
5.1.3 Comments
We understand that the above synthetic data model is still far from reproducing the real nature of GWASdatasets. We are also aware of existing simulators published in the literature [SMD11, E+08, LL08,GGS11, P+07]. Nevertheless, for the sake of reproducibility, and to facilitate further research along our lineof thinking, we preferred to design our own synthetic model for the study carried out in this chapter.In the rest of this chapter, we will consider various conditions, corresponding to different settings of oursynthetic model, so as to compare the Random Forest and the T-Tree models.To keep the computational burden under control, we will restrict to 1000− 1500 genetic markers (whichis, admittedly, quite small with respect to the 500k or 1M markers used in real-life GWAS). On the otherhand, we will consider block sizes si ∈ [10, 50], a number of block modalities mi ∈ [10, 500], and a numberof causal blocks c ∈ {1, 2, 3}, with or without background noise. The precise settings of the conditions willbe given for each sub-study carried out in the next sections.
5.2 Evaluation protocol
In all our simulations in this chapter, we used a dataset composed of n = 10, 000 samples in which weselect learning samples of small sizes (between 100 and 500 individuals), so as to have large enough testsamples for the evaluation of predictive accuracies of the learned models.Our evaluation protocol for assessing accuracies, for a given learning sample size and given values ofthe algorithm parameters, operates in the following way:
1. select a learning sample of the considered size at random among the n = 10, 000 individuals of thedataset, and define the test sample as the remaining individuals;
2. build a model on the learning sample, and assess its accuracy in the form of the value of its auc, onthe corresponding test sample (remaining individuals);
3. repeat ten times steps 1 and 2, and then display the average auc values obtained over these ten runs.
We note that within a given comparison of RF and T-Trees, we always use the same 10 learning sample vstest sample splits, for all method variants and for all different parameter settings that are studied, so as tominimise the effect of learning and test sampling variance.
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Concerning the Random Forest and T-Tree methods, we did not study the effect of parameter T (numberof trees in the ensemble) nor that of Nmin (degree of pre-pruning). For the accuracy evaluations, theseparameters are kept constant over all our simulations, with T = 100 (a moderate but sufficient number oftrees, given the relatively small numbers of variables considered in our experiments) and Nmin = 2 (nopruning).Notice that all computations of input variable importances and/or block-wise importances that will bedisplayed in the subsequent sections are computed as averages over the ten learning-samples (i.e. withoutusing any of the test samples). Because of the higher variance of the importance measures derived fromtree-based ensembles, we used for these computations a larger number T of trees in each ensemble, namely
T = 1000.
5.3 Simulation results
In this section, we successively study the sample efficiency of Random Forests and T-Trees in a single locusmodel, then we evaluate their robustness in noisy conditions, then we study the effect of prior informationquality in terms of the given block maps, then the effect of increasing the number of causal blocks, and finallywe study the bias of the T-Trees method towards blocks of higher modalities.
5.3.1 Sample efficiency of RF vs T-Trees in the context of a single causal block
We consider in this section a genotype distribution over g = 100 blocks, each one composed of si = 10variables, and we took for each block mi = 80 possible modalities. Concerning the phenotype, we assumethat there is no background noise (i.e. β = 0) and that there is only a single ‘causal’ block (c = 1, andwe chose block number 0 to be the causal one, arbitrarily but without any restriction) so that in principleperfect prediction of the phenotype from only the SNPs located in the single causal block b0 is possible. TheT-Trees method exploits full knowledge of the blocks, while the Random Forest method treats the variablesin a fully agnostic way.We constructed our models based on learning samples composed of (LSsize) 100, 250 and 500 individualsand then evaluated them on the remaining (out of learning sample) objects. The auc values displayed areaverage values obtained over ten such random LS/TS splits.Figure 5.1 depicts the aucs we obtained. On this figure, rows correspond to the different learning setsizes and columns correspond to the different methods. From left to right, the black lines represent the aucsfor Random Forests with a value of K ranging from 100 to 1000 (notice that K = 1000 corresponds here toTree Bagging), the middle column represents the aucs obtained with the T-Trees with Kint = 1 (i.e. TotallyRandomised, which are the weakest learners, inside the internal nodes) with a (block-wise) K ranging from10 to 100 and the right column shows the results with the T-Trees with Kint = si (N = si = 10; theseare thus very strong models, almost identical to regular decision trees). The results for the T-Trees arecoloured as we investigated different values of the internal complexity parameter: from red to blue, theinternal complexity IC ranges from 1 to 10. Recall that these numbers are average values obtained over 10
LS vs TS splits of a dataset composed of 10,000 individuals.Not surprisingly, and regardless of the method, we observe an auc increase as the LSsize increases; thesame applies for the value of K . If we compare the Random Forests to the two variants of the T-Trees, wesee that as the IC grows the T-Trees performances get better than the RF. In every case, with an IC of 10,T-Trees obtain the best results.
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Figure 5.1 Influence of learning set size, K and IC on the auc. The first row represents results with LSsize = 100,the second one with LSsize = 250 and the third one with LSsize = 500. The first column representsthe Random Forest results for values of K ranging from 100 to 1000. The two last columns correspond toresults obtained with the T-Trees for different values of the internal complexity (from 1 to 10). The middlecolumn corresponds to the T-Trees with Kint set to 1 and the right columns with Kint = 10.
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Figure 5.2 LSsize = 100: variable and group importances. In blue, the random forest (K = 1000) variable impor-tances. In orange, the T-Trees variable importances and in green, the T-Trees group importances (K = 100,
Kint = 10, IC = 10). The left part display an overview of all the variables while the right part shows azoom around the causal block.
We also see that with small learning sample sizes the T-Trees very much outperform the Random Forests.While the effective size 250 is still insufficient for Random Forests, T-Trees seem already to learn quasiperfect models that correctly classify the remaining samples; T-Trees thus clearly show to have bettergeneralisation capabilities in this setting. These results show in a rather spectacular way that taking intoaccount prior knowledge is a very promising avenue for enhancing machine learning methods in the contextof high-dimensional problems. Comparing the middle and right part of the figure, we observe that it ispreferable to use stronger learners inside the tree-nodes, specially when the sample size is small.Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show variable and group importances (average values over the ten runs; T = 1000)obtained for the three previous values of LSsize, and with K = 1000 for the Random Forests and K = 100,
IC = 10, Kint = 10 for the T-Trees. Notice that the 10 first variables are those corresponding the causalblock used to compute the output class. We see that, with LSsize = 100, the Random Forests are not at allable to identify any relevant variables while the variable and group importances computed from the T-Treesalready correctly rank the first block of ten variables.To further analyse the capabilities of the two methods to identify relevant variables, we display onFigures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 the distribution of variable rankings over the 10 learning samples, obtained by thesetwo methods and in comparison with a classical univariate p-value based ranking of the individual SNPs.For each method (from left to right : exact Fisher test based p-value, RF based importances, T-Tree basedimportances), these figures report a box plot giving the mean ranks for the 20 first variables (the 10 firstvariables are those of the causal block and are thus potentially relevant; on the other hand, the next tenare for sure completely irrelevant in the setting studied in this section) and the distribution of these ranksover the ten runs corresponding to the ten learning samples. We notice that with a small learning set (ofsize 100 - Figure 5.5), neither the p-values nor the random forest variables importances allow to identify thecausal variables while the T-Tree variables importances already correctly rank the 10 first variables. With
LSsize = 250 (Figure 5.6), p-values and random forest variable importances start to correctly rank some ofthe 10 potentially relevant variables, and with LSsize = 500 (Figure 5.7) the random forests do correctlyrank all the 10 first variables while the p-ranking still only catches a subset of them.
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Figure 5.3 LSsize = 250: variable and group importances. In blue, the random forest (K = 1000) variable impor-tances. In orange, the T-Trees variable importances and in green, the T-Trees group importances (K = 100,
Kint = 10, IC = 10). The left part display an overview of all the variables while the right part shows azoom around the causal block.
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Figure 5.4 LSsize = 500: variable and group importances. In blue, the random forest (K = 1000) variable impor-tances. In orange, the T-Trees variable importances and in green, the T-Trees group importances (K = 100,
Kint = 10, IC = 10). The left part display an overview of all the variables while the right part shows azoom around the causal block.
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Figure 5.5 LSsize = 100: comparison of three different rankings. The three box plots represents the mean rank forthe 20 first variables, the 10 first being the causal ones. In grey, the mean rank according to the Fisher
p-value, in blue the mean rank according to the random forest variable importances (K = 1000) and inorange, the mean rank according to the T-Trees variables importances (K = 100, Kint = N and IC = 10).
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Figure 5.6 LSsize = 250: comparison of three different rankings. The three box plots represents the mean rank forthe 20 first variables, the 10 first being the causal ones. In grey, the mean rank according to the Fisher
p-value, in blue the mean rank according to the random forest variable importances (K = 1000) and inorange, the mean rank according to the T-Trees variables importances (K = 100, Kint = N and IC = 10).
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Figure 5.7 LSsize = 500: comparison of three different rankings. The three box plots represents the mean rank forthe 20 first variables, the 10 first being the causal ones. In grey, the mean rank according to the Fisher
p-value, in blue the mean rank according to the random forest variable importances (K = 1000) and inorange, the mean rank according to the T-Trees variables importances (K = 100, Kint = N and IC = 10).
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Figure 5.8 Robustness against label errors, influence of K and IC on the aucs. The columns correspond to differentmethods (from left to right: Random Forests, T-Trees with Kint = 1, and T-Trees with Kint = 10). Therows correspond here to different percentages of permuted outputs, from 0 to 30%. For these simulationswe used LSsize = 250.
5.3.2 Robustness against label errors
In order to test the robustness against labelling errors of our analysis of the previous section, we successivelypermuted 10%, 20% and 30% of the labels of the used dataset and then looked at the effect of constructingmodels on a learning set of size 250, while using the same protocol as in the previous section.We report on figure 5.8 the corresponding auc values. We observe that, as the percentage of permutedlabels increases, the auc decreases for all methods. But the performance of T-Trees aucs are still much better(specially for Kint = 10 and IC = 10) than those of the RF method, and the best values obtained with thismethod are actually very close to the maximum possible values that could be expected in these conditions(i.e. respectively 100%, 90%, 80% and 70%, for degrees of permutation of 0%, 10%, 20% and 30%).
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5.3.3 Influence of the quality of prior information about the block structure
In this subsection we want to see how much the T-Trees method is sensitive to the quality of the providedblock map; indeed, on real datasets, we do not always know how the variables should be structured/grouped.To assess this, the first row of Figure 5.9 exposes results obtained from a learning set of 250 objectswith the actual block map used to generate the data as in the previous simulations (block size = 10), whilevarious ’wrong’ maps are used by the T-Trees algorithm (either where each of its used blocs includes 20adjacent variables, or where each used bloc contains 50 adjacent variables) in the two last rows. On thisfigure, for the T-Trees, notice that the horizontal axis represents the internal complexity while the differentshades of colour correspond to different values of K . For blocks of 20 variables, 50 blocks are available,and K thus ranges from 10 to 50 while IC ranges from 1 to 20. For blocks of 50 variables, K ranges from10 to 20 while IC ranges from 1 to 50.Interestingly, aucs do not decrease so much with blocks of size 20 even with IC = 20. If we considerblocks of 50 adjacent variables, good results are still obtained but aucs start dropping around IC = 40 asthe internal trees become more complex, which probably leads the resulting trees to overfit the learning set.In terms of variables ranking, Figure 5.11 displays a comparison of mean ranks according to the threepreviously used methods (Fisher p-values (in grey), random forests (in blue) and T-Trees (in orange) variableimportances). We observe that the 20 variables in the first block are correctly ranked, we also see thatthe 10 first are the one coming from the real causal blocks. Inspection of the variables importances [resultsnot shown here] (not the ranks) clearly shows that the 10 (real) causal variables are the most important.Figure 5.12 display similar results for a less extreme set of T-Trees parameters: K = 10 and IC = 5. Itseems that when using a “not so bad block map”, some of the variables may be wrongly associated as theyare, in a way depending on the internal complexity, used jointly with the true signal (probably at the bottomof the small test-nodes located at the bottom of the T-Trees). We also notice that a simple inspection of thevariable and group importances and of their ranking, and the investigation of different values of the internalcomplexity, allow to (visually) guess the true structure of variables (at least the causal ones).Finally, we wanted to see how the T-Trees deal with a totally random (wrong) bloc map. Figure 5.10compares the results we obtained with the correct bloc map (non overlapping blocks of 10 contiguousvariables) versus the results with a random bloc map (blocks of 10 variables chosen randomly along the‘genome’). As expected, we see that when the variables are not correctly ordered the method is not ableanymore to combine them efficiently. The best results of the T-Trees method are then obtained when IC = 1,which, as we observed already previously, reduces the performances of the method roughly to that of RandomForests using a same level of randomisation.
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Figure 5.9 Influence of bloc size, K and IC on the auc. The first row represent results with correct block size (10),the second one with blocks of size 20 and the third one with blocks of 50 variables. The first columnrepresent the random forest results for values of K ranging from 100 to 1000. The two last columnscorrespond to results obtained with the T-Trees for different value of the internal complexity. The middlecolumn correspond to the T-Trees with Kint set to 1 and the right columns with Kint = 10.
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Figure 5.10 LSsize = 250 T-Trees (Kint = N ): on the left, results obtained with the good block map (blocks of 10contiguous variables). On the right results obtained with a random block map (blocks of 10 randomlychosen variables).
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Figure 5.11 LSsize = 250 and block of 20 variables: comparison of three different rankings. The three box plotsrepresents the mean rank for the 40 first variables, the 10 first being the causal ones. In grey, the meanrank according to the Fisher p-value, in blue the mean rank according to the random forest variableimportances (K = 1000) and in orange, the mean rank according to the T-Trees variables importances(K = 50, Kint = N and IC = 20).
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Figure 5.12 LSsize = 250 and blocks of 20 variables: comparison of three different rankings. The three box plotsrepresents the mean rank for the 40 first variables, the 10 first being the causal ones. In grey, the meanrank according to the Fisher p-value, in blue the mean rank according to the random forest variableimportances (K = 1000) and in orange, the mean rank according to the T-Trees variables importances(K = 10, Kint = N and IC = 5).
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5.3.4 More than one causal block
Too further analyse the comparative behaviours of the Random Forests and the T-Trees methods, we in-vestigated a number of ‘multi-loci’ genotype-to-phenotype models based on Formula 5.1, as indicated inTable 5.1: with and without noise, with 2 and 3 causal blocks.
Dataset #Variables α1 α2 α3 βDB-1 1000 1 1 / 0DB-2 1000 1.2 1 / 0DB-3 1000 1.4 1 / 0DB-4 1000 2 1 / 0DB-5 1000 1 1 / 0.5DB-6 1000 2 1 / 0.5DB-7 1500 1 1 1 0
Table 5.1 Summary table of investigated phenotypes. The parameters αi and β correspond to the weight of eachcausal block and the noise level, as defined by Formula 5.1.
On these different conditions, with a learning set of size 250, the obtained results (see Figure 5.13)highlight the influence of the parameters K and IC on the predictive power. As before, as K and ICincrease, the auc increases as well. We can also conclude that the T-Trees method (with the correct blockmap) clearly outperforms the Random Forests method when IC is appropriately set to 10. As a matter offact, we see that Random Forests are not able to deal with 3 interacting blocks.To complete the analysis, Figure 5.14 shows variable and group importances in the context of the 3-locimodel of DB-7: we conclude that T-Trees are still able to correctly rank the 30 causal variables containedinside the 3 blocks, while the Random Forests are not extracting any valuable signal in these conditions.
5.3.5 Modality, scale of measurement and number of categories
In this section we want to address the problem mentioned in [BBLBS12]: the authors established a variableimportance bias in favour of large minor allele frequency snps.Besides the fact that we are working with snps, the concept of minor allele frequency is closely relatedto the variable importance bias introduced by the scale of measurement or the number of categories of eachvariables (see [SBZH07]). With the T-Trees, working with groups of snps may introduce such a bias. Indeed,as the linkage disequilibrium markers varies along the chromosome (and also depends on the genotypingdensity), the numbers of snp combinations generated from the different blocks may differ. In other words, thenumbers mi of block modalities may introduce the same bias. In order to test that hypothesis we generatedblocks of growing modalities, compiled them in a single dataset with a random output. Figure 5.15 showsthe resulting variable and group importances for block modalities 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 while Figure 5.16corresponds to modalities 10, 50, 100 and 500. We observe that as the modality mi increases the resultingvariable and group importances indeed slightly increase as well.We then introduced one actual causal block (see Figure 5.17) and two actual causal blocks (see Fig-ure 5.18) on those blocks having the smallest number mi of configurations, so as to test how that smallpathological bias influences the importances when there is a true signal. We notice that as the true signal(s)is (are) still quite well detected, so that the above bias does not seem to be a major source of false positivesin practice.
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Figure 5.13 Influence K and IC on the auc on different ‘phenotype’ models. Each row corresponds to one of themodels described in Table 5.1. The first column represents the Random Forest results for values of Kranging from 100 to 1000. The two last columns correspond to results obtained with the T-Trees fordifferent value of the internal complexity. The middle column correspond to the T-Trees with Kint set to1 and the right columns with Kint = 10.
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Figure 5.14 DB7: variable and group importances. In blue, the random forest (K = 1500) variable importances. Inorange, the T-Trees (K = 150, Kint = 10 and IC = 10) variable importances and in green, the T-Treesgroup importances. The left part display an overview of all the variables while the right part shows azoom around the three causal blocks.
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Figure 5.15 Results with different block modalities spread over 50 blocks, the 10 first blocks modalities are equal to10, the 10 following 20 and so on up to 50 for the last ten blocks. The upper plot corresponds to groupimportances and the bottom plot to variable importances obtained with the T-Trees methods (K = 25,
Kint = 10 and IC = 10) on a dataset with no causal variable/block.
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Figure 5.16 Results with different (higher) block modalities spread over 40 blocks, the 10 first blocks modalities areequal to 10, the 10 following 50, followed by 10 blocks of modality equals 100 and to 500 for the lastten blocks. The upper plot corresponds to group importances and the bottom plot to variable importancesobtained with the T-Trees methods (K = 20, Kint = 10 and IC = 10) on a dataset with no causalvariable/block.
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Figure 5.17 Results with different block modalities spread over 50 blocks, the 10 first blocks modalities are equal to10, the 10 following 20 and so on up to 50 for the last ten blocks. The upper plot corresponds to groupimportances and the bottom plot to variable importances obtained with the T-Trees methods (K = 25,
Kint = 10 and IC = 10) on a dataset with one causal block (the first one).
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Figure 5.18 Results with different block modalities spread over 50 blocks, the 10 first blocks modalities are equal to10, the 10 following 20 and so on up to 50 for the last ten blocks. The upper plot corresponds to groupimportances and the bottom plot to variable importances obtained with the T-Trees methods (K = 25,
Kint = 10 and IC = 10) on a dataset with two causal blocks (block 1 and 11).
5.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we compared the T-Trees to the Random Forests on the basis of synthetically generateddatasets aiming at mimicking the conditions of real GWAS. Even tough our artificial datasets are certainlya rather naïve approximation of real GWAS datasets, we were able to screen the various questions that onewants to investigate in this context, and we observed an encouraging difference between the T-Trees and theRandom Forest methods. That difference is quite striking and may point out a Random Forests weakness todetect the correct combination of variables even with a relatively small number of correlated features.We also noticed that, specially with a small number of learning samples, the T-Trees produced muchbetter results than the Random Forest method in terms of aucs. In the case of gwas where the number ofsamples is often difficult to collect and genotype, it may be of crucial help to be able to extract relevantinformation out of a small number of individuals. In terms of the identification of relevant variables, we noticethat T-Trees variable importances allowed to correctly rank the 10 causal variables in a very robust fashion.We also found out that the Fisher test of association and the Random Forest derived variable importancesseem to require significantly larger sample sizes in order to detect and rank the associated variables, inthose conditions that we used to generate our synthetic datasets.In the case of the previous simulations, we were expecting an IC = 10 to be the best choice given thedesign of our datasets. Still, with most of the values < 10 of IC we obtained better aucs than with theRandom Forest method. In practice, the choice of the value for the internal complexity will depend on howthe blocks are structured. When dealing with strongly correlated variables inside the blocks, lower valuesof the internal complexity should be a good choice. In the extreme case where all the variables of the blocksare perfectly correlated, exploiting one of them would suffice to capture the complete group information, thusan internal complexity of 1 would then be recommended. On the other hand, if we expect combinations ofvariables of a particular block to be linked to the output, as it was the case in the previous experiences, werecommend using an internal complexity greater than 1.
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We noticed that the block map provided to the method does not need to be precise. Indeed, we observedthat using “larger than required” block maps did not dramatically change the results while blocks of randomvariables lead to poor results. This suggests that the main thing that matters when defining a block mapis to preserve the structure of the blocks. In real life problems, the assessment of a precise/right blockdefinition is not always possible and may therefore remain uncertain. The investigation of variable andgroup importances can however help in finding a good value for the block sizes and may thus help tounderstand how the genotypic variables are structured.We compared 2 values of the T-Trees meta parameter Kint which is used to control the “weakness” ofthe internal trees. In most cases, we were still able to beat the random forest with the weaker learner insidethe splitting nodes. It can reduce the computing times required at the learning step and thus be helpful inthe early stage of an experiment. But, we noticed that under some conditions (such as in the bad block mapexperiment or in the presence of noise), totally randomised trees inside test nodes leads to quite suboptimalperformances. Therefore, we will fix the value of Kint to the size of the blocks in the two following chapters,when applying the T-Trees to real datasets, in spite of the higher computational cost implied by this decision.
Chapter 6
The case of Crohn’s disease
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Crohn’s disease is a form of inflammatory bowel disease (ibd). It usually affects the intestines, but mayoccur anywhere from the mouth to the end of the rectum. It mostly causes abdominal pain, diarrhea, vomitingand may cause weight loss. It is known to be a complex disease, it is a result of environmental, immunologicaland bacterial factors combined with a genetic predisposition. Current treatments imply lifestyle changes (suchas dietary adjustments, proper hydration or smoking cessation), medication and, in the more extreme cases,surgery. Even with a full battery of tests (endoscopy, radiologic tests, blood tests), current diagnoses ofCrohn’s disease are difficult to establish with 100% certainty. Combining the intrusive aspects of diagnosis,the important required lifestyle changes, the absence of real effective treatments and all the inconveniencesrelated to the disease motivates the efforts of geneticists in identifying the genetic underlying causes of suchpathology.This chapter focuses on a Crohn’s disease dataset. The first part investigates the predictive power, thelocalization of causative genes ability, and the influence of quality control filters applied to the dataset onthe different tree-based methods discussed in Chapter 4. The second part is dedicated to the influenceof the different meta-parameters of the different methods. This chapter ends with recommendations for theapplication of tree-based methods in the field of genome-wide association studies.
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In this section, we will show how tree-based ensemble algorithms can be used in the fields of genome-wideassociation studies. In order to validate our approach, we had access to a huge data collection coming fromthe Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium (wtccc [Wel07]). It contains 17.000 genotypes, it is composed of3.000 shared controls and 14.000 cases and it concerns 7 common diseases of major public health (includingCrohn’s disease, abbreviated here cd). The genotypes are described by 500.000 SNPs (genotyped with theAffymetrix GeneChip 500K Mapping Array Set).As described in [Wel07], the data quality controls where applied at a study-wide range. The sample-based quality controls excluded:
• 250 samples with > 3% missing rate across all snps,
• 6 samples for excess of heterozygosity (> 30%),
• 3 samples for low heterozygosity (< 23%),
• 16 samples because of discrepancies between wtccc information and external identifying information,
• 153 individuals clearly not caucasian (compared to the HapMap ceu population),
• 295 duplicated samples (> 99% identity) and,
• 86 related samples (between 86% and 99% identity).
A total of 809 individuals were removed, leaving 4686 individuals in the wtccc cd dataset. The marker-basedqc were less stringent, the following markers are excluded:
• 26567 snps with a missing data rate > 5% or > 1% for the markers exhibiting a study-wise minorallele frequency < 5%,
• 4351 markers with a hwe exact p-value < 5.7× 10−7 in the combined set of controls and,
• 93 markers with a p-value < 5.7× 10−7 for either a one- or two-degree of freedom test of associationbetween the two control groups.
A total of 469557 snps remained in the study. They choose to apply light quality control filters but tovisually inspect (the cluster plots of) all the apparently associated snps. We will see that this assumptionis of crucial importance, particularly when using multivariate approaches such as tree-based methods. Outof the bulk wtccc download, we used the chiamo output to regenerate a dataset using the following rule todetermine the missingness of each genotype: are considered as missing the genotypes for which the chiamoscore is below 0.9. As our methods do not deal with missing values as such, for each snp we chose torandomly fill the unknown genotypes taking into account the genotypic distribution of the corresponding nonmissing values of the snp. Finally, we excluded markers and individuals based on the provided exclusionlists (found in the wtccc bulk download).On the other hand, we also got access to a variant of the cd dataset from the Inflammatory Bowel Disease(ibd) Consortium. This copy of the wtccc samples has been strongly filtered. In terms of missingness, acomparison between the wtccc bulk download and the ibd consortium showed that the missing values weredetermined following the same procedure (perfect match in position for the missing values in the two genotypematrices). We also randomly filled the missing genotypes following the same approach as for the previouswtccc dataset.On that second version of the cd dataset, the following qc filters have been applied:
• missing rate per snp < 5% (before sample removal)
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• missing rate per individual < 2%
• heterozygosity per individual +/− 0.2
• missing rate per snp < 2%
• missing rate difference between case and control < 2%
• hwe p-value < 10−6 (controls only)
• hwe p-value < 10−10 (cases only)
We will use the two resulting datasets to compare how the qc filters may impact the quality of theinducted trees. In the following, we denote those two variants of the datasets as follow:
• CDwtccc: the wtccc lightly filtered (≈ 470000 snps and 4686 individuals (1748 cases and 2938controls)),
• CDibd: the ibd strongly filtered (≈ 436000 snps and 4676 individuals (1739 cases and 2937 controls)).
6.1.1 Predictions
In this section, we will compare the previously discussed methods in terms of their predictive power. Allthe following results are obtained in a 10-folds cross-validation way and are expressed in 10-folds averageaucs. We used the score measure STC for all the experiments (see Section C). We study the influence of thedifferent parameters for each of the three methods: Random Forests, Extra-Trees and T-Trees. Our goal hereis twofold: first, we want to evaluate the influence of the preprocessing steps applied to the cd dataset and,second, we want to compare the three methods.
Random Forests
Let us start with the Random Forest results on the CDwtccc dataset, shown in Figure 6.1. In this figure, thesix upper plots correspond to the different values of K = 100, 500, 1000, 2500, 5000 and 10000, and eachsuch plot depicts the influence of the parameters Nmin (larger values correspond to stronger pre-pruning)and T , de number of trees in the ensemble. The bottom part shows the evolution of the auc as K increases:the plain line corresponds to maximum values of the auc (corresponding to the maximum in each of the sixupper plots) while the dotted line corresponds to the minimum values. On the left part is represented therainbow colour scale used in the upper “heatmaps”. From these observations, we see, as expected, that, for
K and T , the larger they are, and the better the results in terms auc. While for the pre-pruning parameter
Nmin it seems that pruning the trees does not dramatically degrade the quality of the predictions; as amatter of fact, it is even favourable as it slightly increases the auc while reducing the computation timerequired. We also notice that pruning is mostly beneficial when we consider a forest with a smaller numberof trees. The maximum auc of 0.919 we observed was obtained for K = 10000 with Nmin ≈ 110 while theminimum reached was 0.893 with a Nmin ≈ 2000.Similarily, Figure 6.2 shows the results we obtained on the CDibd dataset. The predictive power issignificantly smaller on this dataset. The maximum of 0.7 is obtained with K = 2500 with Nmin ≈ 1050while a minimum of 0.673 is reached without pruning the trees. Meanwhile, for K = 10000 we obtainedaucs ranging from 0.671 (with no pruning) to 0.697 (with Nmin ≈ 870).The gap between CDibd and CDwtccc demonstrates the impact of the stronger qc filters that have beenapplied to the CDibd dataset implying the removal of about 34000 variables, as compared to the CDwtcccdataset.
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Figure 6.1 Random Forest: influence of T , Nmin and K on CDwtccc . The six upper panels show the influence of Tand Nmin for each of the six investigated values of K . The last panel displays the evolution of the auc asthe value of K increases, the plain line corresponds to the maximum and the dotted line to the minimumobtained at each value of K .
The influence of Nmin is illustrated at Figure 6.3 for Random Forests with K = 10000. On CDwtccc, wesee that it is preferable to prune a bit but not too much as it decreases the predictive power. On the otherhand, on CDibd, pruning slightly increases the area under the roc curve. In these two cases, optimising thepruning parameter Nmin allowed for an auc gain of 0.02. While that gain is negligible in terms of accuracy,it is still of interest as it speeds up the computational time required to construct a forest.
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Figure 6.2 Random Forest: influence of T , Nmin and K on CDibd . The six upper panels show the influence of Tand Nmin for each of the six investigated values of K . The last panel displays the evolution of the auc asthe value of K increases, the plain line corresponds to the maximum and the dotted line to the minimumobtained at each value of K .
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Figure 6.3 Dataset comparison: Random Forest K = 10000 T = 1000. Evolution of the auc for the optimal value
K = 10000. CDwtccc and CDibd results are, respectively, represented in green and orange. The leftpanel shows a comparison between the two variants while, the two right panels show a detailed view ofthe corresponding curves.
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Extra-Trees
Similarly, Figure 6.4 shows the results we obtained on CDwtccc with the Extra-Trees. Again optimal resultsare obtained at K = 10000, minimum and maximum, respectively are, 0.884 (with Nmin ≈ 2000) and 0.922(with Nmin ≈ 90).
Figure 6.4 Extra-Trees: influence of T , Nmin and K on CDwtccc . The six upper panels show the influence of T and
Nmin for each of the six investigated values of K . The last panel displays the evolution of the auc asthe value of K increases, the plain line corresponds to the maximum and the dotted line to the minimumobtained at each value of K .
Finally, Figure 6.5 depicts the results of Extra-Trees for CDibd: as with Random Forests, optimal aucsare obtained with K = 2500, aucs ranging from 0.708 (Nmin ≈ 0) to 0.723 (Nmin ≈ 1160) while with
K = 10000, aucs range from 0.697 (Nmin ≈ 2000) to 0.704 (Nmin ≈ 1000).Finally, Figure 6.6 shows the influence of Nmin for K = 10000. On CDibd, the auc is almost insensitiveto Nmin.
Random forests versus Extra-Trees
Table 6.1 summarises the results. A first comparison can be made regarding the two methods. Extra-Treesperform slightly better than the Random Forests especially on the CDibd dataset. While the difference isnot striking, we noticed that the Extra-Trees produces deeper trees, thus the expected time gain from itsalgorithmic properties is compromised (in addition to the randomisation that is not so random due to thediscrete nature of snps: at most there are only two possible splits for each variable), on the other hand theRandom Forest produces trees that are a bit smaller. Beside that small difference in term predictive power,the behaviour of the two methods remained consistent across the two dataset variations.
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Figure 6.5 Extra-Trees: influence of T , Nmin and K on CDibd . The six upper panels show the influence of T and
Nmin for each of the six investigated values of K . The last panel displays the evolution of the auc asthe value of K increases, the plain line corresponds to the maximum and the dotted line to the minimumobtained at each value of K .
A second comparison between the two datasets pinpoints the influence of the qc filters prior to thelearning stage. Regardless of the used method, we notice that the aucs produced on more lightly filteredversion of the dataset (CDwtccc) are way higher than those obtained with the more strongly filtered variant(CDibd). This shows that qc filters may crucially influence the predictive power obtained with tree-basedmethods. As we can see, the aucs drop from 0.919 to 0.7 with the rf and from 0.922 to 0.724 with the et.Also on CDibd, we see that aucs reaches a top around K = 2500 while on the other variant it seems thatpotentially higher values of K (> 10000) could still improve the resulting aucs.Besides these observations, from the biological point of view, aucs reaching a value of 0.92 are probablyover-optimistic. Indeed, Crohn’s disease being a complex disease, we do not expect our prediction to beso good as we know that environmental factors may play an important role in the disease mechanism inaddition to the fact that we do not have at our disposal, for each individual, the complete genetic information.In Section 6.1.2, we will investigate the variable importances and will determine which of the variablesand qc filters are responsible for the important auc fluctuations we just observed.
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Figure 6.6 Dataset comparison: Extra-Trees K = 10000 T = 1000. Evolution of the auc for the optimal value
K = 10000. CDwtccc and CDibd results are, respectively, represented in green and orange. The leftpanel shows a comparison between the two variants while, the two right panels show a detailed view ofthe corresponding curves.
Random Forest Extra-Trees
K CDwtccc CDibd CDwtccc CDibd100 0.683 0.628 0.690 0.667500 0.799 0.675 0.798 0.7091000 0.845 0.684 0.840 0.7212500 0.888 0.700 0.888 0.7245000 0.909 0.698 0.913 0.72110000 0.919 0.697 0.922 0.705
Table 6.1 Summary table: the maximum aucs obtained with the RF and the ET for the different values of K and
T = 1000. Columns maxima are highlighted in bold.
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T-Trees
We will now investigate our method: the T-Trees. In the following, we applied our novel approach in thesame manner than we did for the two previous methods. In the next results, we decomposed the set ofvariables into blocks of 10 contiguous snps. We will investigate later on the impact of using other blocksizes.Figure 6.7 shows the results we obtained on the CDwtccc dataset using the T-Trees and an internalcomplexity of 10. The method beats the two previous ones. Previously maximum aucs are reached withsmaller values of K . (note: but, in the context of T-Trees, K now represents the number of blocs being testedat each node which means that potentially K × 10 snps are investigated at each tests). We observed anauc of 0.945 with K = 1000 and Nmin = 2000 while no pruning produced an auc of 0.941 which is quitebetter than the best results we obtained with Random Forests and Extra-Trees.
Figure 6.7 On CDwtccc: T-Trees prediction performance with 10-snps blocks and IC = 10. The five upper panelsshow the influence of T and Nmin for each of the five investigated values of K . The last panel displaysthe evolution of the auc as the value of K increases, the plain line corresponds to the maximum and thedotted line to the minimum obtained at each value of K .
Finally, Figure 6.8 displays the results we obtained on CDibd. Again, K = 1000 is the “winner”, a valueof 0.748 is reached with Nmin = 2000 while without pruning we observed a value of 0.744.We notice that pruning does not drastically modify the results, in fact, it allowed for a small increase inthe aucs we just observed. Therefore, it seems advised to prune the trees that are built in a forest of T-Treessince, on the one hand, it does not deteriorate the accuracy results at all, and, on the other hand, allows toreduce the computing time required. Figure 6.9 summarises these conclusions.
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Figure 6.8 On CDibd: T-Trees prediction performance with 10-snps blocks and IC = 10. The five upper panelsshow the influence of T and Nmin for each of the five investigated values of K . The last panel displaysthe evolution of the auc as the value of K increases, the plain line corresponds to the maximum and thedotted line to the minimum obtained at each value of K .
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Figure 6.9 Dataset comparison: T-Trees K = 1000 T = 1000 and IC = 10. Evolution of the auc for the optimalvalue K = 1000. CDwtccc and CDibd results are, respectively, represented in green and orange. Theleft panel shows a comparison between the two variants while, the two right panels show a detailed viewof the corresponding curves.
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T-Trees specific metaparameters influence
In this section, we will focus on the influence the bloc map that is provided to the T-Trees algorithm and theinfluence of the internal complexity parameter.Figure 6.10 and Table 6.2 show the influence of the IC parameter for a value of K = 1000 with 1000fully developed trees on the two variations of the CD dataset. Green and orange respectively representresults for CDwtccc and CDibd. Even with an internal complexity of 1, we obtained better results than therandom forests with K = 1000 (in dashed lines). While for greater values of the IC , we get better aucsthan with Random Forests with K = 10000 (in dotted lines).We just observed that an internal complexity of 1 leads to similar results than the maximal ones wereached with standard Random Forests. That setting allows to span the search of an optimal attribute ateach node. Instead of looking at all the variables, the search for an optimal split is done in every 10 snpsblocks.
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Figure 6.10 IC comparison for K = 1000 on the two datasets. In green CDwtccc and in orange, CDibd . The dashedlines represents the maximal auc obtained with K = 1000 and the dotted lines the maximal auc obtainedwith K = 10000 for the Random Forests.
IC CDwtccc CDibd1 0.906 0.7175 0.953 0.76510 0.945 0.749
Table 6.2 aucs obtained for different internal complexities on the three cd datasets. Each variant maximum arehighlighted in bold.
Table 6.3 summarises the results we obtained while investigating different bloc maps and different valuesof the internal complexity parameter. In addition of using 10 consecutive snps blocks, we also tested 20and 50 snps blocks of contiguous markers. Results remained consistent across the two datasets. When theinternal complexity parameter produced better results for one of the dataset variants it also allows for a gainin predictive power on the other dataset variant. These results also suggest that the T-Trees are quite robustagainst the block composition/choice. For each dataset, regardless of the block map and the IC value, wesee that aucs do not fluctuate that much. The table even suggests that, no matter which block map is used,the only parameter that influences the predictive power is the internal complexity parameter (e.g. results
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Bloc size IC CDwtccc CDibd10 1 0.906 0.7175 0.953 0.76510 0.945 0.74920 5 0.955 0.75510 0.945 0.74020 0.931 0.70650 10 0.937 0.74425 0.913 0.700
Table 6.3 Block size and internal complexity influence. Resulting aucs obtained with the T-Trees for different blocksizes and internal complexities. Maxima for each block size are highlighted in bold.
with IC = 10 for bloc size 10 and 20 are almost identical). Nevertheless, we do observe a slight decreaseas the size of the block and the IC increases. We notice that these configurations with both larger blocksize and large IC force the T-Trees to exploit a larger number of variables for each internal split, and webelieve that by doing so they tend to overfit the training data.
T-Trees versus standard tree based methods
Table 6.4 summarises all the previous results we obtained with the three methods on the two datasets. Crossdataset results are consistent among the three methods: CDwtccc produces higher aucs than CDibd.
CDwtccc CDibd
K RF ET TT RF ET TT100 0.683 0.690 0.921 0.628 0.667 0.719500 0.799 0.798 0.942 0.675 0.709 0.7471000 0.845 0.840 0.945 0.684 0.721 0.7492500 0.888 0.888 0.944 0.700 0.724 0.7465000 0.909 0.913 0.938 0.698 0.721 0.74010000 0.919 0.922 0.697 0.705
Table 6.4 Summary table: the maximum aucs obtained with the RF, the ET and the TT for the different values of K .
Using the T-Trees methodology encouragingly improves all the results, regardless of the dataset variant.Even with the lowest value of K , we observed aucs that are sometimes slightly better, or at least close to thebest results we obtained with the two standard methods. Beside the fact that the aucs increased, a notableimprovement is the downward shift of the optimal value of the K parameters. While with the standardapproaches, auc maxima where observed for K = 10000, a K = 1000 seems sufficient to reach a maximumvalue with the trees inside trees approach. In addition to the fact that strongly pruned (Nmin = 2000)T-Trees were observed as optimal, they thus produces trees that are compact in comparison to the two othervariants.These promising auc improvements suggest that using more than one snp at each node improves thepower of our tree based “prediction machine”. Table 6.5, empirically ensures that our approach is effectivelytaking advantage of the structured nature of the variables i.e. the ld pattern. Indeed, we tested our approachwith blocks of randomly positioned snps rather than contiguous snp blocks. We see that with random blocks(i.e. when we break the surrounding ld structure), the aucs substantially drop, meaning that the gain weobserved is not the sole consequence of the dimension reduction introduced by our methodology. This resultsupports the effectiveness of our approach and confirms the initial intuition that led us to propose such a
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modification in the standard tree based approaches in the gwas context.
CDwtccc CDibd
K contig. rand. contig. rand.100 0.903 0.753 0.690 0.600500 0.936 0.835 0.728 0.6251000 0.941 0.853 0.744 0.627
Table 6.5 aucs obtained with unpruned T-Trees with IC = 10, contiguous blocks of 10 snps versus random blocks of10 snps. Using randomized bloc map drastically deteriorates the results.
6.1.2 Identification of suceptibility loci
In this section we investigate the loci identification ability of the tree-based methods in the field of gwas.Based on comparisons between p-values, variable and group importances we will show that most of theconfirmed associated loci identified by standard χ2/Fisher tests of associations are also more or less selectedby the ensemble of tree methods. We will also show that different qc filters may have an important impacton the tree induction process and that the multivariate aspect of our methods renders it more sensitive tothese filters. Indeed, as the nodes are expanded conditionally to their parents, weaker effects may be hiddenby stronger ones that might not be genuine association but genotyping artefacts.Besides the important influence on the apparent predictive power of the different tree based methods thatsuch artefacts can introduce, we will see that variable importances still robustly and consistently identifymany regions as being important. Especially, we will see that many hits (defined by snps appearing in thetop ranking according to the tree based variable importances) are consistently concentrated in some regionsof the genome across the two variants of the cd dataset.
A first glance at the nine reported regions
Let’s start with the 9 regions reported as being strongly associated with the disease on the Crohn dataset in[Wel07]. Using these 9 loci (listed in Table 6.6), we can compare how well the methods are able to identifyconfirmed susceptibility regions on the 2 dataset variants. With the Random Forests we choose to fix thesettings to K = 10000, T = 1000 and Nmin = 250 as it corresponds, for the 2 datasets, to the near optimalset of parameters (see Figure 6.3). While for the T-Trees, we choose K = 1000, T = 1000, IC = 5 and
Nmin = 2000.
Chromosome Start (Mb) End (Mb)1p31 67.30 67.482q37 233.92 234.003p21 49.30 49.875p13 40.32 40.665q33 150.15 150.3110q21 64.06 64.3110q24 101.26 101.3216q12 49.02 49.4018p11 12.76 12.91
Table 6.6 The nine wtccc confirmed regions. Positions are expressed in NCBI build-35 coordinates.
Figures 6.11 and 6.12 allow for a rapid comparison between the random forest and the T-Trees appliedto the CDwtccc and CDibd dataset. Each histogram corresponds to the top 100 tree based variables
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importances. Left column corresponds to random forest variable importances while the right corresponds toT-Trees variable importances.Firstly, on Figure 6.11, in the first row, variables found in one of the nine confirmed regions are highlightedin red, variables reported as moderately associated in [Wel07] Supplementary Information are highlighted inorange, and similarly, blue highlights variables appearing in two more regions that have been detected byboth tree based methods (details about these two regions will follow later in this section). With the rf wesee that many “confirmed” variables appear but most of them are ranked below the 50 first. On the otherhand, with the T-Trees, we detected more variables coming from two additional regions (in blue). Next, inthe second row, purple corresponds to rare variants (snps with a maf < 0.05), some of the rare variantsappear in our two top rankings (there are a few more with the rf (39) than with the T-Trees (25)), amongthese some are also deviating from hwe and/or are associated according to their p-values. In the third row,we highlighted in orange the variables with a hwe p-value < 10−6 in the controls only or < 10−10 in thecases only. These two thresholds corresponds to the one found in the CDibd qc filters. We see that almostall of the ten first variables according to the random forests variables importances are deviating from hwe(at least for one of the phenotype). Finally, in the last row, variables highlighted in green are those with aFisher p-value below 10−6. Many of the markers deviating from hwe are also associated according to theFisher test of association.Similarly, Figure 6.12 demonstrates that the removal of suspicious snps from the set of candidate variablesallowed for a better detection of the nine reported regions (first row, first column). On the other hand, weobserved that the T-Trees strongly detects two more regions (in blue, first row, second column). Interestingly,for the random forest, markers from these two regions are also selected but considered as less informativewhile in the T-Trees, these two regions are mainly the only two that are represented in the 20 first accordingto the variable importances (see Table 6.9). There seems to be a more important concentration of rare variantsin the top 20 with the rf and way less with the T-Trees. We noticed that there were also less of thesevariables on CDwtccc with the T-Trees. As the T-Trees exploit blocks of snps instead of single ones, it isless sensitive to their respective allele frequencies. As more of the confirmed regions are captured by thetree based method in the strongly filtered version CDibd of the dataset, we will focus on this latter datasetin the rest of this section.Figure 6.13 shows the results we obtained on the CDibd data where the grey bars correspond to theexact Fisher test based p-values, the blue bars and dots represent the 10 fold aggregated random forestsvariable importances (which corresponds to variable importances derived from a forest of 10000 trees), theorange bars and the green boxes respectively corresponds to variable importances and group importancesderived from the T-Trees (T = 1000, K = 1000, IC = 5 and Nmin = 2000). Each green box contains 10markers. This Figure shows how the p-values and the variable importances are correlated. In these nineregions, most of the variables detected by a low p-value are also, more or less, identified by the variableimportances. In each region, the most associated snps are also the most important according to the rfvariables importances and the group importance seems to be the highest where the markers with the locallylowest p-values are. However, the vertical axis scales on these graphs are a bit misleading (each verticalaxis maximum is equal to the maximum in the corresponding window) (we refer the reader to Figure A.1 inthe Appendix for a normalised vertical axis version).Table 6.8 details the 20 first snps according to the random forest variable importances on CDibd. In thattop, the first variable appears to be rs11209026 (found in region 1p31) which is also the most importantone according to the Fisher p-value (see Table A.3). We also notice the presence of several snps locatedin the nine regions. Such as rs2076756 and rs2066843 on chromosome 16q12. rs10210302, rs6431654,
rs6752107, rs3828309 and rs3792106 on chromosome 2q37. rs7515029 also located in region 1p31.Mainly three of the nine regions are represented in these 20 first variables.On the other hand, similarly Table 6.9 lists the 20 first snp according to the T-Trees variable importances.We no longer see that many snps as being reported except two, found in region 1p31 (rs11209026 and
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Figure 6.11 The first 100 variables according to the tree based importance rankings for CDwtccc . The horizontal axiscorresponds to the ranks and the vertical axis to the variable importances. In the first column variablesare ordered according to random forests variable importances and in the second column they are orderedaccording to the T-Trees variable importances. In the first row, red highlights the nine reported regionsand blue highlights two more regions mostly detected by tree based methods. In the second row, purplecorresponds to rare variants (maf < 0.05). In the third row, orange highlights snps deviating from hweand in the last row, green represents markers with a low Fisher p-value (< 10−6).
rs2201841). However, we notice several hits on chromosome 2p12 (near position 81.5Mb) and on chromo-some 7q31 (near position 125.1Mb). In that ranking, the first marker rs11887827 is also found at position20 in the random forest ranking. In these two regions, only two markers have a low p-value: rs11887827(2p12) and rs2107062 (on 7q31) but these do not correspond to the markers with the overall lowest p-values.It seems that region 2p12 is useful for both tree based methods while region 7q31 is only considered asimportant by the T-Trees method. Those two regions are represented in Figure 6.14. In these two regions,two groups of markers are considered as the most important according to the T-Trees group importances.Figure 6.15 focuses on the 2p12 region. In that figure, T-Trees variable and group importances arereported in the first row. In the second row, the univariate (Fisher) p-values (axis on the right side) and thehaplotype p-values (axis on the left side; derived from the case/control omnibus test with H − 1 degree of
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Figure 6.12 The first 100 variables according to the tree based importance rankings for CDibd . The horizontal axiscorresponds to the ranks and the vertical axis to the variable importances. In the first column variablesare ordered according to random forests variable importances and in the second column they are orderedaccording to the T-Trees variable importances. In the first row, red highlights the nine reported regionsand blue highlights two more regions mostly detected by tree based methods. In the second row, purplecorresponds to rare variants (maf < 0.05). In the third row, green represents markers with a low Fisher
p-value (< 10−6).
freedom where H corresponds to the number of common1 haplotypes). The third row represents the numberof common haplotypes found in each 10 snp blocks and the bottom part of the figure shows the ld pattern(r2) in that region. We see that the block with the highest importance is also strongly associated with thedisease and while the univariate p-value (the lowest p-value in that block is 1 · 10−7.6) fails to stronglyidentify this association the haplotype p-value is extremely low (1 · 10−67). The ld pattern suggests thatthere are two haplotype blocks, and the 10 snp block we identified with the T-Trees falls in a stronglycorrelated subregion in the second haplotype block. Similarly (Figure 6.16), for the 7q31 region (details notreported), the same analysis shows that the corresponding block has a haplotype p-value of 1 · 10−43 whilethe flanking blocks are not associated at all. Finally, Table 6.7 reports the 6 common haplotypes found inthe 2p12 and 7q31 regions.
2p12 7q31
GGCATGTGGG GGTGTTAGTC
AGCACGTGGG ATGCCTGACT
AGCACGTAGG ATGCCTGACC
GATGTAAGGC GTGCCTGACC
AATGTAAGGC GGGGTTAGTC
GATGTAAGTC AGGCCCGACT
Table 6.7 The 6 common haplotype found in the 2p12 and the 7q31 regions.
1Here, a haplotype is said to be common if its frequency > 0.01 in the population under study
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Figure 6.13 The nine reported regions for Crohn’s disease. In grey, the exact Fisher test based p-values, in bluerandom forest variable importances (K = 10000, T = 1000 and Nmin = 250), in orange the T-Treesvariable importances while the green boxes denote the T-Trees group importances (T = 1000, K = 1000,
IC = 5 and Nmin = 2000). The light grey shaded boxes delimit the nine regions as reported.
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Figure 6.14 Two more important regions for Crohn’s disease according to the tree based methods. In grey, the exactFisher test based p-values, in blue random forest variable importances (K = 10000, T = 1000 and
Nmin = 250), in orange the T-Trees variable importances while the green boxes denote the T-Trees groupimportances (T = 1000, K = 1000, IC = 5 and Nmin = 2000).
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Figure 6.15 The region 2p12 on CDibd analysed according to the T-Tree block map. In the first row, T-Trees variableand group importances. In the second row, snp and haplotype p-values. In the third row, the number ofhaplotypes. The bottom of the figure represents the corresponding ld pattern (r2) in that region.
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Figure 6.16 The region 7q31 on CDibd analysed according to the T-Tree block map. In the first row, T-Trees variableand group importances. In the second row, snp and haplotype p-values. In the third row, the number ofhaplotypes. The bottom of the figure represents the corresponding ld pattern (r2) in that region.
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# Chr Pos. snp rf imp. Fisher p-value χ2 p-value maf fmiss pmiss 0 1 2 hwe
0.006 63 0 419 4226 1.03 · 10−41 1 67417979 rs11209026 1.40 · 10−2 8.24 · 10−18 2.09 · 10−16 0.0451 0.009 19 4.45 · 10−3 0 342 2568 3.52 · 10−5
0.002 30 0 77 1658 1
0.005 99 0 71 4577 12 14 84425325 rs10144260 5.02 · 10−3 1.18 · 10−9 4.40 · 10−8 0.007 64 0.000 681 9.48 · 10−10 0 67 2868 1
0.0150 0 4 1709 1
0.005 56 0 19 4631 13 4 86127973 rs1872321 4.81 · 10−3 6.88 · 10−9 1.48 · 10−8 0.002 04 0.006 47 3.15 · 10−1 0 0 2918 1
0.004 03 0 19 1713 1
0.007 91 373 1758 2508 9.11 · 10−34 16 49314382 rs2076756 3.88 · 10−3 3.95 · 10−15 2.25 · 10−15 0.270 0.005 45 1.64 · 10−2 174 1065 1682 7.62 · 10−1
0.0121 199 693 826 4.50 · 10−3
0.006 63 0 17 4628 15 8 30332834 rs7842024 2.88 · 10−3 4.09 · 10−8 6.42 · 10−8 0.001 83 0.000 681 5.81 · 10−11 0 0 2935 1
0.0167 0 17 1693 1
0.000 428 936 2349 1389 3.30 · 10−16 2 233940839 rs10210302 2.79 · 10−3 2.22 · 10−13 2.31 · 10−13 0.452 0.000 681 5.33 · 10−1 646 1529 760 1.98 · 10−2
0 290 820 629 4.25 · 10−1
0.001 07 933 2345 1393 3.60 · 10−17 2 233943769 rs6431654 2.68 · 10−3 2.55 · 10−13 2.75 · 10−13 0.451 0.001 36 6.57 · 10−1 645 1524 764 2.91 · 10−2
0.000 575 288 821 629 4.85 · 10−1
0.000 428 937 2348 1389 3.45 · 10−18 2 233943448 rs6752107 2.60 · 10−3 3.61 · 10−13 3.89 · 10−13 0.452 0.000 681 5.33 · 10−1 646 1528 761 2.19 · 10−2
0 291 820 628 3.97 · 10−1
0.006 63 0 23 4622 19 4 178272461 rs1595154 2.36 · 10−3 1.08 · 10−7 8.80 · 10−8 0.002 48 0.009 87 1.25 · 10−4 0 2 2906 1
0.001 15 0 21 1716 1
0.001 71 113 1132 3423 9.90 · 10−210 5 40437266 rs17234657 2.26 · 10−3 1.72 · 10−13 8.09 · 10−14 0.146 0.001 70 1 51 628 2253 3.51 · 10−1
0.001 73 62 504 1170 4.18 · 10−1
0.001 28 22 681 3967 2.60 · 10−111 5 33150395 rs6894272 2.10 · 10−3 4.49 · 10−3 3.95 · 10−3 0.0776 0.002 04 9.07 · 10−2 2 415 2514 3.47 · 10−5
0 20 266 1453 7.05 · 10−2
0.003 42 422 1813 2425 1.99 · 10−312 16 49302700 rs2066843 2.09 · 10−3 5.96 · 10−13 4.26 · 10−13 0.285 0.002 38 1.26 · 10−1 206 1106 1618 3.61 · 10−1
0.005 18 216 707 807 1.92 · 10−3
0.007 91 0 15 4624 113 5 167826491 rs888775 2.01 · 10−3 2.98 · 10−7 3.73 · 10−7 0.001 62 0.001 36 6.23 · 10−11 0 0 2933 1
0.0190 0 15 1691 1
0.002 35 10 315 4340 9.10 · 10−214 1 67308393 rs7515029 1.74 · 10−3 5.01 · 10−10 1.47 · 10−9 0.0359 0.002 04 5.51 · 10−1 9 245 2677 1.90 · 10−1
0.002 88 1 70 1663 5.29 · 10−1
0.002 99 935 2344 1383 3.15 · 10−115 2 233962410 rs3828309 1.70 · 10−3 1.19 · 10−12 1.12 · 10−12 0.452 0.003 41 5.90 · 10−1 645 1521 761 2.89 · 10−2
0.002 30 290 823 622 5.18 · 10−1
0.005 77 1 61 4587 1.91 · 10−116 8 116374529 rs16887291 1.68 · 10−3 1.15 · 10−6 3.75 · 10−7 0.006 78 0.008 85 7.72 · 10−5 1 18 2892 3.22 · 10−2
0.000 575 0 43 1695 1
0.004 71 0 18 4636 117 3 6848446 rs17046143 1.67 · 10−3 5.75 · 10−7 4.96 · 10−7 0.001 93 0.005 11 6.65 · 10−1 0 1 2921 1
0.004 03 0 17 1715 1
0.001 28 725 2256 1689 5.41 · 10−118 2 233972740 rs3792106 1.60 · 10−3 3.32 · 10−11 3.66 · 10−11 0.397 0.001 70 4.22 · 10−1 494 1490 948 2.81 · 10−2
0.000 575 231 766 741 1.42 · 10−1
0.000 214 0 35 4640 119 7 125371971 rs4431537 1.46 · 10−3 1.74 · 10−6 9.66 · 10−7 0.003 74 0.000 341 1 0 8 2928 1
0 0 27 1712 1
0.002 14 499 1903 2264 1.04 · 10−320 2 81577812 rs11887827 1.27 · 10−3 2.42 · 10−8 2.73 · 10−8 0.311 0.001 70 5.15 · 10−1 322 1299 1311 1
0.002 88 177 604 953 1.54 · 10−7
Table 6.8 The 20 first markers according to the random forest variable importances (denoted rf imp. in the gray shadedcolumn) on the CDibd datasets and the corresponding statistics. Green shaded cells refer to statistics relatedto controls only while red shaded cells refer to cases only statistics. Bold typeface snp identifiers denotemarkers found in one of the nine reported regions.
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# Chr Pos. snp tt imp. Fisher p-value χ2 p-value maf fmiss pmiss 0 1 2 hwe
0.002 14 499 1903 2264 1.04 · 10−31 2 81577812 rs11887827 1.03 · 10−2 2.42 · 10−8 2.73 · 10−8 0.311 0.001 70 5.15 · 10−1 322 1299 1311 1
0.002 88 177 604 953 1.54 · 10−7
0.002 14 498 2046 2122 8.94 · 10−12 2 81585945 rs7593114 9.39 · 10−3 1.44 · 10−1 1.41 · 10−1 0.326 0.001 02 4.60 · 10−2 323 1299 1312 9.67 · 10−1
0.004 03 175 747 810 9.12 · 10−1
0.000 855 485 1994 2193 3.11 · 10−13 7 125126957 rs6947579 7.55 · 10−3 8.54 · 10−1 8.45 · 10−1 0.317 0.001 36 3.04 · 10−1 301 1263 1369 7.02 · 10−1
0 184 731 824 2.45 · 10−1
0.000 642 111 1169 3393 3.86 · 10−14 2 81579712 rs17020244 5.66 · 10−3 9.76 · 10−1 9.69 · 10−1 0.149 0.000 681 1 65 743 2127 1
0.000 575 46 426 1266 1.57 · 10−1
0.006 63 0 419 4226 1.03 · 10−45 1 67417979 rs11209026 5.23 · 10−3 8.24 · 10−18 2.09 · 10−16 0.0451 0.009 19 4.45 · 10−3 0 342 2568 3.52 · 10−5
0.002 30 0 77 1658 1
0.001 07 110 1168 3393 4.18 · 10−16 2 81581046 rs12623313 4.30 · 10−3 1 9.87 · 10−1 0.149 0 7.09 · 10−3 65 743 2129 1
0.002 88 45 425 1264 2.16 · 10−1
0.007 70 483 1811 2346 2.68 · 10−67 7 125126698 rs2107062 3.81 · 10−3 5.60 · 10−5 5.43 · 10−5 0.299 0.0119 1.86 · 10−6 300 1223 1379 2.45 · 10−1
0.000 575 183 588 967 9.34 · 10−10
0.002 78 109 1167 3387 4.87 · 10−18 2 81581185 rs10520335 3.52 · 10−3 9.04 · 10−1 9.06 · 10−1 0.149 0.002 72 1 63 742 2124 9.42 · 10−1
0.002 88 46 425 1263 1.56 · 10−1
0.007 49 213 896 1410 5.81 · 10−59 23 21732484 rs5904497 3.26 · 10−3 4.41 · 10−2 4.29 · 10−2 0.273 0.009 53 3.55 · 10−2 122 562 780 1.50 · 10−1
0.004 03 91 334 630 5.97 · 10−6
0.001 28 30 698 3942 110 2 81594169 rs17020301 2.80 · 10−3 3.89 · 10−1 3.79 · 10−1 0.0812 0.001 02 6.77 · 10−1 16 433 2485 6.14 · 10−1
0.001 73 14 265 1457 6.40 · 10−1
0.004 28 209 995 1335 2.17 · 10−111 23 21732111 rs4824171 2.60 · 10−3 3.48 · 10−1 3.42 · 10−1 0.284 0.005 11 3.55 · 10−1 120 569 791 2.14 · 10−1
0.002 88 89 426 544 6.52 · 10−1
0.001 28 110 1170 3390 4.53 · 10−112 2 81599721 rs12613517 2.14 · 10−3 9.04 · 10−1 9.05 · 10−1 0.149 0.001 36 1 64 743 2126 1
0.001 15 46 427 1264 1.86 · 10−1
0.002 14 487 1988 2191 2.51 · 10−113 7 125137814 rs1419584 2.04 · 10−3 8.72 · 10−1 8.53 · 10−1 0.317 0.002 38 7.53 · 10−1 302 1260 1368 6.40 · 10−1
0.001 73 185 728 823 2.02 · 10−1
0.001 50 111 1168 3390 3.86 · 10−114 2 81586635 rs9646997 1.40 · 10−3 8.33 · 10−1 8.34 · 10−1 0.149 0.001 02 4.36 · 10−1 63 744 2127 8.84 · 10−1
0.002 30 48 424 1263 8.99 · 10−2
0.000 855 486 1993 2193 2.95 · 10−115 7 125127253 rs6967968 1.38 · 10−3 8.36 · 10−1 8.19 · 10−1 0.317 0.001 02 1 302 1263 1369 6.71 · 10−1
0.000 575 184 730 824 2.44 · 10−1
0.001 28 13 575 4082 1.44 · 10−116 2 81724164 rs12464902 1.31 · 10−3 2.76 · 10−1 2.69 · 10−1 0.0644 0.001 70 4.22 · 10−1 10 370 2552 4.57 · 10−1
0.000 575 3 205 1530 2.04 · 10−1
0.005 56 0 19 4631 117 4 86127973 rs1872321 1.19 · 10−3 6.88 · 10−9 1.48 · 10−8 0.002 04 0.006 47 3.15 · 10−1 0 0 2918 1
0.004 03 0 19 1713 1
0.005 99 0 71 4577 118 14 84425325 rs10144260 1.07 · 10−3 1.18 · 10−9 4.40 · 10−8 0.007 64 0.000 681 9.48 · 10−10 0 67 2868 1
0.0150 0 4 1709 1
0.006 63 0 17 4628 119 8 30332834 rs7842024 8.47 · 10−4 4.09 · 10−8 6.42 · 10−8 0.001 83 0.000 681 5.81 · 10−11 0 0 2935 1
0.0167 0 17 1693 1
0 564 2094 2018 5.60 · 10−120 1 67406223 rs2201841 7.94 · 10−4 1.41 · 10−11 1.15 · 10−11 0.345 0 1 311 1251 1375 2.89 · 10−1
0 253 843 643 4.19 · 10−1
Table 6.9 The 20 first markers according to the T-Trees variable importances (denoted tt imp. in the gray shadedcolumn) on the CDibd datasets and the corresponding statistics. Green shaded cells refer to statisticsrelated to controls only while red shaded cells refer to cases only statistics. Bold typeface snp identifiersdenote markers found in one of the nine reported regions.
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Focusing on the suspected regions
To further estimate how these nine reported regions and the two additional ones detected by our approachinfluence the tree induction process, we trained Random Forests and T-Trees while using only the variablesfrom those regions as candidate SNPs or blocks. snp are found in the different investigated regions. The 9confirmed loci are defined as in [Wel07] (Table 6.6), while the region denoted 2p12 ranges from 81.4Mb to81.7Mb and the one denoted 7q31 ranges from 125.1Mb to 125.2Mb. Tables 6.11 and 6.10 summarise thedifferent aucs we obtained under these conditions for the two datasets. In these tables, the second columnsgive the number of variables found in each considered subset of variables. As these numbers change, theappropriate values of K change accordingly. Values of K are represented in the light green cells while thedark green cells report the IC values in the T-Trees experiments.On CDibd (Table 6.10), we observe that using only the nine reported regions allowed to reach a maximumauc of 0.655 with Random Forests (with the lowest investigated value of K). The addition of region 2p12allowed to further increase the auc to 0.699 with the T-Trees this time (also with the lowest investigatedvalues of IC and K). The adjunction of 7q31 markers also allowed for a further slight auc gain, a maximumof 0.719 was obtained with the T-Trees. While the use of only 2p12 and 7q31 variables lead to an auc of
0.628 As the difference between the subsets of variables that were used in both analyses as candidate issmall, similar observations are now drawn for the weakly filtered variant of the dataset CDwtccc (the threefirst row in Table 6.11).While the gap between the auc obtained by exploiting all the variables and only considering 9 to 11regions is important for the light filtered variant of the dataset, that gap becomes much smaller for thestrongly filtered version. Obviously, a significant part of the information exploited by the tree methods islocated in markers that have been filtered out by the stringent qc filters applied to the CDibd dataset. Thetwo additional rows at Table 6.11, denoted by HWE and NOT IBD confirm that hypothesis. Using onlymarkers deviating2 from hwe allowed to reach an auc of 0.851 while the use of markers being excluded fromthe CDibd variant leads to an auc of 0.878.
Candidates # rf tt100 200 300 10 305 10 5 109loci 322 0.655 0.652 0.651 0.653 0.652 0.648 0.6429loci,2p12 363 0.677 0.677 0.677 0.699 0.692 0.692 0.6859loci,2p12,7q31 386 0.682 0.681 0.681 0.719 0.719 0.718 0.71420 40 60 2 65 10 5 102p12,7q31 64 0.628 0.628 0.626 0.627 0.625 0.619 0.616all 436517 0.7 0.749
Table 6.10 CDibd aucs obtained while only using different subset of the available snps. “9loci” corresponds toonly using markers from the nine reported regions, “9loci,2p12” where we added the 2p12 regions and“9loci,2p12,7q31” where the 2p12 and 7q31 regions are used in addition to the nine reported regions. Thelast row corresponds to the results we obtained when using all the available variables. Light and darkgreen shaded cells resp. corresponds to values of K and IC parameters.
2Markers with a hwe p-value < 10−5 in controls only or a hwe p-value < 10−7 in cases only.
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Candidates # rf tt100 200 300 10 305 10 5 109loci 340 0.654 0.652 0.652 0.652 0.652 0.647 0.6449loci,2p12 382 0.674 0.674 0.674 0.700 0.698 0.696 0.6939loci,2p12,7q31 406 0.678 0.680 0.680 0.725 0.723 0.718 0.71320 40 60 2 65 10 5 102p12,7q31 66 0.635 0.635 0.631 0.625 0.622 0.621 0.6181000 2000 3000HWE 3178 0.851 0.847 0.8451000 2000 3000NOT IBD 33123 0.870 0.870 0.878all 469612 0.919 0.945
Table 6.11 CDwtccc aucs obtained while only using different subset of the available snps. “9loci” corresponds toonly using markers from the nine reported regions, “9loci,2p12” where we added the 2p12 regions and“9loci,2p12,7q31” where the 2p12 and 7q31 regions are used in addition to the nine reported regions. TheHWE row corresponds to the case where we only considered the variables deviating from hwe and NOTIBD corresponds to the case where we only used snps that are excluded from the CDibd variant. The lastrow corresponds to the results we obtained when using all the available variables. Light and dark greenshaded cells resp. corresponds to values of K and IC parameters.
A little further down in the ranking
So far, we briefly looked at the 100 first variables and detailed the twenty first ones according to the variableimportances of the tree-based methods. Let us now go a little further down in these rankings and see ifmore reported regions are detected. In addition to the nine reported regions, we will now also include theloci reported in [Wel07] Supplementary Information and the 140 loci reported more recently in [J+13].Table 6.12 lists the different regions found in the 200 first variables detected by the tree-based methodson the CDibd dataset. The upper part corresponds to Random Forests variable importances and the bottompart to T-Trees variable importances.In that Table, we grouped markers and reported regions as follows: given the physical order of the 200first snps found in the variable rankings, we start a region with the first marker and iteratively add thefollowing one if it is at most 20 snps away from the previous one. Regions are thus separated by at least20 snps. For the sake of readability, we report only regions containing at least two markers and at the endof each subtable, in gray shaded text, markers that appeared isolated but reported as associated in [Wel07]Supplementary Information. Only details for the most important markers is reported for each group. Whena marker is located in a gene3, the corresponding gene name is reported in parenthesis next to the markerid. The variable rank is also reported in parenthesis next to the importance value in the last column. Usingthe following conventions, we highlighted the marker IDs:
3According to PheGenI: Phenotype-Genotype Integrator (NCBI).
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• in red, when they were reported as strongly associated in [Wel07] Supplementary Information (p-value
< 10−5),
• in orange, when reported as moderately associated in [Wel07] Supplementary Information (10−5 <
p-value < 10−4 and within 200kb of at least one other snp with a p-value < 10−3),
• in cyan, they were found in regions reported with a strong signal when used in the expanded referencegroup analysis4,
• in blue, when they correspond to the two regions we identified previously with the T-Trees,
• underlined, when they correspond to markers reported in [J+13],
• with a (∗), when they correspond to one of the nine regions previously discussed.
For instance, the first row in Table 6.12 reports a region located on chromosome 1, spanning from67.31Mb to 67.46Mb. That region is characterised by 10 markers, the most important one in that region is
rs11209026 with an importance of 1.40 · 10−2 and is ranked at the first position in the Random Forestsvariables ranking. That snp was discussed in the [Wel07], it is one of the nine regions we investigated untilnow, it is also reported in [Wel07] Supplementary Information as strongly associated and is found in the 140loci reported in [J+13], hence the red, the underline and the asterisk in parenthesis next to the marker name.As we can see, with Random Forests, 5 of the nine reported regions are selected and well representedin the 100 first variables. There are ten snps located in the interleukin 23 receptor regions on chromosome1, five on chromosome 2 in the ATG16L1 gene, six around rs11718165, twelve on chromosome 5 around
rs17234657 and four in the NOD2 region on chromosome 16. We also notice the presence of rs2542151but it appeared isolated and ranked below the 100 first variables. In addition, rs931058 on chromosome5 has been reported in the list of 140 loci. We note that snp was not reported in [Wel07]. A few othersnps reported only in [J+13] appeared isolated in these 200 first variables: rs11260562 at position 108in the ranking, rs909813 at position 172, rs17101358 (104), rs10923915 (111), rs11190083 (92) and
rs1751852 at position 171 (not reported in Table 6.12). Interestingly, the most represented region in thisranking corresponds to one of the two regions we mentioned previously as detected only by the tree-basedmethods. Seventeen snps from that region were found in the 200 first variables.Similarly, with the T-Trees, the six same regions out of the nine are identified. Especially, rs11209026,
rs10210302, rs17234657 and rs2076756 were found in the 100 first. We notice the presence of the two“blue” regions. This time, on chromosome 2p12, 35 variables were found in the 200 first and 9 for the7q31 region. The most important markers in these two regions are positioned first and third in the T-Treevariable ranking. Additionnaly, rs16884693 was represented by 2 markers and a few more of the 140 locinot reported by the wtccc appeared isolated and at lower ranks (rs11260562 (138), rs17101358 (149),
rs931058 (120), rs10772590 (169) and rs2352937 (95)).
4The expanded reference group analysis consists in including the cases from other (non related) diseases as controls in the analysisof each disease.
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Random Forestschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance1 67.31 67.46 10 rs11209026(∗) (IL23R ) 0.045 1 3.52 · 10−5 8.24 · 10−18 1.40 · 10−2 (1)2 45.58 45.58 2 rs3755076 0.087 2.65 · 10−3 6.02 · 10−3 5.18 · 10−1 5.30 · 10−4 (48)2 81.58 81.76 17 rs11887827 0.311 1.54 · 10−7 1 2.42 · 10−8 1.27 · 10−3 (20)2 233.94 233.97 5 rs10210302(∗) (ATG16L1) 0.452 4.25 · 10−1 1.98 · 10−2 2.22 · 10−13 2.79 · 10−3 (6)3 49.43 49.68 6 rs11718165(∗) (BSN) 0.295 1.33 · 10−2 1.60 · 10−2 1.70 · 10−6 1.19 · 10−3 (24)4 114.61 114.62 2 rs17045935 (ANK2) 0.095 2.38 · 10−1 1.07 · 10−4 5.28 · 10−2 6.45 · 10−4 (39)5 24.77 24.77 3 rs16893874 0.008 2.61 · 10−1 1 3.18 · 10−5 3.32 · 10−4 (80)5 40.43 40.61 12 rs17234657(∗) 0.146 4.18 · 10−1 3.51 · 10−1 1.72 · 10−13 2.26 · 10−3 (10)5 121.75 121.76 2 rs17149128 (SNCAIP) 0.122 1.10 · 10−2 1.03 · 10−2 4.10 · 10−1 1.97 · 10−4 (166)5 150.21 150.31 4 rs931058 0.071 5.64 · 10−1 1 1.53 · 10−8 5.83 · 10−4 (44)6 36.54 36.64 2 rs600382 0.001 1 1 2.38 · 10−5 2.67 · 10−4 (95)8 129.88 129.96 4 rs10216909 0.003 1 1 7.76 · 10−5 3.04 · 10−4 (87)10 65.96 65.96 2 rs16919914 0.080 8.80 · 10−2 4.00 · 10−4 2.22 · 10−1 5.20 · 10−4 (49)11 130.84 130.84 2 rs1533339 (NTM) 0.005 1 1 2.78 · 10−4 2.15 · 10−4 (145)16 49.30 49.32 4 rs2076756(∗) (NOD2) 0.270 4.50 · 10−3 7.62 · 10−1 3.95 · 10−15 3.88 · 10−3 (4)23 89.59 89.64 2 rs6522332 0.160 3.10 · 10−1 5.50 · 10−1 3.23 · 10−1 2.08 · 10−4 (155)7 135.31 135.31 1 rs834771 0.151 1.01 · 10−1 3.37 · 10−2 1.25 · 10−3 1.91 · 10−4 (177)8 77.90 77.90 1 rs10957818 0.024 7.13 · 10−1 6.26 · 10−1 2.62 · 10−5 2.13 · 10−4 (151)14 77.10 77.10 1 rs4903604 0.227 5.78 · 10−3 2.41 · 10−2 2.48 · 10−3 2.89 · 10−4 (89)18 12.77 12.77 1 rs2542151(∗) 0.180 3.08 · 10−1 9.46 · 10−1 7.21 · 10−8 2.07 · 10−4 (156)
T-Treeschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance1 3.25 3.26 2 rs12409315 0.077 1.75 · 10−1 4.37 · 10−3 2.54 · 10−3 4.36 · 10−4 (32)1 67.31 67.46 10 rs11209026(∗) (IL23R ) 0.045 1 3.52 · 10−5 8.24 · 10−18 5.23 · 10−3 (5)1 77.61 77.62 2 rs11162341 0.132 4.01 · 10−1 3.78 · 10−1 8.99 · 10−1 2.28 · 10−4 (57)1 236.50 236.50 5 rs6677092 (RPS7P5 ) 0.373 3.01 · 10−6 1 1.77 · 10−4 4.15 · 10−4 (33)2 81.58 81.85 35 rs11887827 0.311 1.54 · 10−7 1 2.42 · 10−8 1.03 · 10−2 (1)2 143.22 143.28 2 SNP A-2293058 0.003 1 1 1.79 · 10−5 1.81 · 10−4 (78)2 233.94 233.97 5 rs10210302(∗) (ATG16L1) 0.452 4.25 · 10−1 1.98 · 10−2 2.22 · 10−13 3.07 · 10−4 (48)3 7.49 7.50 2 rs17047422 0.001 1 1 3.45 · 10−4 1.91 · 10−4 (73)3 120.41 120.42 2 rs6774 (B4GALT4) 0.108 2.50 · 10−1 7.10 · 10−4 1.39 · 10−2 3.41 · 10−4 (43)3 187.31 187.35 2 rs4686733 0.053 6.50 · 10−5 1.12 · 10−2 3.65 · 10−1 1.39 · 10−4 (93)4 86.13 86.18 2 rs1872321 0.002 1 1 6.88 · 10−9 1.19 · 10−3 (17)4 114.61 114.62 2 rs17045935 (ANK2) 0.095 2.38 · 10−1 1.07 · 10−4 5.28 · 10−2 2.57 · 10−4 (53)4 178.27 178.28 3 rs1595154 0.002 1 1 1.08 · 10−7 5.70 · 10−4 (28)5 40.43 40.53 10 rs17234657(∗) 0.146 4.18 · 10−1 3.51 · 10−1 1.72 · 10−13 4.55 · 10−4 (30)6 21.33 21.35 2 rs16884693 0.004 1 1 1.21 · 10−3 9.36 · 10−5 (145)6 129.84 129.84 3 rs2784899 0.260 8.06 · 10−1 5.25 · 10−1 6.48 · 10−2 1.26 · 10−4 (106)7 35.37 35.37 2 rs10270692 0.066 1 6.68 · 10−1 9.31 · 10−2 1.99 · 10−4 (68)7 125.13 125.16 9 rs6947579 0.317 2.45 · 10−1 7.02 · 10−1 8.54 · 10−1 7.55 · 10−3 (3)8 129.90 129.92 2 rs10216909 0.003 1 1 7.76 · 10−5 1.03 · 10−4 (131)10 38.31 38.38 2 rs11011417 0.001 1 1 1.85 · 10−5 1.31 · 10−4 (100)11 14.16 14.16 2 rs9804490 0.459 1.50 · 10−10 1.44 · 10−6 2.41 · 10−5 1.16 · 10−4 (117)12 42.78 42.80 2 rs11613902 (TMEM117 ) 0.099 3.98 · 10−7 9.76 · 10−2 9.43 · 10−1 3.46 · 10−4 (41)14 84.39 84.43 4 rs10144260 0.008 1 1 1.18 · 10−9 1.07 · 10−3 (18)14 104.47 104.53 2 rs2819467 (C14orf79) 0.011 3.21 · 10−1 1 1.51 · 10−3 1.23 · 10−4 (110)16 49.30 49.31 3 rs2076756(∗) (NOD2) 0.270 4.50 · 10−3 7.62 · 10−1 3.95 · 10−15 6.43 · 10−4 (25)23 21.69 21.74 8 rs5904497 (SMS) 0.273 5.97 · 10−6 1.50 · 10−1 4.41 · 10−2 3.26 · 10−3 (9)23 70.94 70.94 2 rs6624585 (NHSL2) 0.068 7.76 · 10−1 1 2.69 · 10−2 2.24 · 10−4 (58)3 49.67 49.67 1 rs11718165(∗) (BSN) 0.295 1.33 · 10−2 1.60 · 10−2 1.70 · 10−6 7.93 · 10−5 (159)5 57.95 57.95 1 rs2279980 0.188 8.16 · 10−2 7.99 · 10−1 6.19 · 10−5 7.03 · 10−5 (182)8 77.90 77.90 1 rs10957818 0.024 7.13 · 10−1 6.26 · 10−1 2.62 · 10−5 1.06 · 10−4 (126)18 12.77 12.77 1 rs2542151(∗) 0.180 3.08 · 10−1 9.46 · 10−1 7.21 · 10−8 9.35 · 10−5 (146)
Table 6.12 CDibd: lists of regions identified by the Random Forests and the T-Trees methods.
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Rare and common variants
Another important observation based on Table 6.8 (and also in the two other datasets top rankings at Table A.1in the Appendix) is that most of the snps that are not found in one of the nine regions are of low minorallele frequency. Firstly, it contradicts the finding of [BBLBS12]. Secondly, it suggests that an importantpart of the information exploited by the random forests is located in rare variants spread all over the genome.Table 6.13 display the aucs we obtained by using (1) only rare variants (maf ≤ 0.05) and (2) using onlycommon ones (maf > 0.05) as candidate attributes with the random forests (T = 1000, Nmin = 250). Inthat Table, the gray numbers correspond to aucs obtained using all the variables. We see that using onlyrare/common variants still allows to reach high aucs (and may comfort the idea that part of the missingheritability might be hidden in rare variants). With rare variants only we also notice that different valuesof K does not significantly change the auc value while on the other hand, with common variants only, anincrease of K leads to an increase of the auc. Obviously, when a test node uses a low maf snp as a splittingattribute, it certainly produces a child with a small proportion of the current learning set reaching that node(maybe a pure subsample in which case the node becomes a leaf) transforming the structure of the tree ina long branch along which the order of variable appearance is not so important anymore (and thus explainswhy the auc is so stable with regards to the K parameter).
maf K #wtccc CDwtccc #ibd CDibd(1) ≤ 0.05 1000 102593 0.800 (0.845) 85110 0.668 (0.684)2500 0.810 (0.888) 0.668 (0.700)5000 0.811 (0.909) 0.671 (0.698)(2) > 0.05 1000 367019 0.764 (0.845) 351407 0.646 (0.684)2500 0.825 (0.888) 0.661 (0.700)5000 0.851 (0.909) 0.660 (0.698)469612 436517
Table 6.13 aucs obtained while filtering the list of candidate attributes based on the maf (minor allele frequency) withthe random forest (T = 1000, Nmin = 250). The two columns #wtccc and #ibd denote the numbers ofsnps passing the corresponding maf filters.
Excluding the X chromosome
Because of its specific nature, the X chromosome is often not included in gwas or is studied separatelyfrom the 22 autosomal chromosomes. In our previous experiments, all markers from the chromosome X wereconsidered. Table 6.14 reports the results we obtained when removing the entire chromosome from the poolof candidate variables in our tree-based methods. We found no significant differences between taking andnot taking the X chromosome into account for our two Crohn’s disease datasets. As the proportion of maleand female is well balanced between cases and controls in these datasets, the risk of spurious signal ofassociation related to the individual sex is low.
CDwtccc CDibdchr. X rf tt rf ttincluded 0.919 0.945 0.697 0.749excluded 0.910 0.945 0.696 0.749
Table 6.14 Comparison of aucs obtained while including/excluding chromosome X from the candidate attributes. Pa-rameter settings: rf: T = 1000, K = 10000, Nmin = 250 and tt: T = 1000, K = 1000, IC = 5,
Nmin = 2000.
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In the present section we carry out a few experiments in order to compare the results obtained with ourtree-based methods with several standard approaches to build linear models. While we mostly focus on theassessment of predictive accuracy, we also make a preliminary analysis of the snps rankings obtained withsuch linear models in comparison with those obtained from tree-based variable importances.
6.2.1 Sum of log odds ratio
The odds ratio (OR) corresponds to the ratio between the proportion of cases having a specific allele andthe proportion of controls having the same allele. That ratio will be greater than one when the frequencyof the allele used as reference is higher in the cases. It denotes how the presence of a specific allele at agiven locus increases or decreases the genetic risk. We investigated a simple model summing together thenatural logarithm of the allelic OR. Each individual is then assigned with an average score per non-missingsnp defined as:
1
n
n∑
i=1
gi × log(ORi). (6.1)
where n corresponds to the number of non-missing genotypes and gi denotes the genotype (0,1 or 2) ofsnpi of the considered individual. This model (also called naive-bayes in the machine learning literature)assumes a class-conditional independence between the markers. We evaluated two variants of this ORbased model: in the first experiment, we used the odds ratio derived directly from the datasets as definedin eqn. (6.1), while in the second experiment we used instead the “odds ratio” derived from a logisticregression applied separately to each snp, denoted ORlogit in the following (which corresponds to the β1coefficient in the corresponding linear model [HV03]). Both experiments were performed with plink [P+07]and the corresponding cumulated scores are used to determine aucs, according to our 10-fold cross-validationscheme and by using the same folds as before.
CDwtccc CDibd
OR 0.661 0.648
ORlogit 0.739 0.729
Table 6.15 aucs obtained with the “log odds ratio” methods on the two CD datasets.
Table 6.15 report the aucs we obtained. We see that higher aucs are reached on CDwtccc and that thesecond experiment (ORlogit ) produced much better results.
6.2.2 Globally trained linear models
The goal is to learn a linear scoring function in the form f(x) = wTx + b. A common choice to find themodel parameters w and b is by minimizing the regularized training error given by:
E(w, b) =
n∑
i=1
L(yi, f(xi)) + αR(w) (6.2)
where L is a loss function that measures model fit and R is a regularisation term that penalises modelcomplexity, i.e. to prevent overfitting (α > 0 is a non-negative hyperparameter). We used the hinge lossfunction (i.e. L(yi, f(xi)) = max(0, 1 − yi · f(xi))) which is well suited for classification problems. We
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tested two types of regularisation, namely the L1 and the L2 norms which are defined as:
L1 : R(w) =
n∑
i=1
|wi| (6.3)
L2 : R(w) =
1
2
n∑
i=1
w2i (6.4)
In our first experiment, we fitted our linear model with stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [Zha04]. Weused an open source machine learning library written in Python: Scikit-learn [PVG+11]. Table 6.16 reportsthe averaged aucs we obtained with our protocol (i.e. using the same 10-fold cross validation while tryingto fit a model based on all the available snps). For both regularisations, the α values were chosen so as tomaximise the reported aucs. For the L1-regularized model we obtained the best result with α = 1 · 10−6and for the L2-regularized model the best auc was reached with α = 1000. We notice that the latterregularisation provides better results, while both variants provide slightly better results on the CDwtcccdataset than on the CDibd one.
CDwtccc CDibdL1 0.623 0.613L2 0.643 0.635
Table 6.16 aucs obtained with linear models learnt by stochastic gradient descent, with two types of regularisationand on the two CD datasets.
Also, we investigated the L2-regularised logistic regression also available in Scikit-learn which is basedon Liblinear [FCH+08] and solves the following unconstrained optimisation problem:
min
w
1
2
wTw + C
n∑
i=1
log(1 + e−yiw
T xi) (6.5)
Again, under the same conditions and with a grid search for the optimal parameter, we reached an auc of
0.648 (with C = 1 · 10−5) on CDwtccc and 0.638 (with C = 1 · 10−6) on CDibd.Finally, Table 6.17 summarises all the aucs we obtained until now. The two first rows in that tablecorresponds to the best tree-based aucs. For both datasets, in terms of predictive power the best resultsare achieved with the T-Trees. While the difference is notable on CDwtccc the gap between the best linearmodel and the best tree-based one is much smaller on the CDibd dataset. These preliminary results suggestthat:
• As expected and highlighted with the sum of log odds ratio, a notable part of the genetic risk isattributable to a linear combination of the individual SNPs odd ratios. In particular, the fact thatvariables are considered independent of each other renders this approach quite fast and robust againstoverfitting. Indeed, in the overall score, small noise effects due to a large number of irrelevant markers,are on average cancelled.
• On the other hand, when we tried to globally fit a linear model on all the variables at once, it appearedas counterproductive. The results we obtained with SGD and the logistic regression are indeed onestep behind the sum of log odds ratio method. This may be caused by the very high dimensionalityand hence the less effective bias-variance tradeoff of the global weight fitting schemes.
• Although the aucs difference is less impressive on CDibd dataset, we saw that the T-Trees werenevertheless able to outperform all the linear methods as well as the random forests.
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CDwtccc CDibdRF 0.919 0.700TT 0.955 0.765
OR 0.661 0.648
ORlogit 0.739 0.729SGD-L1 0.623 0.613SGD-L2 0.643 0.635Logit 0.648 0.638
Table 6.17 Comparison of aucs between the tree-based and the linear models.
6.2.3 Preliminary analysis of the SNP rankings
In addition to the assessment of the aucs of the linear models, we also looked at their ranking of the differentSNPs. Given the univariate way of scoring the SNPs in the OR variants, their rankings should essentiallybe similar to those of the univariate p-values. On the other hand, with the globally trained versions wemight expect different rankings. We therefore ranked the snps based on |wi| obtained with the SGD-L2variant, while focusing on the top 100 variables in these rankings. On CDibd we note, in the overlap, thepresence of several snps in the 1p31, 2q37, 5p13 and 16q12 wtccc reported regions and also one snp in the2p12 locus (one of the additional regions identified by the T-Trees). Similarly, on CDwtccc, we notice thepresence of several markers also found in confirmed regions and, additionally, a few markers with a strongdeviation from hwe. These similarities with our previous experiments are comforting, but they also highlightthat there is probably more than only linear effects in these datasets, since the tree-based approaches reachhigher aucs than the linear models, particularly on the CDwtccc dataset.
6.3. DISCUSSION 1036.3 Discussion
With all the previous results in mind, different conclusions can be drawn. In this chapter, we applied threemethods to two variations of the same datasets: a lightly and a strongly qc filtered dataset. We evaluatedthose methods in terms of their predictions and their ability to identify markers that are associated to Crohn’sdisease.
6.3.1 Importance of the preprocessings
Independently from the method, we observed consistent behaviour in terms of prediction accuracy on the twovariants of the dataset:
• qc filters: we saw that the way these kind of data are cleaned is of crucial importance and besidethe fact that the score we used is strongly correlated and similar to the standard χ2/Fisher testof association that are of common use in gwas, it can drastically modify the predictive power andthe corresponding variable ranking. At each tree in our different types of forests, nodes are expandedconditionally to the previous ones. When a strongly (but maybe abnormally) associated marker appearsin the dataset, it will be considered as important by our methods and appear nearer to the root oftrees in an ensemble, prevailing over other weaker (but potentially truly) associated markers.Especially, on the weakly filtered dataset, we noticed that the most important variables accordingto the variable importances in our tree based methods are often those that strongly deviate from theHardy-Weinberg equilibrium in one of the two groups. The tree based methods seem to be extremelysensitive to this filter, as it reflects an important difference in genotype distributions between thetwo phenotypes. This issue is strongly related to the quality of the data and is a common problemin the field of machine learning, unlike univariate analysis where suspicious variables can easily bediscarded on by one. The stronger filters applied to the CDibd dataset demonstrate that the removalof such “strangely” deviating markers allowed for a better identification of the nine reported regions.Still, while sometimes such markers appeared isolated (which suggests a potential genotyping error),we noticed, e.g. in a region on chromosome 4, on the CDwtccc that even snps not deviating as muchas the strongest one were picked as well. In the T-Trees method, one can easily think that the markerdeviating from hwe carries with him the other snps found in the same block, but that is not true in therandom forest context where variables are treated independently from the others.Besides all these considerations, some of the qc filters are questionable. How can we be sure aboutthe reasons and the exclusion thresholds used to discard a snp? As suggested in [ZVSW10], what if,given the way affected individuals are sampled, one or more snps just deviate from one of the filtersbecause of the disease. A meticulous inspection of each of the variables seems to be inevitable toguarantee the inference of a reliable tree-based model. Unfortunately, that step, in particular the onesthat are snp based, corresponds to what could be done posterior to a gwas but becomes a crucialprerequisite to the application of tree-based methods. We noticed that the qc filters essentially affectthe predictive power of the methods. Still, even in presence of suspicious markers in the most importantones according to the tree based methods, we saw that many of the reported snps were also selectedin a consistent manner across datasets and methods in the variable rankings. The presence of suchaberrant variables pushed the reported ones a bit downwards in the rankings. To circumvent thisproblem, one approach would be to repeat the construction of an ensemble of trees while iterativelyremoving markers that are considered as important while looking suspicious like common genotypingerrors do.We also noticed that, while the random forest variables importances allowed to detect the markers withthe lowest p-values, the T-Trees variable and group importances allowed to spot additional regionsthat were not associated nor robustly detected by the random forests.
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6.3.2 Methods
We are now confident about the power of tree based methods applied to the field of genome-wide associationstudies. The consistency between the three methods applied to the two dataset variations highlighted thereliability of the ensemble of trees methods behaviour. Most importantly, we notice as expected that the mostimportant variables in the different models are always the ones that are the most statistically associatedwith the outcome.Et seemed to beat the rf, it also produces deeper trees while reaching slightly better aucs. Resultsbetween the two methods are almost similar and that’s expected given the fact that there are at most twopossible splits for each snp. The only real left difference between those two algorithms being the bootstrapsampling step. As those two methods are quite similar, we decided to focus on the one that is more widelyknown and the more commonly used in the field of gwas: Random Forests.Finally, we evaluated the power of our novel method, taking into account the particular structure of thevariables. In every case, T-Trees produced higher aucs than the two other standard approaches. We confirmedthat taking ld into account is an effective way to improve the quality of the model while increasing therobustness against noise of the resulting variable rankings. This method allows to reduce the dimensionalityof the problem by dividing it by the size of a bloc. We explored the different parameters and noticed thateven with the fastest parameter configurations, the T-Trees reached aucs comparable to the best results ofrf and the et.Based on the variable importances, we noticed that most of the time, variables that were confirmed bythe wtccc where also quite well selected by our tree based methods. Besides that promising similarity,interestingly, we also found that some regions were sometimes considered as important by the machinelearning approach while being ignored by the univariate statistical approach. Regions such as the one found(on the two datasets variants and with the two tree based methods) on the chromosome 2 (around position81.5Mb) may draw geneticists attention as it has not been reported in the literature as being associatedwith the Crohn’s disease, at least not yet.
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In the previous chapter, we focused our effort on and detailed the case of Crohn’s disease. Using ourlatest findings, in this chapter we will investigate the six other diseases related wtccc datasets. With asystematic comparison between different qc filters and two tree-based methods, we will first look at predictivepower and then inspect derived variable importances. This empirical study aims at showing that our previousfindings generalise to other datasets exhibiting different “architectures”.
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7.1. THE SIX OTHER DISEASES 1077.1 The six other diseases
Following the same principles, we applied our methodology to the six additional wtccc datasets. For eachdisease, we generated two dataset variations based on different qc filters. Table 7.1 summarises the 7diseases (including the Crohn’s disease) and the corresponding name conventions we will adopt along thecurrent chapter. The wtccc filtered versions are subscripted with wtccc while the “ibd”-like filtered aresubscripted with qc.For the qc versions, starting from the initial set of 500568 snps available on the Affymetrix chip, weapplied separately the following filters on each disease dataset (in the following order):
1. missing rate per snp < 5% (before sample removal)
2. missing rate per individual < 2%
3. heterozygosity per individual +/− 0.2
4. missing rate per snp < 2%
5. missing rate difference between case and control < 2%
6. hwe p-value < 10−6 (controls only)
7. hwe p-value < 10−10 (cases only).
Unfortunately, some of these filters (at least when applied to the CDibd dataset) were fine tuned undervisual inspection of various plots (e.g. heterozygosity rate vs. missing rate), allowing the manual removalof outliers and were not exactly reproducible. For that reason, we obtained another variant of the Crohn’sdisease dataset called CDqc (as reported in Table 7.1) which is slightly different from the CDibd variant.Figure 7.1 represents these three resulting datasets (CDwtccc, CDibd and CDqc).
Disease Light qc Strong qcBipolar disorder BDwtccc BDqcCoronary artery disease CADwtccc CADqcCrohn’s disease CDwtccc CDqc ( 6= CDibd)Hypertension HTwtccc HTqcRheumatoid arthritis RAwtccc RAqcType 1 diabetes T1Dwtccc T1DqcType 2 diabetes T2Dwtccc T2Dqc
Table 7.1 The 7 diseases from the WTCCC dataset and the corresponding naming conventions adopted along thischapter.
Table 7.2 summarises the qc filter impact for each disease. Columns “#ind.” and “#snp” refers to theinitial number of individuals and snps respectively. The five next columns denote the remaining numberof individuals or snps depending on the corresponding filter that was applied. As no filter is related tothe minor allele frequency, the final numbers of snps in this table includes 3.65 ± 0.23% of monomorphicmarkers. Finally, Table 7.3 list the overlap size between the wtccc datasets, the list of excluded snps inwtccc (comprising 30956 snps) and the corresponding qc versions.
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Dataset #ind. #snp qc1 (snp) qc2 (ind.) qc3 (ind.) qc4 (snp) qc5,6,7 (snp)
BDqc 5002 500568 483331 4949 4943 460219 454409
CADqc 4992 500568 484645 4928 4928 463113 457400
CDqc 5009 500568 484798 4934 4922 463144 457609
HTqc 5005 500568 484293 4947 4937 462089 456448
RAqc 5003 500568 484306 4926 4917 462432 456642
T1Dqc 5004 500568 484357 4975 4966 462342 456767
T2Dqc 5003 500568 483915 4942 4930 461284 455671
Table 7.2 Quality control filters influence on the number of snps and individuals for each of the 6 other wtccc datasets.
Dataset wtccc qc wtccc ∩ qc qc ∩ excluded
BD 469612 454409 449754 4655
CAD 469612 457400 452153 5247
CD 469612 457609 452482 5127
HT 469612 456448 451548 4900
RA 469612 456642 451471 5171
T1D 469612 456767 451721 5046
T2D 469612 455671 450784 4887
Table 7.3 First column: markers included in the wtccc versions, second column: markers included in our qc versions,third column: markers found in both versions and last column: markers found in qc versions that wereexcluded from the wtccc.
500 568 SNPs
469 612 SNPs
436 517 SNPs
457 609 SNPs
30 956 SNPs
30 928 SNPs
25 829 SNPs
33 123 SNPs
17 130 SNPs
CDwtccc
CDibd
CDqc
Figure 7.1 Proportion of markers being excluded for each of the 3 Crohn’s disease dataset versions. In light green, thefull set of available snps. In green, the markers included in the study and in orange, the excluded markers.
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On these 14 (2×7) datasets, we applied the random forests and the T-Trees with the near optimal parameterswe identified and used in the previous chapter. Table 7.4 summarises the aucs we obtained for each of theseexperiments.
qc wtccc qc+ wtcccrf tt rf tt rf tt
BD 0.743 0.813 0.918 0.959 0.683 0.756
CAD 0.756 0.814 0.998 0.999 0.675 0.771
CD 0.776 0.801 0.919 0.945 0.735 0.762
HT 0.807 0.866 0.938 0.969 0.692 0.799
RA 0.806 0.830 0.993 0.996 0.747 0.763
T1D 0.860 0.870 0.900 0.940 0.852 0.860
T2D 0.758 0.834 0.959 0.979 0.705 0.788
Table 7.4 auc comparisons: rf and tt results on two variants of the 7 wtccc datasets. The qc columns corresponds tothe “idb”-like filtered variant and the wtccc to the lightly filtered variant. (parameter settings: rf: T = 1000,
K = 10000, Nmin = 250 and tt: T = 1000, K = 1000, IC = 5, Nmin = 2000)
A first observation can be drawn when comparing our two tree-based methods. T-Trees were still ableto outperform the random forests in term of predictive accuracy (even when there is not much room left forimprovement). We observed the same tendency on the two CD datasets in the previous Chapter. No matterhow the datasets were preprocessed, taking into account the structure of the descriptors allowed for a notableauc increase in a very consistent way.Similarly, a comparison between wtccc and qc filtered dataset versions confirmed the impact of thefilters. The “lighter” filters of the wtccc allowed the two type of decision tree forests to reach unexpectedlyhigh aucs. Especially for CAD and RA, Random Forests and T-Trees were able to almost perfectly predictindividual disease statuses. On these two datasets, we noticed that the removal of certain types of variabledecreased the predictive power. In the most extreme case, with rf on CAD, auc dropped from 0.998 to
0.756. In the next section, we will investigate tree-based derived variables importances to see what filtersare responsible for this quite important changes.As a third and last observation, regarding the CD datasets, we obtained a different auc on CDqc incomparison with CDibd. We were not able to reproduce the exact same qc filtering and that lead to an aucincrease with a difference of 0.076 with the rf and 0.052 with the T-Trees.
7.3 Variable importances analyses
Out of the 14 models, we computed rf and tt variables importances. As Figures 6.11 and 6.12, the followingcoloured histograms (Figures 7.2-7.15) allow us to quickly see what type of variables are considered asimportant in the resulting predictive models. As a reminder, in these variable importance histograms, we usethe following colour scheme:
• based on [Wel07] Supplementary Information, in the first row of each figures, we coloured in red themarkers reported with a p-value < 10−5. In orange those exhibiting a p-value between 10−5 and
10−4 and within 200kb of at least one other snp with a p-value below 10−3. In cyan, markers foundin regions reported with a strong signal when used in the expanded reference group analysis1,
1The expanded reference group analysis consists in including the cases from other (non related) diseases as controls in the analysisof each disease.
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• in purple in the second rows, the rare variants (maf < 0.05),
• in the wtccc versions, we added a third row where orange corresponds to markers deviating from hwe(either in controls with a p-value < 10−6 or cases with a p-value < 10−10),
• in green in the last rows, the snps with a Fisher exact p-value < 10−6.
Also, Tables 7.5-7.19 list the different regions found in the 200 first variables according to the tree-basedvariable importances (in each Table, the upper part corresponds to Random Forests variables importancesand bottom subtable to T-Trees variable importances). Given the physical order of the 200 first snps, westart a region with the first marker and iteratively add the following one if it is at most 20 snps away fromthe previous one. Regions are thus separated by at least 20 snps. For the sake of readability, we reportonly regions containing at least two markers and at the end of each subtable, in gray shaded text, markersthat appeared isolated but reported as associated in [Wel07] Supplementary Information. Only details forthe most important markers are reported for each group. When a marker is located in a gene2, its name isreported in parenthesis next to the marker ID. The variable rank is also reported in parenthesis next to theimportance value in the last column.In the qc variants, we noticed the presence of snps being excluded from the wtccc variants. Thecorresponding marker identifiers are superscripted by a parenthesised number: (1) corresponds to the firstwtccc exclusion criteria (i.e. missing rate > 5% or > 1% for the markers exhibiting a study-wise maf
< 5%) and (3) to the third one (i.e. p-value < 5.7 × 10−7 for either a one- or two-degree of freedom testof association between the two control groups). Finally, based on [Wel07] supplementary information, wehighlighted the markers id using the colour scheme as in Figures 7.2-7.15.Additionally, in the Appendix, Figures B.1-B.7 position these first 100 variables on their respectivechromosome. Blue points and triangles correspond to random forest variable importances. Orange pointsand squares correspond to T-Trees variable importances. Those figures enable us to:
• compare and find regions that are consistently identified in both wtccc and qc filtered variants,
• localise the most important variables, these deviate from the center horizontal line,
• visualise agreement between the two tree based variable rankings (which also corresponds to the grayshaded rows in the previously mentionned Tables),
• spot regions with several concentrated hits. Such loci, where points overlap, are indicated by a higher(triangle and/or square) opacity.
In the seven following subsections, we study and compare for each disease the differences betweenquality control filters and method behaviours. Since our biological knowledge is far from complete, we willtry to correlate when available, in a non exhaustive manner, our findings with other research results andapplications related to the same datasets and/or studying the same phenotypes. Finally, we will discuss theoverall results.
2According to PheGenI: Phenotype-Genotype Integrator (NCBI).
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Bipolar disorder
A first look at Figures 7.2 and 7.3 shows that, in the four experiments, only a few reported regions areconsidered as important. The only common snp that is selected in the 100 first variables is rs975687located on chromosome X. Although its p-value is not that low in comparison with other variables presentin the datasets and no particular deviation from hwe, both tree-based methods catch that signal in the twodataset variants.We also notice that on BDqc, rare variants are much more selected with our qc filters. On the other hand,on the wtccc dataset, there are fewer rare variants considered as important but many important markersstrongly deviate from hwe. Table 7.6 reflects these observations. We can see many markers showing bothstrong deviation from hwe and strong signal of association according to the variable importances of the twotree-based methods. These markers were removed from the BDqc dataset. And among these, we found that
rs13126272 on chromosome 4 was also reported in [BSTB10].In the first 100 variables of both tree-based methods on BDqc, rs420259 is located in one of the wtcccreported regions although it has a lower rank with the T-Trees. As it appears isolated in the two rankings,it is reported in light gray at the end of the two subtables of Table 7.5. On the same dataset variants, rfspotted another reported region characterised by two variables on chromosome 2.We notice that several snps excluded from the wtccc are found in the 200 first variables on BDqc.Contrary to what is suggested by the two subtables of Table 7.5, there are more of them in the RandomForests ranking but they just appear isolated, while due to the way variables are treated in the T-Trees,they were less isolated with this latter method.Interestingly, we found that rs12355606 (located on chromosome 10 and quite well ranked in the fourexperiments) falls in the CACNB2 gene. That gene has been reported in [A+13] as significantly associatedwith bipolar disorder. It is related to the CACNA1C gene which has been reported in many other associationstudies [F+08, SdS+12]. Note that this region was not reported in [Wel07] and is detected by both tree-based approaches on the two BD dataset versions. rs7821190 is located in NRG1 gene which is linked tobipolar disorder and other related diseases [G+08a, T+07, G+05b].Similarly, rs1553460 is reported in [P+12a] has being a “hub snp”. That marker appears with bothRandom Forests and T-Trees in groups of ±10 variables on BDwtccc. On BDqc, Random Forest lost thatsignal, but T-Trees identifies, at a much lower rank, rs1503865 that is located near rs1553460 (even though
rs1553460 itself has been removed from this version of the dataset because of its strong deviation from hwe).Finally, we can see that both methods are in agreement: when several snps in the same region areselected in the 200 first variables, they are found by the Random Forests and the T-Trees approaches. On
BDqc, the widest region selected correspond to rs852996, which is a rare variant excluded from the wtccc.It has one of the lowest p-values on this dataset. The first one being rs10212068 and is found at position
1 by both tree-based approaches and was excluded from the wtccc because of its ability to dissociate thetwo subgroups of controls. We will see that this one re-appears in most of the other diseases considered inthe following subsections.
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Figure 7.2 The first 100 variables according to the tree based importance rankings for BDqc . The horizontal axiscorresponds to the ranks and the vertical axis to the variable importances. In the first column variablesare ordered according to random forests variable importances and in the second column they are orderedaccording to the T-Trees variable importances. In the first row, red highlights the reported strongly associ-ated regions. In the second row, purple corresponds to rare variants (maf < 0.05). In the third row, greenrepresents markers with a low Fisher p-value (< 10−6).
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Figure 7.3 The first 100 variables according to the tree based importance rankings for BDwtccc . The horizontal axiscorresponds to the ranks and the vertical axis to the variable importances. In the first column variablesare ordered according to random forests variable importances and in the second column they are orderedaccording to the T-Trees variable importances. In the first row, red highlights the strongly associatedreported regions. In the second row, purple corresponds to rare variants (maf < 0.05). In the third row,orange highlights snps deviating from hwe and in the last row, green represents markers with a low Fisher
p-value (< 10−6).
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Random Forestschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance1 226.95 226.99 5 rs852996(1) 0.009 2.55 · 10−4 1 1.05 · 10−17 2.22 · 10−2 (2)1 234.34 234.34 3 rs6680230 0.181 7.57 · 10−4 2.25 · 10−1 3.48 · 10−2 1.78 · 10−4 (151)2 241.24 241.24 2 rs2953145 (RNPEPL1) 0.212 6.78 · 10−3 9.58 · 10−1 2.36 · 10−5 2.59 · 10−4 (102)6 89.34 89.38 3 rs2610769 0.150 1.10 · 10−1 2.16 · 10−3 2.11 · 10−2 2.13 · 10−4 (122)8 32.03 32.03 2 rs16878694 (NRG1) 0.001 1 1 5.96 · 10−6 4.18 · 10−4 (67)9 21.85 22.00 2 rs10123713(MTAP)(1) 0.005 1 1 4.69 · 10−11 1.92 · 10−3 (20)10 18.53 18.55 3 rs12355606 (CACNB2) 0.006 1 1 1.02 · 10−12 1.10 · 10−2 (3)10 77.12 77.15 2 rs7082404 0.004 1 1 6.77 · 10−7 1.23 · 10−3 (26)11 10.16 10.19 3 rs1822295 (SBF2) 0.057 4.83 · 10−2 2.86 · 10−3 7.42 · 10−2 2.41 · 10−4 (109)14 53.68 53.70 2 rs743276 0.105 1.64 · 10−1 1.16 · 10−3 1.67 · 10−1 2.08 · 10−4 (127)23 32.36 32.37 5 rs3928369 (DMD) 0.241 6.54 · 10−3 1.84 · 10−1 2.29 · 10−3 1.13 · 10−3 (27)23 35.97 36.03 4 rs17273161 0.103 7.33 · 10−1 6.78 · 10−1 6.06 · 10−4 4.31 · 10−4 (64)23 110.31 110.32 2 rs975687 (CAPN6) 0.030 1 1 2.43 · 10−4 9.27 · 10−3 (4)23 134.83 134.83 2 rs12689820 (SLC9A6) 0.031 6.25 · 10−1 2.59 · 10−1 1.53 · 10−2 1.12 · 10−3 (28)23 144.00 144.00 2 rs5966463 0.182 1.28 · 10−3 5.57 · 10−1 4.12 · 10−2 5.43 · 10−4 (49)3 7.63 7.63 1 rs1485171 0.158 3.06 · 10−3 7.17 · 10−3 1.21 · 10−1 3.47 · 10−4 (74)3 184.35 184.35 1 rs514636 0.089 1.55 · 10−4 3.70 · 10−1 5.54 · 10−6 1.44 · 10−4 (195)7 22.76 22.76 1 rs2286492 0.097 9.60 · 10−4 5.29 · 10−3 4.25 · 10−1 4.56 · 10−4 (60)8 34.36 34.36 1 rs2609653 0.061 7.48 · 10−1 3.50 · 10−1 1.82 · 10−6 1.94 · 10−4 (136)8 58.48 58.48 1 rs2875734 0.052 2.86 · 10−7 6.80 · 10−1 1.40 · 10−3 4.09 · 10−4 (68)12 73.67 73.67 1 rs1526805 0.052 1.29 · 10−3 6.54 · 10−2 4.05 · 10−2 2.73 · 10−4 (96)14 57.19 57.19 1 rs10134944 0.097 3.18 · 10−1 2.41 · 10−1 2.22 · 10−6 2.10 · 10−4 (126)14 75.15 75.15 1 rs3784005 0.019 1 6.85 · 10−1 3.37 · 10−5 1.60 · 10−4 (173)16 23.54 23.54 1 rs420259 0.269 1.36 · 10−4 1.11 · 10−2 3.78 · 10−4 1.47 · 10−3 (22)
T-Treeschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance1 18.83 18.84 2 rs2789336(1) 0.007 1 1 3.50 · 10−8 8.59 · 10−4 (20)1 36.30 36.31 2 rs562929(MAP7D1)(3) 0.003 1 1 2.02 · 10−6 2.65 · 10−4 (64)1 226.94 226.99 10 rs852996(1) 0.009 2.55 · 10−4 1 1.05 · 10−17 9.71 · 10−3 (2)2 5.37 5.38 4 rs1453783(3) 0.371 7.71 · 10−1 1.62 · 10−2 7.98 · 10−1 1.67 · 10−3 (10)2 10.91 10.91 2 rs902133(1) 0.004 1 1 3.72 · 10−10 1.29 · 10−3 (14)2 53.60 53.61 3 rs903229 0.495 6.51 · 10−1 8.54 · 10−1 8.69 · 10−1 1.82 · 10−4 (94)2 111.30 111.30 2 rs12474907 (ACOXL) 0.048 8.07 · 10−1 2.24 · 10−1 8.48 · 10−1 2.29 · 10−4 (75)2 133.02 133.02 2 rs10188442 (GPR39) 0.204 9.45 · 10−1 1 6.83 · 10−1 4.36 · 10−4 (41)3 66.60 66.60 2 rs3845903 (LRIG1) 0.006 1 1 2.91 · 10−8 2.78 · 10−4 (62)3 96.66 96.66 2 rs5000487 0.427 6.75 · 10−1 9.40 · 10−1 2.97 · 10−1 1.24 · 10−4 (126)4 17.91 17.92 3 rs1503865 0.270 2.65 · 10−1 8.87 · 10−1 1.80 · 10−2 1.09 · 10−4 (150)4 23.66 23.68 5 rs582804 0.156 4.41 · 10−1 1 9.32 · 10−1 4.94 · 10−4 (35)5 36.46 36.50 2 rs2455278(1) 0.010 1 1 1.37 · 10−8 1.25 · 10−4 (125)5 87.35 87.35 2 rs4916819 0.042 6.88 · 10−2 1.77 · 10−1 2.79 · 10−1 1.29 · 10−4 (123)6 32.87 32.88 3 rs2157082(3) 0.445 8.20 · 10−1 3.95 · 10−4 1.30 · 10−2 2.17 · 10−4 (82)6 96.00 96.08 3 rs6928585 0.156 1.99 · 10−1 8.35 · 10−1 1 4.41 · 10−4 (40)8 58.48 58.49 3 rs2875734 0.052 2.86 · 10−7 6.80 · 10−1 1.40 · 10−3 2.34 · 10−4 (74)8 120.42 120.42 5 rs2469997 0.190 4.30 · 10−1 9.04 · 10−1 2.17 · 10−1 1.23 · 10−3 (15)10 18.53 18.55 6 rs12355606 (CACNB2) 0.006 1 1 1.02 · 10−12 3.12 · 10−3 (5)10 59.22 59.25 5 rs1505923 0.136 3.75 · 10−6 6.90 · 10−1 2.54 · 10−1 8.36 · 10−4 (22)10 77.08 77.12 3 rs11001473 0.007 1 1 2.21 · 10−1 6.42 · 10−4 (28)10 123.23 123.24 2 rs1613776(FGFR2)(1) 0.036 7.18 · 10−2 1 8.38 · 10−2 4.79 · 10−4 (37)10 131.97 132.00 2 rs7918047 0.056 6.42 · 10−1 4.04 · 10−1 1.28 · 10−1 3.65 · 10−4 (45)11 37.36 37.44 2 rs11034154 0.020 4.86 · 10−1 1 4.18 · 10−1 3.23 · 10−4 (53)12 127.05 127.06 5 rs6489228 0.481 7.52 · 10−1 9.12 · 10−1 5.37 · 10−1 3.25 · 10−3 (4)13 78.36 78.36 2 rs1218285 0.042 7.64 · 10−2 5.97 · 10−3 7.59 · 10−1 2.98 · 10−4 (58)14 88.45 88.45 2 rs2401778 0.287 7.01 · 10−1 9.28 · 10−1 1.92 · 10−1 1.18 · 10−4 (132)15 98.87 98.88 2 rs1393940(CERS3)(1) 0.034 2.57 · 10−1 1.48 · 10−2 5.24 · 10−7 2.28 · 10−4 (76)17 45.48 45.49 2 rs17774763(LOC284080)(1) 0.028 4.00 · 10−1 7.31 · 10−1 8.02 · 10−1 5.30 · 10−4 (32)17 70.40 70.50 3 rs1873598 (CDR2L) 0.002 1 1 6.10 · 10−8 7.67 · 10−4 (25)19 22.70 22.71 4 rs12980129 0.028 1 1 8.27 · 10−5 9.09 · 10−4 (17)20 0.89 0.89 2 rs2207323 (RSPO4) 0.130 5.35 · 10−5 1.30 · 10−3 4.25 · 10−1 1.56 · 10−4 (106)21 39.35 39.37 7 rs999789 0.058 3.01 · 10−2 3.50 · 10−1 7.96 · 10−4 1.46 · 10−3 (12)22 35.92 35.97 8 rs10212068(3) 0.028 1 2.64 · 10−3 3.39 · 10−58 3.27 · 10−2 (1)23 20.34 20.36 2 rs1350838 0.099 2.02 · 10−1 1.66 · 10−1 2.16 · 10−1 1.16 · 10−4 (138)23 32.36 32.39 6 rs3928369 (DMD) 0.241 6.54 · 10−3 1.84 · 10−1 2.29 · 10−3 2.04 · 10−4 (86)23 110.26 110.32 6 rs975687 (CAPN6) 0.030 1 1 2.43 · 10−4 2.30 · 10−3 (7)23 134.83 134.86 3 rs12689820 (SLC9A6) 0.031 6.25 · 10−1 2.59 · 10−1 1.53 · 10−2 2.09 · 10−4 (84)1 54.96 54.96 1 rs10888879 0.034 1.07 · 10−1 7.26 · 10−1 5.60 · 10−6 8.24 · 10−5 (191)6 18.29 18.29 1 rs365237 0.077 1 7.05 · 10−5 1.03 · 10−4 1.91 · 10−4 (90)16 23.54 23.54 1 rs420259 0.269 1.36 · 10−4 1.11 · 10−2 3.78 · 10−4 1.72 · 10−4 (97)22 35.66 35.66 1 rs16997510 0.021 8.31 · 10−2 1 1.85 · 10−5 9.88 · 10−5 (163)
Table 7.5 BDqc: lists of regions identified by the Random Forests and the T-Trees methods.
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Random Forestschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance2 25.31 25.36 3 rs2164411 0.154 2.04 · 10−10 1.95 · 10−1 1.21 · 10−3 3.32 · 10−3 (18)4 17.73 17.90 9 rs1553460 0.313 8.85 · 10−94 2.88 · 10−5 1.28 · 10−28 3.11 · 10−2 (3)4 186.09 186.11 3 rs13126272 (ACSL1) 0.341 2.30 · 10−43 3.02 · 10−2 1.27 · 10−6 6.02 · 10−3 (10)8 19.35 19.51 19 rs17480050 (CSGALNACT1) 0.119 0 1 0 2.44 · 10−1 (1)8 32.03 32.03 2 rs7821190 (NRG1) 0.004 1 1 8.11 · 10−7 2.74 · 10−4 (101)8 82.41 82.41 2 rs1909936 0.018 2.40 · 10−40 6.29 · 10−1 1.54 · 10−1 2.95 · 10−3 (21)10 18.53 18.55 3 rs12355606 (CACNB2) 0.006 1 1 8.35 · 10−12 4.06 · 10−3 (13)11 113.31 113.31 5 rs17116117 (HTR3B) 0.041 1.20 · 10−1 1.16 · 10−1 8.54 · 10−10 8.77 · 10−4 (61)15 40.73 41.32 28 rs12050604 (UBR1) 0.274 1.41 · 10−19 9.65 · 10−1 4.19 · 10−11 4.07 · 10−3 (12)16 79.62 79.70 15 rs1048194 (CENPN) 0.095 2.22 · 10−322 9.95 · 10−6 3.66 · 10−39 9.96 · 10−2 (2)17 17.27 17.27 2 SNP A-1948953 0.282 9.93 · 10−24 5.18 · 10−3 3.97 · 10−5 6.20 · 10−3 (8)18 38.16 38.22 3 rs1442650 (LOC284260) 0.010 1 5.24 · 10−1 2.32 · 10−13 3.02 · 10−3 (19)23 32.36 32.37 5 rs3928369 (DMD) 0.241 1.78 · 10−2 2.58 · 10−1 2.55 · 10−3 3.01 · 10−4 (95)2 176.72 176.72 1 rs12465451 0.136 9.82 · 10−4 6.21 · 10−1 5.02 · 10−3 1.18 · 10−4 (175)2 241.24 241.24 1 rs2953145 (RNPEPL1) 0.211 6.28 · 10−3 1 1.29 · 10−5 1.14 · 10−4 (181)3 42.38 42.38 1 rs33457 0.021 1 1 1.68 · 10−5 1.12 · 10−4 (182)7 22.76 22.76 1 rs2286492 0.097 1.19 · 10−3 1.88 · 10−3 5.25 · 10−1 2.58 · 10−4 (107)8 58.48 58.48 1 rs2875734 0.052 7.14 · 10−7 1 9.84 · 10−4 2.87 · 10−4 (98)12 73.67 73.67 1 rs1526805 0.051 6.61 · 10−4 6.36 · 10−2 3.58 · 10−2 2.24 · 10−4 (118)16 23.54 23.54 1 rs420259 0.269 8.62 · 10−5 1.57 · 10−2 2.25 · 10−4 6.57 · 10−4 (71)23 110.32 110.32 1 rs975687 (CAPN6) 0.031 1 1 2.67 · 10−4 3.33 · 10−3 (17)
T-Treeschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance1 80.57 80.57 6 rs1896250 0.400 9.76 · 10−9 9.37 · 10−1 3.36 · 10−6 1.95 · 10−3 (29)1 85.15 85.16 2 rs668860 0.472 6.74 · 10−3 9.41 · 10−1 8.48 · 10−1 3.21 · 10−4 (123)1 118.80 118.80 2 rs12134541 0.480 1 9.12 · 10−1 4.38 · 10−1 2.92 · 10−4 (133)1 219.15 219.16 2 rs1909194 0.154 6.53 · 10−1 4.12 · 10−2 6.64 · 10−1 8.57 · 10−4 (56)2 25.31 25.36 3 rs2164411 0.154 2.04 · 10−10 1.95 · 10−1 1.21 · 10−3 1.46 · 10−3 (32)2 132.99 132.99 2 rs2315380 0.394 8.10 · 10−1 3.49 · 10−1 1.90 · 10−1 3.15 · 10−4 (126)3 121.76 121.83 4 rs804974 (HGD) 0.211 6.13 · 10−2 8.68 · 10−1 8.17 · 10−1 2.39 · 10−3 (24)3 173.37 173.40 3 rs7653441 (FNDC3B) 0.018 5.91 · 10−86 1 2.26 · 10−2 9.51 · 10−3 (9)4 17.85 17.90 10 rs1553460 0.313 8.85 · 10−94 2.88 · 10−5 1.28 · 10−28 1.44 · 10−2 (4)4 23.67 23.67 2 rs615604 0.157 4.33 · 10−1 8.35 · 10−1 9.31 · 10−1 2.30 · 10−4 (147)4 149.61 149.66 5 rs17484678 (NR3C2) 0.137 5.68 · 10−2 4.07 · 10−1 1.59 · 10−2 8.18 · 10−3 (10)4 186.09 186.11 5 rs13126272 (ACSL1) 0.341 2.30 · 10−43 3.02 · 10−2 1.27 · 10−6 3.21 · 10−3 (22)5 59.67 59.67 2 rs7733705 (PDE4D) 0.173 1.77 · 10−1 2.33 · 10−1 6.40 · 10−2 1.28 · 10−3 (39)6 18.18 18.29 4 rs4072775 0.355 9.18 · 10−7 2.71 · 10−6 8.44 · 10−1 1.08 · 10−3 (44)6 91.73 91.75 3 rs6903505 0.409 3.41 · 10−1 7.59 · 10−1 2.25 · 10−1 9.00 · 10−4 (52)6 96.00 96.03 3 rs1319912 0.103 2.89 · 10−1 3.13 · 10−1 5.96 · 10−1 3.21 · 10−4 (121)6 107.09 107.09 4 rs9320174 (AIM1) 0.336 2.94 · 10−1 1.45 · 10−1 1.08 · 10−4 2.57 · 10−4 (143)6 148.51 148.51 3 rs9377114 0.444 3.11 · 10−2 4.55 · 10−1 8.17 · 10−1 5.85 · 10−4 (72)6 150.77 150.77 2 rs9322256 0.377 5.51 · 10−1 6.95 · 10−1 3.52 · 10−1 5.69 · 10−4 (77)6 153.40 153.42 3 rs2236014 (MTRF1L) 0.259 5.12 · 10−8 1.76 · 10−1 7.17 · 10−1 5.91 · 10−4 (71)7 23.37 23.37 2 rs7781714 0.473 4.31 · 10−1 5.54 · 10−1 6.30 · 10−1 2.39 · 10−4 (146)8 19.35 19.48 16 rs17480050 (CSGALNACT1) 0.119 0 1 0 1.23 · 10−1 (1)8 55.10 55.23 6 rs11984645 0.145 1.07 · 10−7 1 4.58 · 10−2 9.12 · 10−4 (51)8 82.41 82.41 2 rs1909935 0.021 1 6.29 · 10−1 1.70 · 10−1 1.33 · 10−2 (5)8 120.42 120.42 3 rs2469997 0.189 6.04 · 10−1 8.55 · 10−1 3.09 · 10−1 4.67 · 10−4 (88)10 18.53 18.54 2 rs12355606 (CACNB2) 0.006 1 1 8.35 · 10−12 9.24 · 10−4 (50)10 43.64 43.64 2 rs7086449 0.126 8.95 · 10−6 1 1.16 · 10−4 3.02 · 10−4 (129)10 59.23 59.24 2 rs1395043 0.084 7.47 · 10−1 7.71 · 10−2 1.36 · 10−1 3.97 · 10−4 (102)10 77.12 77.15 2 rs7082404 0.004 1 1 1.52 · 10−6 4.78 · 10−4 (86)11 113.31 113.31 3 rs1176741 (HTR3B) 0.029 6.27 · 10−1 1.19 · 10−1 4.58 · 10−2 1.22 · 10−2 (7)12 37.33 37.38 2 rs826886 (CPNE8) 0.452 1.75 · 10−1 8.23 · 10−1 6.74 · 10−1 1.60 · 10−4 (177)12 103.37 103.40 4 rs11112069 (CHST11) 0.199 3.64 · 10−22 3.51 · 10−1 1.14 · 10−7 2.11 · 10−3 (27)12 127.06 127.06 3 rs6489228 0.479 6.43 · 10−1 8.83 · 10−1 3.46 · 10−1 1.57 · 10−3 (31)14 43.99 44.06 4 rs435340 0.096 2.56 · 10−6 5.54 · 10−2 5.40 · 10−3 9.66 · 10−4 (47)15 40.88 41.32 20 rs8027733 (UBR1) 0.118 9.09 · 10−1 3.39 · 10−1 3.47 · 10−1 1.23 · 10−2 (6)16 79.58 79.70 12 rs1048194 (CENPN) 0.095 2.22 · 10−322 9.95 · 10−6 3.66 · 10−39 6.60 · 10−2 (2)17 17.27 17.27 2 SNP A-1948953 0.282 9.93 · 10−24 5.18 · 10−3 3.97 · 10−5 1.33 · 10−3 (36)18 38.22 38.22 2 rs1442650 (LOC284260) 0.010 1 5.24 · 10−1 2.32 · 10−13 7.52 · 10−4 (61)19 22.69 22.71 3 rs12980129 0.028 1 1 5.93 · 10−5 4.63 · 10−4 (90)21 37.37 37.41 3 rs4816560 (TTC3) 0.468 8.52 · 10−1 3.74 · 10−1 7.05 · 10−1 4.09 · 10−4 (100)21 39.35 39.37 4 rs999789 0.058 4.18 · 10−2 3.49 · 10−1 8.70 · 10−4 5.85 · 10−4 (73)23 2.58 2.58 2 rs1419930 0.044 1.81 · 10−2 5.71 · 10−19 3.33 · 10−3 4.54 · 10−3 (19)23 110.31 110.32 2 rs975687 (CAPN6) 0.031 1 1 2.67 · 10−4 6.66 · 10−4 (64)
Table 7.6 BDwtccc: lists of regions identified by the Random Forests and the T-Trees methods.
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Coronary artery disease
At Figures 7.4 and 7.5, we notice fewer rare variants in the 100 first variables in comparison with the bipolardisorder results. On CADwtccc, we also obtained markers deviating from hwe in the top ranked variables.It seems that, strong deviation from hwe are prefered over rare variants by the tree-based methods.In Tables 7.7 and 7.8, we also see that none of the reported loci are selected except two different with theT-Trees, one in each dataset versions. On CADqc, rs6475606 located in the strongest region reported in[Wel07] Supplementary Information. Although it is the reported as the strongest association for that disease,we found that a rare variant rs3122348 is exhibiting a (really) stronger associated p-value and appears atposition 1 in both ranking on CADqc (and corresponds to one of the excluded markers in the wtccc version).Many markers are considered as important in that region which corresponds to LOC645954 pseudogene.Also again, we notice the presence of rs10212068 in the T-Trees rankings. It is also present in the RandomForests ranking but appeared alone. Additionally, on CADwtccc, we note that rs3785579 (on chromosome17 in CACNG1 gene) is reported in [P+12a] as a “hub” snp too.We also notice the presence of many regions on chromosome X in the four experiments. Much morewith the rf than the tt. We found no reported regions located on chromosome X except in [P+00] whichreport region Xq23-26 (which potentially ranges from 108.5 to 137.7Mb). It is also important to note thatthe proportion of men in the CAD dataset is higher (about 1500 males and 400 females) (which reflects thehigher disease prevalence in males).
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Figure 7.4 The first 100 variables according to the tree based importance rankings for CADqc . The horizontal axiscorresponds to the ranks and the vertical axis to the variable importances. In the first column variablesare ordered according to random forests variable importances and in the second column they are orderedaccording to the T-Trees variable importances. In the first row, red highlights the reported strongly associ-ated regions. In the second row, purple corresponds to rare variants (maf < 0.05). In the third row, greenrepresents markers with a low Fisher p-value (< 10−6).
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Figure 7.5 The first 100 variables according to the tree based importance rankings for CADwtccc . The horizontalaxis corresponds to the ranks and the vertical axis to the variable importances. In the first column variablesare ordered according to random forests variable importances and in the second column they are orderedaccording to the T-Trees variable importances. In the first row, red highlights the strongly associatedreported regions. In the second row, purple corresponds to rare variants (maf < 0.05). In the third row,orange highlights snps deviating from hwe and in the last row, green represents markers with a low Fisher
p-value (< 10−6).
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Random Forestschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance10 30.99 31.06 6 rs3122348(LOC645954)(1) 0.032 2.85 · 10−5 1 5.57 · 10−88 8.72 · 10−2 (1)23 5.25 5.43 7 rs16983713 0.234 5.21 · 10−2 8.83 · 10−1 6.16 · 10−3 3.82 · 10−4 (57)23 6.69 7.22 8 rs941172 (HDHD1) 0.244 8.99 · 10−1 9.44 · 10−1 2.57 · 10−2 2.94 · 10−4 (87)23 8.82 8.83 2 rs17269753 0.224 1.56 · 10−1 6.38 · 10−1 1.70 · 10−2 2.46 · 10−4 (120)23 11.37 11.39 2 rs5979435 (ARHGAP6) 0.189 2.70 · 10−2 4.41 · 10−1 1.60 · 10−2 4.84 · 10−4 (44)23 14.72 14.85 6 rs5978704 0.492 1.08 · 10−1 8.78 · 10−1 3.65 · 10−3 8.20 · 10−4 (18)23 15.42 15.43 2 SNP A-1907375 0.182 1.75 · 10−1 2.41 · 10−1 3.74 · 10−2 3.94 · 10−4 (55)23 21.73 21.76 5 rs12688591 (SMS) 0.296 6.27 · 10−1 8.81 · 10−2 2.19 · 10−1 4.98 · 10−4 (42)23 21.92 22.02 4 rs12216932 (PHEX ) 0.374 2.41 · 10−1 8.86 · 10−2 1.91 · 10−2 5.85 · 10−4 (30)23 24.04 24.23 2 rs17312220 0.021 2.15 · 10−1 1 7.42 · 10−2 4.01 · 10−4 (51)23 26.41 26.86 6 rs5944611 0.329 1.42 · 10−1 2.15 · 10−1 3.92 · 10−2 6.83 · 10−4 (24)23 30.75 30.78 2 rs17315366 0.098 7.88 · 10−1 1 2.88 · 10−2 3.64 · 10−4 (63)23 33.06 33.15 2 rs2057142 0.394 3.03 · 10−1 3.96 · 10−2 3.44 · 10−2 3.27 · 10−4 (73)23 34.69 34.98 5 rs3128091 0.212 7.58 · 10−1 5.82 · 10−1 3.68 · 10−2 3.04 · 10−4 (81)23 39.46 39.47 2 rs3002415 0.301 5.59 · 10−1 9.51 · 10−1 7.63 · 10−3 8.41 · 10−4 (17)23 47.36 47.47 3 rs11091213 (ZNF81) 0.456 2.70 · 10−1 8.70 · 10−2 7.73 · 10−2 2.11 · 10−4 (148)23 67.85 68.12 4 rs443731 0.423 1.08 · 10−1 6.73 · 10−1 6.23 · 10−3 5.77 · 10−4 (33)23 68.97 68.98 5 rs5936814 (EDA) 0.388 7.53 · 10−1 4.46 · 10−1 2.41 · 10−3 8.11 · 10−4 (20)23 90.18 90.20 5 rs2038452 0.229 6.77 · 10−1 3.77 · 10−1 6.90 · 10−2 2.68 · 10−4 (106)23 95.09 95.14 2 rs2808726 0.124 3.32 · 10−1 7.40 · 10−1 5.36 · 10−1 2.83 · 10−4 (94)23 97.74 97.85 3 rs5921205 0.287 5.47 · 10−1 2.61 · 10−1 2.84 · 10−1 2.60 · 10−4 (109)23 99.55 99.71 2 rs12841456 0.390 6.73 · 10−1 6.25 · 10−1 7.08 · 10−2 2.14 · 10−4 (143)23 116.77 116.78 2 rs1338512 0.292 1.48 · 10−1 3.21 · 10−1 8.25 · 10−2 2.39 · 10−4 (126)23 117.52 117.56 2 rs5910392 (DOCK11) 0.145 5.43 · 10−1 1.72 · 10−1 3.01 · 10−2 9.27 · 10−4 (15)23 124.24 124.26 2 rs3101156 0.404 4.17 · 10−1 9.57 · 10−1 1.16 · 10−3 8.15 · 10−4 (19)23 125.62 125.93 2 rs204359 0.067 8.71 · 10−2 1 1.85 · 10−1 3.07 · 10−4 (79)23 129.75 130.23 5 rs6529475 0.180 1.31 · 10−1 1.18 · 10−1 1.11 · 10−1 1.29 · 10−3 (11)23 130.80 131.03 5 rs5933109 0.248 4.65 · 10−1 3.11 · 10−1 4.48 · 10−2 4.73 · 10−4 (46)23 135.09 135.14 2 SNP A-2065339 0.283 4.09 · 10−1 1 2.26 · 10−2 2.45 · 10−4 (122)23 136.57 136.64 2 rs1342044 0.221 1 4.96 · 10−1 7.95 · 10−2 4.82 · 10−4 (45)23 144.27 144.28 2 rs5965859 0.441 4.44 · 10−3 2.50 · 10−1 1.37 · 10−1 3.58 · 10−4 (64)23 146.37 146.39 2 rs1076616 0.090 4.08 · 10−1 8.83 · 10−1 7.90 · 10−1 3.74 · 10−4 (60)23 147.39 147.47 3 rs241127 (AFF2) 0.217 5.54 · 10−1 5.93 · 10−1 5.91 · 10−2 2.59 · 10−4 (110)23 149.86 149.86 2 rs12845940 0.393 7.51 · 10−1 5.13 · 10−1 2.02 · 10−2 3.92 · 10−4 (56)23 151.10 151.12 2 SNP A-1999621 0.105 5.40 · 10−2 4.45 · 10−2 1.79 · 10−2 3.98 · 10−4 (53)
T-Treeschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance1 52.95 53.03 5 rs505444(ZYG11B)(3) 0.423 1.16 · 10−1 3.72 · 10−4 5.18 · 10−2 6.01 · 10−4 (21)1 185.16 185.18 4 rs6683655 0.436 1.53 · 10−1 1.79 · 10−1 7.24 · 10−1 1.08 · 10−3 (16)2 5.37 5.37 2 rs1453783(3) 0.373 6.62 · 10−1 1.62 · 10−2 5.63 · 10−1 2.24 · 10−4 (76)3 97.61 97.67 8 rs326296 0.446 1.04 · 10−6 6.68 · 10−2 2.05 · 10−5 6.75 · 10−3 (4)3 163.64 163.67 4 rs7434223 0.416 6.37 · 10−1 5.73 · 10−1 2.94 · 10−2 5.46 · 10−4 (24)4 55.92 55.93 2 rs10014689 0.021 4.98 · 10−1 6.49 · 10−1 3.45 · 10−1 1.46 · 10−4 (154)4 117.36 117.39 2 rs814376 0.392 5.05 · 10−1 3.56 · 10−3 7.18 · 10−1 2.12 · 10−4 (81)6 32.87 32.88 6 rs2621384 0.384 4.11 · 10−1 9.69 · 10−1 2.99 · 10−1 2.46 · 10−3 (7)7 37.11 37.12 2 rs2717992 (ELMO1) 0.446 1.55 · 10−1 1.10 · 10−1 3.61 · 10−1 2.23 · 10−4 (77)7 50.31 50.31 3 rs11575535(DDC)(1) 0.019 8.14 · 10−2 1 1.08 · 10−1 4.21 · 10−4 (33)8 87.57 87.58 2 rs7460439 (FAM82B) 0.448 8.54 · 10−1 7.65 · 10−1 1.76 · 10−1 2.31 · 10−4 (73)9 72.35 72.36 2 rs10121866 0.456 9.27 · 10−1 1 1.92 · 10−1 1.77 · 10−4 (112)9 107.23 107.23 2 rs12343115 0.006 1 1 1.08 · 10−10 2.43 · 10−4 (66)10 30.95 31.06 12 rs3122348(LOC645954)(1) 0.032 2.85 · 10−5 1 5.57 · 10−88 4.02 · 10−2 (1)10 113.20 113.22 2 rs1914139 0.427 3.51 · 10−1 1.23 · 10−1 1.55 · 10−1 4.55 · 10−4 (29)10 125.23 125.25 4 rs913525 0.450 8.54 · 10−1 5.79 · 10−1 3.19 · 10−1 4.35 · 10−4 (31)11 11.10 11.11 3 rs7103691 0.487 6.49 · 10−1 3.59 · 10−1 1 6.06 · 10−4 (20)11 12.48 12.48 2 rs7126366 (PARVA) 0.004 1 1 4.58 · 10−7 2.54 · 10−4 (59)14 103.34 103.36 3 rs17791722 (PPP1R13B) 0.332 5.40 · 10−1 6.19 · 10−1 7.26 · 10−1 2.34 · 10−4 (71)22 35.93 35.99 8 rs10212068(3) 0.028 1 2.64 · 10−3 1.06 · 10−57 2.00 · 10−2 (3)22 44.07 44.07 3 rs5764698 (SMC1B) 0.458 8.91 · 10−1 4.17 · 10−1 2.91 · 10−1 4.23 · 10−4 (32)23 2.70 2.96 3 rs2124012 (ARSF ) 0.362 9.12 · 10−1 1.71 · 10−1 1.58 · 10−1 2.10 · 10−4 (83)23 3.81 3.81 2 rs5916413 0.470 1.08 · 10−1 1.80 · 10−1 4.90 · 10−1 2.72 · 10−4 (52)23 4.38 4.50 2 rs5916649 0.492 1.33 · 10−1 3.28 · 10−1 5.57 · 10−1 1.32 · 10−4 (187)23 13.43 13.43 2 rs4830882 (TCEANC ) 0.473 1.32 · 10−1 6.43 · 10−1 7.02 · 10−1 1.39 · 10−4 (172)23 14.72 14.78 3 rs4240155 0.494 5.74 · 10−2 8.37 · 10−1 6.89 · 10−3 2.62 · 10−4 (57)23 26.83 26.90 3 rs1898744 0.483 7.19 · 10−2 5.10 · 10−2 9.19 · 10−1 3.38 · 10−4 (41)23 33.63 33.80 4 rs1948804 0.388 2.14 · 10−1 1.80 · 10−3 9.58 · 10−1 2.65 · 10−4 (53)23 35.42 35.46 3 rs5928946 0.458 6.16 · 10−1 1.13 · 10−2 7.01 · 10−1 2.25 · 10−4 (75)23 45.93 45.93 2 rs851234 0.425 2.62 · 10−1 1.12 · 10−1 5.19 · 10−1 1.97 · 10−4 (89)23 87.94 89.23 5 rs4545257 0.397 8.11 · 10−2 4.81 · 10−2 3.90 · 10−1 1.92 · 10−4 (93)23 97.64 97.87 6 rs2498864 0.454 5.38 · 10−2 1.08 · 10−1 8.98 · 10−1 1.90 · 10−4 (98)23 100.06 100.09 2 rs12557159 0.416 4.30 · 10−3 2.64 · 10−1 5.01 · 10−1 3.04 · 10−4 (45)23 111.98 111.98 2 rs4829520 0.444 1.81 · 10−1 5.69 · 10−1 3.76 · 10−2 2.01 · 10−4 (86)23 115.40 115.74 4 rs6645482 0.364 6.86 · 10−3 2.00 · 10−1 8.74 · 10−1 2.34 · 10−4 (72)23 117.93 117.93 3 rs2278954 (LONRF3) 0.362 2.58 · 10−3 4.00 · 10−2 3.68 · 10−1 3.92 · 10−4 (38)23 118.71 118.79 2 rs1858934 (NDUFA1, RNF113A) 0.498 5.03 · 10−3 1 1 1.56 · 10−4 (138)23 139.60 139.61 2 rs4824960 0.457 1.03 · 10−1 1 1.25 · 10−1 1.71 · 10−4 (120)23 144.27 144.41 6 rs5965859 0.441 4.44 · 10−3 2.50 · 10−1 1.37 · 10−1 3.15 · 10−4 (42)23 145.03 145.06 2 rs6525652 0.423 1.55 · 10−1 1.42 · 10−1 4.09 · 10−1 1.51 · 10−4 (144)9 22.07 22.07 1 rs6475606 0.492 7.48 · 10−1 8.44 · 10−2 2.22 · 10−14 3.00 · 10−4 (46)
Table 7.7 CADqc: lists of regions identified by the Random Forests and the T-Trees methods.
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Random Forestschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance4 17.85 17.88 6 rs1553460 0.313 2.34 · 10−101 2.88 · 10−5 1.78 · 10−27 6.99 · 10−3 (13)4 139.61 139.63 3 rs890447 (LINC00499) 0.052 2.70 · 10−205 2.22 · 10−2 2.64 · 10−12 1.24 · 10−2 (7)5 117.03 117.03 2 rs2416472 0.320 1.49 · 10−24 9.35 · 10−1 4.36 · 10−10 3.02 · 10−4 (59)8 19.40 19.48 8 rs17480050 (CSGALNACT1) 0.118 0 1 0 7.24 · 10−2 (3)8 95.06 95.06 2 rs6989092 0.017 1 7.27 · 10−1 3.60 · 10−35 3.61 · 10−3 (19)8 139.11 139.11 3 rs16908145 (FLJ45872) 0.014 2.71 · 10−3 4.02 · 10−1 2.70 · 10−21 2.13 · 10−3 (23)10 118.22 118.28 16 rs7906587 (PNLIPRP3) 0.078 1.04 · 10−285 4.33 · 10−3 1.00 · 10−28 2.17 · 10−2 (5)11 129.30 129.32 2 rs2241572 (PRDM10) 0.344 1.84 · 10−313 1 0 3.33 · 10−1 (1)16 11.28 11.31 5 rs11640295 0.284 2.71 · 10−40 1.45 · 10−4 5.07 · 10−9 8.96 · 10−4 (32)17 62.46 62.65 9 rs3785579 (CACNG1) 0.277 0 2.12 · 10−2 0 2.11 · 10−1 (2)18 25.70 25.71 2 rs1595963 0.039 1.62 · 10−184 2.72 · 10−1 2.07 · 10−14 9.27 · 10−3 (10)18 33.34 33.36 5 rs4799934 (CELF4) 0.078 4.83 · 10−288 2.83 · 10−3 1.90 · 10−26 2.24 · 10−2 (4)19 19.15 19.21 3 rs11671119 (MEF2BNB-MEF2B) 0.045 2.63 · 10−201 1.12 · 10−1 9.27 · 10−18 1.15 · 10−2 (8)22 16.89 16.89 2 rs4819660 (FLJ41941) 0.233 8.46 · 10−78 6.85 · 10−7 5.10 · 10−9 2.32 · 10−3 (21)23 2.68 2.75 2 rs311152 0.355 9.20 · 10−1 5.99 · 10−1 1.13 · 10−14 2.25 · 10−4 (70)23 5.25 5.36 4 rs4826780 0.430 6.80 · 10−1 4.29 · 10−1 1.59 · 10−2 9.26 · 10−5 (127)23 6.69 7.14 7 rs6530079 0.272 5.48 · 10−1 4.36 · 10−1 1.51 · 10−3 9.80 · 10−5 (121)23 11.37 11.39 2 rs5979435 (ARHGAP6) 0.188 1.79 · 10−2 2.97 · 10−1 1.40 · 10−2 9.90 · 10−5 (116)23 14.73 14.78 4 rs4240155 0.494 6.98 · 10−2 7.17 · 10−1 8.32 · 10−3 1.42 · 10−4 (94)23 15.42 15.43 2 SNP A-1907375 0.182 1.69 · 10−1 1.71 · 10−1 2.83 · 10−2 1.36 · 10−4 (98)23 21.73 21.77 5 rs12688591 (SMS) 0.295 6.27 · 10−1 4.84 · 10−2 1.68 · 10−1 1.70 · 10−4 (84)23 21.92 22.02 3 rs12216932 (PHEX ) 0.375 2.40 · 10−1 7.61 · 10−2 1.60 · 10−2 1.61 · 10−4 (88)23 22.49 22.49 2 rs3935727 (LOC100873065 ) 0.437 4.74 · 10−1 1.01 · 10−1 4.40 · 10−2 1.18 · 10−4 (106)23 26.58 26.75 3 rs5944611 0.330 1.72 · 10−1 2.35 · 10−1 3.59 · 10−2 1.74 · 10−4 (83)23 30.75 30.78 2 rs17315366 0.099 7.89 · 10−1 1 4.86 · 10−2 8.66 · 10−5 (140)23 39.46 39.47 2 rs3002415 0.303 5.58 · 10−1 7.57 · 10−1 1.11 · 10−2 2.26 · 10−4 (69)23 47.39 47.47 4 rs5953113 (ZNF81) 0.456 3.17 · 10−1 1.17 · 10−1 4.47 · 10−2 9.19 · 10−5 (130)23 67.85 68.29 5 rs241388 0.417 6.64 · 10−2 4.53 · 10−1 7.78 · 10−3 1.81 · 10−4 (81)23 68.97 68.98 5 rs5936814 (EDA) 0.387 8.33 · 10−1 3.23 · 10−1 1.46 · 10−3 1.67 · 10−4 (85)23 95.09 95.14 2 rs2808726 0.123 3.32 · 10−1 5.72 · 10−1 5.07 · 10−1 9.01 · 10−5 (135)23 116.77 116.78 2 rs1338512 0.292 1.48 · 10−1 1.88 · 10−1 6.31 · 10−2 1.12 · 10−4 (110)23 117.52 117.56 2 rs5910392 (DOCK11) 0.146 5.44 · 10−1 1.71 · 10−1 3.22 · 10−2 2.43 · 10−4 (66)23 124.24 124.26 2 rs3101156 0.404 3.61 · 10−1 1 1.57 · 10−3 2.05 · 10−4 (73)23 125.62 125.64 2 rs7473865 0.048 6.39 · 10−3 4.56 · 10−1 7.43 · 10−10 4.02 · 10−4 (45)23 129.75 130.19 4 rs6529475 0.179 1.28 · 10−1 1.57 · 10−1 8.86 · 10−2 3.54 · 10−4 (49)23 130.80 131.03 3 rs5933109 0.249 4.66 · 10−1 2.48 · 10−1 7.59 · 10−2 1.07 · 10−4 (114)23 144.27 144.28 2 rs5965859 0.440 2.24 · 10−3 2.06 · 10−1 1.42 · 10−1 6.61 · 10−5 (177)23 146.37 146.39 2 rs1076616 0.089 4.02 · 10−1 7.64 · 10−1 8.22 · 10−1 7.50 · 10−5 (155)23 149.86 149.86 2 rs12845940 0.393 8.32 · 10−1 5.09 · 10−1 1.70 · 10−2 8.90 · 10−5 (137)23 151.10 151.12 2 SNP A-1999621 0.106 5.53 · 10−2 4.44 · 10−2 1.59 · 10−2 1.19 · 10−4 (104)
T-Treeschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance1 86.95 86.98 3 rs1208054 0.217 7.39 · 10−1 5.10 · 10−1 6.14 · 10−1 8.44 · 10−4 (42)2 25.31 25.36 3 rs2164411 0.156 6.97 · 10−20 1.95 · 10−1 1.20 · 10−2 6.95 · 10−4 (47)3 53.24 53.27 6 rs7628245 (TKT ) 0.178 1.18 · 10−72 6.43 · 10−5 2.96 · 10−8 4.72 · 10−3 (16)3 97.63 97.67 4 SNP A-4302324 0.082 5.05 · 10−1 1 2.07 · 10−2 3.62 · 10−3 (19)3 121.83 121.83 2 rs804974 (HGD) 0.208 5.73 · 10−1 8.68 · 10−1 4.13 · 10−1 4.23 · 10−4 (67)3 173.37 173.37 2 rs7653441 (FNDC3B) 0.017 2.56 · 10−76 1 3.30 · 10−1 1.95 · 10−3 (29)4 17.85 17.90 9 rs1553460 0.313 2.34 · 10−101 2.88 · 10−5 1.78 · 10−27 4.56 · 10−3 (17)4 32.67 32.73 7 rs10022638 0.301 4.16 · 10−1 4.30 · 10−1 9.28 · 10−1 7.61 · 10−4 (44)4 73.28 73.30 2 rs9884478 (NPFFR2) 0.013 6.78 · 10−23 1 5.88 · 10−2 2.86 · 10−4 (85)4 139.61 139.63 4 rs890447 (LINC00499) 0.052 2.70 · 10−205 2.22 · 10−2 2.64 · 10−12 1.19 · 10−2 (9)4 186.09 186.11 5 rs13126272 (ACSL1) 0.346 2.61 · 10−68 3.02 · 10−2 1.92 · 10−9 1.41 · 10−3 (34)5 117.02 117.06 8 rs17411921 0.344 6.88 · 10−1 3.66 · 10−1 3.82 · 10−1 3.71 · 10−3 (18)5 172.87 172.90 4 rs17076079 0.097 6.14 · 10−146 7.53 · 10−7 4.69 · 10−17 1.09 · 10−2 (10)6 18.18 18.19 3 rs4072775 0.350 1.04 · 10−5 2.71 · 10−6 3.27 · 10−1 2.32 · 10−4 (99)8 19.40 19.48 12 rs17480050 (CSGALNACT1) 0.118 0 1 0 4.59 · 10−2 (3)8 34.82 34.93 2 rs16883114 0.027 4.29 · 10−112 6.37 · 10−1 1.66 · 10−5 2.93 · 10−3 (21)8 95.06 95.06 3 rs6989092 0.017 1 7.27 · 10−1 3.60 · 10−35 2.33 · 10−3 (25)8 119.71 119.74 2 rs16891338 (SAMD12-AS1) 0.024 4.52 · 10−94 4.02 · 10−1 2.17 · 10−1 2.97 · 10−3 (20)8 139.11 139.11 3 rs16908145 (FLJ45872) 0.014 2.71 · 10−3 4.02 · 10−1 2.70 · 10−21 2.44 · 10−3 (23)10 118.18 118.27 6 rs7906587 (PNLIPRP3) 0.078 1.04 · 10−285 4.33 · 10−3 1.00 · 10−28 1.89 · 10−2 (6)11 14.14 14.16 2 rs10832215 0.427 9.63 · 10−1 8.50 · 10−1 3.45 · 10−1 1.28 · 10−4 (159)11 129.27 129.35 7 rs2241572 (PRDM10) 0.344 1.84 · 10−313 1 0 2.24 · 10−1 (1)12 94.31 94.32 3 rs2769432 0.116 4.37 · 10−1 5.24 · 10−1 7.69 · 10−1 2.98 · 10−4 (82)13 98.34 98.35 3 rs12430163 (DOCK9) 0.121 9.15 · 10−1 5.40 · 10−1 7.99 · 10−1 7.78 · 10−4 (43)16 11.29 11.30 5 rs11640295 0.284 2.71 · 10−40 1.45 · 10−4 5.07 · 10−9 2.39 · 10−3 (24)16 79.96 79.98 4 rs16955238 0.027 8.76 · 10−124 6.46 · 10−1 1.75 · 10−5 2.84 · 10−3 (22)17 4.99 5.05 2 rs2641263 (LOC100130950, SCIMP) 0.357 8.01 · 10−1 9.36 · 10−1 9.54 · 10−2 3.25 · 10−4 (76)17 62.45 62.65 12 rs3785579 (CACNG1) 0.277 0 2.12 · 10−2 0 1.31 · 10−1 (2)18 25.70 25.71 2 rs1595963 0.039 1.62 · 10−184 2.72 · 10−1 2.07 · 10−14 8.53 · 10−3 (13)18 33.34 33.37 6 rs4799934 (CELF4) 0.078 4.83 · 10−288 2.83 · 10−3 1.90 · 10−26 2.04 · 10−2 (5)19 19.15 19.21 3 rs11671119 (MEF2BNB-MEF2B) 0.045 2.63 · 10−201 1.12 · 10−1 9.27 · 10−18 9.01 · 10−3 (12)22 16.89 16.89 3 rs4819660 (FLJ41941) 0.233 8.46 · 10−78 6.85 · 10−7 5.10 · 10−9 1.58 · 10−3 (32)23 1.80 1.81 2 rs6588810 0.016 5.06 · 10−3 2.22 · 10−5 2.33 · 10−8 1.84 · 10−3 (30)23 14.73 14.78 2 rs6527137 0.496 6.98 · 10−2 7.56 · 10−1 1.12 · 10−2 1.32 · 10−4 (152)23 33.63 33.71 2 rs11095312 0.423 1.03 · 10−1 6.87 · 10−4 6.97 · 10−1 1.78 · 10−4 (115)23 35.42 35.46 4 rs11095405 0.462 1.84 · 10−1 2.38 · 10−1 4.99 · 10−1 1.63 · 10−4 (123)23 97.74 97.78 2 rs241863 0.483 6.87 · 10−2 5.27 · 10−2 2.92 · 10−1 1.16 · 10−4 (173)23 100.06 100.09 2 rs7050888 (TRMT2B) 0.474 2.23 · 10−1 2.98 · 10−1 1.37 · 10−1 1.54 · 10−4 (127)23 117.93 117.93 3 rs2290514 (LONRF3) 0.361 3.27 · 10−3 5.63 · 10−2 3.64 · 10−1 1.49 · 10−4 (133)23 144.27 144.28 2 rs5919854 0.440 6.98 · 10−4 3.68 · 10−1 1.55 · 10−1 2.82 · 10−4 (88)10 85.11 85.11 1 rs11198290 0.061 9.60 · 10−4 1.47 · 10−5 8.62 · 10−1 1.41 · 10−4 (137)
Table 7.8 CADwtccc: lists of regions identified by the Random Forests and the T-Trees methods.
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Crohn’s disease
Again, we observed more rare variants in the first variables on the qc versions, while the markers deviatingfrom hwe prevail over recent variants on the wtccc.For Crohn’s disease, as in the previous Chapter, we also included the 140 reported loci from [J+13] inTables 7.10, 7.11. As a reminder, these regions correspond to underlined marker ids and (*) correspondsto the nine reported regions while the coloured marker ids indicate regions being reported in [Wel07]Supplementary Information. Additionally, blue highlights important regions according to the T-Trees. Tofacilitate the comparison we also add a copy of the Chapter 6 CDibd table (Table 7.9).A first comparison between Table 7.10 and Table 7.9 there is almost no difference between the twodatasets. With the Random Forests, the same six loci were identified. But, most importantly, we noticethe disappearance of the 35 markers located around rs11887827. Similarly, with the T-Trees, the maindifference is characterised by the disappearance of the two “blue” loci and the presence of the “pathologic”
rs10212068. That marker also appear as the most important one in the Random Forests variable rankingon the CDqc dataset but it is isolated and thus not reported in the upper part of the Table. Firstly, thatmarker on chromosome 22 was not found in the CDibd version although none of our filters discarded it inthe CDqc alternative. Secondly, in the two “blue” regions 2p12 and 7q31, we noted the disappearance of
rs11887827 and rs2107062 (although not reported as the most important that last marker is included inthe region denoted by rs6947579 in 7q31) because of the hwe filter. Apparently, the loss of these twomarkers was enough to miss these regions. In other words, while trying to reproduce the qc filters, from onehand, we included markers in the qc version being excluded from the ibd and on the other hand, we removedmarkers from qc that were included in the ibd.On CDqc, with the T-Trees, a last notable difference is the presence of rs2157082, which share thesame pathologic properties as rs10212068. It is removed by the wtccc but in this case it allowed for thedetection of a region reported in both [Wel07] Supplementary Information and [J+13].On CDwtccc, with the Random Forest, most of the regions detected on CDqc and CDibd are alsodetected. Markers strongly deviating from hwe appear in the top ranking. With the T-Trees, region 2p12and 7q31 are detected but a few more from the reported strongly associated regions. An additional markerlocated in one of the 140 loci: rs12714959 is detected although it is not reported in the wtccc publication.Also, rs11644392 and rs1553460 are also reported by [P+12a] has “hub” snps.Finally, we note the presence of a couple of markers located on chromosome X mostly with the T-Trees.Among these, we note the recurrent presence of markers located in the SMS gene (which is hypothesised tobe linked to autoimmune diseases in [BLDP+10]).
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Figure 7.6 The first 100 variables according to the tree based importance rankings for CDqc . The horizontal axiscorresponds to the ranks and the vertical axis to the variable importances. In the first column variablesare ordered according to random forests variable importances and in the second column they are orderedaccording to the T-Trees variable importances. In the first row, red highlights the reported strongly associ-ated regions and orange the moderately associated regions. In the second row, purple corresponds to rarevariants (maf < 0.05). In the third row, green represents markers with a low Fisher p-value (< 10−6).
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Random Forestschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance1 67.31 67.46 10 rs11209026(∗) (IL23R ) 0.045 1 3.52 · 10−5 8.24 · 10−18 1.40 · 10−2 (1)2 45.58 45.58 2 rs3755076 0.087 2.65 · 10−3 6.02 · 10−3 5.18 · 10−1 5.30 · 10−4 (48)2 81.58 81.76 17 rs11887827 0.311 1.54 · 10−7 1 2.42 · 10−8 1.27 · 10−3 (20)2 233.94 233.97 5 rs10210302(∗) (ATG16L1) 0.452 4.25 · 10−1 1.98 · 10−2 2.22 · 10−13 2.79 · 10−3 (6)3 49.43 49.68 6 rs11718165(∗) (BSN) 0.295 1.33 · 10−2 1.60 · 10−2 1.70 · 10−6 1.19 · 10−3 (24)4 114.61 114.62 2 rs17045935 (ANK2) 0.095 2.38 · 10−1 1.07 · 10−4 5.28 · 10−2 6.45 · 10−4 (39)5 24.77 24.77 3 rs16893874 0.008 2.61 · 10−1 1 3.18 · 10−5 3.32 · 10−4 (80)5 40.43 40.61 12 rs17234657(∗) 0.146 4.18 · 10−1 3.51 · 10−1 1.72 · 10−13 2.26 · 10−3 (10)5 121.75 121.76 2 rs17149128 (SNCAIP) 0.122 1.10 · 10−2 1.03 · 10−2 4.10 · 10−1 1.97 · 10−4 (166)5 150.21 150.31 4 rs931058 0.071 5.64 · 10−1 1 1.53 · 10−8 5.83 · 10−4 (44)6 36.54 36.64 2 rs600382 0.001 1 1 2.38 · 10−5 2.67 · 10−4 (95)8 129.88 129.96 4 rs10216909 0.003 1 1 7.76 · 10−5 3.04 · 10−4 (87)10 65.96 65.96 2 rs16919914 0.080 8.80 · 10−2 4.00 · 10−4 2.22 · 10−1 5.20 · 10−4 (49)11 130.84 130.84 2 rs1533339 (NTM) 0.005 1 1 2.78 · 10−4 2.15 · 10−4 (145)16 49.30 49.32 4 rs2076756(∗) (NOD2) 0.270 4.50 · 10−3 7.62 · 10−1 3.95 · 10−15 3.88 · 10−3 (4)23 89.59 89.64 2 rs6522332 0.160 3.10 · 10−1 5.50 · 10−1 3.23 · 10−1 2.08 · 10−4 (155)7 135.31 135.31 1 rs834771 0.151 1.01 · 10−1 3.37 · 10−2 1.25 · 10−3 1.91 · 10−4 (177)8 77.90 77.90 1 rs10957818 0.024 7.13 · 10−1 6.26 · 10−1 2.62 · 10−5 2.13 · 10−4 (151)14 77.10 77.10 1 rs4903604 0.227 5.78 · 10−3 2.41 · 10−2 2.48 · 10−3 2.89 · 10−4 (89)18 12.77 12.77 1 rs2542151(∗) 0.180 3.08 · 10−1 9.46 · 10−1 7.21 · 10−8 2.07 · 10−4 (156)
T-Treeschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance1 3.25 3.26 2 rs12409315 0.077 1.75 · 10−1 4.37 · 10−3 2.54 · 10−3 4.36 · 10−4 (32)1 67.31 67.46 10 rs11209026(∗) (IL23R ) 0.045 1 3.52 · 10−5 8.24 · 10−18 5.23 · 10−3 (5)1 77.61 77.62 2 rs11162341 0.132 4.01 · 10−1 3.78 · 10−1 8.99 · 10−1 2.28 · 10−4 (57)1 236.50 236.50 5 rs6677092 (RPS7P5 ) 0.373 3.01 · 10−6 1 1.77 · 10−4 4.15 · 10−4 (33)2 81.58 81.85 35 rs11887827 0.311 1.54 · 10−7 1 2.42 · 10−8 1.03 · 10−2 (1)2 143.22 143.28 2 SNP A-2293058 0.003 1 1 1.79 · 10−5 1.81 · 10−4 (78)2 233.94 233.97 5 rs10210302(∗) (ATG16L1) 0.452 4.25 · 10−1 1.98 · 10−2 2.22 · 10−13 3.07 · 10−4 (48)3 7.49 7.50 2 rs17047422 0.001 1 1 3.45 · 10−4 1.91 · 10−4 (73)3 120.41 120.42 2 rs6774 (B4GALT4) 0.108 2.50 · 10−1 7.10 · 10−4 1.39 · 10−2 3.41 · 10−4 (43)3 187.31 187.35 2 rs4686733 0.053 6.50 · 10−5 1.12 · 10−2 3.65 · 10−1 1.39 · 10−4 (93)4 86.13 86.18 2 rs1872321 0.002 1 1 6.88 · 10−9 1.19 · 10−3 (17)4 114.61 114.62 2 rs17045935 (ANK2) 0.095 2.38 · 10−1 1.07 · 10−4 5.28 · 10−2 2.57 · 10−4 (53)4 178.27 178.28 3 rs1595154 0.002 1 1 1.08 · 10−7 5.70 · 10−4 (28)5 40.43 40.53 10 rs17234657(∗) 0.146 4.18 · 10−1 3.51 · 10−1 1.72 · 10−13 4.55 · 10−4 (30)6 21.33 21.35 2 rs16884693 0.004 1 1 1.21 · 10−3 9.36 · 10−5 (145)6 129.84 129.84 3 rs2784899 0.260 8.06 · 10−1 5.25 · 10−1 6.48 · 10−2 1.26 · 10−4 (106)7 35.37 35.37 2 rs10270692 0.066 1 6.68 · 10−1 9.31 · 10−2 1.99 · 10−4 (68)7 125.13 125.16 9 rs6947579 0.317 2.45 · 10−1 7.02 · 10−1 8.54 · 10−1 7.55 · 10−3 (3)8 129.90 129.92 2 rs10216909 0.003 1 1 7.76 · 10−5 1.03 · 10−4 (131)10 38.31 38.38 2 rs11011417 0.001 1 1 1.85 · 10−5 1.31 · 10−4 (100)11 14.16 14.16 2 rs9804490 0.459 1.50 · 10−10 1.44 · 10−6 2.41 · 10−5 1.16 · 10−4 (117)12 42.78 42.80 2 rs11613902 (TMEM117 ) 0.099 3.98 · 10−7 9.76 · 10−2 9.43 · 10−1 3.46 · 10−4 (41)14 84.39 84.43 4 rs10144260 0.008 1 1 1.18 · 10−9 1.07 · 10−3 (18)14 104.47 104.53 2 rs2819467 (C14orf79) 0.011 3.21 · 10−1 1 1.51 · 10−3 1.23 · 10−4 (110)16 49.30 49.31 3 rs2076756(∗) (NOD2) 0.270 4.50 · 10−3 7.62 · 10−1 3.95 · 10−15 6.43 · 10−4 (25)23 21.69 21.74 8 rs5904497 (SMS) 0.273 5.97 · 10−6 1.50 · 10−1 4.41 · 10−2 3.26 · 10−3 (9)23 70.94 70.94 2 rs6624585 (NHSL2) 0.068 7.76 · 10−1 1 2.69 · 10−2 2.24 · 10−4 (58)3 49.67 49.67 1 rs11718165(∗) (BSN) 0.295 1.33 · 10−2 1.60 · 10−2 1.70 · 10−6 7.93 · 10−5 (159)5 57.95 57.95 1 rs2279980 0.188 8.16 · 10−2 7.99 · 10−1 6.19 · 10−5 7.03 · 10−5 (182)8 77.90 77.90 1 rs10957818 0.024 7.13 · 10−1 6.26 · 10−1 2.62 · 10−5 1.06 · 10−4 (126)18 12.77 12.77 1 rs2542151(∗) 0.180 3.08 · 10−1 9.46 · 10−1 7.21 · 10−8 9.35 · 10−5 (146)
Table 7.9 CDibd: lists of regions identified by the Random Forests and the T-Trees methods.
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Random Forestschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance1 67.31 67.46 11 rs11209026(∗) (IL23R ) 0.045 6.24 · 10−1 3.59 · 10−5 3.71 · 10−19 1.21 · 10−2 (2)2 233.94 233.97 5 rs10210302(∗) (ATG16L1) 0.451 2.03 · 10−1 2.52 · 10−2 1.25 · 10−14 3.01 · 10−3 (12)3 7.49 7.50 2 rs9877337 (GRM7 ) 0.003 1 1 1.34 · 10−6 2.84 · 10−4 (94)3 49.43 49.68 3 rs11718165(∗) (BSN) 0.294 1.88 · 10−2 2.41 · 10−2 2.55 · 10−6 4.83 · 10−4 (58)3 59.51 59.53 2 rs10510813 0.195 1.36 · 10−1 1.78 · 10−3 7.49 · 10−5 3.04 · 10−4 (89)4 101.65 101.65 2 rs2903213 0.101 9.86 · 10−3 2.25 · 10−1 1.40 · 10−4 2.59 · 10−4 (109)5 40.43 40.60 12 rs17234657(∗) 0.145 2.76 · 10−1 3.12 · 10−1 5.23 · 10−13 1.50 · 10−3 (25)5 121.75 121.76 2 rs17149128 (SNCAIP) 0.124 7.54 · 10−4 1.38 · 10−2 1.47 · 10−1 3.04 · 10−4 (88)5 150.24 150.31 2 rs931058 0.072 8.91 · 10−1 1 1.49 · 10−8 2.66 · 10−4 (103)10 53.84 53.84 2 rs10824464 0.014 5.55 · 10−1 1 3.98 · 10−6 2.10 · 10−4 (139)11 130.84 130.84 2 rs1533339 (NTM) 0.006 1 1 2.61 · 10−6 2.29 · 10−4 (121)14 57.36 57.37 2 rs17093726 (SLC35F4) 0.119 2.09 · 10−4 1 3.77 · 10−3 2.15 · 10−4 (132)16 49.30 49.36 8 rs2076756(∗) (NOD2) 0.269 3.61 · 10−4 7.63 · 10−1 1.72 · 10−14 3.22 · 10−3 (11)23 134.79 134.86 2 rs3761643 0.024 6.26 · 10−1 1 9.39 · 10−1 6.15 · 10−4 (45)2 45.58 45.58 1 rs3755076 0.090 3.66 · 10−3 1.91 · 10−2 9.08 · 10−2 2.20 · 10−4 (127)10 38.53 38.53 1 rs11011491 0.003 1 1 4.58 · 10−5 1.64 · 10−4 (194)14 77.10 77.10 1 rs4903604 0.227 9.38 · 10−3 3.29 · 10−2 2.82 · 10−3 2.18 · 10−4 (128)18 12.77 12.77 1 rs2542151(∗) 0.181 1.45 · 10−1 8.41 · 10−1 1.46 · 10−7 1.94 · 10−4 (155)
T-Treeschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance1 67.31 67.46 15 rs11209026(∗) (IL23R ) 0.045 6.24 · 10−1 3.59 · 10−5 3.71 · 10−19 5.12 · 10−3 (2)1 236.47 236.50 5 rs6677092 (RPS7P5 ) 0.373 2.56 · 10−6 9.38 · 10−1 3.01 · 10−4 4.76 · 10−4 (28)2 5.37 5.41 7 rs1453783(3) 0.380 4.07 · 10−2 1.62 · 10−2 1.19 · 10−2 1.42 · 10−3 (11)2 10.90 10.93 5 rs902133(1) 0.004 1 1 3.31 · 10−11 2.61 · 10−3 (5)2 233.94 233.97 5 rs10210302(∗) (ATG16L1) 0.451 2.03 · 10−1 2.52 · 10−2 1.25 · 10−14 3.00 · 10−4 (42)3 7.50 7.50 2 rs17047426 (GRM7 ) 0.002 1 1 3.97 · 10−6 2.40 · 10−4 (59)3 120.41 120.42 2 rs6774 (B4GALT4) 0.109 1.94 · 10−1 3.94 · 10−4 6.45 · 10−3 2.44 · 10−4 (56)3 133.77 133.78 2 rs3762678 0.002 1 1 3.70 · 10−7 5.01 · 10−4 (27)3 187.31 187.35 3 rs4686733 0.055 3.79 · 10−6 7.63 · 10−3 7.16 · 10−1 2.55 · 10−4 (53)4 56.95 56.96 3 rs4865080 (KIAA1211) 0.003 1.14 · 10−1 1 3.27 · 10−13 1.71 · 10−3 (9)4 114.61 114.62 2 rs17045935 (ANK2) 0.096 8.72 · 10−2 7.68 · 10−5 2.98 · 10−2 2.82 · 10−4 (46)4 147.08 147.09 2 rs17020598 (ZNF827 ) 0.003 1 1 5.47 · 10−6 1.31 · 10−4 (107)4 178.27 178.28 3 rs1595154 0.003 1 1 1.70 · 10−10 7.57 · 10−4 (19)5 40.43 40.53 6 rs17234657(∗) 0.145 2.76 · 10−1 3.12 · 10−1 5.23 · 10−13 3.50 · 10−4 (34)5 113.07 113.07 2 rs6881153 0.062 5.72 · 10−1 4.22 · 10−1 5.79 · 10−1 1.10 · 10−4 (135)6 32.85 32.87 9 rs2157082(3) 0.425 2.81 · 10−1 3.95 · 10−4 1.94 · 10−2 1.84 · 10−3 (8)6 63.43 63.44 2 rs7761764 0.031 4.01 · 10−1 7.85 · 10−2 1.37 · 10−1 9.19 · 10−5 (156)7 35.37 35.37 2 rs12540326 0.139 1 3.08 · 10−1 2.00 · 10−1 1.14 · 10−4 (130)8 30.27 30.33 5 rs7842024 0.003 1 1 8.69 · 10−12 2.30 · 10−3 (6)8 32.06 32.09 3 rs16878847 (NRG1) 0.003 1 1 8.31 · 10−11 1.64 · 10−3 (10)9 76.50 76.54 3 rs17062858 (PRUNE2) 0.012 1 1 1.92 · 10−4 1.70 · 10−4 (80)9 110.09 110.10 2 rs3808888 (TXN) 0.002 9.44 · 10−4 1 8.27 · 10−9 3.29 · 10−4 (37)10 131.95 131.97 2 rs7080464(1) 0.030 7.50 · 10−2 4.05 · 10−1 2.72 · 10−7 2.34 · 10−4 (60)11 37.28 37.44 4 rs12224887(3) 0.014 6.24 · 10−1 1 1.54 · 10−8 9.44 · 10−4 (13)12 42.76 42.78 2 rs11613902 (TMEM117 ) 0.099 4.67 · 10−8 8.18 · 10−2 9.17 · 10−1 3.11 · 10−4 (39)13 93.28 93.31 2 rs12429608 (GPC6, GPC6-AS2) 0.003 6.90 · 10−2 1 6.06 · 10−7 2.43 · 10−4 (57)14 83.00 83.04 5 rs10144243 0.006 1 1 1.51 · 10−13 3.07 · 10−3 (4)14 104.47 104.53 2 rs2819467 (C14orf79) 0.011 3.81 · 10−1 1 3.03 · 10−4 1.30 · 10−4 (108)15 80.18 80.21 4 rs16973411(1) 0.003 1 1 5.88 · 10−14 3.93 · 10−3 (3)16 49.30 49.32 3 rs2076756(∗) (NOD2) 0.269 3.61 · 10−4 7.63 · 10−1 1.72 · 10−14 6.34 · 10−4 (23)22 35.92 35.97 8 rs10212068(3) 0.028 1 2.60 · 10−3 3.20 · 10−56 3.07 · 10−2 (1)23 21.73 21.74 6 rs5904497 (SMS) 0.271 1.73 · 10−6 1.19 · 10−1 3.54 · 10−2 2.01 · 10−3 (7)23 70.94 70.94 2 rs6624585 (NHSL2) 0.068 1 1 5.13 · 10−2 2.73 · 10−4 (49)18 12.77 12.77 1 rs2542151(∗) 0.181 1.45 · 10−1 8.41 · 10−1 1.46 · 10−7 8.25 · 10−5 (170)
Table 7.10 CDqc: lists of regions identified by the Random Forests and the T-Trees methods.
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Random Forestschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance1 67.31 67.46 11 rs11209026(∗) (IL23R ) 0.045 1 3.53 · 10−5 5.43 · 10−18 6.89 · 10−3 (10)1 117.16 117.18 9 rs12078461 (PTGFRN) 0.047 2.51 · 10−182 4.91 · 10−2 7.19 · 10−13 4.95 · 10−2 (2)2 25.31 25.36 3 rs2164411 0.155 2.85 · 10−13 1.95 · 10−1 4.82 · 10−3 5.32 · 10−3 (13)2 233.94 233.97 5 rs10210302(∗) (ATG16L1) 0.451 4.26 · 10−1 1.98 · 10−2 1.08 · 10−13 1.32 · 10−3 (41)3 16.45 16.46 2 rs9839841 (RFTN1) 0.195 2.30 · 10−6 5.14 · 10−1 7.20 · 10−13 1.38 · 10−3 (38)3 49.43 49.68 3 rs11718165(∗) (BSN) 0.295 1.57 · 10−2 1.61 · 10−2 2.21 · 10−6 4.21 · 10−4 (102)4 16.37 16.48 14 rs157613 (LDB2) 0.082 3.16 · 10−253 3.96 · 10−6 1.13 · 10−14 9.02 · 10−2 (1)4 17.73 17.93 16 rs1553460 0.315 5.84 · 10−93 2.88 · 10−5 1.59 · 10−31 4.09 · 10−2 (4)4 158.43 158.43 3 rs17035797 (GLRB) 0.074 1.38 · 10−10 9.06 · 10−1 1.29 · 10−9 5.16 · 10−4 (93)4 186.09 186.11 3 rs13126272 (ACSL1) 0.338 5.00 · 10−58 3.02 · 10−2 3.65 · 10−5 6.24 · 10−3 (11)5 40.37 40.52 9 rs17234657(∗) 0.146 4.18 · 10−1 3.52 · 10−1 2.37 · 10−13 7.16 · 10−4 (68)5 117.00 117.07 16 rs2416472 0.319 2.40 · 10−17 9.35 · 10−1 7.19 · 10−12 4.55 · 10−3 (14)6 121.66 121.68 3 rs17083420 (C6orf170) 0.009 3.45 · 10−11 1 7.68 · 10−7 1.52 · 10−3 (36)9 132.51 132.60 13 rs302925 0.475 4.67 · 10−20 5.50 · 10−1 6.32 · 10−6 1.15 · 10−3 (45)10 125.67 125.67 3 rs7067790 0.391 4.18 · 10−22 3.56 · 10−1 1.10 · 10−7 7.82 · 10−3 (9)11 113.02 113.31 17 rs17116117 (HTR3B) 0.049 2.92 · 10−4 1.16 · 10−1 1.03 · 10−23 1.12 · 10−2 (8)14 97.06 97.07 6 rs234202 0.008 1 1 1.21 · 10−9 1.41 · 10−3 (37)16 30.23 30.29 3 rs4471699 (LOC595101) 0.449 2.31 · 10−49 6.03 · 10−1 4.64 · 10−20 3.27 · 10−2 (5)16 49.30 49.31 3 rs2076756(∗) (NOD2) 0.270 4.61 · 10−3 7.62 · 10−1 3.00 · 10−15 1.38 · 10−3 (39)2 45.58 45.58 1 rs3755076 0.087 2.76 · 10−3 6.02 · 10−3 4.95 · 10−1 1.52 · 10−4 (200)6 32.79 32.79 1 rs3104404 0.148 5.65 · 10−2 1.03 · 10−1 2.31 · 10−6 2.21 · 10−4 (155)
T-Treeschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance1 67.31 67.42 5 rs11209026(∗) (IL23R ) 0.045 1 3.53 · 10−5 5.43 · 10−18 2.55 · 10−3 (28)1 117.16 117.18 10 rs12078461 (PTGFRN) 0.047 2.51 · 10−182 4.91 · 10−2 7.19 · 10−13 3.32 · 10−2 (2)1 214.81 214.86 6 rs1933641 (RRP15 ) 0.047 3.76 · 10−180 7.90 · 10−2 7.59 · 10−14 3.17 · 10−2 (3)2 25.31 25.36 3 rs2164411 0.155 2.85 · 10−13 1.95 · 10−1 4.82 · 10−3 1.53 · 10−3 (41)2 81.54 81.72 14 rs11887827 0.311 1.66 · 10−7 1 2.19 · 10−8 4.37 · 10−3 (16)2 132.48 132.55 2 rs4080478 0.104 2.69 · 10−8 1.44 · 10−4 3.64 · 10−3 9.92 · 10−4 (62)3 16.45 16.46 2 rs9839841 (RFTN1) 0.195 2.30 · 10−6 5.14 · 10−1 7.20 · 10−13 4.83 · 10−4 (93)3 18.60 18.60 2 rs12714959 0.263 1.74 · 10−23 7.82 · 10−5 5.06 · 10−7 1.46 · 10−3 (44)3 184.57 184.57 3 rs959880 (MCF2L2) 0.144 4.85 · 10−1 2.65 · 10−1 4.64 · 10−1 1.14 · 10−3 (56)4 16.43 16.48 15 rs157613 (LDB2) 0.082 3.16 · 10−253 3.96 · 10−6 1.13 · 10−14 6.11 · 10−2 (1)4 17.85 17.90 9 rs1553460 0.315 5.84 · 10−93 2.88 · 10−5 1.59 · 10−31 1.96 · 10−2 (4)4 38.77 38.78 2 rs6816863 0.027 4.18 · 10−89 1 2.86 · 10−1 1.25 · 10−2 (9)4 56.95 56.96 2 rs4865080 (KIAA1211) 0.002 1 1 3.98 · 10−10 5.48 · 10−4 (85)4 158.43 158.43 3 rs17035814 (GLRB) 0.089 1.05 · 10−1 6.44 · 10−1 7.35 · 10−1 2.52 · 10−3 (29)4 186.09 186.13 6 rs13126272 (ACSL1) 0.338 5.00 · 10−58 3.02 · 10−2 3.65 · 10−5 5.33 · 10−3 (15)5 40.37 40.44 2 rs1186661(∗) 0.133 3.80 · 10−1 2.76 · 10−3 1.55 · 10−12 2.27 · 10−4 (140)5 117.02 117.06 9 rs17411921 0.339 2.19 · 10−1 3.66 · 10−1 7.87 · 10−1 1.83 · 10−2 (5)6 93.79 93.82 10 rs6454931 0.279 2.16 · 10−1 8.90 · 10−1 5.84 · 10−1 3.58 · 10−3 (19)6 121.63 121.68 4 rs17083420 (C6orf170) 0.009 3.45 · 10−11 1 7.68 · 10−7 2.62 · 10−3 (26)7 38.93 38.97 3 rs1525791 (POU6F2) 0.152 1.22 · 10−3 6.26 · 10−1 2.14 · 10−8 6.11 · 10−4 (79)7 125.13 125.14 6 rs6947579 0.317 2.24 · 10−1 7.34 · 10−1 8.19 · 10−1 3.41 · 10−3 (21)9 132.59 132.60 7 rs10901198 (GTF3C4) 0.119 9.10 · 10−1 4.79 · 10−1 7.92 · 10−1 1.04 · 10−2 (10)10 10.32 10.32 2 rs2151595 0.068 1 7.76 · 10−1 2.60 · 10−1 3.16 · 10−4 (118)10 125.66 125.67 4 rs769282 0.415 6.57 · 10−1 4.94 · 10−1 7.95 · 10−1 5.50 · 10−3 (14)11 55.32 55.35 2 rs7951100 0.070 2.58 · 10−1 3.97 · 10−1 6.75 · 10−1 3.03 · 10−4 (121)11 113.28 113.31 5 rs1176741 (HTR3B) 0.030 6.45 · 10−1 1.19 · 10−1 3.50 · 10−1 1.66 · 10−2 (6)14 35.06 35.16 4 rs10483456 (RALGAPA1) 0.059 5.04 · 10−1 5.22 · 10−1 2.81 · 10−11 1.29 · 10−3 (49)14 59.81 59.83 3 rs7154773 (PPM1A) 0.352 2.10 · 10−1 1.96 · 10−1 6.84 · 10−1 6.87 · 10−4 (72)14 83.04 83.06 2 rs10144243 0.005 1 1 2.25 · 10−12 1.24 · 10−3 (51)14 97.06 97.10 6 rs11846702 0.012 1 3.33 · 10−1 4.42 · 10−1 2.76 · 10−3 (25)16 29.84 30.29 7 rs11644392 (LOC595101) 0.484 6.99 · 10−1 6.83 · 10−1 2.20 · 10−1 1.60 · 10−2 (7)17 50.27 50.29 2 rs2934884 0.198 4.06 · 10−1 4.16 · 10−1 9.15 · 10−1 7.33 · 10−4 (70)23 0.63 0.64 6 rs5988334 0.216 2.36 · 10−2 2.06 · 10−3 1.13 · 10−5 1.36 · 10−3 (47)23 2.58 2.58 2 rs1419930 0.041 5.51 · 10−2 5.71 · 10−19 2.33 · 10−1 1.11 · 10−3 (57)23 21.73 21.73 2 rs4824171 (SMS) 0.284 6.52 · 10−1 2.14 · 10−1 3.22 · 10−1 8.84 · 10−4 (66)2 233.94 233.94 1 rs10210302(∗) (ATG16L1) 0.451 4.26 · 10−1 1.98 · 10−2 1.08 · 10−13 2.68 · 10−4 (132)16 49.31 49.31 1 rs2076756(∗) (NOD2) 0.270 4.61 · 10−3 7.62 · 10−1 3.00 · 10−15 4.29 · 10−4 (105)
Table 7.11 CDwtccc: lists of regions identified by the Random Forests and the T-Trees methods.
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Figure 7.7 The first 100 variables according to the tree based importance rankings for CDwtccc . The horizontal axiscorresponds to the ranks and the vertical axis to the variable importances. In the first column variablesare ordered according to random forests variable importances and in the second column they are orderedaccording to the T-Trees variable importances. In the first row, red highlights the nine reported regionsand blue highlights two more regions mostly detected by tree based methods. In the second row, purplecorresponds to rare variants (maf < 0.05). In the third row, orange highlights snps deviating from hwe andin the last row, green represents markers with a low Fisher p-value (< 10−6).
126 CHAPTER 7. SIX OTHER COMPLEX DISEASES
Hypertension
As for previous diseases, we obtain more rare variants in the top ranked variables on the qc version andmore markers deviating from hwe on HTwtccc. On HTqc, we see rs10212068 and rs3122348 popping outagain in the top ranked variables.Interestingly, rs6499937 located in CSNK2A2 is detected in our four experiments. That gene is reportedin [YLLP11] as potentially linked to hypertension. Many genes are also detected by a multiple-makeranalysis in [SFS+11] and well identified (particularly on HTqc) by the T-Trees. Among these: rs1372662(ZFAT), rs10188442 (GPR39) and rs200759 (MACROD2) were found. Most of the snp pairs reported in[SFS+11] are captured in the corresponding groups in our table. Note that the ZFAT region is also found in[FZ10]. In addition, on HTwtccc, rs10843660 is also reported by [P+12a] as being a “hub”.
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Figure 7.8 The first 100 variables according to the tree based importance rankings for HTqc . The horizontal axiscorresponds to the ranks and the vertical axis to the variable importances. In the first column variablesare ordered according to random forests variable importances and in the second column they are orderedaccording to the T-Trees variable importances. In the first row, red highlights the reported strongly associ-ated regions. In the second row, purple corresponds to rare variants (maf < 0.05). In the third row, greenrepresents markers with a low Fisher p-value (< 10−6).
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Figure 7.9 The first 100 variables according to the tree based importance rankings for HTwtccc . The horizontal axiscorresponds to the ranks and the vertical axis to the variable importances. In the first column variablesare ordered according to random forests variable importances and in the second column they are orderedaccording to the T-Trees variable importances. In the first row, red highlights the strongly associatedreported regions. In the second row, purple corresponds to rare variants (maf < 0.05). In the third row,orange highlights snps deviating from hwe and in the last row, green represents markers with a low Fisher
p-value (< 10−6).
128 CHAPTER 7. SIX OTHER COMPLEX DISEASES
Random Forestschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance2 217.31 217.34 2 rs6733115 0.002 1 1 8.63 · 10−6 4.71 · 10−4 (59)3 150.14 150.16 3 rs12163649 0.249 7.21 · 10−2 4.86 · 10−2 2.90 · 10−3 1.96 · 10−4 (95)3 154.52 154.52 2 rs10513440 0.197 1.70 · 10−1 2.71 · 10−3 1.71 · 10−2 1.58 · 10−4 (116)6 89.37 89.38 2 rs2610769 0.148 1.70 · 10−1 2.69 · 10−3 7.26 · 10−2 1.31 · 10−4 (147)6 167.32 167.32 2 rs2757045 (RNASET2) 0.103 6.13 · 10−3 2.91 · 10−1 1.33 · 10−2 2.36 · 10−4 (82)7 93.00 93.01 2 rs2519602 0.149 6.60 · 10−3 1.55 · 10−1 3.26 · 10−2 1.30 · 10−4 (149)9 117.69 117.81 5 rs488101 0.363 5.56 · 10−6 5.87 · 10−1 4.70 · 10−7 5.60 · 10−4 (52)10 30.99 31.06 9 rs3122348(LOC645954)(1) 0.034 4.73 · 10−6 1 6.12 · 10−96 1.26 · 10−1 (1)10 58.39 58.41 2 rs2393191 0.016 3.10 · 10−1 5.71 · 10−1 2.46 · 10−1 2.57 · 10−3 (21)10 131.95 132.00 3 rs7080464(1) 0.031 4.70 · 10−2 4.05 · 10−1 5.07 · 10−8 1.27 · 10−3 (32)11 133.33 133.34 2 rs493888 0.120 8.14 · 10−6 3.92 · 10−1 3.92 · 10−1 2.42 · 10−4 (80)14 60.77 60.77 2 rs4902035 0.096 7.15 · 10−3 1.01 · 10−4 5.53 · 10−1 3.56 · 10−4 (64)15 63.11 63.12 2 rs2414869 (MTFMT ) 0.120 1.20 · 10−3 1.72 · 10−2 2.54 · 10−1 2.65 · 10−4 (73)16 56.75 56.79 2 rs6499937 (CSNK2A2) 0.006 1 1 1.30 · 10−8 2.84 · 10−3 (20)23 24.36 24.44 2 SNP A-1998393 0.011 4.37 · 10−4 5.58 · 10−2 3.78 · 10−7 9.71 · 10−4 (37)23 70.69 70.96 6 rs5951179 (NHSL2) 0.041 2.57 · 10−1 7.93 · 10−1 2.62 · 10−4 10.00 · 10−3 (10)23 74.34 74.47 6 rs5938070 (ZDHHC15 ) 0.025 1 6.38 · 10−1 8.33 · 10−7 7.77 · 10−3 (13)2 212.20 212.20 1 rs6435632 0.307 4.12 · 10−3 1.25 · 10−2 2.39 · 10−2 9.89 · 10−5 (199)6 99.62 99.62 1 rs1884184 0.215 3.16 · 10−1 3.98 · 10−3 3.07 · 10−4 1.44 · 10−4 (135)8 123.90 123.90 1 rs10095188 0.176 8.35 · 10−2 1.74 · 10−5 1.29 · 10−2 4.96 · 10−4 (55)10 10.32 10.32 1 rs2895065 0.094 4.74 · 10−2 5.08 · 10−3 7.83 · 10−2 1.08 · 10−4 (184)13 60.33 60.33 1 rs167272 0.095 5.15 · 10−3 1.27 · 10−3 2.19 · 10−1 9.77 · 10−4 (36)
T-Treeschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance1 118.80 118.81 3 rs12134541 0.478 5.56 · 10−1 8.54 · 10−1 6.96 · 10−1 2.95 · 10−4 (77)1 149.24 149.24 2 rs1923496 0.332 7.54 · 10−1 2.34 · 10−1 1.24 · 10−1 1.55 · 10−4 (126)1 235.59 235.59 2 rs16837761 0.165 8.80 · 10−2 3.85 · 10−1 6.78 · 10−1 1.41 · 10−4 (139)2 10.90 10.93 4 rs902133(1) 0.006 1 1 1.41 · 10−16 5.24 · 10−3 (12)2 17.91 17.91 2 rs13394205 0.004 1 1.14 · 10−1 6.53 · 10−9 4.37 · 10−4 (60)2 133.02 133.02 4 rs10188442 (GPR39) 0.204 1.65 · 10−1 1 7.40 · 10−1 6.00 · 10−4 (46)3 6.84 6.85 2 rs17046143 0.003 1 1 3.69 · 10−11 2.50 · 10−3 (20)3 45.11 45.16 6 rs4683064(CDCP1)(1) 0.005 1 1 4.59 · 10−16 5.39 · 10−3 (11)3 66.60 66.60 2 rs3845903 (LRIG1) 0.006 1 1 3.74 · 10−9 5 · 10−4 (53)3 147.40 147.40 3 rs16858040 (PLSCR4) 0.002 1 1 1.94 · 10−8 7.67 · 10−4 (38)4 23.64 23.67 3 rs615604 0.155 1.61 · 10−1 7.30 · 10−1 4.96 · 10−1 3.41 · 10−3 (15)4 116.10 116.16 6 rs7666328(NDST4)(3) 0.038 8.57 · 10−2 2.82 · 10−3 2.60 · 10−14 2.62 · 10−3 (19)5 36.46 36.46 3 rs12515142 0.140 6.30 · 10−1 5.99 · 10−1 4.06 · 10−1 2.23 · 10−4 (92)6 9.59 9.62 6 rs9357438 0.043 4.69 · 10−2 4.37 · 10−2 6.48 · 10−1 5.80 · 10−3 (10)6 32.86 32.87 4 rs2621382 0.448 3.36 · 10−1 8.53 · 10−1 2.15 · 10−1 5.82 · 10−4 (48)8 15.70 15.70 3 rs2604383(1) 0.027 1.68 · 10−1 4.06 · 10−1 1.17 · 10−3 1.41 · 10−4 (138)8 120.42 120.43 4 rs2469997 0.187 3.35 · 10−1 9.04 · 10−1 7.92 · 10−1 1.16 · 10−3 (30)8 135.58 135.67 10 rs1372662 (ZFAT ) 0.333 6.85 · 10−1 3.42 · 10−1 8.79 · 10−1 7.48 · 10−3 (7)9 117.77 117.81 10 rs2458879 0.386 3.88 · 10−1 8.47 · 10−1 4.46 · 10−1 9.08 · 10−3 (5)10 14.82 14.82 4 rs2601749 (FAM107B) 0.401 7.80 · 10−1 1.15 · 10−2 3.49 · 10−2 2.40 · 10−4 (87)10 30.97 31.06 15 rs3122348(LOC645954)(1) 0.034 4.73 · 10−6 1 6.12 · 10−96 5.51 · 10−2 (1)10 58.18 58.29 10 rs11005510 0.010 1 1 1.27 · 10−20 7.59 · 10−3 (6)10 58.39 58.41 2 rs16909905 0.012 1 3.53 · 10−1 9.25 · 10−1 6.72 · 10−4 (42)10 131.97 132.00 2 rs7918047 0.058 9.05 · 10−2 4.04 · 10−1 8.61 · 10−1 1.69 · 10−3 (25)11 27.01 27.04 5 rs16916476 (BBOX1) 0.005 1 1 9.29 · 10−17 6.64 · 10−3 (9)16 56.73 56.75 4 rs6499937 (CSNK2A2) 0.006 1 1 1.30 · 10−8 1.05 · 10−3 (33)16 59.66 59.67 4 rs2133803 0.459 6.17 · 10−1 1.20 · 10−1 1.42 · 10−1 1.92 · 10−4 (108)17 70.50 70.58 3 rs1873598 (CDR2L) 0.002 1 1 5.42 · 10−8 6.61 · 10−4 (44)19 22.69 22.70 2 rs12980129 0.028 5.14 · 10−1 1 3.35 · 10−4 1.43 · 10−4 (136)20 15.55 15.55 2 rs200759 (MACROD2) 0.113 8.23 · 10−1 1.69 · 10−1 8.71 · 10−1 4.22 · 10−4 (61)22 35.92 35.99 8 rs10212068(3) 0.028 1 2.60 · 10−3 7.43 · 10−62 3.10 · 10−2 (2)23 24.36 24.44 2 SNP A-1998393 0.011 4.37 · 10−4 5.58 · 10−2 3.78 · 10−7 8.15 · 10−4 (37)23 70.86 70.96 8 rs5951179 (NHSL2) 0.041 2.57 · 10−1 7.93 · 10−1 2.62 · 10−4 3.40 · 10−3 (16)23 74.40 74.45 4 rs4892579 (ZDHHC15 ) 0.027 3.72 · 10−1 6.38 · 10−1 3.33 · 10−3 7.56 · 10−4 (39)13 60.33 60.33 1 rs167272 0.095 5.15 · 10−3 1.27 · 10−3 2.19 · 10−1 1.08 · 10−4 (167)14 60.77 60.77 1 rs4902035 0.096 7.15 · 10−3 1.01 · 10−4 5.53 · 10−1 1.47 · 10−4 (132)
Table 7.12 HTqc: lists of regions identified by the Random Forests and the T-Trees methods.
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Random Forestschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance1 219.90 219.97 6 rs825148 0.053 2.41 · 10−210 1.38 · 10−2 5.21 · 10−13 4.51 · 10−2 (3)2 96.53 96.54 3 rs1870340 0.027 3.16 · 10−122 6.30 · 10−1 4.89 · 10−8 1.58 · 10−2 (9)2 127.16 127.17 2 rs935019 (GYPC ) 0.261 5.86 · 10−13 8.87 · 10−1 9.61 · 10−3 1.03 · 10−3 (74)4 6.06 6.08 11 rs16837871 0.148 8.62 · 10−23 2.84 · 10−1 1.75 · 10−28 1.56 · 10−2 (10)4 17.85 17.92 11 rs1553460 0.310 1.42 · 10−94 2.88 · 10−5 2.42 · 10−24 2.48 · 10−2 (6)4 141.58 141.62 5 rs6840033 (LOC100129858, SCOC ) 0.206 4.64 · 10−19 9.16 · 10−1 2.35 · 10−11 3.09 · 10−3 (30)6 107.25 107.26 2 rs10499044 0.105 2.37 · 10−18 1.97 · 10−3 6.60 · 10−13 2.76 · 10−3 (34)7 120.71 120.72 16 rs1528356 0.066 7.10 · 10−264 4.00 · 10−3 3.20 · 10−22 5.94 · 10−2 (1)8 15.34 15.35 2 rs7837736 0.122 2.92 · 10−75 1.45 · 10−1 1.35 · 10−102 5.90 · 10−2 (2)9 1.79 1.81 4 rs17797701 0.014 1.99 · 10−9 4.03 · 10−1 1.43 · 10−20 9.29 · 10−3 (13)10 58.39 58.41 2 rs2393191 0.016 3.11 · 10−1 5.76 · 10−1 2.46 · 10−1 7.46 · 10−4 (92)11 113.02 113.31 21 rs17116117 (HTR3B) 0.053 9.74 · 10−6 1.16 · 10−1 1.16 · 10−31 1.33 · 10−2 (12)12 30.25 30.28 11 rs10843660 0.380 2.74 · 10−65 3.54 · 10−2 9.18 · 10−35 3.06 · 10−2 (5)13 90.79 90.83 4 rs17667894 0.020 1 3.78 · 10−1 2.82 · 10−42 2.17 · 10−2 (7)15 77.69 77.69 2 rs2865199 0.013 1 6.26 · 10−1 2.35 · 10−13 3.20 · 10−3 (29)16 56.75 56.79 2 rs6499937 (CSNK2A2) 0.006 1 1 2.20 · 10−8 1.16 · 10−3 (68)16 79.96 79.98 5 rs16955238 0.027 4.82 · 10−114 6.46 · 10−1 2.45 · 10−5 1.52 · 10−2 (11)17 17.27 17.27 2 SNP A-1948953 0.279 2.84 · 10−26 5.18 · 10−3 2.10 · 10−6 5.45 · 10−3 (23)22 27.70 27.75 6 rs8137391 (ZNRF3, ZNRF3-AS1) 0.010 1 1 1.49 · 10−19 8.68 · 10−3 (16)23 70.95 70.96 2 rs5951179 (NHSL2) 0.040 2.55 · 10−1 1 3.44 · 10−4 3.88 · 10−3 (26)8 123.90 123.90 1 rs10095188 0.175 7.09 · 10−2 3.01 · 10−5 3.17 · 10−2 1.31 · 10−4 (164)13 60.33 60.33 1 rs167272 0.095 5.08 · 10−3 1.68 · 10−3 1.91 · 10−1 2.17 · 10−4 (138)14 60.77 60.77 1 rs4902035 0.096 6.77 · 10−3 1.38 · 10−4 5.05 · 10−1 1.39 · 10−4 (160)
T-Treeschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance1 80.57 80.57 6 rs1896250 0.397 6.97 · 10−8 9.37 · 10−1 8.26 · 10−5 1.14 · 10−3 (54)1 219.91 219.97 5 rs825148 0.053 2.41 · 10−210 1.38 · 10−2 5.21 · 10−13 3.10 · 10−2 (2)2 25.31 25.36 3 rs2164411 0.161 3.20 · 10−7 1.95 · 10−1 4.75 · 10−1 4.17 · 10−4 (107)2 96.53 96.54 3 rs1870340 0.027 3.16 · 10−122 6.30 · 10−1 4.89 · 10−8 7.97 · 10−3 (16)2 127.16 127.17 4 rs935019 (GYPC ) 0.261 5.86 · 10−13 8.87 · 10−1 9.61 · 10−3 9.25 · 10−4 (66)2 213.89 213.89 2 rs12694298 0.105 6.20 · 10−1 2.79 · 10−1 7.59 · 10−1 2.48 · 10−4 (160)3 121.76 121.83 3 rs804974 (HGD) 0.215 9.48 · 10−1 8.68 · 10−1 2.00 · 10−1 1.58 · 10−3 (43)4 6.04 6.06 6 rs16837871 0.148 8.62 · 10−23 2.84 · 10−1 1.75 · 10−28 1.06 · 10−2 (11)4 17.85 17.90 9 rs1553460 0.310 1.42 · 10−94 2.88 · 10−5 2.42 · 10−24 1.24 · 10−2 (8)4 23.66 23.67 3 rs615604 0.155 1.57 · 10−1 8.35 · 10−1 4.24 · 10−1 7.99 · 10−4 (74)4 141.58 141.62 8 rs6840033 (LOC100129858, SCOC ) 0.206 4.64 · 10−19 9.16 · 10−1 2.35 · 10−11 3.18 · 10−3 (31)6 18.17 18.19 4 rs4072775 0.348 3.03 · 10−7 2.71 · 10−6 9.05 · 10−2 1.15 · 10−3 (53)6 91.73 91.73 2 rs6903505 0.405 3.73 · 10−1 7.59 · 10−1 7.68 · 10−1 2.32 · 10−4 (167)6 99.33 99.36 5 rs4131463 0.050 5.27 · 10−202 1.82 · 10−1 7.38 · 10−14 2.79 · 10−2 (3)6 107.25 107.26 3 rs10499044 0.105 2.37 · 10−18 1.97 · 10−3 6.60 · 10−13 1.49 · 10−3 (47)7 120.71 120.72 14 rs1528356 0.066 7.10 · 10−264 4.00 · 10−3 3.20 · 10−22 3.75 · 10−2 (1)8 15.34 15.37 6 rs7837736 0.122 2.92 · 10−75 1.45 · 10−1 1.35 · 10−102 2.63 · 10−2 (4)8 95.09 95.09 2 rs3018857 0.065 8.46 · 10−1 6.57 · 10−1 4.03 · 10−1 5.55 · 10−4 (92)8 114.39 114.43 2 rs7012271 (CSMD3) 0.316 9.17 · 10−1 9.32 · 10−1 9.12 · 10−1 6.21 · 10−4 (85)8 120.42 120.42 2 rs2469997 0.187 2.66 · 10−1 8.55 · 10−1 7.70 · 10−1 7.68 · 10−4 (75)8 135.63 135.65 7 rs1372662 (ZFAT ) 0.333 5.76 · 10−1 3.39 · 10−1 8.61 · 10−1 4.78 · 10−3 (23)9 1.79 1.81 4 rs17797701 0.014 1.99 · 10−9 4.03 · 10−1 1.43 · 10−20 6.60 · 10−3 (18)9 106.56 106.56 3 rs2035783 0.473 3.63 · 10−3 9.15 · 10−2 2.99 · 10−3 2.86 · 10−4 (142)9 117.79 117.81 3 rs2151370 0.379 7.35 · 10−1 8.45 · 10−1 1.87 · 10−1 2.63 · 10−3 (35)10 58.20 58.21 3 rs11005510 0.010 1 1 1.23 · 10−20 3.68 · 10−3 (28)10 58.39 58.41 2 rs2393191 0.016 3.11 · 10−1 5.76 · 10−1 2.46 · 10−1 2.72 · 10−4 (152)11 113.28 113.31 6 rs1176741 (HTR3B) 0.031 2.59 · 10−1 1.19 · 10−1 8.13 · 10−1 1.37 · 10−2 (7)12 30.24 30.26 9 rs10843660 0.380 2.74 · 10−65 3.54 · 10−2 9.18 · 10−35 1.74 · 10−2 (5)12 68.67 68.67 2 rs10879068 0.300 3.12 · 10−1 9.29 · 10−1 2.24 · 10−1 5.58 · 10−4 (91)12 124.76 124.76 2 rs16919463 0.118 8.30 · 10−1 7.87 · 10−1 5.42 · 10−1 1.54 · 10−3 (44)13 90.79 90.83 6 rs17667894 0.020 1 3.78 · 10−1 2.82 · 10−42 1.19 · 10−2 (9)15 77.69 77.69 2 rs16971150 0.018 4.58 · 10−1 6.26 · 10−1 7.01 · 10−1 5.11 · 10−3 (21)16 56.75 56.75 3 rs6499937 (CSNK2A2) 0.006 1 1 2.20 · 10−8 4.67 · 10−4 (101)16 79.96 79.98 6 rs16955238 0.027 4.82 · 10−114 6.46 · 10−1 2.45 · 10−5 1.01 · 10−2 (13)17 17.27 17.27 2 SNP A-1948953 0.279 2.84 · 10−26 5.18 · 10−3 2.10 · 10−6 1.52 · 10−3 (46)17 50.27 50.29 2 rs2934884 0.196 1.05 · 10−1 4.16 · 10−1 3.48 · 10−1 5.87 · 10−4 (90)18 43.91 43.93 3 rs8085875 (ZBTB7C ) 0.174 3.52 · 10−1 7.95 · 10−1 4.30 · 10−1 9.23 · 10−4 (67)22 27.75 27.75 2 rs16986990 (ZNRF3, ZNRF3-AS1) 0.015 1 1 5.57 · 10−1 5.08 · 10−3 (22)23 2.58 2.58 2 rs1419930 0.050 5.36 · 10−1 5.71 · 10−19 1.22 · 10−7 4.57 · 10−3 (25)23 70.95 70.96 2 rs5951179 (NHSL2) 0.040 2.55 · 10−1 1 3.44 · 10−4 1.42 · 10−3 (48)23 74.42 74.43 2 rs4892579 (ZDHHC15 ) 0.028 3.74 · 10−1 6.40 · 10−1 2.65 · 10−3 2.16 · 10−4 (178)10 10.32 10.32 1 rs1333834 0.064 5.64 · 10−3 2.64 · 10−6 3.99 · 10−1 3.76 · 10−4 (114)
Table 7.13 HTwtccc: lists of regions identified by the Random Forests and the T-Trees methods.
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Rheumatoid arthritis
For this disease, the wtccc reports a large region named MHC (major histocompatibility complex) whichencapsulates a family of genes implicated in autoimmune diseases. In our four experiments, that region iswell detected, since many markers in our four top rankings appear to be located on chromosome 6 in the
MHC region. There are more of them in the 200 first on RAqc and also more of them with the RandomForests. In addition, rs6679677 reported in [Wel07] supplementary information is also detected in the 100first variables in 3 experiments out of four.We also notice the presence of many snps located on chromosome X especially on the qc version. Likethe CAD dataset, there is a gender disproportion in the RA dataset (about 500 males and 1500 females).And again, we note the presence of rs3122348 and rs10212068 in the qc version. And a snp:
rs3785579 reported in [P+12a] as a “hub” in the RAwtccc version.
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Figure 7.10 The first 100 variables according to the tree based importance rankings for RAqc . The horizontal axiscorresponds to the ranks and the vertical axis to the variable importances. In the first column variablesare ordered according to random forests variable importances and in the second column they are orderedaccording to the T-Trees variable importances. In the first row, red highlights the reported stronglyassociated regions. In the second row, purple corresponds to rare variants (maf < 0.05). In the third row,green represents markers with a low Fisher p-value (< 10−6).
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Figure 7.11 The first 100 variables according to the tree based importance rankings for RAwtccc . The horizontal axiscorresponds to the ranks and the vertical axis to the variable importances. In the first column variablesare ordered according to random forests variable importances and in the second column they are orderedaccording to the T-Trees variable importances. In the first row, red highlights the strongly associatedreported regions. In the second row, purple corresponds to rare variants (maf < 0.05). In the third row,orange highlights snps deviating from hwe and in the last row, green represents markers with a lowFisher p-value (< 10−6).
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Random Forestschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance1 113.89 114.02 2 rs6679677 0.124 5.01 · 10−2 2.41 · 10−1 5.47 · 10−26 3.63 · 10−3 (27)5 143.36 143.37 2 rs160619(1) 0.014 1 4.05 · 10−1 2.78 · 10−27 1.07 · 10−2 (6)6 31.70 32.82 94 rs6457620 0.433 5.62 · 10−1 5.33 · 10−1 1.53 · 10−83 1.40 · 10−2 (3)10 30.99 31.06 6 rs3122348(LOC645954)(1) 0.029 1.65 · 10−4 1 3.64 · 10−78 5.23 · 10−2 (1)23 3.02 3.02 2 rs5982644 (ARSF ) 0.082 7.13 · 10−2 3.89 · 10−1 3.62 · 10−1 1.39 · 10−4 (137)23 9.08 9.08 2 rs16985421 0.190 4.41 · 10−1 1.49 · 10−2 6.22 · 10−1 1.21 · 10−4 (156)23 9.95 10.04 3 rs7053877 0.127 3.95 · 10−1 9.29 · 10−2 3.92 · 10−1 1.27 · 10−4 (146)23 12.71 12.77 2 rs11797883 0.117 1 6.18 · 10−1 1.93 · 10−2 4.29 · 10−4 (77)23 14.23 14.50 5 rs5934184 (GLRA2) 0.239 4.13 · 10−1 5.79 · 10−1 4.65 · 10−3 3.48 · 10−4 (82)23 20.21 20.40 3 rs5950315 0.242 9.43 · 10−1 1 1.43 · 10−1 2.31 · 10−4 (104)23 22.09 22.10 2 rs4824185 (LOC100873065 ) 0.222 9.38 · 10−1 1 1.94 · 10−1 1.29 · 10−4 (142)23 35.97 36.03 3 rs17273161 0.104 5.25 · 10−1 6.78 · 10−1 1.49 · 10−3 1.56 · 10−4 (127)23 41.73 42.01 2 rs5918362 0.133 3.45 · 10−1 9.15 · 10−1 2.27 · 10−2 1.50 · 10−4 (130)23 44.87 45.31 2 rs1883678 0.041 6.99 · 10−2 4.80 · 10−1 8.19 · 10−1 1.65 · 10−4 (122)23 122.51 122.53 2 rs6648534 (THOC2) 0.283 8.36 · 10−2 2.65 · 10−1 2.78 · 10−2 1.28 · 10−4 (144)23 135.96 135.96 3 rs1930218 0.241 1.02 · 10−1 4.43 · 10−2 4.87 · 10−2 3.30 · 10−4 (84)6 31.35 31.35 1 rs3132486 0.427 2.09 · 10−1 2.82 · 10−1 2.12 · 10−14 1.74 · 10−4 (121)6 33.07 33.07 1 rs3128947 0.215 2.33 · 10−1 3.36 · 10−1 9.57 · 10−16 1.25 · 10−4 (147)21 41.43 41.43 1 rs2837960 0.179 7.53 · 10−4 1.87 · 10−4 3.70 · 10−2 2.54 · 10−4 (96)
T-Treeschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance1 153.90 153.96 4 rs16838195 0.010 6.28 · 10−1 1 8.69 · 10−34 4.50 · 10−3 (6)2 10.90 10.91 2 rs902133(1) 0.006 1 1 8.41 · 10−17 8.99 · 10−4 (38)2 232.64 232.71 2 rs10460436 0.021 1 1 7.75 · 10−1 2.12 · 10−4 (113)3 7.26 7.30 7 rs1605705 (GRM7 ) 0.178 4.14 · 10−1 3.00 · 10−1 1.48 · 10−2 4.04 · 10−3 (8)3 141.43 141.44 4 rs9856460 (CLSTN2) 0.451 4.92 · 10−2 8.53 · 10−1 2.81 · 10−1 1.54 · 10−3 (21)4 182.12 182.13 4 rs4532278 0.209 1 5.44 · 10−1 7.03 · 10−1 7.24 · 10−4 (48)5 143.36 143.37 2 rs160619(1) 0.014 1 4.05 · 10−1 2.78 · 10−27 3.01 · 10−3 (11)5 150.15 150.21 6 rs4246045(3) 0.142 1.01 · 10−1 5.99 · 10−5 2.12 · 10−3 7.33 · 10−4 (47)6 31.73 32.80 79 rs6457617 0.434 5.98 · 10−1 5.33 · 10−1 2.10 · 10−83 9.22 · 10−3 (4)6 32.87 32.87 2 rs2157082(3) 0.443 8.90 · 10−1 3.95 · 10−4 4.80 · 10−2 3.03 · 10−4 (87)8 107.27 107.29 3 rs16874204 0.043 2.58 · 10−1 8.23 · 10−1 9.19 · 10−1 2.15 · 10−3 (16)10 30.97 31.04 11 rs3122348(LOC645954)(1) 0.029 1.65 · 10−4 1 3.64 · 10−78 2.75 · 10−2 (1)10 114.07 114.08 2 rs4256909 (GUCY2GP) 0.083 2.68 · 10−3 4.49 · 10−1 7.08 · 10−2 5.17 · 10−4 (60)10 131.97 132.00 3 rs7080464(1) 0.014 1 4.05 · 10−1 8.35 · 10−24 1.94 · 10−3 (17)12 42.00 42.01 2 rs6582454 0.464 3.86 · 10−1 9.41 · 10−1 2.64 · 10−1 1.54 · 10−4 (134)15 51.49 51.49 4 rs1711029 0.043 5.47 · 10−1 1.22 · 10−1 2.25 · 10−11 4.05 · 10−4 (70)15 71.02 71.02 3 rs4777568 0.028 1 2.91 · 10−1 8.50 · 10−1 1.29 · 10−4 (154)16 51.30 51.31 4 rs4238755 0.257 6.36 · 10−1 1.01 · 10−1 6.20 · 10−1 1.36 · 10−3 (25)22 35.97 36.02 9 rs10212068(3) 0.028 1 2.64 · 10−3 1.05 · 10−61 1.39 · 10−2 (3)23 9.28 9.34 3 rs2521413 (TBL1X ) 0.401 8.29 · 10−1 2.53 · 10−5 1.13 · 10−2 2.77 · 10−4 (93)23 32.12 32.13 2 rs5927971 (DMD) 0.421 1.31 · 10−2 3.98 · 10−1 3.54 · 10−1 1.83 · 10−4 (121)23 45.31 45.31 2 rs1883678 0.041 6.99 · 10−2 4.80 · 10−1 8.19 · 10−1 1.49 · 10−4 (139)23 90.14 90.14 2 rs932574 0.438 1.10 · 10−1 8.92 · 10−3 6.46 · 10−1 2.38 · 10−4 (105)23 96.83 96.85 3 rs2497903 0.484 5.78 · 10−2 8.06 · 10−2 8.32 · 10−2 2.67 · 10−4 (96)23 99.46 99.48 2 rs5920824 (PCDH19) 0.385 1.24 · 10−1 3.25 · 10−2 1.07 · 10−1 1.45 · 10−4 (143)1 114.02 114.02 1 rs6679677 0.124 5.01 · 10−2 2.41 · 10−1 5.47 · 10−26 6.33 · 10−4 (50)
Table 7.14 RAqc: lists of regions identified by the Random Forests and the T-Trees methods.
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Random Forestschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance1 15.21 15.24 4 rs7539166 (TMEM51) 0.067 2.27 · 10−243 6.30 · 10−3 2.39 · 10−14 2.06 · 10−2 (9)1 113.89 114.02 2 rs6679677 0.124 1.23 · 10−2 2.41 · 10−1 1.12 · 10−24 8.16 · 10−4 (80)2 105.54 105.55 3 rs13425033 0.069 8.86 · 10−264 2.60 · 10−3 1.40 · 10−25 2.45 · 10−2 (7)2 223.66 223.73 7 rs1440065 0.072 2.00 · 10−274 9.17 · 10−3 5.40 · 10−26 2.77 · 10−2 (5)3 71.93 71.94 3 rs17665418 0.084 8.50 · 10−285 1.58 · 10−5 8.54 · 10−21 3.09 · 10−2 (2)4 17.85 17.87 3 rs1553460 0.308 1.28 · 10−104 2.88 · 10−5 1.16 · 10−22 7.29 · 10−3 (23)6 31.17 31.22 3 rs4959053 (PSORS1C1) 0.074 7.30 · 10−273 3.03 · 10−4 1.12 · 10−22 2.70 · 10−2 (6)6 31.73 32.79 75 rs6457620 0.435 7.47 · 10−1 6.05 · 10−1 1.10 · 10−80 5.17 · 10−3 (26)7 66.40 66.45 7 rs4718582 0.056 2.34 · 10−2 3.99 · 10−1 3.06 · 10−75 1.36 · 10−2 (12)7 157.71 157.73 6 rs7789415 (PTPRN2) 0.043 1 2.55 · 10−6 2.45 · 10−66 1.29 · 10−2 (14)9 24.52 24.61 7 rs16908561 0.041 1.22 · 10−159 4.91 · 10−2 1.35 · 10−4 8.75 · 10−3 (21)11 93.02 93.03 2 rs10501805 0.033 1.06 · 10−4 1 1.73 · 10−62 1.01 · 10−2 (18)12 30.25 30.26 4 rs10843660 0.384 2.24 · 10−75 3.54 · 10−2 4.35 · 10−30 7.01 · 10−3 (25)15 27.77 27.85 2 rs899848 (TJP1) 0.027 5.43 · 10−112 6.33 · 10−1 1.51 · 10−7 3.61 · 10−3 (33)17 62.46 62.65 9 rs3785579 (CACNG1) 0.271 0 2.12 · 10−2 0 2.61 · 10−1 (1)18 33.34 33.36 5 rs4799934 (CELF4) 0.078 3.88 · 10−286 2.83 · 10−3 8.28 · 10−27 3.09 · 10−2 (3)23 1.02 1.80 3 rs6588810 0.015 2.76 · 10−6 2.22 · 10−5 1.73 · 10−8 1.93 · 10−3 (47)23 14.23 14.50 5 rs5934184 (GLRA2) 0.239 4.45 · 10−1 5.31 · 10−1 1.84 · 10−3 1.08 · 10−4 (162)6 31.28 31.28 1 rs9295961 0.062 1.11 · 10−1 9.78 · 10−2 6.59 · 10−1 8.72 · 10−5 (174)
T-Treeschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance1 15.23 15.24 3 rs7539166 (TMEM51) 0.067 2.27 · 10−243 6.30 · 10−3 2.39 · 10−14 1.69 · 10−2 (9)1 87.97 87.97 2 rs4655988 0.237 9.50 · 10−1 5.00 · 10−1 8.89 · 10−2 3.02 · 10−4 (143)1 205.19 205.19 2 rs17012953 0.019 7.14 · 10−2 1 4.51 · 10−35 1.85 · 10−3 (38)1 209.90 209.92 2 rs1187768 0.310 3.92 · 10−1 3.16 · 10−1 1.89 · 10−1 1.08 · 10−3 (60)2 105.54 105.55 3 rs13425033 0.069 8.86 · 10−264 2.60 · 10−3 1.40 · 10−25 1.86 · 10−2 (8)2 126.13 126.16 4 rs12053356 0.313 6.29 · 10−1 9.66 · 10−1 7.35 · 10−1 5.10 · 10−4 (103)2 178.51 178.51 6 rs3821009 (PDE11A) 0.080 9.62 · 10−155 2.34 · 10−5 3.38 · 10−15 1.09 · 10−2 (13)2 223.68 223.70 2 rs1440065 0.072 2.00 · 10−274 9.17 · 10−3 5.40 · 10−26 2.16 · 10−2 (6)3 7.27 7.30 3 rs1605705 (GRM7 ) 0.178 1.99 · 10−1 2.95 · 10−1 8.96 · 10−3 7.59 · 10−4 (79)3 71.93 71.94 3 rs17665418 0.084 8.50 · 10−285 1.58 · 10−5 8.54 · 10−21 2.34 · 10−2 (3)3 141.43 141.44 4 rs9856460 (CLSTN2) 0.448 6.82 · 10−2 8.81 · 10−1 4.11 · 10−1 7.79 · 10−4 (77)4 17.87 17.90 6 rs1553460 0.308 1.28 · 10−104 2.88 · 10−5 1.16 · 10−22 4.41 · 10−3 (26)4 32.72 32.73 3 rs10022638 0.306 8.29 · 10−1 4.30 · 10−1 2.95 · 10−1 5.75 · 10−4 (91)4 186.09 186.11 4 rs13126272 (ACSL1) 0.335 2.15 · 10−65 3.02 · 10−2 1.08 · 10−3 1.35 · 10−3 (51)6 31.21 31.22 3 rs4959053 (PSORS1C1) 0.074 7.30 · 10−273 3.03 · 10−4 1.12 · 10−22 2.04 · 10−2 (7)6 32.17 32.79 41 rs9275572 0.361 8.57 · 10−1 8.80 · 10−1 1.20 · 10−60 2.05 · 10−3 (34)6 133.96 133.99 6 rs2677822 0.182 5.80 · 10−1 8.05 · 10−1 5.86 · 10−1 2.83 · 10−3 (30)7 66.40 66.42 6 rs4718582 0.056 2.34 · 10−2 3.99 · 10−1 3.06 · 10−75 7.06 · 10−3 (23)7 82.59 82.62 3 rs12670243 0.044 3.16 · 10−1 4.14 · 10−1 1.23 · 10−32 1.30 · 10−3 (52)7 121.03 121.04 2 rs10262109 0.036 6.30 · 10−4 1 5.80 · 10−75 8.22 · 10−3 (17)7 157.73 157.73 5 rs7789415 (PTPRN2) 0.043 1 2.55 · 10−6 2.45 · 10−66 8.08 · 10−3 (18)8 76.67 76.68 5 rs1449555 0.382 1.79 · 10−1 3.52 · 10−1 6.68 · 10−2 8.65 · 10−4 (69)8 90.26 90.26 2 rs1483373 0.032 2.50 · 10−1 2.45 · 10−1 5.92 · 10−1 3.43 · 10−4 (135)8 107.27 107.30 2 rs16874228 0.112 4.73 · 10−1 4.67 · 10−1 4.26 · 10−1 2.99 · 10−4 (144)8 118.44 118.46 2 rs1948674 0.038 6.04 · 10−122 3.32 · 10−2 6.97 · 10−1 6.00 · 10−3 (24)9 0.19 0.24 3 rs669980 0.348 2.32 · 10−85 1.05 · 10−1 8.12 · 10−15 3.63 · 10−3 (28)9 24.59 24.60 2 rs16908561 0.041 1.22 · 10−159 4.91 · 10−2 1.35 · 10−4 8.39 · 10−3 (15)10 53.94 53.97 4 rs1733720 0.042 7.67 · 10−1 1 7.14 · 10−1 2.01 · 10−3 (36)10 55.33 55.36 2 rs2121526 (PCDH15 ) 0.080 9.13 · 10−279 1.33 · 10−4 7.35 · 10−27 2.31 · 10−2 (5)11 93.02 93.03 3 rs10501805 0.033 1.06 · 10−4 1 1.73 · 10−62 5.74 · 10−3 (25)12 30.25 30.26 4 rs10743704 0.299 2.79 · 10−3 4.02 · 10−1 9.45 · 10−1 8.04 · 10−3 (19)12 57.73 57.74 3 rs2028720 0.268 2.68 · 10−1 2.96 · 10−1 2.87 · 10−1 6.41 · 10−4 (87)14 51.63 51.63 3 rs2144977 0.159 1.80 · 10−3 9.43 · 10−1 3.43 · 10−2 2.26 · 10−4 (165)14 76.20 76.21 2 rs17104722 0.029 5.81 · 10−2 1 4.88 · 10−27 1.68 · 10−3 (41)15 27.85 27.86 2 rs899848 (TJP1) 0.027 5.43 · 10−112 6.33 · 10−1 1.51 · 10−7 2.06 · 10−3 (33)15 83.99 84.00 2 rs16942813 (AKAP13) 0.052 5.22 · 10−206 2.10 · 10−2 1.27 · 10−14 1.12 · 10−2 (11)17 62.45 62.64 10 rs3785579 (CACNG1) 0.271 0 2.12 · 10−2 0 1.50 · 10−1 (1)17 76.21 76.23 4 rs7503807 (RPTOR ) 0.439 7.05 · 10−1 6.01 · 10−1 2.13 · 10−1 8.14 · 10−4 (75)18 33.34 33.36 5 rs4799934 (CELF4) 0.078 3.88 · 10−286 2.83 · 10−3 8.28 · 10−27 2.44 · 10−2 (2)18 74.55 74.58 3 rs2941794 0.202 4.51 · 10−11 1 2.80 · 10−11 4.72 · 10−4 (110)4 182.13 182.13 1 rs4532278 0.210 9.44 · 10−1 4.36 · 10−1 1 1.88 · 10−4 (194)6 31.83 31.83 1 rs707939 0.368 4.46 · 10−1 8.31 · 10−1 5.54 · 10−33 1.87 · 10−4 (195)
Table 7.15 RAwtccc: lists of regions identified by the Random Forests and the T-Trees methods.
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Type 1 diabetes
The large region (human mhc) on chromosome 6 is also reported in [Wel07] as being associated with type1 diabetes. Most of the signal identified by the tree-based methods on the two dataset versions is locatedin that region. More than 75% of the first 200 variables are located in the human mhc region. Additionally,
rs6679677 on chromosome 1p13 appears isolated but present among the 200 first variables in our fourexperiments. As suggested in [W+09], the removal of that strong signal captured by an important number ofmarkers should allow for the identification of other associated regions. On T1Dqc, the last region detectedby the T-Trees on chromosome 10 also contains a marker that has been removed by the wtccc.On T1Dwtccc, the tree-based methods also focused on other regions. These contain variables witha (really) strong deviation from hwe. Although these are extreme deviations, even the rf exploited manysurrounding variables meaning that this departure is not an isolated batch effect. To our knowledge, noassociation has been reported in these regions (for information: rs3805006 is located near ITPR1 geneand rs7078771 near NRG3. Several investigations [T+12a, vB+11, CvdLJJea11, vdL+07] found in these tworegions important deletions linked to other diseases).Note that rs9273363 is also detected by the approach of [P+12a].
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T1Dqc
Figure 7.12 The first 100 variables according to the tree based importance rankings for T1Dqc . The horizontal axiscorresponds to the ranks and the vertical axis to the variable importances. In the first column variablesare ordered according to random forests variable importances and in the second column they are orderedaccording to the T-Trees variable importances. In the first row, red highlights the reported stronglyassociated regions. In the second row, purple corresponds to rare variants (maf < 0.05). In the third row,green represents markers with a low Fisher p-value (< 10−6).
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T1Dwtccc
Figure 7.13 The first 100 variables according to the tree based importance rankings for T1Dwtccc . The horizontal axiscorresponds to the ranks and the vertical axis to the variable importances. In the first column variablesare ordered according to random forests variable importances and in the second column they are orderedaccording to the T-Trees variable importances. In the first row, red highlights the strongly associatedreported regions. In the second row, purple corresponds to rare variants (maf < 0.05). In the third row,orange highlights snps deviating from hwe and in the last row, green represents markers with a lowFisher p-value (< 10−6).
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Random Forestschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance6 30.47 30.47 2 rs3094703 0.172 3.91 · 10−2 4.85 · 10−1 1.91 · 10−29 4.17 · 10−4 (166)6 30.87 30.90 2 rs6930444 0.030 7.97 · 10−1 6.27 · 10−1 2.45 · 10−14 5.13 · 10−4 (144)6 31.17 31.20 2 rs3130544 0.188 6.20 · 10−2 2.75 · 10−1 3.79 · 10−35 5.53 · 10−4 (135)6 31.35 31.35 2 rs3132486 0.399 2.92 · 10−1 2.82 · 10−1 3.15 · 10−48 9.54 · 10−4 (103)6 31.44 33.06 185 rs9273363 0.467 5.05 · 10−3 6.34 · 10−1 0 6.90 · 10−2 (1)1 114.02 114.02 1 rs6679677 0.125 3.39 · 10−1 2.41 · 10−1 2.72 · 10−27 1.04 · 10−3 (91)
T-Treeschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance6 30.45 30.47 2 rs3094050 0.172 3.38 · 10−2 4.86 · 10−1 1.20 · 10−29 3.14 · 10−4 (174)6 30.87 30.90 3 rs6930444 0.030 7.97 · 10−1 6.27 · 10−1 2.45 · 10−14 3.85 · 10−4 (148)6 31.17 31.25 4 rs3130544 0.188 6.20 · 10−2 2.75 · 10−1 3.79 · 10−35 8.94 · 10−4 (84)6 31.35 31.35 2 rs3132486 0.399 2.92 · 10−1 2.82 · 10−1 3.15 · 10−48 1.16 · 10−3 (65)6 31.44 33.06 179 rs9273363 0.467 5.05 · 10−3 6.34 · 10−1 0 5.33 · 10−2 (1)10 131.97 132.00 2 rs7080464(1) 0.014 1 4.05 · 10−1 1.04 · 10−27 2.58 · 10−3 (32)1 114.02 114.02 1 rs6679677 0.125 3.39 · 10−1 2.41 · 10−1 2.72 · 10−27 9.95 · 10−4 (76)6 30.71 30.71 1 rs2394390 0.037 5.18 · 10−1 1 1.93 · 10−14 2.57 · 10−4 (198)6 31.02 31.02 1 rs3132581 0.191 2.90 · 10−3 7.32 · 10−1 1.57 · 10−22 2.67 · 10−4 (187)
Table 7.16 T1Dqc: lists of regions identified by the Random Forests and the T-Trees methods.
Random Forestschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance3 4.78 4.78 7 rs3805006 (ITPR1) 0.378 7.50 · 10−175 4.27 · 10−2 7.16 · 10−96 5.16 · 10−2 (1)6 31.35 31.35 2 rs2524067 0.218 5.39 · 10−1 5.65 · 10−1 1.02 · 10−35 4.24 · 10−4 (188)6 31.45 31.46 6 rs2853986 0.170 3.42 · 10−2 4.47 · 10−1 2.97 · 10−41 8.30 · 10−4 (130)6 31.55 33.06 164 rs9273363 0.467 5.83 · 10−3 6.01 · 10−1 0 4.46 · 10−2 (2)10 84.68 84.72 10 rs7078771 (NRG3) 0.076 3.31 · 10−257 5.46 · 10−5 5.42 · 10−15 1.86 · 10−2 (7)13 82.21 82.33 5 rs4254200 0.468 3.58 · 10−132 5.95 · 10−1 6.20 · 10−29 9.84 · 10−3 (18)1 114.02 114.02 1 rs6679677 0.126 3.77 · 10−1 2.41 · 10−1 2.43 · 10−26 5.01 · 10−4 (172)6 30.87 30.87 1 rs6930444 0.030 7.95 · 10−1 6.26 · 10−1 1.92 · 10−13 4.89 · 10−4 (177)6 31.17 31.17 1 rs3130544 0.189 5.24 · 10−2 2.74 · 10−1 6.74 · 10−34 4.38 · 10−4 (186)
T-Treeschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance3 4.78 4.78 9 rs3805006 (ITPR1) 0.378 7.50 · 10−175 4.27 · 10−2 7.16 · 10−96 3.51 · 10−2 (2)3 146.99 146.99 5 rs6440373 0.464 1.15 · 10−61 1.67 · 10−2 9.13 · 10−11 4.64 · 10−3 (17)6 31.35 31.35 2 rs3132486 0.399 2.89 · 10−1 2.96 · 10−1 4.15 · 10−47 8.37 · 10−4 (111)6 31.45 33.06 156 rs9273363 0.467 5.83 · 10−3 6.01 · 10−1 0 3.70 · 10−2 (1)10 84.67 84.68 3 rs7078771 (NRG3) 0.076 3.31 · 10−257 5.46 · 10−5 5.42 · 10−15 1.84 · 10−2 (4)11 113.31 113.31 5 rs1176741 (HTR3B) 0.029 3.80 · 10−1 1.19 · 10−1 1.12 · 10−1 2.49 · 10−3 (37)13 82.20 82.31 7 rs7332105 0.424 9.63 · 10−1 8.21 · 10−1 3.07 · 10−1 1.72 · 10−2 (5)16 28.48 28.50 2 rs9924471 (CCDC101) 0.169 1.74 · 10−16 4.69 · 10−1 1.40 · 10−8 6.02 · 10−4 (135)17 69.45 69.46 2 rs12103453 0.393 2.66 · 10−24 6.06 · 10−1 8.71 · 10−9 7.31 · 10−4 (120)1 114.02 114.02 1 rs6679677 0.126 3.77 · 10−1 2.41 · 10−1 2.43 · 10−26 4.12 · 10−4 (182)6 30.87 30.87 1 rs6930444 0.030 7.95 · 10−1 6.26 · 10−1 1.92 · 10−13 3.58 · 10−4 (194)6 31.17 31.17 1 rs3130544 0.189 5.24 · 10−2 2.74 · 10−1 6.74 · 10−34 6.25 · 10−4 (130)6 31.25 31.25 1 rs887464 0.482 6.00 · 10−4 7.38 · 10−3 1.30 · 10−30 4.24 · 10−4 (179)
Table 7.17 T1Dwtccc: lists of regions identified by the Random Forests and the T-Trees methods.
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Type 2 diabetes
On Figures 7.14 and 7.15, Random Forests on T2Dqc detected a few reported regions in the 100 firstvariables. In the three other experiments, a few such variables were selected but at much lower ranks.Again, in the absence of strong deviation from hwe, rare variants are preferentially selected on T2Dqc whilemany snps with low hwe p-values are found in the 10 first variables on T2Dwtccc.We notice that FAT3 gene (represented by rs10501796 and rs10501795) is selected in the four exper-iments. The ZFAT region is reported in a multi marker analysis ([FZ10]) and is detected by the T-Trees inboth dataset versions. Also, rs959880 located in MCF2L2 gene which is reported as associated with type 2diabetes in [T+08]. Similarly, rs13126272 located in ACSL1 is reported in [Z+13].Finally, on T2Dwtccc, we note the presence of rs7077039 which is also reported in [P+12a]. And, on
T2Dqc, rs10212068 was selected again as the most important one by the T-Trees.
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Figure 7.14 The first 100 variables according to the tree based importance rankings for T2Dqc . The horizontal axiscorresponds to the ranks and the vertical axis to the variable importances. In the first column variablesare ordered according to random forests variable importances and in the second column they are orderedaccording to the T-Trees variable importances. In the first row, red highlights the reported stronglyassociated regions. In the second row, purple corresponds to rare variants (maf < 0.05). In the third row,green represents markers with a low Fisher p-value (< 10−6).
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Figure 7.15 The first 100 variables according to the tree based importance rankings for T2Dwtccc . The horizontal axiscorresponds to the ranks and the vertical axis to the variable importances. In the first column variablesare ordered according to random forests variable importances and in the second column they are orderedaccording to the T-Trees variable importances. In the first row, red highlights the strongly associatedreported regions. In the second row, purple corresponds to rare variants (maf < 0.05). In the third row,orange highlights snps deviating from hwe and in the last row, green represents markers with a lowFisher p-value (< 10−6).
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Random Forestschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance3 154.52 154.52 2 rs10513440 0.201 3.88 · 10−1 2.71 · 10−3 3.72 · 10−4 3.05 · 10−4 (84)5 10.65 10.66 2 rs17761026 (ANKRD33B) 0.111 5.40 · 10−5 1 2.84 · 10−3 2.56 · 10−4 (100)5 82.93 82.97 2 rs6865544 0.010 3.89 · 10−1 1 1.52 · 10−5 3.02 · 10−4 (86)6 20.75 20.83 2 rs9348440 (CDKAL1) 0.137 3.63 · 10−2 8.16 · 10−2 1.80 · 10−4 4.51 · 10−4 (49)9 117.69 117.80 4 rs488101 0.363 4.53 · 10−8 5.87 · 10−1 6.54 · 10−7 8.82 · 10−4 (27)10 28.62 28.64 2 rs11007003 0.068 1.31 · 10−2 8.63 · 10−2 2.70 · 10−2 2.26 · 10−4 (112)10 84.07 84.08 2 rs11193797 (NRG3) 0.083 9.13 · 10−3 6.65 · 10−3 4.34 · 10−1 2.49 · 10−4 (102)10 114.74 114.80 10 rs7077039 (TCF7L2) 0.483 1 1.48 · 10−1 3.78 · 10−12 8.66 · 10−4 (28)11 16.84 16.88 3 rs392981 (PLEKHA7 ) 0.094 1.62 · 10−1 9.96 · 10−3 1.29 · 10−1 1.89 · 10−4 (131)11 44.89 44.89 2 rs11038203 (TSPAN18) 0.005 1 1 3.83 · 10−9 4.39 · 10−3 (12)11 92.07 92.09 3 rs10501796 (FAT3) 0.005 1 1 4.28 · 10−9 3.88 · 10−3 (14)12 96.80 96.93 4 rs10492267 0.026 9.73 · 10−8 8.07 · 10−1 7.56 · 10−30 4.38 · 10−2 (2)23 118.19 118.20 2 rs9988376 0.043 1 7.54 · 10−1 6.40 · 10−2 1.48 · 10−4 (171)3 55.29 55.29 1 rs358806 0.199 7.92 · 10−6 2.33 · 10−2 4.68 · 10−1 3.57 · 10−4 (68)3 150.03 150.03 1 rs16861027 0.034 3.06 · 10−2 7.28 · 10−1 1.88 · 10−5 3.05 · 10−4 (83)5 122.49 122.49 1 rs6872465 0.018 3.37 · 10−1 4.16 · 10−1 3.62 · 10−5 1.78 · 10−4 (140)8 98.43 98.43 1 rs2679765 0.169 1.84 · 10−2 1.71 · 10−2 4.65 · 10−3 3.56 · 10−4 (70)12 18.47 18.47 1 rs12581163 0.171 5.19 · 10−3 3.67 · 10−3 1.72 · 10−1 3.30 · 10−4 (75)16 52.37 52.37 1 rs8050136 0.422 7.44 · 10−2 9.70 · 10−1 3.90 · 10−8 1.38 · 10−4 (196)
T-Treeschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance1 18.82 18.84 4 rs2789336(1) 0.006 1 1 2.34 · 10−11 1.50 · 10−3 (23)1 30.67 30.68 6 rs12031413(1) 0.004 1 1 2.77 · 10−15 5.23 · 10−3 (7)1 86.93 86.98 4 rs1208054 0.220 6.51 · 10−1 5.49 · 10−1 1.41 · 10−1 3.68 · 10−3 (10)1 164.79 164.87 9 rs275145(GPR161)(1) 0.004 1 1 3.02 · 10−16 6.49 · 10−3 (5)1 165.12 165.12 3 rs2300564 (LOC100505918) 0.405 4.52 · 10−1 6.21 · 10−1 9.83 · 10−1 2.14 · 10−4 (83)2 5.37 5.39 6 rs1453783(3) 0.374 5.00 · 10−1 1.62 · 10−2 3.05 · 10−1 1.04 · 10−3 (26)2 10.90 10.91 3 rs902133(1) 0.005 1 1 2.82 · 10−12 3.47 · 10−3 (11)2 53.60 53.61 3 rs903228 0.058 7.28 · 10−1 5.61 · 10−1 3.29 · 10−5 2.67 · 10−4 (74)3 7.92 7.93 6 rs10510375 0.004 1 1 4.47 · 10−7 5.82 · 10−4 (41)3 66.59 66.60 2 rs3845903 (LRIG1) 0.006 1 1 4.54 · 10−11 1.01 · 10−3 (27)3 154.52 154.56 2 rs10513440 0.201 3.88 · 10−1 2.71 · 10−3 3.72 · 10−4 1.66 · 10−4 (100)3 163.64 163.70 5 rs9858104 0.421 2.62 · 10−1 3.89 · 10−1 1.50 · 10−1 5.02 · 10−4 (48)4 1.11 1.12 4 rs6826705 0.298 2.30 · 10−1 1.61 · 10−1 8.21 · 10−1 1.06 · 10−3 (25)4 33.74 33.78 3 rs10517298 0.090 2.76 · 10−1 4.89 · 10−1 4.23 · 10−1 1.67 · 10−4 (99)4 116.14 116.14 2 rs7666328(NDST4)(3) 0.033 1.80 · 10−1 2.82 · 10−3 2.48 · 10−7 3.23 · 10−4 (66)5 14.68 14.70 2 rs153822 0.049 1.53 · 10−1 1.36 · 10−2 5.03 · 10−1 1.17 · 10−4 (127)6 32.85 32.87 10 rs17429127 0.067 7.15 · 10−1 5.53 · 10−2 1 2.88 · 10−3 (13)7 47.52 47.52 4 rs7792409 0.220 7.45 · 10−1 3.58 · 10−1 3.19 · 10−1 6.41 · 10−4 (38)7 50.31 50.31 2 rs11575518 (DDC ) 0.015 1 1 6.72 · 10−1 8.38 · 10−5 (177)8 32.07 32.09 3 rs16878847 (NRG1) 0.002 1 1 1.46 · 10−9 1.52 · 10−3 (21)8 37.16 37.16 2 rs7826024 0.005 1 1 1.61 · 10−1 4.57 · 10−4 (50)8 135.58 135.65 12 rs1372662 (ZFAT ) 0.332 6.83 · 10−1 3.22 · 10−1 9.30 · 10−1 8.85 · 10−3 (4)9 117.78 117.82 6 rs2151370 0.377 6.61 · 10−1 7.86 · 10−1 7.41 · 10−2 6.27 · 10−3 (6)10 77.12 77.12 2 rs7082404 0.004 1 1 6.98 · 10−7 2.37 · 10−4 (79)10 114.74 114.78 3 rs7077039 (TCF7L2) 0.483 1 1.48 · 10−1 3.78 · 10−12 8.50 · 10−5 (174)11 44.89 44.89 3 rs11038203 (TSPAN18) 0.005 1 1 3.83 · 10−9 1.08 · 10−3 (24)11 92.07 92.09 8 rs10501795 (FAT3) 0.009 1 1 5.12 · 10−1 4.71 · 10−3 (8)12 10.27 10.28 2 rs2900385 0.019 1 6.25 · 10−1 6.00 · 10−1 3.26 · 10−4 (65)12 96.80 96.93 11 rs10492267 0.026 9.73 · 10−8 8.07 · 10−1 7.56 · 10−30 1.87 · 10−2 (2)15 42.65 42.75 2 rs2277610 (SPG11) 0.006 1 1.01 · 10−1 1 3.40 · 10−4 (60)17 14.28 14.29 2 rs7221370(1) 0.003 1 1 1.39 · 10−6 5.59 · 10−4 (42)18 27.45 27.45 2 rs974676 0.349 7.66 · 10−1 1.70 · 10−1 7.95 · 10−1 1.40 · 10−4 (111)18 41.08 41.12 3 rs7235815(SLC14A2)(1) 0.007 1 1 3.29 · 10−3 2.30 · 10−4 (81)22 35.97 36.02 9 rs10212068(3) 0.028 1 2.64 · 10−3 8.47 · 10−62 3.55 · 10−2 (1)23 40.10 40.10 2 rs952836 0.328 1.59 · 10−4 6.41 · 10−2 3.04 · 10−2 2.00 · 10−4 (86)5 82.93 82.93 1 rs6865544 0.010 3.89 · 10−1 1 1.52 · 10−5 9.56 · 10−5 (158)
Table 7.18 T2Dqc: lists of regions identified by the Random Forests and the T-Trees methods.
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Random Forestschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance2 25.31 25.36 3 rs2164411 0.153 1.45 · 10−17 1.95 · 10−1 4.46 · 10−4 2.98 · 10−3 (26)4 6.06 6.08 9 rs16837871 0.150 3.34 · 10−26 2.84 · 10−1 8.97 · 10−25 1.25 · 10−2 (7)4 186.09 186.11 4 rs13126272 (ACSL1) 0.340 4.19 · 10−43 3.02 · 10−2 3.11 · 10−6 3.79 · 10−3 (18)5 34.78 34.79 2 rs2048646 (RAI14) 0.231 3.77 · 10−23 1.67 · 10−1 3.84 · 10−2 2.77 · 10−3 (28)5 117.00 117.07 17 rs2416472 0.313 2.21 · 10−20 9.35 · 10−1 2.06 · 10−16 6.69 · 10−3 (11)6 20.75 20.83 2 rs9465871 (CDKAL1) 0.194 2.29 · 10−1 4.36 · 10−2 1.38 · 10−6 1.53 · 10−4 (150)6 46.01 46.03 8 rs3777582 (CLIC5 ) 0.082 4.40 · 10−295 1.29 · 10−4 6.76 · 10−30 7.11 · 10−2 (2)6 107.25 107.26 2 rs10499044 0.099 3.75 · 10−13 1.97 · 10−3 7.06 · 10−22 6.23 · 10−3 (12)7 136.22 136.37 6 rs1477523 (LOC349160) 0.053 2.97 · 10−189 5.95 · 10−3 3.58 · 10−8 3.27 · 10−2 (5)8 17.51 17.52 2 rs2517202 (PDGFRL) 0.006 1 1 2.21 · 10−8 5.93 · 10−4 (79)8 19.35 19.53 19 rs17480050 (CSGALNACT1) 0.114 0 1 0 1.81 · 10−1 (1)9 117.69 117.79 2 rs488101 0.364 3.77 · 10−8 6.12 · 10−1 6.93 · 10−7 2.15 · 10−4 (128)10 114.74 114.80 9 rs7077039 (TCF7L2) 0.484 1 1.35 · 10−1 4.20 · 10−12 2.63 · 10−4 (113)11 10.16 10.19 5 rs11042656 (SBF2) 0.076 8.28 · 10−274 5.07 · 10−4 8.38 · 10−26 6.06 · 10−2 (4)11 92.07 92.09 3 rs10501796 (FAT3) 0.005 1 1 1.23 · 10−8 8.40 · 10−4 (61)11 113.02 113.31 19 rs17116117 (HTR3B) 0.053 8.32 · 10−5 1.16 · 10−1 3.41 · 10−31 1.22 · 10−2 (8)12 96.85 96.93 3 rs10492267 0.026 6.38 · 10−8 8.03 · 10−1 8.53 · 10−30 1.25 · 10−2 (6)16 58.89 58.90 2 rs9889057 0.360 3.84 · 10−32 1.04 · 10−1 3.94 · 10−5 9.69 · 10−4 (55)21 26.95 27.00 17 rs226261 0.374 1.10 · 10−53 9.03 · 10−1 6.75 · 10−8 1.04 · 10−2 (9)22 23.76 23.88 10 rs11705626 (KIAA1671) 0.081 8.08 · 10−28 5.83 · 10−2 1.06 · 10−96 6.27 · 10−2 (3)23 0.49 0.64 2 rs5988334 0.216 3.42 · 10−3 2.06 · 10−3 3.31 · 10−6 3.20 · 10−4 (104)3 55.29 55.29 1 rs358806 0.201 7.67 · 10−6 2.00 · 10−2 4.82 · 10−1 9.38 · 10−5 (200)5 82.93 82.93 1 rs6865544 0.010 3.93 · 10−1 1 1.28 · 10−5 1.66 · 10−4 (144)8 98.43 98.43 1 rs2679765 0.170 2.28 · 10−2 2.36 · 10−2 2.39 · 10−3 1.38 · 10−4 (158)11 94.53 94.53 1 rs11021059 0.106 8.26 · 10−1 2.98 · 10−6 1.86 · 10−3 1.11 · 10−4 (179)12 18.47 18.47 1 rs12581163 0.171 3.97 · 10−3 5.05 · 10−3 1.17 · 10−1 1.93 · 10−4 (134)
T-Treeschr start end size rsid maf hwecase hwecontrol p-value importance1 22.10 22.15 4 rs2473324 (CDC42) 0.069 1 2.44 · 10−1 7.75 · 10−1 4.45 · 10−4 (88)1 75.68 75.68 2 rs13373826 (SLC44A5 ) 0.148 1.01 · 10−10 4.32 · 10−1 1.43 · 10−1 5.25 · 10−4 (82)1 80.57 80.57 4 rs1896250 0.396 8.04 · 10−3 9.37 · 10−1 4.19 · 10−4 3.59 · 10−4 (101)1 86.95 86.98 3 rs1208054 0.219 4.34 · 10−1 5.10 · 10−1 1.75 · 10−1 1.30 · 10−3 (49)1 89.44 89.44 2 rs11587221 (GBP5 ) 0.421 3.51 · 10−1 6.22 · 10−1 3.78 · 10−1 1.03 · 10−3 (59)2 25.31 25.36 3 rs2164411 0.153 1.45 · 10−17 1.95 · 10−1 4.46 · 10−4 1.56 · 10−3 (44)3 184.57 184.57 3 rs959880 (MCF2L2) 0.146 2.65 · 10−2 2.65 · 10−1 9.53 · 10−1 4.40 · 10−4 (91)4 6.02 6.06 8 rs16837871 0.150 3.34 · 10−26 2.84 · 10−1 8.97 · 10−25 9.49 · 10−3 (12)4 186.09 186.11 5 rs13126272 (ACSL1) 0.340 4.19 · 10−43 3.02 · 10−2 3.11 · 10−6 2.65 · 10−3 (30)5 34.78 34.79 2 rs334912 (RAI14) 0.457 3.11 · 10−1 1.19 · 10−1 4.41 · 10−1 4.92 · 10−3 (20)5 117.02 117.07 10 rs17411921 0.336 1 3.66 · 10−1 3.45 · 10−1 9.94 · 10−3 (10)6 46.01 46.02 6 rs3777582 (CLIC5 ) 0.082 4.40 · 10−295 1.29 · 10−4 6.76 · 10−30 4.88 · 10−2 (2)6 93.79 93.81 7 rs503319 0.195 4.33 · 10−1 8.58 · 10−1 2.49 · 10−1 2.67 · 10−3 (28)6 107.25 107.26 3 rs10499044 0.099 3.75 · 10−13 1.97 · 10−3 7.06 · 10−22 2.96 · 10−3 (26)7 136.26 136.27 6 rs1477523 (LOC349160) 0.053 2.97 · 10−189 5.95 · 10−3 3.58 · 10−8 2.39 · 10−2 (5)8 19.35 19.51 16 rs17480050 (CSGALNACT1) 0.114 0 1 0 9.73 · 10−2 (1)8 37.16 37.16 2 rs7826024 0.005 1 1 1.96 · 10−1 2.38 · 10−4 (129)8 55.10 55.23 6 rs11984645 0.142 1.17 · 10−8 1 4.32 · 10−1 1.05 · 10−3 (56)8 135.58 135.65 9 rs1372662 (ZFAT ) 0.333 7.97 · 10−1 3.39 · 10−1 9.47 · 10−1 4.16 · 10−3 (22)9 117.79 117.81 3 rs2151370 0.377 6.94 · 10−1 8.45 · 10−1 6.89 · 10−2 2.99 · 10−3 (25)11 10.12 10.19 6 rs11042656 (SBF2) 0.076 8.28 · 10−274 5.07 · 10−4 8.38 · 10−26 4.37 · 10−2 (3)11 44.89 44.89 2 rs11038203 (TSPAN18) 0.005 1 1 1.17 · 10−8 3.40 · 10−4 (103)11 55.32 55.35 2 rs17501618 0.054 3.63 · 10−3 7.29 · 10−4 3.77 · 10−1 2.20 · 10−4 (140)11 92.09 92.09 2 rs10501795 (FAT3) 0.009 1 1 5.04 · 10−1 1.60 · 10−3 (42)11 113.28 113.31 7 rs1176741 (HTR3B) 0.031 1 1.19 · 10−1 6.75 · 10−1 1.35 · 10−2 (8)12 96.85 96.91 7 rs10860262 0.042 7.79 · 10−1 3.50 · 10−1 7.18 · 10−1 7.21 · 10−3 (14)12 124.08 124.09 3 rs879993 (AACS) 0.137 2.47 · 10−18 2.66 · 10−3 8.45 · 10−2 2.91 · 10−4 (114)14 59.81 59.83 3 rs7154773 (PPM1A) 0.358 4.62 · 10−1 1.96 · 10−1 6.27 · 10−2 2.72 · 10−4 (121)14 86.39 86.39 2 rs1362719 0.449 1.92 · 10−21 7.84 · 10−5 9.63 · 10−6 5.01 · 10−4 (84)15 21.57 21.58 3 rs17117531 0.022 1.95 · 10−92 6.26 · 10−1 1.05 · 10−2 6.92 · 10−3 (16)15 32.00 32.03 6 rs597414 (AVEN) 0.274 1.71 · 10−15 5.92 · 10−2 8.69 · 10−3 2.35 · 10−3 (34)16 58.89 58.90 2 rs10500428 0.351 1.61 · 10−1 2.25 · 10−1 8.62 · 10−1 6.60 · 10−3 (18)17 40.43 40.47 3 rs9915259 (DCAKD) 0.207 3.34 · 10−1 5.35 · 10−1 7.39 · 10−1 8.50 · 10−4 (66)17 50.27 50.29 2 rs2934884 0.196 7.13 · 10−1 4.16 · 10−1 4.48 · 10−1 1.87 · 10−4 (150)21 26.95 27.00 13 rs2830322 0.191 9.41 · 10−1 5.51 · 10−1 9.79 · 10−1 1.69 · 10−2 (7)22 23.72 23.88 13 rs11705626 (KIAA1671) 0.081 8.08 · 10−28 5.83 · 10−2 1.06 · 10−96 2.70 · 10−2 (4)
Table 7.19 T2Dwtccc: lists of regions identified by the Random Forests and the T-Trees methods.
7.4. OVERALL REMARKS 1417.4 Overall remarks
Although the studies reported in the present chapter are less extensive and detailed than our study of Chapter6, we believe that they provide good insight on how the tree-based methods behave on real-life datasets inthe gwas field.Most importantly, in terms of predictive power, our novel T-Trees method produced consistently betterauc values than the standard Random Forests on every dataset. These promising auc increases validateour previous investigation of the Crohn’s disease dataset. Taking into account the structured nature of thevariables in the genomic context has proven to be profitable. Even though we saw with the Random Foreststhat the most important variables already appeared in groups, we believe it confirms that the treatment ofseveral neighbouring variables at once as in the T-Trees method allows to take advantage over RandomForests type of methods. Indeed, in the Random Forests, the chance of exploiting several markers in a regionare lower. Constructing the “right” cascade of nodes might take longer while the T-Trees directly focuses itsefforts on grouped variables and their local structure.The analysis of variable importances pointed out that some markers showing particularities were prefer-entially considered as important for both of the tree-based methods. For example, with “our” quality controlfilters, some variables that were excluded from the wtccc datasets appeared in our top rankings. Most ofthese were rare variants with a missing rate > 1% or discriminant for the two sub-group of controls. Forexample, we noticed the recurrent presence of a marker (rs10212068) on all of our qc datasets. That markerwas selected by both Random Forests and T-Trees, although it was not always reported in the RandomForests tables as it appeared alone.On the other hand, for the wtccc dataset versions, many markers strongly deviating from the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium were spotted in the most important descriptor listings. Strangely, while this filter iscommonly accepted has being good exclusion criteria, it is also disputed ([ZVSW10]). We discovered thatwhen such variables were exploited in a forest, they were “followed” by many of their neighbours. In addition,these particularities allowed in some cases to detect signals there were not reported in the wtccc study.We also found out similarities with our findings to those of other investigations of the same datasetspointing to some of these (rare or deviating form hwe) variables. This might indicate that, while these markersare set aside and discarded from classical studies due to the lack of statistical power, they might reveal trueassociations with the use of different and maybe more powerful approaches.Interestingly, we identified some markers located in genes reported posterior to the wtccc genome-wideassociation study and in other datasets. Some of these markers are rare variants and might have beenunderestimated due to the lack of power of classical univariate approaches in the wtccc study. Differentsets of individuals may have increased the chance of identifying such regions as it might have changed theobserved allele frequencies.With the T-Trees, we also noticed some similarities with other research findings. These researches werefocused either on finding epistatic interactions or detecting “super-allele” associations allowing them tospot loci that were unknown before. Although these finding were a few (and might be questionable), theymight as well point that such approaches are currently underestimated in addition to reinforcing our primarymotivations/intuitions that lead to the T-Trees approach.Of course, we are aware that some of our findings obviously point to spurious associations, but still,these are statistical associations. Beside that, we also showed that the tree-based methods were able tospot many of the reported regions, and not only the ones that were discovered by the wtccc study but a fewmore. Although we were not always able to link regions to the literature findings, we noticed in some casesa strong consistency among experiments involving the same phenotype. It has to be noted that we mostlydiscussed markers directly located in genes but some of the most important ones might also be locatedoutside genes. They can still be in linkage disequilibrium with many others.Finally, we mainly looked at the 100 first variables. In cases like T1D or RA, where an important
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number of snps are expected to be associated, one might want to look further down and see what is foundjust below in the rankings or to remove the regions from the candidate attributes to discover what else ispopping out in the top rankings.
Part III
Conclusion
143
Chapter 8
Closure
Below we first summarise our research pathway, and then we report our main findings, and finally wesuggest further research and development directions.
8.1 Epitome
The initial objective of this thesis was to study the application of state-of-the-art tree-based supervisedlearning methods in the context of genome-wide association studies of complex diseases, with a twofoldgoal, namely, on the one hand, the inference of predictive models of the disease risk from available datasets,and, on the other hand, the identification of the genetic information contained in these datasets and that isuseful for making these predictions. To this end, we have considered both existing methods (such as RandomForests, and Extra-Trees) and designed a novel algorithm (called T-Trees) which is tailored to the strongcorrelations among genetic markers stemming from the so-called genetic linkage. To study and comparethese three algorithms, we have developed our own software package, and designed sound and reproducibleempirical protocols, and applied them both on synthetic and on real datasets.The organisation of this manuscript reflects the main steps of our research: in Part I, we analyse the state-of-the art in the application field of genome wide association studies and in supervised machine learning,and subsequently describe in details the three tree-based ensemble methods that we have implemented andapplied in our research; in Part II, we report our empirical investigations, in three successive steps, namelyi.) a preliminary study on simulated datasets yielding controlled conditions with known ground-truth andallowing for a first sanity check of the T-Trees methods, in ideal conditions; ii.) a detailed study on agiven real-life dataset concerning Crohn’s disease, where we try to understand the main features of thethree different algorithms in terms of predictive accuracy and capability of identification of relevant geneticinformation, and their sensitivity with respect to various kinds of quality control procedures and algorithmicparameters; iii.) a systematic study, where we confirm, on 7 different datasets from the Welcome-Trust-Consortium, the main outcomes of our study on the Crohn’s disease, while using default parameter settings.In addition to the main scientific questions that we have addressed during our research, we have alsodevoted a significant amount of efforts to develop our simulation and supervised learning software and to findout relevant ways of presenting the information extracted by these methods from the datasets. Notice thatmany of the side-simulations that we carried out during our work are not reported in this thesis. For example,we did not report the non-conclusive results of our study of the average genetic distances within cases andcontrol sub-cohorts, a study that was aimed at finding out whether sample “stratification” was presentand responsible of some of the abnormally high auc values that we observed. We also tried out differentalgorithmic versions of the supervised learning methods, before settling our final choices documented in thismanuscript. In particular, during these latter investigations we found out that the kind of normalisation of the
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splitting score measures used in tree-based methods may have a major impact on their intrinsic properties(some of these results are reported in Appendix A), and hence led us to choose the least biased normalisationin order to carry out our tests in Part II of the thesis.
8.2 Main findings
• Overall, the paradigm of tree-based ensemble supervised learning methods that we investigated inthis thesis constitutes an interesting approach in the gwas context, due to their intrinsic algorithmicproperties. Some of their core features have shown to be particularly well suited in this context, sincethey were able to effectively classify individuals given their genotypes, and at the same time providedinformation for ranking genetic markers in terms of their relevance in these predictive models.
• We are confident in the observations we made along this thesis, as they generalised and remainedconsistent across many datasets and experiences. In particular, we found out that these methods arepotentially very sensitive to particular types of variables (rare variants, markers deviating from hwe),but we also observed that the overall decision tree forest behaviour stayed stable across the differentdatasets and experiences. Hence it is important to very well document the quality control proceduresused to pre-process datasets when these latter are exploited by supervised learning methods.
• We also found out that the way the splitting score measure is normalised may have a major im-pact on the outcome of applying these tree-based ensemble methods in the context of genome-wide-association-studies. In particular, the classical normalisation (called gain-ratio) used by many re-searchers appeared to be highly biased towards the selection of markers with small minor allelefrequencies, while the other normalisations are much more agnostic in this respect. We believe thatthis finding is an important one, since it links some internal “algorithmic details” (often neglected byresearchers) to some of the main outcomes of these methods (i.e. the variable importances). Henceit is important to report in a very precise way all algorithmic details about the supervised learningmethods used to exploit GWAS datasets.
• In terms of the predictive power, as assessed by our cross-validation protocol over multiple datasets,we found that the T-Trees method that we proposed in an attempt to take into account the block-wiselinkage disequilibrium structure of GWAS, outperforms in a significant and consistent way both RandomForests and Extra-Trees. Hence the exploitation of the structure of input variable dependencies is acredible avenue for tailoring supervised learning methods to GWAS datasets.
• Our empirical studies with the T-Trees method allowed us to identify two novel susceptibility lociin the context of Crohn’s disease, which according to our analysis are potentially relevant from thebiological point of view, and certainly indicative that this method approaches the datasets in a quitedifferent way than the classical state-of-the-art Random Forest types of methods. Hence, biologistsmight be interested by further analysing the actual relevance of these novel susceptibility regions andby using the T-Trees method to look at their own datasets.
8.3 Further work
With hindsight, our research certainly opens more new questions than it has been able to answer. In thefollowing lines we will organise the discussion of these many open questions into three parts, namely firstthose more specifically related to tree-based supervised learning algorithm development, then those relatedto the extension of our framework to the broad context of the genetical dissection of diseases and othercomplex phenotypes, and finally those related to practical implementation and use of our algorithms.
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8.3.1 Tree-based supervised learning methods
There are many possibilities for further enhancing the tree-based methods in order to better exploit thecorrelation structures among input variables of complex datasets.In particular, we would like to explicitly take into account the observed correlation structure in a givendataset when defining the blocks of input variables exploited by the T-Trees method. This could be achievedby combining in some way unsupervised learning methods (like clustering and Bayesian networks) with thetree-based supervised learning techniques.We would also like to extend our T-Trees method to other problem domains revealing similar geometricalcorrelation structures, such as time-series classification and image classification. Within this latter context, acomparison between our approach and the so-called ‘Segment and Combine’ paradigm already successfullyused in time-series and image classification [GMW06] would be of great interest.Finally, we believe that from a more theoretical point of view, it would be interesting to compare thetwo-level input variable handling approach used by our T-Trees method (and its possible variants) with thetwo-level structure of Group-LASSO-based supervised learning methods [MVDGB08, JOV09]. In particular,it would be of interest to compare these latter methods with our own algorithm on our datasets used in thisthesis.
8.3.2 Genetical dissection of complex phenotypes by supervised learning
In this context, we believe that one first practical problem that should be tackled in a better way is to copein a non ad-hoc way with missing information. In our research we have not worked on this aspect, but in ourapplications we had to fill in missing values in a rough way so as to be able to apply our algorithms. Thereshould be more elegant ways to treat this aspect of missing values, and many of these have been reportedin the literature, but not really investigated in the practice of GWAS.Second, the methods that we have developed have focused on the study of binary (e.g. case/control) traits,while non-binary and even quantitative traits have also to be studied. The adaptation of our algorithms ismore or less straightforward in principle; however, the empirical findings that we have reported have to beanalysed carefully when generalising the approach to non-binary traits. Specially, in the context of complexdiseases it is likely that the binary phenotype is only a very approximate representation of the informationthat is collected by physicians, and it is certainly of interest to hypothesise that such complex diseases areactually composed of many sub-syndromes, and if information were available about these sub-syndromes itcould as well be exploited by supervised learning.The fact that the individuals collected in GWAS studies can not in practice be assumed to be sampled inan i.i.d. fashion from a general population, notably because they are to a smaller or larger extent belongingto the same ’family’, and because of artefacts introduced by sample collection constraints and measurementprotocols, in particular due to the fact that environmental factors can not be fully eliminated by the experimentdesign, make the interpretation of the findings of multi-variable approaches difficult in comparison with thetraditional uni-variate approaches. Further work has to be carried out in order to find out ways to cancelsuch ’sampling and measurement artefacts’ when interpreting the notion of variable importance computed bysupervised learning algorithms. Also, we recommend to collect all information about the cases and controlsthat could have some influence on the observed phenotype, and about the measurement protocols that couldto some extent impact their recorded genetic information, so as to be then able to look at this information inconjunction with the genotypes, when analysing the datasets. The modern supervised learning methods areindeed able to exploit in the same way all sources of information, be they of genetic, of environmental, or ofexperimental nature.Given the progress in high-throughput sequencing technology, we can foresee that in the near futurewe will have at our disposal large cohorts of fully sequenced patients and controls. How to leverage the
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supervised learning methods, and in particular the tree-based ensemble methods studied in our thesis, tosuch scenarios is certainly the major research direction for the future in order to enable the best synergybetween computational and experimental methods in the pursue of the understanding of complex biology.
8.3.3 Software development and implementation
In spite of all the future research directions discussed above, we believe that the T-Trees method that wehave developed, is in its current form already of practical interest, together with the Random Forests andthe Extra-Trees.Therefore, we believe that it would be of interest to pack our software modules in such a way thatthey could be easily exploited by other researchers, and automatically take advantage of the growing grid-computing environments.To achieve this in the best way, we would need to collaborate with potential end-users and specialistsin the grid-computing technology.
Appendices
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Appendix A
Additional data related to Chapter 6
For the sake of readability and to keep the Chapter 6 uncluttered, we report here additional resultsgathered for the investigation conducted in Chapter 6.
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Figure A.1 The nine reported regions for Crohn’s disease on CDibd . In grey, the exact Fisher test based p-values, inblue random forest variable importances (K = 10000, T = 1000 and Nmin = 250), in orange the T-Treesvariable importances while the green boxes denote the T-Trees group importances (T = 1000, K = 1000,
IC = 5 and Nmin = 2000). The light grey shaded boxes delimit the nine regions as reported.
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# Chr Pos. snp rf imp. Fisher p-value χ2 p-value maf fmiss pmiss 0 1 2 hwe
0.0141 190 379 4051 2.14 · 10−1211 4 16454556 rs157613 9.02 · 10−2 1.13 · 10−14 3.93 · 10−15 0.0821 0.0133 6.08 · 10−1 0 376 2523 3.96 · 10−6
0.0155 190 3 1528 3.16 · 10−253
0.0100 116 205 4318 2.14 · 10−1072 1 117184091 rs12078461 4.95 · 10−2 7.19 · 10−13 2.37 · 10−13 0.0471 0.002 38 1.57 · 10−11 0 204 2727 4.91 · 10−2
0.0229 116 1 1591 2.51 · 10−182
0.0196 115 199 4280 8.68 · 10−1083 1 214857356 rs1933641 4.90 · 10−2 7.59 · 10−14 1.68 · 10−14 0.0467 0.006 13 2.25 · 10−17 0 198 2722 7.90 · 10−2
0.0423 115 1 1558 3.76 · 10−180
0.0540 699 1395 2339 1.58 · 10−704 4 17872130 rs1553460 4.09 · 10−2 1.59 · 10−31 6.55 · 10−32 0.315 0.0848 3.05 · 10−46 237 969 1483 2.88 · 10−5
0.002 29 462 426 856 5.84 · 10−93
0.0374 774 2498 1239 1.10 · 10−155 16 30227808 rs4471699 3.27 · 10−2 4.64 · 10−20 5.03 · 10−20 0.449 0.0143 4.20 · 10−26 672 1461 763 6.03 · 10−1
0.0761 102 1037 476 2.31 · 10−49
0.009 82 49 150 4441 3.99 · 10−486 4 38783368 rs6816863 1.49 · 10−2 2.86 · 10−1 2.73 · 10−1 0.0267 0.005 11 4.14 · 10−5 1 146 2776 1
0.0177 48 4 1665 4.18 · 10−89
0.0147 1091 2287 1239 5.76 · 10−17 16 30235818 rs11644392 1.34 · 10−2 2.20 · 10−1 2.14 · 10−1 0.484 0.0140 6.16 · 10−1 698 1437 762 6.83 · 10−1
0.0160 393 850 477 6.99 · 10−1
0.0226 1 444 4135 3.11 · 10−48 11 113306801 rs17116117 1.12 · 10−2 1.03 · 10−23 6.85 · 10−25 0.0487 0.004 08 1.23 · 10−28 0 183 2743 1.16 · 10−1
0.0538 1 261 1392 2.92 · 10−4
0.0397 616 2287 1597 7.51 · 10−69 10 125667027 rs7067790 7.82 · 10−3 1.10 · 10−7 1.12 · 10−7 0.391 0.0211 2.00 · 10−16 499 1369 1008 3.56 · 10−1
0.0709 117 918 589 4.18 · 10−22
0.006 62 0 419 4236 1.02 · 10−410 1 67417979 rs11209026 6.89 · 10−3 5.43 · 10−18 1.45 · 10−16 0.0450 0.009 19 4.43 · 10−3 0 342 2569 3.53 · 10−5
0.002 29 0 77 1667 1
0.0578 685 1612 2118 1.37 · 10−3311 4 186107089 rs13126272 6.24 · 10−3 3.65 · 10−5 3.39 · 10−5 0.338 0.0844 1.26 · 10−28 302 1123 1265 3.02 · 10−2
0.0132 383 489 853 5.00 · 10−58
0.0546 200 1926 2304 5.21 · 10−1712 3 18596095 rs12714959 5.42 · 10−3 5.06 · 10−7 5.48 · 10−7 0.263 0.0524 3.88 · 10−1 177 1208 1399 7.82 · 10−5
0.0584 23 718 905 1.74 · 10−23
0.0305 89 1234 3220 2.03 · 10−213 2 25364557 rs2164411 5.33 · 10−3 4.82 · 10−3 4.75 · 10−3 0.155 0.0266 4.35 · 10−2 86 764 2010 1.95 · 10−1
0.0372 3 470 1210 2.85 · 10−13
0.008 96 551 1860 2233 1.33 · 10−714 5 117033845 rs2416472 4.55 · 10−3 7.19 · 10−12 8.42 · 10−12 0.319 0.0136 1.22 · 10−6 345 1307 1246 9.35 · 10−1
0.001 14 206 553 987 2.40 · 10−17
0.001 71 611 2198 1869 3.95 · 10−115 16 30293004 rs11863150 4.13 · 10−3 6.41 · 10−1 6.32 · 10−1 0.366 0.002 38 2.72 · 10−1 379 1374 1178 4.98 · 10−1
0.000 572 232 824 691 6.07 · 10−1
0.0109 0 94 4541 116 1 87862563 rs17130103 4.08 · 10−3 1.10 · 10−12 2.34 · 10−10 0.0101 0.000 681 3.54 · 10−19 0 89 2847 1
0.0280 0 5 1694 1
0.007 47 0 49 4602 117 14 83044749 rs10144243 3.87 · 10−3 2.25 · 10−12 1.31 · 10−12 0.005 27 0.001 70 4.34 · 10−9 0 7 2926 1
0.0172 0 42 1676 1
0.000 854 790 2266 1626 118 10 125667065 rs17680424 3.44 · 10−3 9.83 · 10−1 9.74 · 10−1 0.411 0.000 681 6.32 · 10−1 500 1411 1025 7.03 · 10−1
0.001 14 290 855 601 6.57 · 10−1
0.0305 59 829 3655 1.31 · 10−119 2 132482534 rs4080478 3.27 · 10−3 3.64 · 10−3 3.35 · 10−3 0.104 0.0344 5.30 · 10−2 10 530 2297 1.44 · 10−4
0.0240 49 299 1358 2.69 · 10−8
0.000 854 21 610 4051 8.21 · 10−120 4 16453444 rs150260 2.85 · 10−3 9.32 · 10−2 9.08 · 10−2 0.0696 0.000 681 6.32 · 10−1 14 401 2521 7.85 · 10−1
0.001 14 7 209 1530 1
Table A.1 The 20 first markers according to the random forest variable importances (denoted rf imp. in the grayshaded column) on the CDwtccc datasets and the corresponding statistics. Green shaded cells refer tostatistics related to controls only while red shaded cells refer to cases only statistics.
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# Chr Pos. snp Fisher p-value χ2 p-value maf fmiss pmiss 0 1 2 hwe
0.0540 699 1395 2339 1.58 · 10−701 4 17872130 rs1553460 1.59 · 10−31 6.55 · 10−32 0.315 0.0848 3.05 · 10−46 237 969 1483 2.88 · 10−5
0.002 29 462 426 856 5.84 · 10−93
0.0226 1 444 4135 3.11 · 10−42 11 113306801 rs17116117 1.03 · 10−23 6.85 · 10−25 0.0487 0.004 08 1.23 · 10−28 0 183 2743 1.16 · 10−1
0.0538 1 261 1392 2.92 · 10−4
0.0374 774 2498 1239 1.10 · 10−153 16 30227808 rs4471699 4.64 · 10−20 5.03 · 10−20 0.449 0.0143 4.20 · 10−26 672 1461 763 6.03 · 10−1
0.0761 102 1037 476 2.31 · 10−49
0.006 62 0 419 4236 1.02 · 10−44 1 67417979 rs11209026 5.43 · 10−18 1.45 · 10−16 0.0450 0.009 19 4.43 · 10−3 0 342 2569 3.53 · 10−5
0.002 29 0 77 1667 1
0.007 90 374 1762 2513 9.18 · 10−35 16 49314382 rs2076756 3.00 · 10−15 1.76 · 10−15 0.270 0.005 45 1.67 · 10−2 174 1065 1683 7.62 · 10−1
0.0120 200 697 830 4.61 · 10−3
0.0141 190 379 4051 2.14 · 10−1216 4 16454556 rs157613 1.13 · 10−14 3.93 · 10−15 0.0821 0.0133 6.08 · 10−1 0 376 2523 3.96 · 10−6
0.0155 190 3 1528 3.16 · 10−253
0.0196 115 199 4280 8.68 · 10−1087 1 214857356 rs1933641 7.59 · 10−14 1.68 · 10−14 0.0467 0.006 13 2.25 · 10−17 0 198 2722 7.90 · 10−2
0.0423 115 1 1558 3.76 · 10−180
0.000 427 936 2354 1394 3.16 · 10−18 2 233940839 rs10210302 1.08 · 10−13 1.08 · 10−13 0.451 0.000 681 5.32 · 10−1 646 1530 760 1.98 · 10−2
0 290 824 634 4.26 · 10−1
0.001 07 933 2350 1398 3.45 · 10−19 2 233943769 rs6431654 1.24 · 10−13 1.29 · 10−13 0.450 0.001 36 6.57 · 10−1 645 1525 764 2.65 · 10−2
0.000 572 288 825 634 4.86 · 10−1
0.008 32 16 2 4629 3.57 · 10−4410 4 38445177 rs17615966 1.71 · 10−13 6.54 · 10−13 0.003 66 0.0112 4.15 · 10−3 0 1 2904 1
0.003 43 16 1 1725 1.45 · 10−38
0.000 427 937 2353 1394 3.30 · 10−111 2 233943448 rs6752107 1.76 · 10−13 1.83 · 10−13 0.451 0.000 681 5.32 · 10−1 646 1529 761 1.99 · 10−2
0 291 824 633 4.26 · 10−1
0.0668 30 836 3507 8.28 · 10−312 12 127945945 rs11060028 1.95 · 10−13 6.98 · 10−13 0.102 0.0317 2.42 · 10−34 29 622 2194 4.01 · 10−2
0.126 1 214 1313 5.30 · 10−3
0.001 92 113 1135 3429 9.98 · 10−213 5 40437266 rs17234657 2.37 · 10−13 1.10 · 10−13 0.146 0.001 70 7.35 · 10−1 51 629 2253 3.52 · 10−1
0.002 29 62 506 1176 4.18 · 10−1
0.001 28 589 2051 2040 3.85 · 10−214 1 67387537 rs11805303 3.70 · 10−13 2.91 · 10−13 0.345 0.001 36 1 313 1236 1385 1.36 · 10−1
0.001 14 276 815 655 3.94 · 10−1
0.002 99 935 2349 1388 3.15 · 10−115 2 233962410 rs3828309 5.06 · 10−13 5.34 · 10−13 0.452 0.003 40 5.90 · 10−1 645 1522 761 2.64 · 10−2
0.002 29 290 827 627 5.51 · 10−1
0.003 41 423 1817 2430 2.01 · 10−316 16 49302700 rs2066843 5.46 · 10−13 3.58 · 10−13 0.285 0.002 38 1.27 · 10−1 206 1106 1619 3.61 · 10−1
0.005 15 217 711 811 1.98 · 10−3
0.0100 116 205 4318 2.14 · 10−10717 1 117184091 rs12078461 7.19 · 10−13 2.37 · 10−13 0.0471 0.002 38 1.57 · 10−11 0 204 2727 4.91 · 10−2
0.0229 116 1 1591 2.51 · 10−182
0.0414 136 1478 2878 1.01 · 10−318 3 16454562 rs9839841 7.20 · 10−13 4.09 · 10−13 0.195 0.0201 1.54 · 10−20 80 831 1968 5.14 · 10−1
0.0772 56 647 910 2.30 · 10−6
0.001 71 661 2107 1910 4.07 · 10−219 5 40473705 rs9292777 7.53 · 10−13 8.86 · 10−13 0.367 0.001 70 1 468 1375 1090 3.34 · 10−1
0.001 72 193 732 820 1.24 · 10−1
0.0109 0 94 4541 120 1 87862563 rs17130103 1.10 · 10−12 2.34 · 10−10 0.0101 0.000 681 3.54 · 10−19 0 89 2847 1
0.0280 0 5 1694 1
Table A.2 The 20 first markers according to the Fisher p-value on the CDwtccc datasets and the correspondingstatistics. Green shaded cells refer to statistics related to controls only while red shaded cells refer tocases only statistics.
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# Chr Pos. snp Fisher p-value χ2 p-value maf fmiss pmiss 0 1 2 hwe
0.006 63 0 419 4226 1.03 · 10−41 1 67417979 rs11209026 8.24 · 10−18 2.09 · 10−16 0.0451 0.009 19 4.45 · 10−3 0 342 2568 3.52 · 10−5
0.002 30 0 77 1658 1
0.007 91 373 1758 2508 9.11 · 10−32 16 49314382 rs2076756 3.95 · 10−15 2.25 · 10−15 0.270 0.005 45 1.64 · 10−2 174 1065 1682 7.62 · 10−1
0.0121 199 693 826 4.50 · 10−3
0.001 71 113 1132 3423 9.90 · 10−23 5 40437266 rs17234657 1.72 · 10−13 8.09 · 10−14 0.146 0.001 70 1 51 628 2253 3.51 · 10−1
0.001 73 62 504 1170 4.18 · 10−1
0.000 428 936 2349 1389 3.30 · 10−14 2 233940839 rs10210302 2.22 · 10−13 2.31 · 10−13 0.452 0.000 681 5.33 · 10−1 646 1529 760 1.98 · 10−2
0 290 820 629 4.25 · 10−1
0.001 07 933 2345 1393 3.60 · 10−15 2 233943769 rs6431654 2.55 · 10−13 2.75 · 10−13 0.451 0.001 36 6.57 · 10−1 645 1524 764 2.91 · 10−2
0.000 575 288 821 629 4.85 · 10−1
0.000 428 937 2348 1389 3.45 · 10−16 2 233943448 rs6752107 3.61 · 10−13 3.89 · 10−13 0.452 0.000 681 5.33 · 10−1 646 1528 761 2.19 · 10−2
0 291 820 628 3.97 · 10−1
0.001 71 436 1923 2309 2.22 · 10−17 5 40481438 rs11957215 5.78 · 10−13 6.87 · 10−13 0.299 0.002 38 2.72 · 10−1 318 1272 1340 5.28 · 10−1
0.000 575 118 651 969 5.29 · 10−1
0.001 71 659 2102 1907 4.05 · 10−28 5 40473705 rs9292777 5.79 · 10−13 6.26 · 10−13 0.366 0.001 70 1 468 1374 1090 3.15 · 10−1
0.001 73 191 728 817 1.36 · 10−1
0.003 42 422 1813 2425 1.99 · 10−39 16 49302700 rs2066843 5.96 · 10−13 4.26 · 10−13 0.285 0.002 38 1.26 · 10−1 206 1106 1618 3.61 · 10−1
0.005 18 216 707 807 1.92 · 10−3
0.001 71 442 1924 2302 1.75 · 10−110 5 40483754 rs4957295 7.32 · 10−13 1.00 · 10−12 0.301 0.001 36 4.80 · 10−1 320 1277 1336 5.85 · 10−1
0.002 30 122 647 966 3.45 · 10−1
0.000 855 436 1921 2315 1.97 · 10−111 5 40478626 rs10213846 8.04 · 10−13 1.03 · 10−12 0.299 0.000 681 6.31 · 10−1 317 1273 1345 5.56 · 10−1
0.001 15 119 648 970 4.49 · 10−1
0.001 28 438 1918 2314 1.63 · 10−112 5 40490831 rs4957297 1.12 · 10−12 1.41 · 10−12 0.299 0.000 341 2.94 · 10−2 317 1274 1345 5.56 · 10−1
0.002 88 121 644 969 3.44 · 10−1
0.002 99 935 2344 1383 3.15 · 10−113 2 233962410 rs3828309 1.19 · 10−12 1.12 · 10−12 0.452 0.003 41 5.90 · 10−1 645 1521 761 2.89 · 10−2
0.002 30 290 823 622 5.18 · 10−1
0.001 28 583 2049 2038 5.58 · 10−214 1 67387537 rs11805303 1.24 · 10−12 1.02 · 10−12 0.344 0.001 36 1 313 1235 1385 1.36 · 10−1
0.001 15 270 814 653 5.45 · 10−1
0.000 428 430 1909 2335 1.61 · 10−115 5 40515944 rs6871834 1.96 · 10−12 2.32 · 10−12 0.296 0.000 341 1 309 1271 1356 6.72 · 10−1
0.000 575 121 638 979 2.28 · 10−1
0.001 07 438 1922 2311 1.85 · 10−116 5 40499496 rs4957300 2.30 · 10−12 2.67 · 10−12 0.300 0.001 70 1.65 · 10−1 316 1274 1342 6.14 · 10−1
0 122 648 969 3.46 · 10−1
0.000 855 499 1925 2248 4.72 · 10−317 16 49297083 rs17221417 6.88 · 10−12 5.53 · 10−12 0.313 0.000 681 6.31 · 10−1 256 1175 1504 2.24 · 10−1
0.001 15 243 750 744 1.60 · 10−2
0.0182 859 2227 1505 4.89 · 10−118 1 67400370 rs10489629 8.65 · 10−12 9.15 · 10−12 0.430 0.0191 5.74 · 10−1 614 1404 863 3.48 · 10−1
0.0167 245 823 642 5.06 · 10−1
0.001 07 349 1796 2526 2.32 · 10−119 5 40433109 rs16869934 1.00 · 10−11 1.28 · 10−11 0.267 0.000 681 3.68 · 10−1 252 1203 1480 7.54 · 10−1
0.001 73 97 593 1046 3.04 · 10−1
0 564 2094 2018 5.60 · 10−120 1 67406223 rs2201841 1.41 · 10−11 1.15 · 10−11 0.345 0 1 311 1251 1375 2.89 · 10−1
0 253 843 643 4.19 · 10−1
Table A.3 The 20 first markers according to the Fisher p-value on the CDibd datasets and the corresponding statistics.Green shaded cells refer to statistics related to controls only while red shaded cells refer to cases onlystatistics.
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Chr Pos. snp rf imp. tt imp. Fisher p-value χ2 p-value maf fmiss pmiss 0 1 2 hwe
0.007 47 358 1832 2461 5.07 · 10−12 81542598 rs11688716 1 · 10−6 6 · 10−6 7.65 · 10−3 7.45 · 10−3 0.274 0.008 85 1.65 · 10−1 243 1165 1504 4.12 · 10−1
0.005 15 115 667 957 1
0.001 71 0 7 4671 12 81542876 rs10211262 1 · 10−6 1 · 10−6 7.17 · 10−1 7.63 · 10−1 0.000 748 0.002 38 2.72 · 10−1 0 4 2927 1
0.000 572 0 3 1744 1
0.002 77 431 1784 2458 5.38 · 10−52 81543370 rs6706111 3 · 10−6 1.86 · 10−4 4.74 · 10−3 4.73 · 10−3 0.283 0.003 06 7.78 · 10−1 289 1140 1500 1.13 · 10−3
0.002 29 142 644 958 2.33 · 10−2
0.001 49 949 2310 1420 8.59 · 10−12 81550580 rs11692929 0. 1.22 · 10−4 4.65 · 10−1 4.53 · 10−1 0.450 0.001 02 4.36 · 10−1 602 1453 880 9.70 · 10−1
0.002 29 347 857 540 8.46 · 10−1
0.007 90 114 1185 3350 4.59 · 10−12 81577055 rs17020238 5.60 · 10−5 3.89 · 10−4 9.76 · 10−1 9.51 · 10−1 0.152 0.007 83 1 67 753 2095 1
0.008 01 47 432 1255 1.91 · 10−1
0.002 56 109 1166 3399 4.51 · 10−12 81577090 rs17020239 9.30 · 10−5 2.34 · 10−3 9.76 · 10−1 9.57 · 10−1 0.148 0.002 38 7.71 · 10−1 63 741 2127 9.42 · 10−1
0.002 86 46 425 1272 1.54 · 10−1
0.002 77 499 1907 2267 1.32 · 10−32 81577812 rs11887827 3.88 · 10−4 4.37 · 10−3 2.19 · 10−8 2.42 · 10−8 0.311 0.001 70 8.63 · 10−2 322 1300 1311 1
0.004 58 177 607 956 1.66 · 10−7
0.000 854 111 1171 3400 3.87 · 10−12 81579712 rs17020244 7.10 · 10−5 1.60 · 10−3 9.76 · 10−1 9.75 · 10−1 0.149 0.000 681 6.32 · 10−1 65 743 2128 1
0.001 14 46 428 1272 1.85 · 10−1
0.001 71 110 1168 3400 4.18 · 10−12 81581046 rs12623313 9.20 · 10−5 2.85 · 10−3 9.52 · 10−1 9.39 · 10−1 0.148 0 3.71 · 10−4 65 743 2130 1
0.004 58 45 425 1270 1.84 · 10−1
0.003 41 109 1167 3394 4.52 · 10−12 81581185 rs10520335 7.30 · 10−5 4.91 · 10−4 9.52 · 10−1 9.54 · 10−1 0.148 0.002 72 3.09 · 10−1 63 742 2125 9.42 · 10−1
0.004 58 46 425 1269 1.55 · 10−1
0.002 13 498 2053 2125 9.47 · 10−12 81585945 rs7593114 6.30 · 10−5 4.11 · 10−3 1.44 · 10−1 1.41 · 10−1 0.326 0.001 02 4.65 · 10−2 323 1300 1312 9.67 · 10−1
0.004 01 175 753 813 1
0.002 13 111 1168 3397 3.86 · 10−12 81586635 rs9646997 5.60 · 10−5 9.25 · 10−4 8.81 · 10−1 8.82 · 10−1 0.149 0.001 02 4.65 · 10−2 63 744 2128 8.84 · 10−1
0.004 01 48 424 1269 8.91 · 10−2
0.002 99 110 1167 3395 4.18 · 10−12 81587078 rs11126813 5.80 · 10−5 4.80 · 10−5 1 9.73 · 10−1 0.148 0.002 04 1.65 · 10−1 64 743 2125 1
0.004 58 46 424 1270 1.54 · 10−1
0.001 49 152 1338 3189 4.19 · 10−12 81593778 rs7570013 1 · 10−6 4 · 10−6 5.93 · 10−1 5.73 · 10−1 0.176 0.001 02 4.36 · 10−1 97 846 1992 5.27 · 10−1
0.002 29 55 492 1197 6.15 · 10−1
Table A.4 CDwtccc variable importances results on chromosome 2 around a tree based only selected region. The 10gray shaded rows correspond to the most important block according to the T-Trees method in that region.
Chr Pos. snp rf imp. tt imp. Fisher p-value χ2 p-value maf fmiss pmiss 0 1 2 hwe
0.007 91 114 1182 3343 4.25 · 10−12 81577055 rs17020238 1.77 · 10−4 3.10 · 10−5 9.52 · 10−1 9.38 · 10−1 0.152 0.007 83 1 67 753 2094 1
0.008 05 47 429 1249 1.61 · 10−1
0.002 14 109 1165 3392 4.51 · 10−12 81577090 rs17020239 2.25 · 10−4 3.60 · 10−5 9.28 · 10−1 9.30 · 10−1 0.148 0.002 38 7.53 · 10−1 63 741 2126 9.42 · 10−1
0.001 73 46 424 1266 1.54 · 10−1
0.002 14 499 1903 2264 1.04 · 10−32 81577812 rs11887827 1.27 · 10−3 1.03 · 10−2 2.42 · 10−8 2.73 · 10−8 0.311 0.001 70 5.15 · 10−1 322 1299 1311 1
0.002 88 177 604 953 1.54 · 10−7
0.000 642 111 1169 3393 3.86 · 10−12 81579712 rs17020244 1.64 · 10−4 5.66 · 10−3 9.76 · 10−1 9.69 · 10−1 0.149 0.000 681 1 65 743 2127 1
0.000 575 46 426 1266 1.57 · 10−1
0.001 07 110 1168 3393 4.18 · 10−12 81581046 rs12623313 2.38 · 10−4 4.30 · 10−3 1 9.87 · 10−1 0.149 0 7.09 · 10−3 65 743 2129 1
0.002 88 45 425 1264 2.16 · 10−1
0.002 78 109 1167 3387 4.87 · 10−12 81581185 rs10520335 3.10 · 10−4 3.52 · 10−3 9.04 · 10−1 9.06 · 10−1 0.149 0.002 72 1 63 742 2124 9.42 · 10−1
0.002 88 46 425 1263 1.56 · 10−1
0.002 14 498 2046 2122 8.94 · 10−12 81585945 rs7593114 2.34 · 10−4 9.39 · 10−3 1.44 · 10−1 1.41 · 10−1 0.326 0.001 02 4.60 · 10−2 323 1299 1312 9.67 · 10−1
0.004 03 175 747 810 9.12 · 10−1
0.001 50 111 1168 3390 3.86 · 10−12 81586635 rs9646997 2.34 · 10−4 1.40 · 10−3 8.33 · 10−1 8.34 · 10−1 0.149 0.001 02 4.36 · 10−1 63 744 2127 8.84 · 10−1
0.002 30 48 424 1263 8.99 · 10−2
0.002 35 110 1167 3388 4.18 · 10−12 81587078 rs11126813 8.00 · 10−5 7.28 · 10−4 9.76 · 10−1 9.79 · 10−1 0.149 0.002 04 5.51 · 10−1 64 743 2124 1
0.002 88 46 424 1264 1.55 · 10−1
0.001 07 152 1333 3186 3.89 · 10−12 81593778 rs7570013 0. 1.34 · 10−4 5.54 · 10−1 5.45 · 10−1 0.175 0.001 02 1 97 845 1992 5.26 · 10−1
0.001 15 55 488 1194 5.56 · 10−1
0.001 28 30 698 3942 12 81594169 rs17020301 5 · 10−6 2.80 · 10−3 3.89 · 10−1 3.79 · 10−1 0.0812 0.001 02 6.77 · 10−1 16 433 2485 6.14 · 10−1
0.001 73 14 265 1457 6.40 · 10−1
0.001 28 110 1170 3390 4.53 · 10−12 81599721 rs12613517 1.72 · 10−4 2.14 · 10−3 9.04 · 10−1 9.05 · 10−1 0.149 0.001 36 1 64 743 2126 1
0.001 15 46 427 1264 1.86 · 10−1
0.000 642 110 1172 3391 4.53 · 10−12 81600746 rs11689930 2.22 · 10−4 2.23 · 10−4 9.52 · 10−1 9.39 · 10−1 0.149 0.000 681 1 65 743 2127 1
0.000 575 45 429 1264 2.56 · 10−1
0.0124 15 661 3942 1.90 · 10−22 81601323 rs1052397 4 · 10−6 2.13 · 10−4 7.13 · 10−1 6.93 · 10−1 0.0748 0.0106 1.71 · 10−1 9 412 2485 7.64 · 10−2
0.0155 6 249 1457 2.28 · 10−1
Table A.5 CDibd variable importances results on chromosome 2 around a tree based only selected region. The 10gray shaded rows correspond to the most important block according to the T-Trees method in that region.
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Figure B.1 BD: the position of the first 100 variables according to the tree based methods. Blue and trianglecorrespond to rf variable importances. Orange and square correspond to tt variable importances. Aspoints overlap, opacity increases, indicating several hits concentrated in a region
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Figure B.2 CAD: the position of the first 100 variables according to the tree based methods. Blue and trianglecorrespond to rf variable importances. Orange and square correspond to tt variable importances. Aspoints overlap, opacity increases, indicating several hits concentrated in a region
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Figure B.3 CD: the position of the first 100 variables according to the tree based methods. Blue and trianglecorrespond to rf variable importances. Orange and square correspond to tt variable importances. Aspoints overlap, opacity increases, indicating several hits concentrated in a region
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Figure B.4 HT : the position of the first 100 variables according to the tree based methods. Blue and trianglecorrespond to rf variable importances. Orange and square correspond to tt variable importances. Aspoints overlap, opacity increases, indicating several hits concentrated in a region
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Figure B.5 RA: the position of the first 100 variables according to the tree based methods. Blue and trianglecorrespond to rf variable importances. Orange and square correspond to tt variable importances. Aspoints overlap, opacity increases, indicating several hits concentrated in a region
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Figure B.6 T1D: the position of the first 100 variables according to the tree based methods. Blue and trianglecorrespond to rf variable importances. Orange and square correspond to tt variable importances. Aspoints overlap, opacity increases, indicating several hits concentrated in a region
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Figure B.7 T2D: the position of the first 100 variables according to the tree based methods. Blue and trianglecorrespond to rf variable importances. Orange and square correspond to tt variable importances. Aspoints overlap, opacity increases, indicating several hits concentrated in a region
Appendix C
About the score measure
This section justifies our score measure choice. We applied the random forest (a 10-folds cross validationwith T = 100 and no pruning) on CDwtccc (resp. CDibd). Figure C.1 (resp. C.2) shows how the auc evolvew.r.t. the value of K for the three different score measures: STC , QTC and ITC (cf. Chapter 4). We notice that
STC reaches the highest value. With ITC for identical values of K we reach lower aucs than with STC . Finally,the QTC curve increases rapidly w.r.t. K but saturates around 0.8.
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Figure C.1 CDwtccc: the different auc curve profiles we obtained with rf (T = 100) using three different scoremeasures while increasing the K parameter.
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Figure C.2 CDibd: the different auc curve profiles we obtained with rf (T = 100) using three different score measureswhile increasing the K parameter.
Also, Figure C.3 (resp. C.4) depicts the minor allele frequencies of the 1000 first markers according toeach variable importance ranking obtained from forests using the three different score measures on CDwtccc(resp. CDibd). Especially, with QTC , the “end-cut” preference is a real problem. As we can see the mostimportant variables are systematically the ones with a low maf. It also explains why the auc saturated withthat score: the variable selection process is biased towards low maf variables which forces the trees toexploit only a small subset of possible attributes and renders the method much less sensitive to an increase
163
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of K . On the other hand, we see for ITC that there is also a (less pronounced) bias but towards major allelefrequencies variables this time. Finally, we see that with the STC , the maf values are more evenly distributedamong top variables using the “adequately” normalised score measure.
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Figure C.3 CDwtccc: Minor allele frequencies of the 1000 first variables according to three forests (rf, K = 1000,
T = 100 and no pruning) using the three different score measures.
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Figure C.4 CDibd: Minor allele frequencies of the 1000 first variables according to three forests (rf, K = 1000,
T = 100 and no pruning) using the three different score measures.
Those two observations justify our choice of the STC score measure as it leads to better predictions whilenot being biased towards any particular maf value.
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